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“Far from being [merely] a romantic interlude whose brief existence sparked the
imagination of generations, Kevin Alan Brook’s volume shows that the Khazar expe-
rience is intrinsic to the narrative of Jewish history.” 

—Jewish Quarterly Review 

“The Jews of Khazaria is, in essence, a compendium of information gathered from
every available source. . . . [Brook] should be complimented on the trouble that he
has taken to assemble so much information out of so many disparate sources. He
has provided a useful reference work.” 

—Shofar, An Interdisciplinary Journal of Jewish Studies

“As a full exploration in English of the history and culture of the Khazars, this volume
is without equal.” —Edward J. Lazzerini, Indiana University

The Jews of Khazaria chronicles the history of the Khazars, a people who, in the
early Middle Ages, founded a large empire in eastern Europe (located in present-day
Ukraine and Russia). The Khazars played a pivotal role in world history. Khazaria
was one of the largest-sized political formations of its time, an economic and cul-
tural superpower connected to several important trade routes. It was especially
notable for its religious tolerance, and in the ninth century, a large portion of the
royal family converted to Judaism. Many of the nobles and commoners did likewise
shortly thereafter. After their conversion, the Khazars were ruled by a succession
of Jewish kings who began to adopt the hallmarks of Jewish civilization, including
the Torah and Talmud, the Hebrew script, and the observance of Jewish holidays. 

In this thoroughly revised edition of a modern classic, The Jews of Khazaria
explores many exciting new discoveries about the Khazars’ religious life, economy,
military, government, and culture. It builds upon new studies of the Khazars,
evaluating and incorporating recent theories, along with new documentary and
archaeological findings. The book gives a comprehensive accounting of the cities,
towns, and fortresses of Khazaria, and features a timeline summarizing key events
in Khazar history.
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The researchers [of Khazar history] have beautiful days in front of them
[while they explore] . . . [t]he spellbinding history of a Jewish Atlantis that
slumbered in neglect for centuries.

—Alexandra Lemasson, L’Express, June 7, 2001

Every schoolchild in the West has been told that if not for Charles Martel
and the battle of Poitiers there might be a mosque where Notre Dame now
stands. What few schoolchildren are aware of is that if not for the Khazars
. . . Eastern Europe might well have become a province of Islam.

—Peter Golden, Khazar Studies

To the oppressed Jews of the world, the Khazars were a source of pride and
hope, for their existence seemed to prove that God had not completely
abandoned His people.

—Raymond Scheindlin, The Chronicles of the Jewish People

The peoples of the Khazar Khanate had a more advanced way of life than
those of the Central Asian Turkic tribes, whose chief occupation was no-
madic animal husbandry. The level of its agriculture and handicrafts in-
dustry matched contemporary European standards. In terms of commercial
development it even exceeded them.

—György Balázs, The Magyars
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This book explores the history and culture of the Khazars, a Turkic people
who established a large empire in southern Russia during the early medieval
period. The Khazars were politically and militarily powerful, representing a
“third force” in Europe and Asia on par with the Byzantine Empire and the
Islamic Caliphate. They were known to be excellent traders, farmers, fisher-
men, warriors, and craftsmen.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the Khazars’ history was their adop-
tion of the Jewish religion. For centuries, the Khazar territory was a major re-
gion of settlement for Jewish refugees escaping persecution, and these refugees
soon introduced Judaism to the Khazars. The king of Khazaria, Bulan, became
convinced that Judaism was the true religion, and under his leadership and that
of his successors, some of the Khazar people also adopted Judaism. Syna-
gogues and yeshivas were established in Khazaria, and the study of the Torah
and Talmud became commonplace. The Khazars underscored their allegiance
to the Jewish faith by adopting the Hebrew script and Hebrew personal names,
even to the extent of naming some of their children after Jewish holidays such
as Pesach and Hanukkah. Jews lived in many of the major Khazar towns.

Khazaria exerted a tremendous impact on world history. The Khazars’ per-
sistence against Arab invaders eventually halted their conquests north of the
Caucasus, similar to the role of the Franks in blocking Arabs from conquering
more lands in western Europe. The Khazars also had an impact on the migra-
tion of many Bulgars, leading eventually to the establishment of Bulgaria in
the Balkans. The Khazars helped to influence the early culture and govern-
mental systems of the Magyars and the Rus’. Khazaria also served as a major
center for world trade and contributed to economic prosperity in the region.

Since the publication of the first edition of this book in April 1999, many
important developments have taken place in the field of Khazar studies.
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These developments have substantially altered the content of the text. The
first international Khazar studies colloquium was held in May 1999, and it,
along with subsequent conferences, has led to increased correspondence and
cooperation between researchers in many different countries. Archaeological
research has continued in Russia and Ukraine at burial and fortress sites, and
archaeological reports and books from eastern Europe have become more
easily available in the West. Numismatic confirmation in 2002 that the Khaz-
ars minted Jewish-themed coins in the late 830s helps us to reassess the date
of the conversion of the Khazar king to Judaism. Genetic data collected from
Jewish populations around the world have been published in scientific papers
during the 2000s, helping to finally resolve long-standing debates about the
ancestry of East European Jews.

In the second edition, we will also explore new evidence for Christian re-
ligious expression in the Khazarian Crimea, the types of weaponry used by
the Khazar military, a story about Jewish Khazars living in the Byzantine Em-
pire, documents concerning Jews with East Slavic names who lived in the
cities of Grodno and Brest, and new revelations about the connections be-
tween the Crimean Karaites and the Karaites of Istanbul, among other topics.

We will reevaluate fundamental issues in the light of these and other recent
discoveries. For instance, it has become clear that the Khazar ancestral com-
ponent in Ashkenazic Jewry is not as large as we might have once imagined.
Nevertheless, the basic theory that I proposed in the first edition—that East
European Jews descend from a mixture of Khazars, Slavs, Middle Eastern
Jews, German Jews, and Czech Jews—remains in accord with the known ev-
idence, and we may still see the East Slavic–speaking Jews who inhabited
Kievan Rus’ and the Lithuanian Grand Duchy as the missing link between the
Turkic-speaking Khazars of the early medieval era and the Yiddish-speaking
Jews of later times. We will also encounter confirmation that Ashkenazic
Jews are closely related to Sephardic Jews, Italian Jews, Mountain Jews, and
several other Jewish populations.

I believe it is important that the entire story of the civilization of Khazaria
should be easily accessible to both scholars and laymen. When I first began
researching the Khazars in 1993, I was puzzled by the fact that so few exten-
sive studies on the Khazars had been published in Western languages. I there-
fore undertook the task of writing the kind of book that I thought needed to
be available. I hope this completely updated second edition will be as well re-
ceived as the first edition, and that it will further advance the study of this
subject. This is my tribute to a fascinating culture which does not deserve to
languish in obscurity or controversy any longer.

—Kevin Alan Brook
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For millennia, wandering bands of nomads lived in the steppes of central Asia
and southern Russia. Yet, contrary to popular belief, these nomads possessed
culture and other traits of civilized life. Some of the most spectacular archae-
ological finds anywhere in the world have been discovered in the grasslands
of Ukraine and Russia. The Scythians, warriors of Iranian origin, were one of
the earliest societies in the steppe (seventh to third century BCE), and many of
their rich treasures have come to light. They were great patrons of the arts who
commissioned Greek artists. In the summer of 1996, the tomb of a Scythian
military commander was found near Ryzhanivka village in Ukraine, contain-
ing a gold-handled sword, a headdress decorated with gold, wine jars, and sil-
ver decorations. Another exciting discovery was the Scythian gold pectoral
from Tolstaya Mogila along the Dnieper River, which contained detailed en-
gravings of animals and people.1 At other gravesites, Scythians were buried
along with large quantities of gold bracelets, rings, and tiaras.

Centuries after the Scythian society disappeared, other societies made
their mark in the steppes, including the Sarmatians, Huns, and Khazars. As
the historian Peter Golden has noted,2 many of the early central Asian no-
mads took a deep interest in trade and succeeded in building rich civilizations
with literacy and high levels of political, social, and military organization.
According to Golden, “The picture of the nomad as simply a mounted ma-
rauder, while justified from the point of view of those who felt the fury of their
attacks, does not tell the full story.”

The Turkic civilizations of central Asia were often just as culturally rich as
that of the Scythians. In August 2001, Turkish archaeologists excavating a
shrine in central Mongolia discovered the ancient tomb of the Kök Turk ka-
gan Bilge, who ruled from 716 to 734. The tomb contained thousands of
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works of art made from silver and gold, such as silver sculptures of deer and
a gold crown decorated with a mythological bird figurine.

The Khazars emerged on the world scene as Turkic horsemen who believed
in shamanism and lived a nomadic lifestyle. Over the course of many cen-
turies, the Khazars adopted a more settled way of life and replaced their for-
mer Tengri beliefs with Judaism, Islam, and Christianity. This chapter ex-
plores the evolution of the Khazars into a tribe and the earliest development
of their kingdom.

THE TURKIC HERITAGE

The Khazars were predominantly Turkic and probably originated in the
steppes of central Asia, or perhaps in the Ural or Caucasus mountains. The
details of their origins are still somewhat obscure. The early ninth-century
Greek historian Theophanes wrote that the Khazars were “eastern Turks.”3

The Arab chronicler al-Masudi recorded in Kitab at-Tanbih wa al-Ishraf
(957) that “the Khazars . . . are a tribe of the Turks.”4 The Chinese chronicle
T’ang-shu likewise declared that the Khazars “belong to the stock of the
Turks.”5 Writers in the centuries following the demise of Khazaria rein-
forced this knowledge. The twelfth-century religious scholar Rabbi Yehudah
ben Barzillai of Barcelona referred to “the Khazars, who are Turks.”6 The
thirteenth-century Polish writer Martinus Oppaviensis7 called the Khazars
Turks when referring to them as Justinian II’s one-time allies in the Crimea
(see chapter 7).

Turkic and Jewish genealogical myths recorded by King Joseph and Sefer
Yosippon identified Khazar as the “brother” of other Turkic tribes like the
Bulgars and Sabirs (see below). Syriac legends said that the ancestor of the
Khazars was named “Khazarig,” the brother of “Bulgarios.”8 Most scholars
believe that these legends have a historical basis and that the Khazars were
indeed closely related to Turkic tribes such as the Bulgars and Bashkirs.

According to Turkic legend, as preserved in Chinese chronicles,9 the orig-
inal Turks lived beside a large swamp. Enemies killed them off, with the ex-
ception of one boy, whose feet they cut off and whom they threw into a
marsh. A female wolf rescued the boy. Years later, the boy impregnated the
wolf. When the leader of his enemies hired someone to kill the boy, the boy
and the wolf fled to a cave in a mountain north of the Turfan Depression (in
eastern Turkistan, which today is in northwestern China). The wolf gave birth
to ten sons in the cave. One of the ten sons was named A-shih-na, and his tribe
became powerful and expanded greatly in size. All ten sons settled along the
southern slope of the Altai Mountains, came under the control of the Juan-
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Juan, and became blacksmiths. The A-shih-na adopted the name “Turk.” The
legend indicates that the wolf is the totem ancestor of the Turks.10

As was the case with most nomadic Turks, the Khazars were racially and
ethnically mixed. Among the Turks were black-haired peoples with dark
brown eyes, red-haired peoples with green or hazel eyes, and fair-haired peo-
ples with blue eyes. Some had high cheekbones, wide faces, and narrow eyes,
resembling the peoples of east Asia. Many others resembled Europeans or
Middle Easterners. The diversity of the Turks is also made apparent by the
fact that the term “Turk” is not a racial term, but rather was applied to a vari-
ety of different nomadic tribes who shared a common vocabulary and culture.
The heterogeneity of the Turks is still apparent today, since the disparate
modern Turkic peoples often look strikingly dissimilar. For example, the
Gagauz people of Europe differ from the Kazakhs of central Asia, just as Az-
eris of the south Caucasus differ from Uyghurs of northwestern China. In cer-
tain instances, this diversity can be explained by the frequent process by
which diverse peoples originally of non-Turkic origin were “Turkicized” and
adopted Turkic as their language.11

The Khazars were described by ibn-Said al-Maghribi as having blue eyes,
light skin, and reddish hair.12 Many other early Turkic tribes also had red hair.
Chinese and Muslim sources indicated that the ancient Qirghiz (Kyrgyz) peo-
ple living north of the Sayan Mountains along the upper Yenisei River had red
hair, blue eyes, and white skin. For example, Gardizi reported a legend of the
origin of the Kyrgyz people wherein a Khazar nobleman named Bashqird be-
friended the “Saqlabs” (Slavs) and called another group of people whom he
led the “Khirkhiz.” He added that it was said that the Saqlabs mixed with the
Khirkhiz and that this explains the incidence of red hair and white skin among
the Khirkhiz.13 The T’ang-shu chronicle said that the Kyrgyz people were
“tall, with red-hair, ruddy-faced and blue-eyed. Black hair is considered a bad
omen.”14 The red hair of the Kyrgyz might mean that they were partly of
some non-Turkic origin. A Hsiung-nu ruler in the early fourth century had a
red beard, and the Shih-ku said that the Hu people, descended from the Wu-
sun (neighbors of the Hsiung-nu), had red beards and blue eyes.15

On the other hand, al-Istakhri said that Khazars had black hair.16 Al-
Istakhri added that there were “Black Khazars” and “White Khazars,” alleg-
ing that the latter were light skinned and handsome while the former were
dark skinned. However, scholars agree that this was not a racial distinction
but rather a social one. The Black (Kara) Khazars were the lower classes,
while the White (Ak) Khazars were the nobility and royalty.

When Soviet archaeologists excavated Khazarian kurgans (burial mounds)
near the fortress of Sarkel, dating from the tenth to the twelfth centuries, they
discovered physical remains that apparently were of members of the Khazar
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tribe. Some of these Khazars belonged to a Slavic type, while others were
short-skulled Europeans. Only a few Mongolian types were found.17

Alternative theories have been proposed about the origins of the Khazar
people throughout the years. In the nineteenth century, some scholars consid-
ered the Khazars to be Turks or Tatars, while others said that they were Finno-
Ugrians related to the Magyars; still others argued that the Khazars were
Slavs or related to the Circassians.18 A large number of possibilities were
raised in the following century as well. In his PhD thesis Struktur und
Gesellschaft des Chazaren-Reiches im Licht der Schriftenlichen Quellen
(1982), Dieter Ludwig suggested that the Khazars were Hephthalites (al-
legedly Turkic) originating from Khorasan (eastern Persia) who formed a
union with the Sabirs around the sixth century. Warren B. Walsh claimed that
the Khazars were related to the Georgians and Armenians.19

The scholars who have had the easiest access to Khazar documents and ar-
tifacts are, naturally, those in Russia and Ukraine. Unfortunately, the Com-
munist conceptualization of history skewed analysis of the ethnogenesis of
tribes in the Russian lands during much of the twentieth century, as Bruce
Trigger explained:

The Soviet Union was the first country where archaeological data were inter-
preted within the framework of Marxist historical materialism. Since the late
1920s, this paradigm has guided all archaeological research done there.20

This ideology had drastic consequences for Khazar studies. Under the op-
pressive regime of Stalin (1929–1953), Soviet historians and archaeologists
were forced to adopt the view that the Khazars were not Turkic migrants
from the East but rather were natives of the north Caucasus.21 Mikhail Arta-
monov therefore alleged, during the 1930s and 1940s, that the Khazars were
local natives of the Don valley and the north Caucasus. Lev Gumilev and
several other archaeologists expressed the belief that the Khazars were a
“Turkified” Daghestani, Sarmatian, or Alanic people. Vladimir Minorsky,
too, wrote that the Khazars were a grouping of local nomadic tribes of south-
ern Russia who were brought together under a new Khazar-Turkic leader.22

The view that the Khazars were mainly or entirely a “Turkified” people does
not appear to be valid, since it is known for certain that the Khazars were
Turks. However, there remains the possibility that some non-Turkic people
under the jurisdiction of the Khazar Empire also assumed the name
“Khazar”—especially Jewish immigrants from the Middle East who inter-
married with the Khazars.

The meaning of the ethnonym “Khazar” has been much debated. Accord-
ing to some scholars, “Khazar” may be derived from the root words kaz
(meaning “wanderer”) and er (meaning “man”). On the other hand, Douglas
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Dunlop believed it was possible to associate the Khazars with the Chinese
name of one of the nine ancient Uyghur tribes, “Ko-sa.”23 Some early Chi-
nese writers knew the Khazars under the names K’osa t’u-chüeh (K’osa
Turks) and T’u-chüeh ho-sa pu, and Dunlop’s argument is largely based on
the close resemblance between the “Ko-sa” and “K’osa.” In Khazar Studies,
Peter Golden disagreed with Dunlop’s suggestion, writing that a connection
between the Khazars and Uyghurs cannot be established, and that the real
connection existed with the Oghurs.24 Early Rus’ian sources called the Khaz-
ars the “White Ugry” and the Magyars the “Black Ugry.”25 It should be as-
sumed that “Ugry” is equivalent to “Oghur.” The Oghurs were a special
branch of Turks who spoke a form of Turkic distinct from Common Turkic.

More recently, however, scholars have reevaluated the question of whether
Khazars can be associated with Uyghurs, since some new evidence has been
discovered that may connect the Khazars with people of the ancient Uyghur
Empire. The reevaluation involves the name “Qasar.” “Qasar” was found in
the form “QSR” on the mid-eighth-century Shine-usu, Terkhin, and Tes runic
inscriptions from northern Mongolia, all of which were composed in the Old
Uyghur language.26 In one of the runic inscriptions, the Uyghur kagan
Bayanchur (El-Etmish Bilgä) (reigned 747–759) wrote that the Qasars were
involved in events of the sixth century. T. Senga believed that the Uyghur
tribe or surname “Qasar” may be equivalent to the Ko-sa of the Chinese
sources.27 There has been speculation that part of the Qasar group moved
west from Mongolia or northern Kazakhstan into Khazaria, but this is far
from certain. Károly Czeglédy and Louis Bazin proposed that the Qasars
were the ancestors of the Khazars.28 Bazin argued that this Uyghur group mi-
grated westward before the year 555, and he suggested that qas- means “to
tyrannize, oppress, terrorize.” Czeglédy argued that the westward migration
of the Qasars occurred around 463.29

It is interesting that the multitribal Chiu-hsing (“Nine Surnames”) confed-
eracy, conquered by the Uyghur kagan, included a tribal leader named Ko-sa,
according to the Chinese work Hsin T’ang-shu.30 Additionally, it should be
noted that the kagan of the Uyghur Empire between 823 and 832 was named
Hosa t’e-le (Hazar Tekin). Were these leaders related to the Khazars? Senga
postulated that Ko-sa was the surname of the leader of the Ssu-chieh (Sikari)
tribe, possibly associated with the T’ieh-le group rather than with Uyghurs,
and that it was the T’ieh-le who were the ancestors of the Khazar people.

More recently, András Róna-Tas connected Qasar (Khasar) with the an-
cient Roman title “Caesar.”31 This title, in turn, derived from the Latin name
“Julius Caesar.” The word Caesar was transmitted to the Turks via the Per-
sians. In Middle Persian, the name took the form “Kesar.” Dan Shapira con-
curred with Róna-Tas’s analysis.32
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A complete answer about the origins of the Khazars is not yet available.
However, it should be emphasized that the evidence indicates the importance
of westward migrations in the creation of the Khazar people.

LEGENDS ABOUT THE BEGINNINGS 
OF THE JEWISH KHAZARS

Some of the Turkic peoples believed that they could trace their descent back
to Noah, the legendary ark builder, through the biblical character Togarmah.
One of the most important Khazar kings, Joseph, wrote in his celebrated Re-
ply to Hasdai ibn Shaprut that the Khazars were descended from “Kozar,” the
seventh of Togarmah’s ten sons (the others being Uygur, Tiros, Avar, Oguz or
Ogur, Bisal or Barsil, Tarna, Sanar, Bulgar, and Savir). Other medieval He-
brew essays substantiated this claim. For example, the anonymous tenth-
century Hebrew historical work Sefer Yosippon stated that Togarmah’s son
Kozar had nine brothers, who represented the ancestry of the Bulgars, Pech-
enegs, and other Turkic groups. Genesis 10:2 and 10:3, in turn, traced To-
garmah’s ancestry back several generations, naming Japheth as his grand-
father and Noah as Japheth’s father. It is also worth mentioning that Shem
Tov ibn Shem Tov called Khazaria “the country of Togarmah” in his Sefer ha-
Emunot (early fifteenth century).

Jewish authors often speculated that the Jews in Khazaria were descended
from some of the twelve tribes of ancient Israel. For example, the Khazar au-
thor of the Schechter Letter mentioned a tradition among his people that the
Khazarian Jews were descended from the tribe of Simeon.33 Similarly, Eldad
ben Mahali ha-Dani (Eldad “the Danite”), a Jew who may have hailed from
eastern Africa or Khazaria,34 wrote (in the late ninth century) that the tribe of
Simeon and the half tribe of Menasheh lived in “the land of the Khazars” and
took tribute from twenty-five kingdoms, including some Muslim nations. El-
dad brought this to the attention of the Jews of Spain in 883 and aroused con-
siderable interest in the topic among them.

Several other versions of the Eldad ha-Dani legend exist in Hebrew liter-
ature. A large assortment of these tales, concerning the whereabouts of the
remnants of the twelve tribes of Israel, were collected in the Chronicles of
Jerahmeel by Jerahmeel ben Solomon, a twelfth-century Italian Jew. One of
the documents in Jerahmeel’s collection is the Chronicle of Elchanan the
Merchant, which was said to be written by Elchanan ben Joseph, a seafaring
merchant from the land where the tribe of Dan dwelled. This chronicle, as
preserved by Jerahmeel, is more detailed than Eldad’s tale and provides
valuable additional information. Elchanan’s chronicle indicated that the tribe
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of Judah and half of the tribe of Simeon lived in tents in “the land of the
Khasdim.” They collected tribute from twenty-five kingdoms, including
Muslims and descendants of Keturah, Abraham’s second wife.35 They were
described as proficient archers and sword fighters who warred against non-
Jewish nations and at times went on excursions to Iraq. Elchanan said that
Judah and Simeon spoke Hebrew, Greek, and the language of Togarmah
(Turkic), and that they were knowledgeable about the Torah, Mishnah, Tal-
mud, and Agadah.36 It is obvious that these statements, like those in the tale
narrated by Eldad, refer to the Jews living in Khazaria. Dan Shapira showed
how the term Khasdim, spelled “Kazrim” in some versions of the tale,
equaled “Khazars” in its meaning.37

The other document from the Chronicles of Jerahmeel that provides details
about the lost tribes in the Caucasus region is titled The Ten Banishments of the
Sanhedrin. The details in this document sometimes contradict those in
Elchanan’s account. For example, the tribe of Ephraim and the half tribe of
Menasheh, rather than Simeon and Judah, were said to be collecting tribute
from twenty-five kingdoms.38 Ephraim and Menasheh formed a large confed-
eration of hardworking horse riders who lived “opposite the city of Meyuqa.”

There was also believed to be a connection between the Khazars and Ma-
gog, a son of Japheth. The Life of Saint Abo of Tiflis (Tbilisi) said that the
Khazars were savage “sons of Magog” who were “without religion, except
that they recognize a god the creator.”39 According to Expositio in Matthaeum
Evangelistam, a commentary on Matthew 24:14 written in 864 by the monk
Christian of Stavelot, the Jewish Gazari or Gazares (Khazars) lived “in the
lands of Gog and Magog” (see chapter 6). The Arab traveler ibn Fadlan wrote
(in 921 or 922), “Some hold the opinion that Gog and Magog are the Khaz-
ars.”40 The Talmud, however, identified Magog with the White Huns and Gog
with the Goths.41 Josephus, writing in the first century, associated Magog
with the Scythians.

Christian of Stavelot added that Alexander the Great “enclosed” or “shut
in” the Gazari, but that they escaped. This statement is derived from an an-
cient legend in which Alexander was seen as a hero for walling up dangerous,
unclean peoples. Prester John described the enclosed peoples as cannibals.42

The Cosmography by Pseudo-Aethicus Istricus, written circa 770, stated,
“Other writings omit the Turks [= Khazars living near the Black and Azov
seas]. . . . He says that they are closed in by the Byrrichean mountains and the
isles of the Taracontas and right to the bay of the Pontus by its lands and lit-
torals. . . . They are people . . . from the stock of Gog and Magog. . . . Along
with their offspring, the very worst, they are a race pent in behind the Caspian
Gates. They have a [tall] stature, are sooty, foul, with acutely pointed(?)
teeth.”43
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The medieval German legend of the “Red Jews” derived from a combina-
tion of three of these stories: (1) about Alexander the Great’s enclosure of
monstrous nations behind a large mountain northeast of the Mediterranean;
(2) about Gog and Magog, said to be the destroyers of the world at the end of
time; and (3) about the ten lost tribes of Israel.44 German writers used the
“Red Jews” legend to express anti-Jewish sentiments and fears about the an-
ticipated apocalypse.

The term “Red Jews” was chosen because medieval Germans saw red hair
and red beards as signs of a dishonest, deceitful individual. Thus, Red Jews
were Jews who had red hair and red beards, according to Andrew Gow.45 This
is visually demonstrated in a fifteenth-century German Historiated Bible,
which depicted the ten lost tribes of Israel (enclosed by Alexander) with red
hair and red beards.46 By contrast, Alexander and his army had blond hair.

The Red Jews made their first appearance in German literature in Albrecht
von Scharfenberg’s late thirteenth-century text titled Der Jüngere Titurel. Ac-
cording to Albrecht, the Red Jews are enclosed between two tall mountains
called Gog and Magog; these Jews are “warlike” and present a military threat
to Christians.47 Another late thirteenth-century document, Der Göttweiger
Trojanerkrieg, stated that the Red Jews lived in the land of “Plotzen,” a coun-
try that “stretched far and wide.” It also said that the Red Jews taxed travel-
ers very heavily, and that they looked ugly and frightening.48 It further said
that after twenty thousand Red Jews were killed in battle against Greek sol-
diers, the remnants of Red Jewry fled into the mountains, where they were
conquered by King Alexander “many years later.”

Gottes Zukunft, penned by Heinrich von Neustadt circa 1300, called the en-
closed country “Caspia.”49 Heinrich also wrote that the terrifying people of
Gog and Magog, descended from Japheth, are the ten tribes of Israel, locked
up by Alexander in the “Caspian Mountains” (the Caucasus Mountains are
meant). The Caspian Jews are numerous and have large armies.

Buch der Maccabäer by Ludger von Braunschweig (early fourteenth cen-
tury) expanded upon the meaning of the legend. It said that Alexander’s army
came to the “Caspian Mountains” and met the ten Israelite tribes, who are
also called Red Jews. The Red Jews were already partially enclosed, and thus
imprisoned, by the mountains, because God had punished them for worship-
ping two golden calves made by their king Jeroboam. Alexander further
trapped the Red Jews in these mountains by piling boulders to form a great
wall. But Alexander and his men were unable to complete the task of walling
up the Jews, so he asked God to enclose the mountains entirely. Von Braun-
schweig wrote that God answered Alexander’s prayer. Nevertheless, me-
dieval Christians were concerned that Gog and Magog would break out of the
Caucasus Mountains at the end of time and destroy the Christian world.
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In Judenbüchlein (early sixteenth century), Victor von Carben imagined a
dialogue between a Christian and a Jew. The Jew described the king of the
Red Jews as a descendant of the tribe of Judah—reminiscent of Elchanan the
Merchant’s comment that Judahites ruled over the land of the Khasdim—and
said that the “Caspian Mountains” were located on “the other side of Baby-
lonia,” bordering the sea that the Germans called the “Wild Sea” and that
Jews called Sambation.50 The waves of the “Wild Sea” were so fierce that it
was impossible to navigate across it during the week. However, the sea rested
from Friday at six o’clock pm until Saturday at six o’clock pm. The Red Jews
could not cross during this time because they were observing the Sabbath.
The fictional Jew in this dialogue lamented the perpetual imprisonment of the
Red Jews between the sea and the mountains because only Red Jewry could
liberate the German Jews.

At least one English writer picked up on the Red Jews story. In the four-
teenth century, Hugh de Campden created a rhymed translation into Middle
English of Sidrac, an Old French manuscript from the thirteenth century con-
cerning a conflict between the eastern kings Boctus and Garaab and the con-
versations Boctus had with the sage Sidrac, which led to Boctus’s conversion
to Christianity. The first portion of the text reads as follows:

There was a kynge that Boctus hyght
And was a man of moche myght
His londe lay be grete Inde
Bectorye hight hit as we fynde
After the time of Noee even
Viijte hundred yeere fourty and seven
The kynge Boctus hym bethought
That he wolde haue a citee wrought
The rede Iewes fro hym spere
And for to mayntene his were
Ayenst a kyng that was his foo
And hathe moste of Inde longyng hym too
His name was Garaab the kyng.51

The line “The rede Iewes fro hym spere” means “The red Jews from him shut
out.” Thus, the text refers to King Boctus’s enclosure of the Red Jews and to
his building of a city.

Jewish folklorists also spun tales about Red Jews. There were several key
similarities between the Jewish and German legends: the Red Jews were war-
riors who ruled a large kingdom and lived beyond a large sea or river called
Sambation. The historian Salo W. Baron suggested that the Red Jews of the
Jewish tales were the Khazars.52 It does seem very likely that the stories about
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the fiercely independent Red Jews were vague memories of, or rumors about,
the powerful Khazar kingdom, transmitted in distorted form to German
Christians. Håkon Stang, however, expressed hesitation about the claim that
the Red Jews were definitely the Khazars, asking, “Yet is this [the existence
of Khazar Jews] enough to establish word of ‘the Red Jews’?”53

THE KHAZARS AND THE HUNS

The original Hunnic empire was established in inner Asia in the third century
BCE by the military commander T’ou-man. It was greatly strengthened and
enlarged during the reign of Mo-tun, son of T’ou-man. Yet the empire of the
Huns separated into northern and southern divisions in the middle of the first
century CE. The northern Huns began moving west after a major defeat in-
flicted upon them in 93 CE by the Hsien-pi (Mongols).54

The Huns moved westward into southern Russia and Crimea by the 380s,
taking possession of the lower Don River valley and the territory surrounding
the Sea of Azov. Priscus recorded (circa 448) that the Akatzirs (Akatziroi) or
Akatirs (Akatiroi) living near the Black Sea were subjects of the Huns.55 He
wrote that Attila, king of the Huns, installed Karidach (Kuridach) as king of
the Akatzirs around the middle of the fifth century. The Akatzirs also were in
alliance with the Alans around this time. Some historians have thought that
the Akatzirs might be ancestors of the Khazars. However, no solid evidence
exists that would connect the Akatzirs with the Khazars, even though the
anonymous author of the early medieval Ravenna Cosmography had asserted
just such a connection.56 In any case, “Akatir” is the original form of Akatzir,
and Róna-Tas effectively debunked the alleged connection between the
Akatzirs and the Khazars.57

Oghur Turkic tribes—including the Onogurs, Saragurs, and Uturghurs
(Utigurs)—crossed the Volga River and entered Europe around the year 463.
Previously, the Oghurs lived in western Siberia and central Asia, but they suf-
fered a defeat at the hands of the Sabirs and were forced to migrate. The
Oghuric Onogurs settled along the Don and Kuban river basins of the north
Caucasus, as well as in the steppe lands north of the Kuban River up to the
Don River. According to Peter Golden, the Oghurs were members of the
T’ieh-le tribal union mentioned in Chinese sources.58 These Oghuric new-
comers apparently intermingled with the Akatzirs and the Huns. Indeed,
scholars have often considered the Onogurs, Utigurs, and Kutrigurs of the
Crimea and Phanagoria to have been Huns.

The Huns still controlled portions of the European steppe lands during the
sixth century, including the Crimea. One of the Hunnic kings of the Crimea,
named Grod, sought an alliance with the Byzantine emperor Justinian I.59
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Grod adopted Christianity in 528 and melted many pagan idols, converting
them into silver and electrum coins. The Crimean Huns were dissatisfied with
Grod, so they killed him and installed Mougel, his pagan brother, as their new
king.60 An important consequence of this change in command was that
Mougel reversed Grod’s pro-Byzantine policies.

Remnants of the Huns remained in the eastern Pontic steppes and the
northern Caucasus for many years, and some ventured into Romania. It is in-
teresting that Christian of Stavelot considered the Jewish Gazari living in
“Gog and Magog” to be Huns (see chapter 6). This, however, is probably a
generic use of the word Hun.

One of the earliest factual references to the Khazars dates from the year
555, when an anonymous author wrote a supplement attached to the Syriac
translation of Greek Church History of “Zacharias Rhetor.” In this supple-
ment, the Khazars were listed among the nomadic tribes living in tents north
of the Caucasus Mountains.61

THE WESTERN TURKISH EMPIRE

For over sixty years, the Western Turks ruled the Khazars.
The Western Kök (“Blue”) Türk Kaganate was founded in 552 by Ishtemi,

the yabghu kagan, who was the brother of the supreme Türk kagan Bumin.62

Ishtemi and Bumin were members of the Turkic Asena (Ashina) dynastic
clan. The headquarters of this vast empire was located near Lake Balkash. In
the year 567, hordes of Western Turks arrived in the Volga River region. They
soon assumed control over the Sabirs,63 Onogurs, and Alans of the north Cau-
casus. By circa 570, the Khazars were under the jurisdiction of the Western
Turkish Empire.64 The Western Turks took possession of the city of Bosporus
(the future Kerch) from the Byzantine Empire in 576. The North Caucasian
Huns also became subjects of the Western Turks. Additionally, Ishtemi’s
forces took control over the Iranian city-states of Bukhara, Samarkand, and
Khwarizm in central Asia.

Ishtemi died in 575 or 576 and was succeeded as Western Turkish yabghu
kagan by his son Tardu, who lived until 603. Tardu eventually gained control
over the Eastern Turks as well. In 601, Tardu’s army unsuccessfully attempted
to conquer the Chinese capital city of Chang’an. After Tardu’s death, Chulo
(reigned 603–611) became yabghu kagan. Chulo’s unsatisfactory performance
led to revolts. His successor, Shih Kuei (reigned 611–618), expanded the West-
ern Turkish realm as far east as the Altai Mountains. Shih Kuei also expanded
the western frontier of his empire. His younger brother, Tong Yabghu (reigned
618–630), known as Ziebil by the Byzantines and T’ong She-hu by the Chi-
nese, continued the empire’s expansion during his time as yabghu kagan. Tong
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Yabghu’s capital, called “One Thousand Springs,” was located east of the Ta-
las River.65 Among his most important officials were the el-tebers, who gov-
erned conquered peoples, and the tuduns, who collected taxes. Tong Yabghu,
a follower of Buddhism, was dedicated to the spread of the Buddhist faith
among his people.66 The famous Chinese Buddhist monk Xuanzang (600–664)
visited Tong Yabghu in 630 while on a pilgrimage. He observed that this great
ruler wore a green satin robe and had very long hair, while his ministers wore
embroidered robes and his military attendants were dressed in furs, serge, and
wool.67

The Karluks and other tribes revolted against Tong Yabghu, and he was
killed by his uncle (known by the Chinese as Mo-ho-tu hou Ch’iu-li Ssu-p’i)
in 630. His uncle ruled as the Western Turkish kagan during that year. These
events led to a civil war, and the Western Turkish Empire broke apart during
the 630s.

The tribes of the north Caucasus found themselves in the midst of a major
transition. After the disintegration of the Western Turkish Empire, the Khaz-
ars were able to reassert their independence.

THE FORMATION OF AN 
INDEPENDENT KHAZAR KINGDOM

Tong Yabghu’s son established the independent state of Khazaria in the 630s
and 640s. The whole region between the Volga and the fortress city of Der-
bent came into the possession of the Khazars.

The Khazar Empire was multiethnic and multireligious throughout its entire
existence. Even as early as the seventh century, the Khazars assimilated with
other tribes and confederations of the Caucasus, such as the Sabirs (also known
as Savirs or Suwars), Saragurs, Utigurs, Zabenders (Samandars), and Balanjars
(Great Endzhers). These various peoples formed the mosaic of Khazarian life.
It appears that the Sabirs living in Khazaria intermarried with a large portion of
both the Khazar and Magyar tribes. Indeed, al-Masudi reported that the Khaz-
ars were called “Sabir” in Turkic but “Khazaran” in Persian.68

THE EFFECTS OF KHAZAR 
EXPANSION ON THE BULGARS

The Khazars soon became the dominant power in southern Russia. The ex-
pansion of Khazaria into new territories displaced other ethnic groups, most
notably the Bulgars.
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The ethnonym “Bulgar” means “mixed ones” in Turkic and derives from
the Turkic word bulgha (to mix). Thus, the Bulgars were actually a tribal con-
federation of multiple Hunnic, Turkic, and Iranian groups mixed together.

During the winter, Bulgar men wore cone-shaped caps lined with fur, long
fur coats with a belt at the waist, and boots.69 They had a custom of shaving
off much of their hair, except for a portion that was worn in a pigtail. Bulgar
women wore wide breeches and girdles with ornaments made from iron,
glass, copper, and bone.

The early Bulgars were divided into two groups: the Utigurs and the
Kutrigurs. The Utigurs allied with the Byzantines and turned against their
Kutrigur brethren. The two groups were engaged in bitter conflict during
much of the 550s. While the Kutrigurs were defeated and absorbed by Avar
invaders around 560, the Utigurs survived the Avar conquest. In the late sixth
and early seventh centuries, the Western Turkish kaganate took control over
the Bulgar lands. The Bulgars fought this takeover unsuccessfully, and many
died in battle. However, they established their independence from the West-
ern Turks around the same time as the Khazars.

The Bulgars established an independent state (Great Bulgaria) along the
Don, Kuban, and Dnieper rivers by 630. The capital of Great Bulgaria was
Phanagoria, on the Taman peninsula. Their top leader was Kubrat, a member
of the Dulo clan of Western Turks,70 who belonged to the Bulgar Onoghun-
dur tribe. Khan Kubrat united all of the Bulgar and Hun tribes of the north
Caucasus and the Sea of Azov region. Thus, in the seventh century, the major
tribes constituting the Bulgars included the Onoghundurs, the Duchi, the
Kufi, and the Kidarite Huns.71 During Kubrat’s reign, Great Bulgaria main-
tained commercial and diplomatic ties with Khwarizm and Sogdiana in cen-
tral Asia, and also had relations with Persia.

Khan Kubrat died in 642. The Bulgars were no longer united, as several
factions of the Bulgars had already migrated westward prior to 635.72 Three
factions remained, each led by a son of Kubrat.

A number of Bulgars remained in the territory of Great Bulgaria for cen-
turies. They were ruled by Batbayan (Bayan), the first son of Kubrat. The
Khazars conquered Great Bulgaria in 650. Theophanes wrote that these Bul-
gars paid tribute to the Khazars ever since their land became part of the
Khazar Empire.73

Some of the other Bulgars were forced by the Khazars to flee to the Danube
region in the Balkans. This migration was responsible for the formation of the
kingdom of Bulgaria. These Bulgars were led by Kubrat’s third son, Asparukh,
until his death in 701. An anonymous seventh-century Armenian source
recorded that after fleeing the Khazars, Asparukh’s Bulgars initially settled on
the island of Pevka, located at an estuary of the Danube.74 The Turkic Bulgars
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in Bulgaria decorated their yurts with embroidered panels such as hunting
scenes. In 679–681, Asparukh and his group of Bulgars crossed the Danube
and migrated south of Pevka, founding their new capital at Pliska. When As-
parukh died in 701, Tervel became the new khan of Bulgaria. The Bulgars of
Bulgaria mixed with Slavs and adopted Orthodox Christianity in 864.75 Only
a few Turkic words remain in the modern Bulgarian language, which is most
closely affiliated with Serbo-Croatian and Russian.

Another group of Bulgars, led initially by Kubrat’s second son, Kotrag,
crossed the Don River and resettled east of it. Later, in the eighth and ninth
centuries, they settled along the middle Volga River region.76 Culturally and
linguistically, the Volga Bulgars may have been closely related to the Khaz-
ars (on possible linguistic connections, see chapter 4). The three Volga Bul-
gar groups were named Barsula, Eskel, and Bulkar (Bolgar).77

The Volga Bulgars established a town along the upper Volga called Bulghar
and made it the capital of their land. Their territory soon became a major trad-
ing hub. By the end of the tenth century, all of the residents of Bulghar were
Muslims, and there was a major mosque there. The Bulgars also had a town
called Suwar (Suvar), situated near Bulghar on the Utka River, and another
important mosque was located there. Other major Bulgar towns were Kashan
on the Kama River and Oshel on the Tetiush River.

The rulers of Volga Bulgharia had to pay tribute to the Khazar government
up until the time of Khazaria’s demise. The Khazar domination over the Volga
Bulgars was also indicated by al-Muqaddasi’s inclusion of Bulghar and
Suwar in his list of Khazar towns.78

Volga Bulgharia was a distinguished cultural and scholastic center. Many
noted scholars and writers resided there, including the historian Yakub ibn
Noman al-Bulgari (author of a history of the Bulgars, composed in 1112) and
the poet Kul Gali (author of Kyssa-i Yusuf [“A Tale About Yusuf”], composed
circa 1212). The Volga Bulgars were also important to the world of trade. The
Bulgars exported furs, leather footwear, timber, and other items to a variety
of countries in Europe and Asia. They were also experts at working with gold,
silver, bronze, and copper. Bulgar architects were very skilled and built pub-
lic buildings both in their home country and abroad (including Kievan Rus’
and central Asia).79 Many Bulgar buildings—including mosques and a khan’s
tomb—have been preserved up to the present day in Tatarstan.
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Khazaria was a vast land with many large Jewish settlements (see figure 2.1).
Its towns had scenic vistas and were centers of commerce (especially Atil,
Samkarsh, and Samandar). The author of the ninth-century Bavarian Geog-
rapher said that the “Caziri” (Khazars) had a hundred cities or clans. Im-
portant Khazarian settlements were located in the Don and Volga river val-
leys, on the Crimean peninsula (see figure 2.2), in the plains of present-day
Ukraine, and north of the Caucasian mountain range.

The heartland of the Khazar Empire comprised what is now Astrakhan,
Kalmykia, Daghestan, Volgograd, Rostov, Ingushetia, Kabardino-Balkarsk,
North Ossetia, and Chechnya. The empire experienced significant expansion
from the sixth to the ninth century. From the sixth to the ninth centuries, Khaz-
aria included lands northeast of the Caspian Sea which are now part of west-
ern Kazakhstan and northwestern Uzbekistan. By 650, the eastern boundary
of the empire consisted of the Aral Sea and the Amu Darya (Oxus River), near
Gurganj, and the Khazars controlled the steppes between the Aral and the
Manghishlaq Peninsula. During the seventh and eighth centuries, the Khaz-
ars also expanded their empire west of the Don River valley into parts of the
Crimea and modern-day Ukraine, and the western boundary of the empire be-
came the Dnieper. The northern and southwestern sections of the Crimea
came under the control of the Khazars, while some of the southern coastal
towns (such as Cherson) generally remained under Byzantine authority.

Thus, at its maximum size (in the ninth century), Khazaria encompassed
not only the northern Caucasus and the Volga delta, but also extended as far
east as the steppes of Khwarizm (Khorezm) and as far west as Kiev. However,
beginning in the tenth century, the Khazar Empire contracted and eventually
disintegrated.

Chapter Two

The Cities and Towns 
of the Khazars



THE CAPITAL CITIES OF KHAZARIA

In the earliest period, the central Khazar territory was south of the Kuma
River, with its capital at Balanjar.1 In the 720s,2 the Khazars moved their cap-
ital to Samandar after the Arabs invaded the Khazar territory (see chapter 7).
Sometime between 730 and 750, Atil, which initially served only as a royal
encampment, became the third and final capital of the Khazar Empire.

ATIL AND KHAZARAN

Khazaran-Atil was a “twin city” on the lower Volga near the Caspian Sea, in
eastern Khazaria. Its two sections were connected by a pontoon bridge. It was
the most important trading center of the Khazar Empire and also served as the
center of government and religion. Khazaran-Atil had many markets and
baths.3 Jews, Christians, and Muslims resided in the capital city in relative
harmony.

The eastern half of the city was known as Khazaran.4 Khazaran was popu-
lated by many Muslim merchants and crafters, who originated from
Khwarizm and eastern Iran. About thirty mosques existed in the capital in the
920s, according to the Arab historian Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Istakhri,
who wrote sometime between 930 and 953. Pagans also lived in Khazaran.5

In the 920s, the Arab traveler Ahmad ibn Fadlan indicated that Khazaran was
ruled by Khaz, a Muslim who handled lawsuits and issues of concern to mer-
chants. Around 943, the Muslims in the Khazar capital were served by a
vizier named Ahmad ibn Kuya.

The western half of the city was known as Atil (also spelled “Itil”).6 Atil
became the Khazar capital around 740, according to Peter Golden.7 Inhabi-
tants of Atil included the kagan, the bek, members of the army, four thousand
attendants, and “pure-bred Khazars,” and Atil was surrounded by a fortified
brick wall.8 There were four gates in the wall surrounding Atil, with three of
these opening onto the steppe and one opening onto the river. Al-Istakhri
stated that the royal palace, constructed from brick, was “at a distance from
the river-bank.”9 Al-Masudi wrote that the palace was located on an island in
Atil that was adjacent to the western shore. According to al-Istakhri, the
Khazar kagan had a golden throne and canopy. Golden gates decorated the
kagan’s island palace. The bek also resided in the kagan’s castle.10

The account of the Persian historian Muhammad ibn Rustah, Kitab 
A‘laq an-Nafisa, compiled around the year 903 based on earlier sources, pro-
vides details about Khazaran-Atil’s earlier history. According to ibn Rustah,
Muslims lived in the capital with their “mosques, imams, muezzins, and
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schools.”11 Furthermore, ibn Rustah indicated that at this early period, only
the kings, leaders, and members of the upper class were Jewish. Judaism later
spread to the general Khazar populace (see chapter 6). People remained in the
capital city during the winter but moved out onto the steppe in the spring and
summer.

Ibn Rustah called the Khazar capital Sarighshin (Sarighsin), with an asso-
ciated city allegedly named Khanbaligh, which perhaps meant “City of the
Khan.” Sarighshin meant “White City,” and its Arabic equivalent may have
been “Al-Bayda,” which also meant “White City.” An even earlier account,
that of ibn Khordadbeh (ninth century), gave the name of the riverside Khazar
capital as Khamlikh. Most authorities agree that Khamlikh is a contraction of
a longer toponym. It is likely, though not certain, that Khamlikh-Sarighshin
was equivalent to the twin city Khazaran-Atil, in which case Khamlikh prob-
ably represented the eastern half (Khazaran). Supporting this thesis is the fact
that the Jewish Radhanite and Rus’ traders visited Khamlikh, which coincides
with our knowledge of Khazaran as a trading hub.

The precise location of Atil still remains to be conclusively established.
The theory that the remains of Atil are currently underwater was advanced by
the Japanese researcher Ryuichi Hirokawa, as well as by the late Russian his-
torian Lev Gumilev. By the late tenth century, the level of the Caspian Sea be-
gan to rise, flooding the Khazars’ coastal gardens, fisheries, and buildings.12

Historical reports explained that the Caspian continued to rise during the
fourteenth century.13 Aerial photographs, gravitational measurements, and re-
ports from divers had been thought by some observers, including Hirokawa,
to indicate that the lost city of Atil and its wall are located underwater in the
Caspian near the Volga delta, just south of Astrakhan, near the island of
Chistibanka (which itself is now largely flooded).

On the other hand, some other researchers used to argue that Atil was equal
to the large settlement found in 1992 at Samosdelka, an arid site at the Volga
estuary southwest of Astrakhan. For example, the German-Russian archaeol-
ogist Yevgenia Schneidstein speculated that the royal brick palace is located
at Samosdelka. Archaeologists such as Emma Zilivinskaya and Dmitry
Vasiliev explored Samosdelka in depth during excavations conducted in the
early 2000s. While Samosdelka does predate the Golden Horde era, further
analysis of the site has been unable to confirm its possible identity as Atil. In
2003, Vasiliev and his team proposed that Samosdelka was equal to Saqsin,
the post-Khazaria city of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries where
some remnants of Khazars lived along with Oghuzes, Pechenegs, and others
(see also chapter 8). Vasiliev noted that the ceramics from Samosdelka re-
sembled the ceramics of the Oghuz and Pecheneg settlements of the Syr
Darya region of central Asia.14
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BALANJAR

Balanjar existed as a town prior to the Khazar era and was founded by non-
Khazars. Turkic peoples were settled in Balanjar by the Persian emperor Khus-
rau (Chosroes) I Anushirvan during the 560s.15 Julius Brutzkus thought that the
toponym Balanjar may derive from bala (great) + Endzher (the name of a
Khazar tribe in Daghestan).16 Balanjar was originally possibly equivalent to the
North Caucasian Huns’ capital of Varach‘an, which also became the name of
the nearby mountains, hence Yehudah ha-Levi’s reference to the Warsan Moun-
tains (see chapter 6). If not identical to Varach‘an, Balanjar was certainly in the
same general vicinity. By the middle of the seventh century, Balanjar had be-
come an integral part of the newly independent kingdom of Khazaria, serving
as one of its major population centers and as its first official capital. Balanjar
has been identified with the gorodishche (hill fort) Verkhneye Chiryurtovskoye,
located by the Sulak River, a southern tributary of the Terek, in the Kizilyur-
tovskii raion of north Daghestan.17 The town of Balanjar was about 16,000
square meters (i.e., approximately 172,223 square feet) in area.18 Among the
important architectural landmarks in Balanjar were two small roofless Chris-
tian churches, dating from around the sixth to eighth centuries, and a white mor-
tar fortress. Christian crosses and altars were found at these churches.19

Balanjar was the center of a highly developed culture. Pottery-making fa-
cilities were located there.20 Iron smelting also took place. Several cemeter-
ies were discovered in Balanjar, although the latest burials dated only from
around the seventh century. These cemeteries contained quite a few weapons,
Byzantine coins, harnesses, jewels, belt mounts, and ear pendants. Many
items—including belt buckles—were produced from gold. Among other ar-
chaeological discoveries in Balanjar were a bone saddle implement bearing
an artistic depiction of hunting scenes,21 coffins woven from reeds, and cata-
comb burials under kurgans (burial mounds). An interesting round, decorative
rosette with colored glass was buried in a catacomb cemetery. Many of the
catacombs with a rich quantity of material remains are believed to be those of
Khazar aristocrats. Some of the other burials contain the skeletons of Bulgars,
Sabirs, and Alans.

After the dramatic events in the Caucasus in the eighth century (see chapter
7), Balanjar became a considerably less important part of the Khazar Empire.

CHERNIGOV

Chernigov (Chernihiv) was a major town on the right bank of the Desna
River, founded in the eighth or ninth century. The Ukrainian historian Omel-
jan Pritsak considered Chernigov to have been a Khazarian town.22 An old
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legend stated that its founder was Prince Chorny, whose daughter was named
Cherne. The Severians, an East Slavic tribe, lived in Chernigov by the ninth
century and paid tribute to the Khazars.

Chernigov was incorporated into Kievan Rus’ in the tenth century and be-
came the capital of the Chernigov principality in 1024. The Mongols destroyed
Chernigov in 1239, but it was later rebuilt and is today part of Ukraine.

CHERSON

Cherson, an ancient Greek city,23 was located on the Crimean peninsula near
present-day Sevastopol, and survived into late medieval times. There was a
Jewish settlement in Cherson during ancient times (see chapter 6).

By the middle of the seventh century, the Khazars conquered all parts of
the Crimea with the sole exception of Cherson.24 Pope Martin I, exiled to
Cherson in March 655, recorded that year that there were food shortages in
the city and that the cost of living was high. Anne Bortoli and Michel Kazan-
ski believe that these conditions stemmed from the political circumstances of
the period, whereby for a brief time Cherson was cut off from the rest of the
Crimea due to the Khazar conquest of all of the other Crimean cities.25

Byzantine culture influenced Cherson’s residents tremendously during the
second half of the seventh century through the eighth century.

The Khazars were finally in possession of Cherson by around 710, when a
Khazar tudun served as the city’s ruler.26

The Byzantine Empire took possession of Cherson in 834. Following his
successful construction of Sarkel, Petronas Kamateros was installed as the
strategos (military governor) of Cherson by Emperor Theophilus in 838.
Though Cherson remained under the control of the Byzantines for the rest of
the ninth and tenth centuries, they frequently encountered difficulties in gov-
erning the city.27 Nevertheless, manufacturing and trade appear to have flour-
ished during this period, and commerce between Cherson and Khazaria was
prevalent. For instance, many pieces of Bulgar and Alan pottery from the
Khazar Empire were imported to Cherson during the ninth and tenth cen-
turies.28

The Jewish Khazars of the tenth century called Cherson “Shurshun.”
In the late tenth century, large portions of Cherson were destroyed and

burned, perhaps by the invading forces of Prince Vladimir of Kiev that briefly
seized control. After Vladimir’s conversion to Orthodox Christianity and his
marriage to the Byzantine princess Anna, Cherson was returned to the Byzan-
tine emperor. The city remained under Byzantine authority in the following
centuries and was ultimately destroyed by the Tatars at the end of the four-
teenth century.
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CHUFUT-KALE

Another settlement in the Khazar realm was the cave town of Chufut-Kale,
located south of Eski-Kermen and present-day Simferopol, and northeast of
Mangup. It is near the city of Bakhchisarai. Chufut-Kale was part of Khaz-
aria during the ninth and tenth centuries and apparently also during at least
part of the eighth century. The population of Chufut-Kale during this period
was Khazarian, and Khazars were also responsible for its fortification.29

Many Jews lived in Chufut-Kale during medieval times. Indeed, Chufut-
Kale means “Jewish fortress” in the Crimean Tatar language.

In 1299, Chufut-Kale was destroyed by Khan Nogai’s horde. However, the
town was rebuilt years later. The Karaites represented the dominant population
of Chufut-Kale until recent times. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
Chufut-Kale became depopulated as the Karaites resettled in other towns.

DOROS

Doros, a Gothic town in a mountainous section of southwestern Crimea, was
at one time under Khazar jurisdiction. The Byzantines founded Doros around
540 to defend the routes leading to Cherson, but it fell into the possession of
the Goths and was made the center of the Gothic principality. Doros was also
known as Feodoro, Theodoro, and Mangup.

The Khazar kagan captured Doros around 786 or 787, installing Khazar
troops there and subjecting the Gothic ruler to Khazar authority.30 However,
a conspiracy led by Bishop John of Gothia expelled the Khazar garrison from
Doros. Certain pro-Khazar residents of Gothia captured the bishop and his
rebel supporters, and they were sent to the kagan. The kagan reasserted his
control over Doros and imprisoned several people who had participated in
John’s conspiracy. Although the bishop was himself imprisoned—in Tepsen
(Phullai), a city in eastern Crimea—he managed to escape. Khazar tuduns
ruled Doros from 786 until around 810.

Archaeological data indicate that Doros had a Khazarian population and
was fortified by the Khazars in the ninth to tenth centuries.31 Standard Turkic
tamgas (of types known from elsewhere in Khazaria as well as Danube Bul-
garia) were found on walls at Doros.32

FEODOSIA

At the height of its power, the Khazar Empire included the town of Feodosia,
where a major Jewish community existed. Feodosia was originally the Greek
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colony Theodosia, founded in the sixth century BCE by Greek settlers from
Miletus (Asia Minor). The Genoese ruled over Feodosia (which they renamed
Kaffa) from 1266 to 1475. The Turks seized Kaffa in 1475.

KERCH (BOSPOR)

Kerch, also known as “Karch,” “Karch-ev,” “Bospor,” and “Bosporus,” was
a large Khazar town on the eastern edge of the Crimea, the Kerch peninsula,
located across the Kerch Strait from the Taman peninsula. It was listed as a
Khazarian locality in King Joseph’s Reply to Hasdai ibn Shaprut (written
circa 955). Kerch is near the site of the ancient Greek colony Pantikapeum.
Many early Jewish artifacts have been found there (see chapter 6).

The Kerch Strait, also known as the Cimmerian Bosporus, connects the
Black Sea and the Azov Sea. Kerch, therefore, occupied a strategic location
due to its proximity to the Azov Sea, which leads to the Don River.

Kerch was the home of the Church of the Apostles during the late eighth
and early ninth centuries, according to the Life of the Apostle Andrew by
Epiphanius.33

Kerch was the first Crimean stronghold for the Khazars. In excavations
conducted during the mid-1960s, archaeologists discovered a Khazarian
fortress that had been built during the eighth century.34 This formidable
fortress lasted for over a century and a half and contained a garrison. The
walls, about 2.5 meters thick, comprised two parallel rows of stone blocks. At
the beginning of the eighth century, the baliqchi of Kerch was called “Bal-
ghitzi” by Theophanes (see chapter 7), and his other official title was archon.
Svetlana Pletnyova thought that in the latter stages of its Khazarian history,
during the ninth century, Kerch’s local leaders were likely to have been Jew-
ish, since Jews were a privileged group in the governmental system of the
day.35 This would be consistent with what is known about the local leadership
of other major Khazar localities, such as Samandar.

The Genoese took over Kerch in the thirteenth century, during which time
it was known as “Cherkio.” The Ottoman Turks captured it in 1475.

KIEV

Kiev (Kyiv in Ukrainian), the magnificent “Mother of Russian Cities,” is over
a millennium old, and in the early days was inhabited by Khazars and Mag-
yars. It is situated on the banks of the Dnieper (Dnipro) River.

Historians of yesteryear used to claim that Kiev was founded by the Rus’ or
the Slavs, but this view may not be correct. The Russian Primary Chronicle
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attributed Kiev’s founding to three brothers—Kiy, Shchek, and Khoriv—and
described Kiev as a Khazar tributary taken later by the Varangians (Rus’)36 af-
ter the death of the brothers. While at one point the Khlebnikov copy of the
Hypatian edition of the Chronicle made it seem as if the three brothers were
Polianians,37 the Laurentian, Suprasl, and Semeonovskaya editions of the
Chronicle associated the three brothers with the Khazar Empire; Julius
Brutzkus therefore drew the conclusion that they were ethnic Khazars.38 As
Pritsak has demonstrated, the Chronicle at one point explicitly stated that the
three brothers were “kin” of the Khazars: “And we [Kievans] are living here
and pay tribute to their [Kiy, Shchek, and Khoriv] kin, to the Khazars.”39 Prit-
sak even suggested that Kiy, the primary founder of Kiev, can be identified as
the vizier Kuya, who served the Khazars (see chapter 3).

Part of Kiev was founded by Khazars in the early ninth century under the
name Sambata.40 The Byzantine emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus
wrote that Kiev was also known as “Sambatas” in his famous De adminis-
trando imperio (circa 950).41 Similarly, ibn Rustah, Gardizi, and the Hudud
al-‘Alam all called Kiev “Zanbat.”42 The meaning of the toponym Sambata
has aroused considerable controversy among scholars. Omeljan Pritsak ar-
gued that Sambata meant “Shabbat” (the Hebrew term for the Sabbath, i.e.,
Saturday).43 If this theory is correct, it would confirm that many Khazars in
Kiev honored the Jewish day of rest. Some other scholars wondered whether
Sambata originates from the name of the legendary Sambation River, where
the lost tribes of Israel were said to reside. According to a popular Jewish tra-
dition, the mythical Sambation actively flowed and threw up rocks on all
days except the Sabbath, when it became stationary. Kiev, situated on the
Dnieper River on the edge of the Khazar territory, might have been associ-
ated with this myth if the Dnieper was indeed considered to be the Sambat-
ion. Brutzkus, on the other hand, dismissed the Shabbat and Sambation hy-
potheses as erroneous and suggested that Sambata meant “high fortress,”
and that Kiev means “riverbank settlement” or “lower settlement.”44 Ac-
cording to Brutzkus, the Turkic prefix sam- meant “top, high, main,” and bat
meant “strong” in Turkic. Thus, the combination sam + bat meant “high
fortress.” He proposed that Kiev means “riverbank settlement,” since küi
meant “a low place, a bank of a river, or a wharf” and ev meant “settlement”
in Turkic.

The Magyars ruled Kiev from 840 to 878 (see chapter 7). They probably
controlled the city with direct Khazarian participation.

Kiev consisted of three districts in the tenth century: Gora (a citadel),
Kopyrev konets (the inner town), and Podol (an economic hub).45 Ivan Pan-
tiukhov estimated that in the ninth century, Kiev had eight thousand residents,
and Podol had one thousand residents.46 In the tenth century, Kiev probably
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had about fifteen thousand residents, and Podol’s population increased to
about two thousand.

Podol was the commercial center in the Kiev district. It was located on the
floodplain below the hills of Kiev astride the Dnieper and the Pochaina
Stream. Trading activity took place in Podol as early as the seventh or eighth
century. Archaeological digs showed that permanent log houses were being
built in Podol by 887. The people in Podol in the ninth and tenth centuries
were engaged in jewelry manufacturing, bone and stone carving, and iron-
working.47 One of the districts in Podol was called Kozare (“the Khazars”).
According to the Russian Primary Chronicle, in 945 a Christian church,
known as the Cathedral of Saint Elias, was located by the Pochaina Stream
near the Kozare district and the Pasyncha beseda.48 Pritsak considered the Pa-
syncha beseda to be a Khazarian customs office.

Pritsak also argued for a Khazarian origin of Kopyrev konets. According to
him, the element Kopyr in the toponym Kopyrev konets derived from Kabar,49

the name of a dissident Khazar tribe. If he is correct, Kopyrev konets may
have meant “Kabar community.”

There are several other indications of the Khazarian contribution to Kiev’s
early history. The culture of early Kiev was partly based on the Khazarian-
Saltovo way of life (see chapter 4). It is very likely that the Khazars main-
tained a garrison in Kiev. The Kievan Letter (described in chapter 6) demon-
strates the existence of a Jewish community in Kiev during the Khazar era.
According to George Vernadsky, the Khazarian Jews may have lived on the
hill in Kiev known as Khorivitsa.50 A casting mold found at Kiev that was
used for making belt ornaments read “Türk” in Arabic letters on its side, and
this might also be evidence of Khazar settlement in Kiev.51 There is no direct
evidence that a large number of Khazars used the Arabic script for writing,
but it is known that the Khazars minted imitation coins with (rather imper-
fectly rendered) Arabic inscriptions (see chapter 5).

After several decades of Khazar rule, the Rus’ wrested control of Kiev
from the Khazars. After taking Smolensk and Lyubech, Prince Igor or Prince
Oleg conquered the city of Kiev and killed Askold and Dir, the former rulers
of the city. Kiev thereafter became the capital of the Poliane tribe. Based on
his analysis of documentary evidence, Constantine Zuckerman argued that
the Rus’ took over Kiev between the 910s and the 930s, rather than in the
880s as is traditionally believed.52

In the twelfth century, two separate gates existed in Kiev: the “Podol Gate”
and the “Jewish (Zhidovskye) Gate.” Kopyrev konets was connected to Podol
via the Podol Gate, while the Jewish Gate connected Kopyrev konets with
“Yaroslav Town” (which became imperial Kiev after 1036). Furthermore, west-
ern and southern parts of Kopyrev konets were still referred to as “Zhidove”
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(“the Jews”) during the eleventh and twelfth centuries.53 Pereswetoff-Morath
noted that the exact locations of the Jewish Gate and Zhidove are still uncer-
tain, but he thought that they were probably near each other and that the Jew-
ish Gate was likely located in the northwestern portion of the city of Yaroslav.54

Unfortunately, the Jewish section of Podol—apparently dating back to Khazar-
ian times—as well as monasteries in Podol, were burned down in 1124.55

KORDON-OBA

Located on the Crimean peninsula, Kordon-Oba was fortified and settled by the
Khazars during the eighth through tenth centuries.56 A Christian Saltovo-culture
church, constructed from limestone blocks and containing a clay floor and tiled
roof, was built in Kordon-Oba in the second half of the ninth century.57 (There
had formerly been a Byzantine church there, but it had been destroyed.)

MAYAKI

The Mayaki gorodishche (hill fort), located near the upper Don, was espe-
cially important during the second half of the ninth century and the beginning
of the tenth century. Its fortress was made from white stones. Its accompany-
ing settlement had pottery workshops and a cemetery. Alans were among its
inhabitants.

SAMANDAR

Svetlana Pletnyova wrote that Samandar meant “the farthest gate” in Persian
and was built by Persians in the sixth century.58 Its construction was man-
dated by the Persian emperor Khusrau (Chosroes) I Anushirvan.59 The sur-
rounding city became the capital of Khazaria for a brief period starting in the
720s and remained an integral part of Khazaria even after the kagan moved
his headquarters to Atil.

Al-Istakhri mentioned that in his time, Samandar was governed locally by
a Jew who was related to the Khazar king, was inhabited by Muslims who had
built mosques, and had many gardens and vineyards, with grapes being the
principal fruit.60 Merchants frequented Samandar on a regular basis, and the
city had many markets. Al-Istakhri described the homes of Samandar’s resi-
dents: “Their dwellings are made of wood, arranged crisscross, and their
roofs are domed.”61
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Ibn Hauqal, writing in the late 970s, explained that Samandar was a diverse
community whose people professed multiple religions: “Its population con-
sisted of Moslems and others; the Moslems had their mosques, the Christians
their churches, and the Jews their synagogues.”62 Ibn Hauqal also noted that
the city had pagan residents.

Scholars have not come to a consensus on where exactly Samandar was lo-
cated. Medieval Arabic chronicles specified that Samandar was located some-
where approximately midway between Derbent (Bab al-Abwab) and Atil,
near the edge of the Caspian Sea. Several historians have ventured to be more
specific. Omeljan Pritsak63 argued that Samandar became the modern north
Caucasian town of Kizliar on the Terek River, and decades earlier Ahmed
Zeki Validi Togan64 and Mikhail Artamonov65 had held the same opinion con-
cerning the Kizliar region as a whole. René Grousset, on the other hand, be-
lieved that Samandar was located between the Terek River and the fortress
city of Derbent and that it later became Tarqu (Tarki), a Caspian coastal city
south of the Sulak River.66 Vladimir Minorsky, too, favored the identification
of Samandar with modern-day Tarqu, since Tarqu is located adjacent to the
coast, whereas Kizliar is located farther inland.67 The association of Saman-
dar with Tarqu is bolstered by Hudud al-‘Alam, which stated that Samandar
was located on the seacoast.68 Indeed, in Tarqu, archaeologists found a city
from the Khazar era that seems to be Samandar and that had a wall of stones
going downhill toward the sea.69 Moreover, Tarqu is the site of a Khazarian-
styled fortification built from white mortar.70

However, it appears that at some point in time the Khazars may have trans-
ferred Samandar to another location: the Shelkovskoye gorodishche (hill
fort), located further inland on the Terek River.71 This fort was square shaped,
with walls, gates, and towers, and it was surrounded on all four sides by
ditches.72 Khazarian warriors guarded it from the seventh through the tenth
centuries. Water vessels made from gray clay were found there. The area,
abundant with vineyards up to modern times, was later settled by Cossacks
and was known as Shelkovskaya Stanitsa.

SAMKARSH (TAMATARKHA)

Samkarsh, on the Taman peninsula (east of the Kerch Strait), was another sig-
nificant Khazar settlement. In premedieval times, Samkarsh was known as
“Hermonassa” and “Phanagoria.” Samkarsh was a trading post established on
the site of Phanagoria. It became a Khazar possession by 704, as the Byzan-
tine chronicler Theophanes related in his narrative on Emperor Justinian II’s
conflicts with the Khazars (see chapter 7). “Tmutorokan” was the name given
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to the town by the Russian Primary Chronicle, but Muslim geographers (in-
cluding ibn al-Faqih) called it “Samkarsh al-Yahud” (“Samkarsh of the
Jews”), and Byzantine sources called the town “Tamatarxa” and “Matraxa.”73

“Samkarsh” and “Tamatarkha” are the native Khazar forms.
As the toponym “Samkarsh al-Yahud” attests, Jews were an important

component of the population. Theophanes made a point of referring to its
Jewish inhabitants when chronicling some events of the 670s.74 Archaeolog-
ical relics also confirm the presence of Jews there (see chapter 6).

King Joseph included Samkarsh in the list of Khazarian towns in his Reply
to Hasdai ibn Shaprut of the mid-tenth century.

Around 986, there was (apparently) a Jewish Khazar prince named David
who ruled Samkarsh and met Rus’ ambassadors who wanted to consult him
about which religion Kievan Rus’ should adopt, but the authenticity of the
Hebrew document which said this (the Mandgelis Document) is, according to
Dunlop, problematic.75 By 988, however, Mstislav established Rus’ control
over Samkarsh, now renamed “Tmutorokan.” Tmutorokan remained in Rus’
hands until 1094.

SARKEL

Around the year 833, the Khazars sent envoys to the court of Emperor
Theophilus in Constantinople, requesting the help of Byzantine engineers in
establishing a fortress on the lower Don.76 The emperor agreed to assist with
the project. The construction of a brick fortress on the left bank of the Don,
near the modern-day village of Tsimlyanskaya, began, some suggest, in 833
or 834 and was completed sometime between 835 and 841. The fortress was
named Sarkel, meaning “White Fortress” in the Khazarian language.77 The
Greeks referred to the fortress as the “White House” (Aspron Hospition in De
administrando imperio by Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus) or the “White
Abode” (Leukon Oikema in the chronicle by Theophanes).78 Archaeological
excavations showed that Sarkel’s fortress was rectangular and had four tow-
ers, two gates, and a citadel, all built from sun-dried bricks connected by
white limestone.79

According to De administrando imperio, Petronas Kamateros of Byzan-
tium was the chief engineer for the Sarkel construction effort. It appears that
both Turks and Greeks participated in Sarkel’s construction, but archaeologi-
cal analysis has tended to emphasize the dominant Turkic role. Turkic clan
symbols (tamgas) were carved into Sarkel’s bricks before they were baked.80

The tamgas may have served multiple roles: (1) as marks of the ownership of
the bricks by certain clans, (2) as indicators of the number of bricks which
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had been completed thus far, and (3) as a request for magical powers from the
shamanist gods to ensure the successful completion of the building project.
Other bricks contain geometric patterns or depictions of living creatures. It
has also been shown that the Sarkel bricks were thicker and smaller than
Byzantine-style bricks.81 In addition, the fortress had no underlying founda-
tion, since foundations were not used by the local Turkic tribes.82 In general,
it may be said that the architecture of the fortress of Sarkel was similar to
structures from the Turko-Iranian culture of the Saltovo-Mayaki region. On
the other hand, the marble columns and capitals were characteristically
Byzantine.83

Sarkel primarily served as a defensive fortification. Sarkel’s garrison in-
cluded three hundred men. István Fodor assumed that the castle guards were
Oghuz and Pecheneg warriors from east of the Volga River.84 Peter Golden,
however, questioned the assumption that Sarkel’s garrison consisted of Pech-
enegs and argued that it is more likely that they were Khazars.85

Some Hungarian scholars have proposed that Sarkel was built in order to
keep out Magyars. Jonathan Shepard,86 Roman Kovalev,87 and Richard Ma-
son88 also favored the opinion that Sarkel was built to protect Khazaria
against the Magyars by allowing the Khazars to observe and obstruct them.
One rationale may have been that the Magyars were disrupting normal trad-
ing activity in and through Khazaria circa 836. (Kovalev is of the opinion that
the allusion in the Schechter Letter to General Bulan’s having “prevailed with
his sword and put to flight the enemies come against Qazar” refers to a vic-
tory of his against the Magyars.) On the other hand, the Hungarian historian
András Róna-Tas claimed that this idea was based on an incorrect interpreta-
tion of writings by ibn Rustah and noted that no Byzantine source mentions
this alleged rationale for Sarkel.89 Indeed, Mykhailo Hrushevsky
(1866–1934) had referenced the following passage by ibn Rustah: “They say
that in earlier times the Khazars, fearing the Hungarians and other neighbor-
ing peoples, dug trenches as a method of defense.”90 Other historians have
suggested that Sarkel may have been protection against the Rus’. Hrushevsky
was unsure whether Sarkel was built in response to the Magyars or the Rus’,
offering both as possibilities.91 But the eleventh-century Byzantine writer
Ioannes Skylitzes recorded that Sarkel was “a staunch bulwark against the at-
tacks of the Pechenegs.”92 At first glance, this unambiguous statement does
not square with the contention that the Pechenegs were among those who pro-
tected the fortress in service to the Khazar government, but it is possible that
the Pechenegs of the time had both pro-Khazar and anti-Khazar tribal fac-
tions. George Huxley did not consider the words of Skylitzes to be a negation
of the theory that Sarkel was built to guard against the Rus’, suggesting that
perhaps Sarkel blocked both the Rus’ and the Pechenegs.93
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In time, a small town arose near Sarkel fortress. There were about one hun-
dred houses in Sarkel town.94 Sarkel’s population included Asiatic, Slavic,
and Mediterranean individuals. No obvious religious structures were exca-
vated at Sarkel, and it is not certain which religions were practiced by
Sarkel’s inhabitants. There are no signs of either Judaism or Christianity in
any Sarkel burials.95

Svetlana Pletnyova proposed that one room of the Sarkel fortress may have
housed a synagogue.96 Her claim hinged on her interpretation of an obscure
construction in the northeastern part of the citadel that had not preserved well
over the years. What remains includes a large brick platform which appeared to
once support a large building. Pletnyova argued that this was definitely a com-
munity building or a complex of several buildings, but that it could not have
been a pagan, Christian, or Muslim house of prayer since it does not match any
known characteristics for the architecture of those religions at that time period.
In support of her hypothesis, Pletnyova argued that Sarkel belonged to a kagan
who had embraced Judaism by that time and that the guards stationed at Sarkel
may have also been Judaized, requiring a large structure where Jewish religious
services could be held. On the other hand, Pletnyova also pointed out that this
part of the fortress may have housed small peddlers’ shops for a brief time. Ro-
man Kovalev disputed Pletnyova’s hypothesis that the mysterious structure
once housed a synagogue, pointing out a lack of evidence to support this claim.
Rather, Kovalev thought it much more likely that the structure may have been
the palace of Sarkel’s local governor with adjacent housing for the guards.97

Sarkel was located in an area of extensive trading and industry. Caravans
would often pass through the town. The remains of two caravanserais were
identified in Sarkel, each consisting of rooms for visitors, an area for holding
cattle, and a courtyard where the caravans were kept overnight. Near Sarkel
were large brick-production kilns and also a blacksmith’s shop.98 Sarkel’s res-
idents used Arabic dirhams (coins) for decorative purposes, stringing them
alongside beads.

King Joseph included Sarkel in his list of localities within the Khazar Em-
pire in his letter to Hasdai ibn Shaprut.

The Rus’ captured Sarkel in the year 965 in a dramatic and decisive battle
against the Khazars (see chapter 8). Sarkel existed as the Slavic-populated
city Byelaya Vyezha (Old Russian for “White Tower”) during the eleventh
century and early twelfth century, and for much of the remainder of the mid-
to-late twelfth century, it served as a winter camp for the Cumans.99 The kinds
of artifacts recovered from the Slavic Byelaya Vyezha layers are easily dis-
tinguishable from the ninth-century Sarkel-era objects (e.g., amulets, pots,
jars).100 For instance, a Christian cross bearing the images of the famous
Rus’ian saints Boris and Hlib (Gleb) was found in the Slavic layers.101
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Mikhail Artamonov’s expedition team conducted most of its archaeologi-
cal research at the Sarkel site during the years 1949 through 1951. The Soviet
government flooded most of the remains of Sarkel after the completion, in
1952, of the Tsimlyansk reservoir and dam, which controls the Don River’s
flow. The Volga-Don Canal was also opened in 1952. The construction of the
canal, dam, and reservoir has led to an increase in shipping traffic along the
course of the lower Don. This progress has come at the expense of the Sarkel
site, most of which is no longer available for further on-site exploration.

SEMIKARAKORSKAYA

The Khazar town of Semikarakorskaya, located about sixty-two miles south
of Sarkel, had many traits in common with Sarkel. For example, the typical
white mortar construction used at Sarkel was also employed at Semikarakor-
skaya’s hill fort.102 The Semikarakorskaya fortress, built during the Khazar
era, is a large rectangular fortress, about 250 by 250 meters in size, located
near the intersection of the Sal and Don rivers. It has brick walls that are 2.3
meters wide. It contains a citadel that is about 90 by 90 meters in size. The
fortress is surrounded by an earth bank and a moat.

SUDAK

Sudak, located on the Crimean coast between Alushta and Feodosia, was
founded in the third century, perhaps by Greeks or Sarmatians. In the begin-
ning, Sudak was known as Sugdaia and was generally under the rule of the
Greeks. It was a major trading town.

Archaeological research has revealed that the Khazars fortified Sudak dur-
ing the ninth and tenth centuries. The Khazar fortress at Sudak was built in
the second half of the ninth century, and it contained a burial chamber in
which a Maltese cross was drawn on one of its walls,103 indicating the Chris-
tian loyalties of its Khazar or Saltovian guards. Khazar jewelry and ceramics
were found beneath the fortress.

There was a full-fledged Khazar settlement in the surrounding town. Neal
Ascherson reported that Khazar noblemen lived in Sudak, including one whose
body was found in a stone tomb and who “chose to be buried by the Jewish rit-
ual” yet was puzzlingly buried next to another man who died as the result of an
ax blow to the head, evidently the victim of a human sacrifice.104 The crypts in
Sudak where the dead were buried had a central grave with the deceased’s head
pointing to the North, and this was surrounded by other burials with punched
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skulls (also victims of human sacrifice), and Pletnyova and Petrukhin empha-
sized that these were not Jewish burials.105 One grave in Sudak contained a
Saltovo gold bell.106 Three large pottery-producing kilns were operated within
the vicinity of Sudak in the eighth and ninth centuries.

Sudak underwent numerous additional transfers of power. At the end of the
eleventh century, Sudak was held by the Cumans. In 1365, Sudak became a
Genoese possession, but in 1475 it was taken over by the Crimean Tatars.

TEPSEN (PHULLAI)

Tepsen, located in a rural part of the southeastern Crimean peninsula midway
between Sudak and Feodosia, was inhabited and fortified by the Khazars
around the eighth through tenth centuries.107 It was also known as Phullai.
Tepsen had a Saltovo Christian church that was built around the second half
of the eighth century from adobe bricks.108 Its floor contained limestone tiles
that had been recovered from a destroyed Byzantine basilica, but the overall
construction differed substantially from typical Byzantine churches of the
Crimea. Bulgars were apparently among the inhabitants of Tepsen. A tomb
housing a warrior and his horse was discovered there, and it dates from the
second half of the eighth century.109 From the method of burial, stirrup, bit,
and the silver plates that adorn the harness, archaeologists believe the warrior
was likely a Bulgar.

The people of Tepsen were pagans until their conversion to Christianity in
the late ninth century. They used to make sacrifices under a sacred oak. In
861, Saint Cyril arrived in Tepsen on his journey back from the kagan’s
palace. According to the Life of Constantine, he destroyed the sacred oak and
converted the locals to Christianity.110

The modern town of Planerskoye, known as Koktebel until the 1930s, is
situated where Tepsen once existed.

UPPER SALTOV (VERKHNEYE SALTOVO)

Upper Saltov was an important settlement located along the east bank of the
upper Donets in the Volchanskogo area in eastern Ukraine, approximately
twenty-five miles east of modern-day Kharkiv. It was the site of a fortress
constructed from white limestone.111 Archaeologists also discovered a ceme-
tery in Upper Saltov.112 Archaeological discoveries indicated that Alan, Mag-
yar, and Swedish settlements existed there from the sixth through the ninth
centuries.113 Its residents shared elements of culture with people living in
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nearby regions. The culture flourished between circa 700 and circa 950 in nu-
merous settlements in the Khazar Empire near and along the Don and Donets
rivers, as well as in other parts of the Khazar kingdom. The general term for
this culture, “Saltovo-Mayaki,” is named after both Upper Saltov and
Mayaki, and it was the dominant culture of the peoples of Khazaria.

OTHER KHAZAR SETTLEMENTS AND FORTRESSES

In addition to major Saltovo culture settlements like Mayaki, Sarkel, Semi-
karakorskaya, and Upper Saltov, there were many smaller villages and towns
in the Tsimlyansk area and around the Don, as well as in localities far from
those areas, such as on the Crimean peninsula. We do not know the original
Khazarian names of most of the Saltovo culture’s settlements.

Twelve small stone castles were built near the Don in the Saltovo region in
the eighth and ninth centuries. One of the important white stone fortresses in
the Saltovo-Mayaki region was at Dmitrievsky, in the boundary zone between
the forest and the steppe. Dmitrievsky’s fortress may have served as a winter
palace for local Khazar chieftains.114 In total, there were about twenty stone
fortresses out of a total of at least twenty-four hill forts in the Saltovo region.
They were situated near the Don, Northern Donets, and Oskol rivers, and
many of them were in the land of the Severians.

The Tsimlyansk hill fort on the right bank of the Don was destroyed by an
enemy early in the ninth century, years prior to Sarkel’s construction on the
opposite side of the Don. Menashe Goldelman questioned the idea that “Al-
Bayda” referred to Atil’s western section, Sarighshin, arguing instead that
“Al-Bayda” initially represented the Tsimlyansk hill fort, and that after Sarkel
was built, the term came to be associated with Sarkel.115

On the Crimean peninsula, Khazarian fortresses and Khazar-Saltovo set-
tlements existed in Siuiren (eighth to tenth centuries), Baksanskoye (eighth to
tenth centuries), Kyz-Kermen (eighth to ninth centuries), and Chaika (eighth
to tenth centuries).116 The seaport city of Yevpatoria, in northwestern Crimea,
was also once part of the Khazar Empire. Julius Brutzkus identified its origi-
nal Turkic name as “Güsli-ev” (meaning “a beautiful settlement”).117

West of the Volga River and north of Sarkel, in the Russian guberniya (dis-
trict) of Penza, there was a village called Kazarki, and the area was called
Volost’ Kazarskaya (“Khazarian region”).118

According to Brutzkus, the Khazars founded towns named Sambalut,
Samiran, Samakha, Samsakhy, and Samkalako in the Caucasus.119 Like Sam-
bata, these town names contained the Turkic root word sam, which, as previ-
ously mentioned, referred to the highlands.
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Another Khazar town in the Caucasus was named Tetchik-ev.120 There was
another Khazar town in the Caucasus named Burgur. Except for localities de-
scribed in detail by medieval chroniclers, like Samandar and Balanjar, we
know little about the towns of Khazaria. The names of hundreds of Khazar-
ian towns and villages have no doubt been lost to us.

Most of the Khazar towns in the plains of Daghestan were surrounded by
circular or oval walls, which Svetlana Pletnyova said were constructed for
both military defense and protection against floods.121

THE PEOPLES OF THE KHAZAR EMPIRE

Khazaria was one of the most diverse nations of medieval Europe. It was a
multiethnic society with a population of Slavic, Turkic, Iranian, Arabic, and
Caucasian peoples who professed Judaism, Islam, Christianity, and other
faiths.

In the ninth and tenth centuries, Judaism became the most widespread re-
ligious influence upon the Khazars (as discussed at length in chapter 6). Yet
other religions also gained in popularity among various tribes in the empire.
For example, some Khazars became Muslims from circa 690 to the late tenth
century. They lived in Atil and Samandar, and groups of them settled in Azer-
baijan (see chapter 9). According to al-Masudi, the Muslim merchants who
migrated to Khazaria did so because of its “justice and security.”122

Christianity was also practiced in Khazaria. The Crimean Goths, originally
from northern Europe, had been Christians since the sixth century. Some
North Caucasian Huns—including their top leaders—adopted Christianity in
the 680s, due to the successful missionary work of the Caucasian Albanian
bishop Israel, who persuaded the Hun priests to give up their magic cube
amulets.123 The two churches at Balanjar have already been noted. An eighth-
century Khazarian tarkhan, George, was an Orthodox Christian.124 The Life of
Saint Abo reported that Christians lived in many Khazar towns in the north
Caucasus region in the 780s.125

The flight of iconodule (icon-venerating) Christians from Byzantium in the
mid- to late eighth century contributed to the growth of Christianity in Khaz-
arian Crimea.126 At the time, the iconodules were being persecuted by the
iconoclasts (icon breakers), represented at the highest level of power by the
Byzantine emperors Leo III (reigned 717–741) and Constantine V (reigned
741–775). The iconoclasts opposed the iconodules’ use of painted religious
images (icons) of Jesus, Mary, and the Christian saints on the grounds that
they were idols and that idol worship was forbidden. That the Khazar leaders
welcomed the presence of iconodules in their kingdom indicates a high
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amount of religious tolerance, in sharp contrast, as we will see (chapter 6), to
the usually intolerant attitudes of the Byzantine leaders.

The Khazars also permitted iconoclasts to engage in proselytizing efforts
in Khazaria. Bishoprics were established by the Byzantine Empire in strate-
gic parts of Khazaria in an attempt to spread Christianity among the Khazars
and apparently also to counter the influence of the iconodules. There were
seven bishoprics whose bishops were suffragans of the Metropolitan of Doros
in the Crimea.127 A bishop in southeastern Crimea served a community of
Khotirs/Khotzirs (Khazars) near Phullai and Kharasiu in the eighth century.128

Greek Orthodox bishops were also located in Atil and Samkarsh circa 787.129

Orthodox Christian buildings sponsored by the Byzantines sprung up in
many parts of the Crimea, and not only at aforementioned locations like
Kerch and Tepsen. A basilica existed in Pampuk-Kaya along the Bel’bek
River since the second half of the eighth century.130 A large monastery existed
in Inkerman, a Saltovo settlement near Cherson, where the Chernaya River
spills into the Black Sea.131 A Saltovo settlement with its own church, built
from locally produced stone blocks, existed in Ptashkino in the steppe lands
of eastern Crimea during approximately the mid- to late eighth century.132 An-
other church was built in Khazar-ruled Partenit (Parthenit), a locale near the
Crimean coast south of Alushta, in the second half of the eighth century.133

The eighth-century Saltovo church in the village of Geroyevskoye (along the
western coast of the Kerch Strait, twenty-five kilometers south of Kerch) was
partly constructed with marble and ceramic tiles.134 A Saltovo church was
built at Povorotnoye after the middle of the ninth century at the location
where a stone Byzantine basilica used to stand.135 The architectural evidence
thus confirms the success of the Byzantines in converting many formerly
shamanist or pagan members of the Khazar culture.

In 861, the Bulgarian-Byzantine missionary Saint Cyril baptized two hun-
dred noble Khazars into Christianity (see chapter 6). Al-Masudi wrote about
Christians living in Atil circa 912–913 who participated in a war against the
Rus’ (see chapter 8).

Over time, some of the Crimean Khazars and Bulgars became lax in their
belief in Orthodox Christianity and reverted to shamanism. By the tenth cen-
tury, it had reached a crisis point, from the point of view of the local Chris-
tians. In the late 910s, Christians from Khazaria journeyed to Constantinople
to ask Nikolas I Mystikos, the Patriarch of Constantinople, to provide them
with a bishop who could “ordain presbyters and teach the true faith.”136 This
plea prompted Nikolas to write to the archbishop of Cherson to arrange for
presbyters. In the second half of 920, Nikolas wrote another letter to the arch-
bishop, congratulating him for his work on reconnecting the Khazars—
described as “a deluded nation, so nearly ravished from the bosom of piety by
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the evil demon”—to Christianity, and urging him to continue the work and to
select an archpriest to be sent to the Khazar Christians.137

Scholars are uncertain whether the North Caucasian Huns were a tribe of
the Khazars that was misidentified by chroniclers as “Huns” or whether they
actually were an independent ethnic group of Hunnic background that later
became incorporated into the Khazar kaganate.
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Figure 2.1. Map of Khazaria and Neighboring Empires in the Ninth and Tenth Cen-
turies



Figure 2.2. Map of the Crimean Peninsula during the Khazar Era
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In Sefer ha-‘Osher, composed in the late eleventh century or early twelfth
century, Jacob ben Reuben wrote that the Khazars were mighty, with their
own kingship and rule, which allowed them to avoid paying tribute to the non-
Jewish nations around them. Indeed, Khazaria is the only example of an in-
dependent Jewish state in eastern Europe. The Khazars had a system of dual
monarchy, which consisted of a kagan and a bek. This system was supported
by additional officials at lower levels, such as tarkhans, judges, and local
governors.

THE KAGAN

The supreme ruler (i.e., emperor) of the Khazars was known as the “kagan,”
and for this reason, Khazaria has been called a “kaganate.” During the final
stage of Khazarian history, the kagan was a sacred religious figure who lived
in seclusion from the general public. Turks believed that the kagans were cre-
ated in heaven by Tengri, the sky god, and sent to Earth to serve Tengri’s mis-
sion from the throne.1 The Khazars believed that the kagan brought good for-
tune (qut) to the empire. The Khazar kagan established traditional law (törü)
as the law of the kaganate.2

A charismatic kagan founded the Khazar kaganate by the middle of the
seventh century. The kaganship was hereditary, and it is believed that the ka-
gans of Khazaria were members of the Asena (Ashina) royal family. The ka-
gans of the Hsiung-nu, the Eastern Turkish Empire, and the Western Turkish
Empire had also belonged to the house of Asena.3

The strange ritual of kagan killing was allegedly found among both the
Western Turks and the Khazars. According to the Arab historian al-Istakhri, a
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limit was imposed upon the length of a Khazar kagan’s life after he started
ruling.4 The nobles placed a silken cord around the kagan’s neck and tight-
ened it until he began to choke, and they asked him, “For how long do you
intend to rule?” The nobles intended to kill him if his reign lasted even one
day beyond the specified number of years. Ibn Fadlan, on the other hand,
gave a precise figure for the maximum number of years allotted to a king’s
reign. If a kagan had ruled for at least forty years, he wrote, his courtiers and
subjects felt that his ability to reason had become impaired, on account of his
old age. As a consequence, they would kill the kagan.5 The scenario described
by al-Istakhri was virtually identical to the practice of the Western Turks. Ac-
cording to the Chinese document Chou-shu, the Western Turks inducted a
new kagan by carrying him in a felt carpet and spinning him nine times. He
then mounted a horse and began to ride, but the nobles choked him with a sil-
ver scarf and asked him how long he would rule. Since he was nearly being
strangled, he was unable to answer coherently, so the nobles decided the du-
ration of his reign based on their interpretation of what he had mumbled.6

Some scholars thought that the Khazars had retained the ancient Turkic tra-
dition of kagan killing even after their conversion to Judaism. Vladimir
Petrukhin, on the other hand, reasonably suggested that the ritual ceased after
the Khazar royalty converted to Judaism, if not earlier, especially since Ju-
daism prohibits human sacrifice.7 The Arab chroniclers’ references to Khazars
killing their kagan after a predefined term has expired are thus anachronisms
based on archaic materials about the Western Turks, according to Petrukhin,
such that the tradition did not actually survive into the tenth century even
though the chroniclers assumed it did.

The kagan’s wife was known as the “khatun.” However, ibn Fadlan
claimed that the kagan had a harem of twenty-five wives, all of whom were
daughters of kings, as well as sixty beautiful slave-girl mistresses.8 By ibn
Fadlan’s time (the early 920s), however, the kagan was a follower of Judaism.
Since polygamy was not generally a Jewish custom, it is possible that the
harem was the chronicler’s own invention. Historians have noticed that the
number twenty-five is also prominent in the sections on the Khazars in the ac-
counts of Eldad the Danite and Elchanan the Merchant (see chapter 1). In
other words, it seems that the twenty-five “wives” symbolically represented
the twenty-five peoples and kingdoms under Khazar domination.

In the years following the initial conversion to Judaism, only a Jew was el-
igible to become the Khazar kagan.9 According to the Schechter Letter, the
first Jewish kagan was an Israelite sage appointed by the Khazars. The Jew-
ishness of the kaganship, along with the presence of Jews in other high ad-
ministrative posts, indicates the privileged role of Jews in the Khazar gov-
ernment structure. Yet it is not necessarily the case that only members of the
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Khazar ruling elite were Jewish, since Judaism appears also to have been the
predominant religion of the Khazar tribe (see chapter 6).

The kagan was allegedly given an elaborate mausoleum after his death. Ibn
Fadlan described the interesting procedure for burying a deceased kagan:

The custom of the superior king is that when he dies a great hall is built for him,
containing twenty chambers. In each of these a grave is dug for him, and stones
are broken till they become like powder, which is then sprinkled therein, and
pitch is spread over that again. Under the building is a river. The river is large
and rapid. They bring the river over the grave and say that it is in order that no
devil or man, no worm or creeping beast, may come to him. When he is buried
the heads of those who buried him are struck off, so that it may not be known in
which of the chambers is his tomb. His grave is called Paradise, and they say,
“He has entered Paradise.” All the chambers are spread with silk brocade inter-
woven with gold.10

Archaeological remains of Khazarian mausoleums, if indeed they ever ex-
isted, have not survived to the present day. Indeed, al-Istakhri wrote that who-
ever passed within the vicinity of the Khazar kagan’s tomb was required to
walk rather than ride on horseback until he no longer could see the tomb.11

This contradicts ibn Fadlan’s statement that no one was supposed to know
where the grave was located.

As time went on, the status of the Khazar kagan diminished. The accounts
by the ninth-century historian al-Ya‘qubi and the tenth-century historian al-
Tabari suggest that the kagan was the supreme ruler as well as the military
commander until at least the year 799, since at that time he was still provid-
ing leadership over the Khazarian army, including the division that invaded
the south Caucasus in 798–799 (see chapter 7).12 There may not have been a
bek at that time in Khazarian history. By the 830s,13 however, the kagan
shared power with the other monarch, the bek, and both officials were men-
tioned in the letter asking for help in building Sarkel that was carried by the
Khazarian envoys to the Byzantine emperor Theophilus (see chapter 2).14

The Abbasid caliph al-Wathiq wrote a letter to the Khazars in 843 in which
he referred to the “tarkhan malik” of the Khazars, meaning the bek, with no
reference to the kagan.15 Based on the available evidence, Roman Kovalev
concluded that all military and political responsibilities transferred from the
kagan to the bek between 838 and 843, and by 843 the kagan was merely a
sacral figure.16 Around 943, the Arab historian Ali al-Masudi (died 956)
wrote that the kagan had limited power, since he could not give orders or de-
cide important affairs of state.17 Petrukhin thought that the offices of kagan
and bek merged into one by the mid-950s, since King Joseph did not men-
tion any other king ruling beside him.18 If this is correct, the tenth-century
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Arab chroniclers’ references to beks and kagans sharing power are also ar-
chaic references to a discontinued practice.

THE BEK (KING) AND HIS ARMY

During the second half of the ninth century and the century that followed,
when the kagan had been reduced to the status of a spiritual figurehead, it was
the bek19 (i.e., melekh, king) who handled secular state affairs in Khazaria.
Ibn Fadlan wrote that the bek had the power to bind, to punish, to release, and
to govern the affairs of state. Still, the bek was considered to be the second in
command, after the titular kagan. Unlike the kagan, the bek often appeared in
public.

One of the most important responsibilities of the bek was leadership of the
army. The bek led all military expeditions. The army consisted of a well-
trained force of warriors. In Muruj al-Dhahab wa al-Ma’adin al-Jawahir
(“Meadows of Gold and Mines of Precious Stones”), al-Masudi noted that
Khazaria’s army was permanent and professional, unlike neighboring coun-
tries’ armies: “None of the kings in this part of the world has a regular stand-
ing army except the King of the Khazars.” Al-Masudi recorded that the Khazar
army included professional soldiers of the Islamic faith who originally came
from Khwarizm20 following a terrible drought in central Asia. These Muslim
soldiers, collectively known as the Orsiyya, were ethnic Iranians, and they
served as bodyguards for the Khazar king. They were also skilled horseback
archers. In 943, the Orsiyya numbered about seven thousand men. Slavic
Rus’ians also served in the Khazar army.21 Additionally, the chronicler Mar-
wazi wrote that ten thousand Burtasian horsemen served the Khazar king. Ibn
Rustah provided a description of the Khazarian army led by the bek:

When they go out in any direction, they do so armed in full array, with banners,
spears, and strong coats of mail. He [the bek] rides forth with 10,000 horsemen,
of whom some are regular paid troops and others have been levied on the rich.22

Scouts ventured ahead of the army during expeditions, carrying candles and
flares made from wax to provide the army with light. Each member of the
army was required to take a peg with him to be used with other pegs to en-
circle their own army encampments, in order to prevent enemy infiltration
into their camps.23 A shield was hung from each peg.

At the same time when Khazarian soldiers were engaging in battle, other
soldiers were left behind to safeguard their families and properties.

The Khazars continued the Turkic practice of taking hostages from enemy
groups. They also seized valuable treasures from the enemy. When the army
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took booty, it would all be collected in the bek’s camp so that the bek could
select some of the most prized items for himself, with the rest to be divided
among the horsemen.24

Ibn Fadlan described what would supposedly happen in the event that the
Khazar army was unsuccessful:

When he [the bek] dispatches an army group, they do not turn their backs for
any reason. If they are defeated, every one of them who returns is put to death.
When his leaders and viceroy are put to flight, he brings them before him with
their wives and children, and gives the latter as gifts to others in their presence
while they are viewing it. He does the same with their horses, goods, weapons,
and houses. Sometimes he cuts each of them in two pieces and exposes him on
a gibbet. Sometimes he hangs them by their necks from trees, or if he is well dis-
posed toward them he makes them stable servants.25

Considering the many unusual things ibn Fadlan said about the Khazar
kings, including but not limited to their supposed treatment of losing gener-
als, one must keep in mind Dunlop’s belief that he may have gotten biased or
exaggerated information from his fellow traveler Abdullah ibn Bashtu al-
Khazari as well as from various Volga Bulgars, all of whom evidently hated
the rulers of Khazaria and thought of them as tyrants.26

The army was certainly the most important element in the Khazar military
system. The Khazars apparently did not have a navy.27

Saadiah ben Joseph (better known as Saadiah Gaon) (882–942), the chief
tenth-century rabbinical authority at the Talmudic academy in Sura, Babylonia,
recorded an interesting custom regarding the reporting of results to the bek:

I encountered in our scriptures things that were difficult for me to understand,
until it came to my mind that these same things still occur in our own times. One
of these things is that I have maintained for a long time that it was Moses’ habit
that when he responded to a command of God he kept it in his mind until the
time when the second revelation came. Moses was not allowed to break off the
words of the revelation by responding to the first revelation; he had to wait un-
til the revelation was completed, and only then could he respond.

And the reader of the Torah sees a reply that is not the response to the first
statement. And if there is a reply to the second statement, then Moses gives it
after the third one. For example, we have learned in: “And Moses reported the
words of the people to the Lord” (Exodus 19:8) when: “And the Lord said to
Moses: lo, I come to you in a thick cloud” (Ex. 19:9) at the time when: “Then
Moses told the words of the people to the Lord” (Ex. 19:9) and likewise when
God said: “Go down, warn the people, lest they break through to the Lord . . .”
(Ex. 19:21) his answer was: “The people cannot come up to Mount Sinai . . .”
(Ex. 19:23). But this answer was in response to the preceding command “And
you shall set bounds for the people round about, saying . . .” (Ex. 19:12).
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And as concerns my explanation of the weekly Torah portion (parasha) Wa
Yishma ‘Yethro, it did not occur to me that this is a habit of kings until I realized
that it is a habit of the kingdom of the Khazars. If a king (melekh) calls for a
prince or a commander [to fulfill a request], then he carries it out and subse-
quently appears before him, but he does not say “O my Lord, I have satisfied
your wish.” Instead, he waits until he is called for another request. And if he has
completed that [second] request, he says: “I have fulfilled the first request.” And
when it became clear to me that this is a habit of kings, then I no longer stuck
to my earlier interpretation.28

The bek lived in the capital city from December to April, celebrating
Hanukkah and Passover while there. However, the bek resided in the steppes
during all the other months.

In certain respects, the bek was inferior in status—at least symbolically—
compared to the kagan, as indicated by ibn Fadlan’s account:

He [the Kagan Bek] goes humbly in every day to the superior Kagan, displaying
deference and modesty. He never enters except barefoot, with a piece of wood in
his hand. When he has greeted him, he lights the wood in his presence, and when
it has finished burning, he sits with the king on his throne at his right hand.29

The Khazar kagan had the power to order the bek to be put to death.30 Since
the status of the bek was less than that of the kagan, it may be assumed that
in matters of disputed opinion, the kagan would be consulted by the bek, and
that the kagan’s word on the matter was decisively final. This was certainly
the situation in the early periods of Khazaria’s existence, when all officials
submitted to the kagan’s authority. Yet, as time went on, the bek’s power in-
creased, surpassing the kagan’s power by the mid-ninth century. Indeed, the
major policy makers of Khazaria in the tenth century—Benjamin, Aaron, and
Joseph—were beks. The Schechter Letter, written circa 948–949, described
the kagan as the “shofet.” This Hebrew word is to be understood in the En-
glish sense of “ruler” rather than its alternate translation of “judge.” Dan
Shapira explained that the term shofet is a biblical term indicating that the ka-
gan held an ancient office overshadowed by the bek’s dynasty.31 By way of
comparison, Shapira noted that the judges in ancient Israel (who were like-
wise known as “shofetim”) became superceded by the kings Saul, Solomon,
and David but still retained some degree of relevance.

THE KENDER AND THE JAVSHIGHAR

The kender was the third in command in the Khazar government. The
kender’s deputy, the fourth in command, was known as the “javshighar.” It is
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not known what administrative tasks were performed by these two officials,
as ibn Fadlan only presented their titles without further comment.32 Sergey
Klyashtornyi proposed that the title “javshighar” derived from the Turkic
words chav shunghar (head of royal falcon hunting).33

THE TARKHAN

After the kagan, bek, kender, and javshighar, the next position in the hierar-
chy of power was the tarkhan. The tarkhans served as commanders of regi-
ments of the Khazar army or auxiliary troops.34 A Khazarian tarkhan named
Chorpan ravaged Armenia in 630 (see chapter 7). A famous tarkhan known as
As Tarkhan led a large-scale military initiative against the south Caucasus in
762–764 (see chapter 7). “Tarkhan” was also the title of the local governor of
Atil in the eighth century.35

THE COURT PANEL

The Khazars also established an organized judicial system. Al-Masudi re-
ported that the Khazars had a seven-member “supreme court” in Atil, com-
posed of two Jews, two Muslims, two Christians, and one pagan.36 Al-Masudi
noted that the two judges for the Khazar tribe consulted the Torah when de-
ciding the outcome of cases. The pagan court member represented the Slavs
of Khazaria.

The court in Atil dealt primarily with trading issues.37 Peter Golden has
suggested that the judges were representatives for the foreign traders living in
Atil.38

The representation of all Khazarian religions on the court panel indi-
cates that the court was a model of tolerance and peaceful coexistence. The
diversity in the Khazar court is remarkable when compared to the turmoil
in western Europe and Byzantium over religious issues during the same pe-
riod.

Apparently, some traditional Turkic methods remained embedded in the le-
gal decisions of the Khazars even after the conversion to Judaism.39

THE LOCAL GOVERNORS

The provincial governors in the Khazar Empire held the title “tudun” and
were appointed by the Khazar kagan. The Turkic tuduns collected taxes and
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customs duties.40 Khazarian tuduns controlled parts of the Crimea, including
Cherson and Doros (see chapter 2).

There were also appointed government officials with the title “baliqchi”
who ruled the Cimmerian Bosporus (i.e., Kerch) and Samkarsh. The title
“baliqchi” means “fisherman” and reflects the Khazars’ major interest in fish-
ing. The baliqchis were seen as the guardians of the waterfront. The Byzan-
tine historian Theophanes wrote about a prominent Khazar baliqchi who
ruled Kerch at the start of the eighth century (see chapter 7). In the late 930s,
during the early years of King Joseph’s reign, there was a Jewish Khazar mil-
itary general in the Bosporus named Pesakh ha-M-Q-R “the Baliqchi.”
Baliqchi Pesakh is famous for his conquest over Prince Oleg of the Rus’ (see
chapter 8).

Some Khazar localities possessed elected government leaders in addition
to appointed leaders like the tuduns and baliqchis. There was an elected posi-
tion known as “babaghuq” (“father of the city”) in several cities. Babaghuqs
led affairs in Cherson between about 705 and 840.41 Another babaghuq
presided over Samkarsh around the year 703.

Local Turkic kings were called “el-teber.” El-tebers ruled over communi-
ties of Khazars as well as those of Magyars, Huns, Onoghurs, Volga Bulgars
and Suvars, and Burtas.42

Ibn Fadlan reported that one Muslim official in particular was responsible
for handling legal issues of concern to Atil’s Muslim population (see chapter
2). The chief representative of the Muslim community was the vizier (wazir
in Arabic). The viziers Ahmad ibn Kuya and Khaz were chosen from among
the ghulams (slave soldiers) in the Khazar king’s army. Omeljan Pritsak sug-
gested that the vizier Kuya, father of Ahmad, was identical to the Kiy of the
old Rus’ian chronicles.43

TAXATION

The products of blacksmiths were taxed by the Khazar government.44 Foods
and drinks were also taxed. For example, Muslim merchants in Khazaran-Atil
paid taxes in the form of food to the Khazar kagan.45 Along with customs du-
ties on merchandise and transport (see chapter 5), these taxes were important
sources of revenue for the kagan’s government. However, Hudud al-‘Alam re-
ported that the maritime customs duties brought in the most wealth to the
Khazar king.46 Revenue supported the vast resources of Khazaria, including
paying the salaries of soldiers, border guards, judges, rabbis, and governors
to accomplish such daily tasks as defending the borders, operating the syna-
gogues, running the court system, and maintaining the king’s palace.
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TRIBUTARY PEOPLES

Khazaria may be considered an empire during the periods when the Khazars
controlled other ethnic groups. By the second half of the eighth century, the
Khazars controlled a vast land territory between the Black Sea and the
Caspian Sea, including parts of the Ural Mountains and Volga River. This re-
sulted in the recognition of Khazarian overlordship by numerous peoples, in-
cluding the Caucasian Alans, the Hungarians, the Bulgars, certain Slavic
tribes, and the Crimean Greeks and Goths.

Many eastern Slavs were paying tribute to the Khazars around the middle
of the ninth century. Under the year “859,” the Russian Primary Chronicle
recorded that the Khazars imposed tribute upon the Polianians, Severians, and
Vyatichians, consisting of “a white squirrel-skin from each hearth.”47 The
Radimichians also paid tribute to the Khazars.48 Meanwhile, the Krivichians,
Slovenes, and Meria in the north paid tribute to the Varangians.

The Russian Primary Chronicle claimed that Prince Oleg of Kiev con-
quered the Severians in “884” and the Radimichians in “885.” But recent
scholarship has proven that Oleg actually reigned from 911 until 941.49 Thus,
Oleg probably conquered the Severians and the Radimichians in the 920s or
930s—before his war with the Khazars in the late 930s, his war with the
Byzantines in 941, and other raids in 943 and 944 (see chapter 8). In one of
the surviving versions of his Reply, Khazar King Joseph wrote (circa 955)
that his empire ruled over three Slavic groups: Sever, Slaviun, and Ventit.50

Yet Constantine VII (circa 950) wrote that the Severians paid tribute to the
Rus’, not to the Khazars.51

Other tribes also had to pay the Khazars tribute on a regular basis. The Bul-
gars paid an annual tribute in the ninth and tenth centuries. Almush, the ruler
of the Volga Bulgars in the early tenth century, was under the jurisdiction of
the Khazars.52 The Burtas (a Finnic or Iranian people), Pechenegs (a warlike
Turkic people), Magyars, and other tribes also paid tribute to the Khazars.
The shamanist “North Caucasian Huns” were vassals of the Khazars during
the seventh century.53
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The daily life and culture of the Khazars is not described in detail in histori-
cal documents. Thus, archaeological fieldwork is our primary source of reli-
able information about this obscure subject. Archaeological evidence shows
that the Khazars were a highly productive people, manufacturing goods of all
sorts for both internal use and export to other countries. It also confirms that
the Khazars were expert farmers and herders.

Most of the Khazars spoke a Turkic language, and some wrote in Turkic runes,
but many of them also became familiar with other languages and scripts.

KHAZAR ARTS AND CRAFTS

The Arab historian al-Istakhri wrote that Khazaria produced no exportable
goods except isinglass,1 which is extracted from fish. As an example, he
claimed that clothing was not produced in Khazaria, since the Khazars im-
ported clothing from Turkmenistan, Persia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, and the
Byzantine Empire. Scholars have tended to follow the assumption that the
Khazars were consumers, but not producers. Ananiasz Zajaczkowski, for ex-
ample, wrote,

In productive work the Khazars had no direct participation, and their entire ma-
terial culture was imported and of foreign origin. This role of an intermediary
and not that of a producer is very typical of the Khazars, as of many other Tur-
kic peoples.2

Yet, the historical record is not entirely correct in its assessment of Khazar
commerce. Whereas al-Istakhri and other medieval written sources make it 
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appear as if craft production was at a very low stage of development in the
Khazar Empire, numerous archaeological surveys have demonstrated that the
Khazars produced and exported many of their own goods as well. The discov-
ery of many blacksmith and pottery shops during the course of excavation
shows that much domestic manufacturing took place in Khazaria. Archaeology
has revealed that, in addition to pottery and iron products (e.g., weapons, farm-
ing tools), the Khazars produced large quantities of leather clothing, silver and
gold jewelry, ornaments, silverware, mirrors, horse saddles, decorated belt
buckles, and other items. This evidence led Thomas Noonan to the conclusion
that the Khazars were relatively self-sufficient in crafts production.3

The Saltovo-Mayaki culture of Khazaria, which especially prospered along
the Don and Donets river valleys, may be described as a civilization in which
creativity and skill flourished. The Khazars and other tribes in the kingdom
often manufactured belt mounts and amulets decorated with images of plants,
animals, and humans. A variety of interesting amulets were found at ceme-
teries in Upper Saltov (Verkhneye Saltovo) and Dmitrievsky, including cir-
cular “sun amulets” and representations of horses.4 According to archaeolo-
gist Bozena Werbart, the ring shape of the “sun amulets” was spiritually
significant, representing Tengri, the shamanistic god of the sky. (Werbart5 and
Shepard6 both noted that these “sun amulets” disappeared from Khazarian
settlements and cemeteries sometime after the 830s, upon the spread of Ju-
daism among the Khazars.) Members of the Saltovo culture made amulets not
only from various metals but also from bone, dogs’ teeth, and wolves’ teeth.7

At Sarkel, archaeologists unearthed bracelets, sabers, bronze figurines, and
other types of metal crafts. The Saltovo peoples also were active in creating
implements such as hammers, axes, knives, arrow tips, and bows.

Pottery was produced in large quantities in Crimean towns, Samkarsh, and
along the Don River (at Sarkel, Suvarovo, Podgaevka, Mayaki, and other
sites). Pottery-producing kilns were found near Sarkel and Suvarovo.8

Saltovo potters produced pottery of many kinds, often featuring lines, pat-
terns, and designed rims.9 Some of the pottery was marked with tamgas (tribe
symbols). In most regions of Khazaria, the Khazars used red and green clay
to produce pottery, but Daghestani Khazars primarily used gray clay.10

The Khazars created an abundance of beautiful jewelry, including
bracelets, rings, chains, and earrings produced from gold, silver, bronze, or
glass. Some of the motifs on the jewelry amaze archaeologists. For instance,
specimens of Khazar jewelry depicting a woman have been found in the Cau-
casus.11 Dubbed the “Khazar Madonna,” she may represent a shamanistic de-
ity, perhaps Umay (see chapter 6). A stone mold used to make quadrangular
pendants was excavated from a site in Kharkiv oblast.12 Part of a slate mold
used to make beads was unearthed at Mayaki.13
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Burials at Upper Saltov contained ample evidence of Khazarian industry,
including ornaments, ceramics, weapons, a harness, and other items. The ob-
jects were manufactured from iron, bronze, silver, gold, bones, glass, cor-
nelian, amethyst, rock crystal, and other materials. Other noteworthy finds at
Upper Saltov included a Turkic hat made of felt that was found in catacomb
number nineteen, and two Turkic boots made of felt and leather that were
found in catacomb number twenty-two.14 The left boot was decorated with
bronze and silver plates that depicted flowers (among which were some that
were lotus-shaped), faces, and geometric designs. It had a rectangular buckle
made from bronze. Three silver dirhams that had been reused as ornaments
upon their retirement from coin circulation were found in catacomb number
twenty-four.

Particularly extraordinary Khazarian artwork was discovered during the
1990s on horn plates in a catacomb burial near Shilovka in the middle Volga
region of Russia.15 The pictures feature several animals—including two drag-
ons, horses, a rabbit, and a bear—as well as archers and numerous helmeted
soldiers carrying long spears. The presence of the dragons demonstrates a
Chinese influence.

Among the weapons and battle attire manufactured by the Khazars for the
army’s soldiers were battle-axes; knives; spears; swords; sabers; bows and ar-
rows; kistens (morning stars with a heavy ball made from iron, bronze, lead,
bone, or stone, and which were round, oval, or [less commonly] spiked in
shape, and affixed by a chain or thong to a long handle); helmets; and chain
armor.16 Most Khazarian battle-axes were chekans—small axes containing a
long, narrow blade on one end and a hammer on the other end. However,
some other Khazarian battle-axes had a second blade, smaller than the main
one, in place of a hammer, and a few others had a pointed spike in that posi-
tion. Khazarian sword types included palashes (broadswords with a long,
straight, single-edged blade) as well as swords with shorter blades. Saltovo
sabers typically had a single-edged curved blade with only the tip of the blade
being double edged. Their handles were either straight or curved. At the end
of each handle was an oval-shaped pommel (a counterweight to balance the
sword).

Some members of the Saltovo-Mayaki culture, particularly those near the
western border of the Khazar Empire, lived in close proximity to Slavs.17 For
instance, some lived in the land that is at present Bogatoye in the Izmail raion
of the Odessa oblast (southern Ukraine). Remains of a yurt were found there.
During the ninth and tenth centuries, the Saltovo peoples operated a pottery
shop and an iron workshop in Bogatoye.18 Archaeologists discovered that the
Saltovo craftsmen of Bogatoye often sold their goods to their Slavic neigh-
bors. Saltovo peoples also sold their wares to Slavs living in other regions.
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Slavs living in Sumy oblast used Saltovo amphoras and plaques, and those in
Kharkiv oblast used Saltovo amphoras and pottery.19 Saltovo pottery also
reached locations in Chernovitsy oblast, an area with predominantly East
Slavic inhabitants.20

The material culture of early Kiev—including weapons, belts, belt buckles,
and harnesses—bears a resemblance to the characteristic Saltovo style.21 Ex-
cavations at a medieval settlement near the village of Khodosovka, near the
Dnieper, unearthed a clay pot that was like typical Slavic pottery from the set-
tlement except that its ornamentation was designed by a Khazar.22 The extent
to which the Khazars and other Turkic tribes influenced the arts and crafts of
the Kievan region is a subject worthy of continued investigation.

KHAZAR AGRICULTURE AND FOOD GATHERING

Agriculture, fishing, livestock breeding, and hunting were very important ac-
tivities in Khazaria.

Crop agriculture prevailed in many parts of the Khazar Empire, particu-
larly in the northern forest zone, while nomadic pastoralism prevailed in some
parts of the southern steppe zone. Archaeologists conducting excavations on
the Crimean and Taman peninsulas and along the River Don have gathered
evidence that the peoples of Khazaria used plows, hoes, sickles, scythes,
shovels, spades, and other agricultural tools. The hoes and plows were used
for working the soil, while the sickles and scythes were used for cutting
grains at harvesting time. Farmers in the Don valley used two different types
of wooden plows, one heavier than the other; the heavier plow was used for
harder work and had a colter.23 Whereas large scythes were used for harvest-
ing grains for human consumption, short scythes were used for harvesting hay
for animals.

Among the crops cultivated in the steppe lands in Khazaria were millet,
wheat, barley, rye, hemp, and garden vegetables (e.g., peas).24 The farmers of
the Don valley and Daghestan manually operated millstones25 for grinding
grain to produce flour. They stored their excess yield in grain pits. Several
grain pits were found at Dmitrievko in the Belgorod oblast and at Samkarsh.
Melon and cucumber seeds and the remains of grapes and cherries were also
found during excavations of Khazar settlements.26 A grapevine-pruning knife
was found during digs at Tsimlyan near the Don’s right bank.27 The town of
Balanjar was also one of the grape- and cherry-growing centers in the king-
dom. Grape-growing was certainly one of the most productive activities for
the Khazar farmers. Wines were produced on the Crimean and Taman penin-
sulas in large quantities.
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According to the Reply of King Joseph to Hasdai ibn Shaprut, the Khaz-
ars of Atil lived in their city during the winter, but in the month of Nisan
(March–April), they would go to the fields and gardens for the cultivation of
their crops. Each Khazar family had its own hereditary estate. King Joseph
also reported that there were many orchards and vineyards in the Khazar
Empire. However, he added that rainfall was not frequent around Atil. The
fertility of the land of the lower Volga region depended largely on rivers,
streams, and springs. The Khazars tended to engage in agriculture along the
edges of rivers while pursuing nomadic pastoralism elsewhere, according to
Bartha.28 The Khazars created irrigation canals between the Terek and Sulak
rivers and other parts of the northeastern Caucasus because of the lack of
sufficient rainfall.29 By contrast, in the Don valley, there was already suffi-
cient rainfall, so irrigation was not necessary in order to produce a bountiful
harvest.

Crops were transported both by river and by carts, according to al-Istakhri.
The Khazars used skiffs for sailing along the Volga River.30

Al-Istakhri wrote that rice and fish were the staple foods in the diet of the
residents of Khazaran-Atil.31 The Khazars caught many kinds of fish, in-
cluding sturgeon, carp, sterlet, perch, and beluga. Archaeologists have lo-
cated a net ballast, fishing hooks, and spears which once belonged to Saltovo
fishermen.32

Nomadic pastoralism and animal keeping took place in many parts of the
southern steppes of Khazaria. Livestock domestication was practiced by
many of the Khazars, Alans, and Bulgars. Horses were bred for riding, pulling
carts, and meat. Sheep were raised for wool. The breeding and raising of cat-
tle, goats, birds, donkeys, pigs, and oxen was also commonplace in the king-
dom. The Khazars along the Don and Donets kept their animals in stables.
Pigs and horses were fed barley, hay, and straw.33 Aside from farm animals,
the Khazars possessed many domesticated camels,34 cats, and dogs. The
camels helped to transport goods. Archaeological studies have concluded that
beekeeping also took place in Khazaria.35

The peoples of Khazaria hunted wild boars, beavers, elks, foxes, birds,36 and
rabbits. For hunting, the Khazars and other tribes used arrows, bows, spears,
axes, and lassos.37

THE STRUCTURE OF KHAZAR HOMES

Most domiciles in Khazaran and Atil were felt tents (yurts), along with a
smaller number of clay houses, owing to the fact that the kagan did not allow
people to build houses with brick; thus, only royal and public buildings were
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built from brick.38 Stone and wood were also utilized for a variety of build-
ings constructed in the empire, including homes.

At Balanjar, dwellings were generally small, circular, single-room yurts
with an open fireplace in the center. These were typical of nomads. However,
some of the residents of Balanjar lived in dwellings with two or more rooms
and stone foundations.

Similarly, some of the Turkic peoples of the southern Don valley lived in
round, yurtlike homes with open fireplaces in the center, resembling the yurts
of central Asia and southern Siberia. By contrast, a typical farmer of northern
Khazaria would live in a permanent square-shaped house (e.g., a home with
walls made from wood logs or from reeds, mud, and wooden stakes) and
would create a stove out of stone and place it in a corner of his home, rather
than in the center. As time went on, the nomadic herdsmen of southern Khaz-
aria also transformed their living quarters into more permanent structures by
sinking their tents into the ground and covering the sides of the tents with turf
for warmth during the winter season.39 At some Khazarian settlements along
the Don, such as Tsimlyanskaya hill fort, both nomadic yurts and permanent
structures existed.40 Permanent Khazarian homes often featured earthworks
and ditches.

KHAZAR COSTUME AND HAIRSTYLE

Al-Istakhri wrote, “The dress of the Khazars and surrounding nations is coats
and tunics.”41 The Rus’ wore the “short coat,” while the Khazars, Bulgars,
and Pechenegs wore the “full coat.”42 These “full coats” were essentially kaf-
tans—similar to the long gowns worn by Ashkenazic Jews in the nineteenth
century.

Turkic men and women wore their hair in braids. According to a seventh-
century Chinese account, only the Turkic kagan could have long flowing hair
(tied with a ribbon), so the nobility and warriors wore braided hair instead.43

Proof that this Turkic custom was inherited by the Khazars comes from two
archaeological relics: (1) a Khazar silver scoop from the eighth or ninth cen-
tury, found at Kotskii Gorodok on the Ob River in western Siberia; and (2) a
drinking horn from beneath the Chorna Mohyla44 (“Black Barrow”) mound in
Chernigov, dating from the 960s. The artwork on these relics depicts the
Khazarian epic motif of the defeat of the kagan during a fight with his rival.
It has even been suggested that these images represent the ancient Turkic tra-
dition of the ritual murder of the kagan,45 which was discussed in chapter 3.

The rim of the Khazar scoop from Kotskii Gorodok features two dis-
mounted horsemen engaged in wrestling. One of the wrestlers has loose hair
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tied with a ribbon, but the other has braided hair.46 They are surrounded by
their bows and horses.

A silver mounting on the drinking horn from Chernigov shows two running
archers. The Khazar archer has long braided hair, whereas the Rus’ (Viking)
enemy chasing after him has loose hair and outstretched hands. Accompany-
ing the image are two birds, two griffins, and three other animals. The crea-
tures were portrayed according to Nordic artistic traditions.47 The archer with
loose hair was probably considered to be the prince (kagan) of Kievan Rus’
by the artist.

KHAZAR GRAVES

Burials in the Khazar Empire took many forms, including cenotaphs, cata-
comb graves with underground chambers, burials in pits with horses, and the
burial of men and women together.48 The various peoples under Khazar rule
seem to have had different types of graves.

Pagans in Khazaria buried their dead with items they owned during their
life on Earth, so that they would accompany them in the afterlife. Khazarian
graves—including those at Upper Saltov, Bulganakskoye in the Crimea,
Martan-Chu in modern-day Chechen-Ingushetia, and Nizhne-Arkhyzsk in
modern-day Karachay-Cherkessia—often included glass beads, glass ves-
sels, glass bracelets, mirrors, and other glassware products.49 Most of these
were products of the Saltovo-Mayaki culture. Shamanistic Khazars also put
other items in their graves, including buttons, belt buckles, earrings, rings,
bronze ornaments, stone beads, pottery, saddles, iron swords, bows, arrows,
axes, and lances. Khazar graves sometimes contained foreign-made objects,
attesting to cultural interactions with much of the rest of the world through
trade.

Sarkel’s burials included circular pits of a pagan nature. There were also
ritual shamanistic burials of humans and animals under buildings at Sarkel,
placed to try to protect the inhabitants of the town from evil spirits.50

Chastiye Kurgany, in the Rostov region of Russia, was the site of Khazar-
ian kurgans whose skeletons were accompanied by such objects as arrow-
heads, an iron stirrup, a gold earring, a silver pendant from a belt, bronze belt
pendants, bone facings from a bow, and ceramic shards.51

At one time, the Khazars practiced cremation, according to the anonymous
Persian history Mughmal at-tawârîh, written circa 1126.52

Many of the forms of burial that the Khazars used prior to their conversion
violate Jewish law. For instance, Jewish law prohibits cremation, and typical
Jewish graves are simpler and do not contain possessions of value.
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN BY THE KHAZARS

Several Arabic historians of the tenth century described the original Khazar
language as one bearing some resemblance to the Bulgar language while re-
taining distinctive qualities. Al-Istakhri wrote,

The Bulgar language resembles that of the Khazars, while the Burtas speak an-
other language. Similarly, the Rus’ language is different from both the Khazars’
and Burtas’ languages.53

Ibn Fadlan wrote,

The language of the Khazars does not resemble the Persian nor the Turkish lan-
guages, nor any other language in the world, even if it does resemble the lan-
guage of the Bulgars.54

Ibn Hauqal, writing several decades later, confirmed al-Istakhri’s notice:

The Bulgar language is like the one of the Khazars.55

In addition, ibn Hauqal wrote these sentiments echoing ibn Fadlan’s remarks:
“The language of the Khazars is different from that of the Persians and
Turks.” If these statements are accurate, it would appear that the Khazar lan-
guage can be described as having affinities to the Oghuric linguistic group, a
unique branch of the Turkic linguistic family (see table 4.1). The modern
Chuvash language, spoken in the Chuvash Republic of western Russia, is the
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Table 4.1. The Turkic Linguistic Family

SIBERIAN (NORTHERN) CHAGATAY (EASTERN)
Southern Altai, Northern Altai, Chulym, Aynu, Chagataysh,* Ili Turki, Salar,

Dolgan, Karagas (Tofa), Khakas Uyghur, Yellow Uyghur (West Yugur),
(Abakan Turkic), Shor, Tuvinian, Southern Uzbek, Northern Uzbek
Yakut (Sakha)

OGHURIC (WESTERN)
KIPCHAK (CENTRAL) Chuvash, Danubian Bulgar,* Volga Bulgar*
Bashkir, Belarusian-Lithuanian Tatar,*

Crimean Tatar, Cuman (Kipchak),* OGHUZ (SOUTHWESTERN)
Karachay-Balkar, Karaim, Karakalpak, Southern Azeri, Northern Azeri, Balkan
Kazak, Krymchak,* Kumyk, Kyrgyz, Turkic, Gagauz Turkish, Ottoman 
Nogay, Pecheneg,* Tatar (Volga Tatar) Turkish,* Qashqai, Quchani (Khorasani 

Turkish), Salchuq, Turkish (Anatolian 
Turkish), Turkmen

*extinct language



only living language in the Oghuric group.56 Omeljan Pritsak believed that
the Khazar language was equivalent to the ancient Hunnic language.57

Unfortunately, we still know very little about the grammar and vocabulary
of Khazarian, because few definite traces of the language have survived. Two
known Khazarian place-names have been determined to show Chuvashic af-
filiations: the fortress Sarkel and a river named Hara siu.58 Our limited word
stock does not appear to be sufficient to identify Khazarian as a Chuvashic
language, though that remains a possibility. At present, the debate over
whether the Khazars spoke an Oghuric Turkic or Common Turkic language
is not able to be settled.

The Khazars wrote their original language in Turkic runic letters. Examples
of Turkic runic writing have been found at various sites from the former Khaz-
aria. A single Turkic word was affixed to the Kievan Letter (see chapter 6). Tur-
kic runes were found in a cave in Kerch, on two flasks from Novocherkassk,
and on stones at the Mayaki hill fort. Other examples of Turkic written lan-
guage were found inscribed on large stones in Khumar (in present-day
Karachay-Cherkessia) but were misused by local residents instead of being pre-
served in museums and translated.59 Scientists did, however, have the opportu-
nity to study the Turkic runes at the Khumar citadel. The main difficulty is in
differentiating between Khazar-produced runes and other types of runes. Some
of the runes may be in the Khazar language, while others might be in Bulgar or
some other language. (The runes at Khumar, for instance, are likely to be Bul-
gar.) In fact, the only runes which may at this time be unquestionably classified
as Khazarian are those on the Kievan Letter.

One of the major characteristics of Jewish life throughout history has been
the use of Hebrew as a liturgical and, sometimes, a written and spoken lan-
guage. When the Khazars adopted Judaism, they gradually adopted Jewish
customs, including the Hebrew language. The Schechter Letter and King
Joseph’s Reply were composed in Hebrew, as was the Kievan Letter, though
the Khazar affiliation of the Jews who wrote the latter is sometimes debated
(see chapter 6). There is also additional evidence that seems to demonstrate
that the Khazars adopted Hebrew. For instance, the Arabic writer Muhammad
ibn Ishaq an-Nadim of Baghdad, in his Kitab al-Fihrist (Book of the List),
composed circa 987–988, indicated that the Khazars used Hebrew letters
when writing.60 On the other hand, some Khazars probably spoke Greek in
addition to Hebrew (see the summary of the Chronicle of Elchanan the Mer-
chant in chapter 1).

The Khazars would have been able to learn how to read and write Hebrew
from recent Jewish immigrants to Khazaria as well as from the old Jewish
communities of the Crimea. Indeed, there exists evidence that the Crimean
Jews of the Khazar era were fully acquainted with Hebrew and were willing
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to teach the language even to Christians. For instance, the evangelist Saint
Cyril gained extensive knowledge of Hebrew during his stay in the city of
Cherson in 860–861 (see chapter 6). Using his newly acquired knowledge,
Cyril incorporated elements of Hebrew letters into the Glagolithic character
set he developed; for instance, the letter Ш (representing the sound sh) was
derived from the Hebrew letter shin ( ). The Cyrillic character set, created
in the 890s, borrowed this letter, as well as the structure of what later became
the letter Щ (representing the sound shch in Russian), from Glagolithic.
Moreover, the Cyrillic letter Ц (representing the sound ts in Russian) was de-
rived from the Hebrew letter tzaddi ( ).

Evidence from the Persian work Ta’rikh-i Fakhr ad-Din Mubarak Shah,
composed in 1206, indicates that the Khazars at some point switched from the
Hebrew alphabet to a Cyrillic-like alphabet. The relevant passage reads,

The Khazars have a script which is related to the script of the Russians [Rus]
[alternatively: “derived from that of the Russians”]. A group of Greeks [Rum]
who are near them write in this script and are called Greek Russians [Rum-Rus].
They write from left to right, and the letters are not joined to one another. They
number twenty-one. The greater part of these Khazars who use this script are
Jews.61

The Catalonian Jewish traveler Ibrahim ibn Yaqub wrote, in the second half
of the tenth century, that the Khazars spoke the language of the “Saqalibah”
(Slavs) due to frequent contacts between the two groups.62 He also mentioned
knowledge of Slavic among Rus’, Pechenegs, and two other peoples. But
knowledge of Slavic could hardly have been universal among the Khazars of
this period.
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Commercial activity flourished in southern Russia and Ukraine during the
Khazarian era. The principal traders with Khazaria were the Radhanites and
the Rus’. Arabs, Chinese, Oghuz Turks, and other peoples also traded with
the Khazars.

The Khazars occasionally struck their own coins in imitation of Arabic
coins. Most of the Khazar coins were not circulated within the Khazar Em-
pire for any considerable period of time, but rather quickly found their way
to external trading partners in Scandinavia and elsewhere.

KHAZARIA AS A GREAT MEDIEVAL TRADING CENTER

Khazaria was a major center for trade, especially in the eighth and ninth cen-
turies. The classic Persian geographical essay Hudud al-‘Alam described
Khazaria as a land of plenty: “This is a very pleasant and prosperous coun-
try with great riches. From it come cows, sheep, and innumerable slaves.”1

Thus, it naturally attracted much commercial activity. The Khazars con-
trolled several trade routes that connected Asia and Europe. One of the most
important of these was along the Volga. Other significant Khazarian trade
routes were those along the River Don, the Azov Sea, the Black Sea, and the
Caspian Sea.

The Khazar kagan required traders to pay customs duties and tithes on mer-
chandise transported by both land and water routes. For example, when the
Rus’ brought valuables that they intended to export past the city of Atil, the
Khazars taxed them according to the value of the goods. Lesser chiefs also
demanded payment. Ibn al-Faqih of Hamadan, the author of Kitab al-Buldan
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(circa 902), indicated that when the Rus’ reached Sarkel on the Don, the lo-
cal Khazar governor of Sarkel took one-tenth of their merchandise.2

Members of the Khazar tribe were directly involved in trading. According
to Gardizi, the Khazars traded candle wax and honey.3 Khazars were also
merchants of wine, exporting it to the Caucasus and Mesopotamia; much of
this wine originated from Samandar. Archaeological research has shown that
Khazarian-made silver bowls, cups, belts, and belt ornaments were exported
to the Urals (the present-day Perm province), western Siberia (the Ob River
region), and Kievan Rus’ (the Riazan province), among other places. Other
materials that the Khazars exported did not originate from the Khazar Empire
but rather from other lands. For instance, the Khazars often exported central
Asian silver dishes and Persian coins to the Urals.4 Until the close of the ninth
century, Arabic silver was transported through Khazaria into eastern Europe.

The Khazars dealt with a wide range of trading partners throughout Eur-
asia. Khazars traded in Khwarizm’s capital, Kath, where they found a large
selection of quilts, cotton goods, felt, and cushion covers.5 Several caravan
trade routes linked Khazaria with other nations. Al-Istakhri mentioned that
trading caravans led from Gurganj, an Oghuz trading center in Khwarizm, to
Khazaria and Khorasan.6 Caravans also departed from the city of Bulghar on
the upper Volga. Khazar merchants often traveled to Volga Bulgharia to barter
with the Bulgars.7 A Volga Bulgar cemetery in Tankeev was found to contain
Saltovo pottery and earrings, and Saltovo pottery was also imported into the
Volga Bulgar city of Biliar.8 Additionally, the Khazars in Daghestan traded
extensively with the Alans. Some of the approximately one hundred Alanic
tombs from Klin Yar in the north Caucasus contain Khazarian artifacts, in-
cluding bronze bells and mirrors.9

Pottery from Armenia, Iraq, Iran, Khwarizm, and other lands in the Middle
East and central Asia was imported into Sarkel.10 Spherical cones were ex-
ported from Oren-kala in Azerbaijan to the Mayaki hill fort in Khazaria.11 Jin-
gling pendants from the upper Volga and Urals region, as well as foreign
scabbards from other lands, also ended up in Khazaria.12

The Khazar Empire, as a bridge between East and West, contained over-
land routes that led to the famous “Silk Road.” After trading in Khazaria,
traders sometimes traveled to Turpan (Turfan), Kashgar, and the Pamir
Mountains, where they met other Turkic tribes (ancestors of the Uyghurs and
Kyrgyz). It was also possible to continue eastward on the route in order to
reach China. Silk, incense, perfumes, spices, coral, gold and silver coins, and
gems such as pearls and emeralds were among the many items transported on
the Silk Road by Jews and other traders. Among the most interesting Asian
imports to Khazaria were cowrie shells from the Indian Ocean and a comb
made from elephant ivory.13 Another noteworthy elephant ivory product that
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arrived in Khazaria was an elephant-shaped chess piece which came to Sarkel
from India, Sogdiana, or Persia. It dates to approximately the tenth century
and is now housed at the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg. Several other
chess fragments were also found at Sarkel, also from the tenth or eleventh
century. Some chess historians, including M. K. Goniaev and Ivan Temofee-
vich Savenkov, have suggested that the game of chess may have been trans-
mitted to the peoples of eastern Europe by way of the Khazars, who in turn
acquired it apparently from the Persians, and later researchers like Isaak Lin-
der and Victor Keats thought this hypothesis was highly tenable (since the
Khazars were the first tribe in Russia to own chess pieces) though not yet es-
tablished for certain.14 Evidence for chess was found at many archaeological
sites in Kievan Rus’ and Poland from the eleventh through the thirteenth cen-
turies, indicating that the game certainly became widespread in the period im-
mediately following the Khazar era.

Paper, another Asian invention, also reached Khazaria. Paper and henna
were found in Sarkel’s fortress along with a skeleton. Scholars determined
that the paper had been made in Samarkand in central Asia.15

There are indications that the Khazars traded in Sweden and even settled
there in small colonies. Birka, situated on a small island in Lake Mälar in
eastern Sweden south of Uppsala, was one of the chief Viking trading centers
during the ninth and tenth centuries and drew traders from many nations. It
was inhabited by about five hundred to six hundred people,16 and items im-
ported there included a French or Rhenish pitcher17 and furs18 from the Lapps,
Finns, and Rus’. The archaeologist Holger Arbman (1904–1968) identified
several graves in Birka that contained objects imported from Khazaria. For
instance, Birka grave number 716 (a non-coffin grave) contained a “Khazar
girdle” which resembled girdles from the Upper Saltov grave fields.19 Ac-
cording to Björn Ambrosiani, former chief archaeologist of Sweden and di-
rector of the Birka excavations, a Khazar ceramic jar was found in a Birka
grave. Asiatic articles of clothing found at Birka—such as kaftans, hussar
jackets, fur-trimmed hats, bronze mounts for leather belts, an “eastern” but-
ton, and balloon trousers—may also be of Khazarian origin. Arbman believed
that at least two of the Birka graves belonged to members of the Khazar tribe.
By contrast, other scholars suggest that the traces of Khazar culture in Birka
arrived through Rus’ intermediaries, rather than from Khazars themselves:

There is much to suggest that the Khazars had a very strong political influence
on the eastern Slavs before the consolidation of the early Russian state; and that
the battles with the Khazars and later nomads, the Pecenegs and Polovtsians, set
a very pronounced stamp on the Rus warrior class and, through the Russian con-
nections, on the warriors of Sweden. The dress of the wealthier classes in Birka
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and other places in Sweden was greatly influenced by the Orient, and belts, belt
fittings, axes and other objects in tenth-century graves not infrequently stem
from the nomads of the steppes, or copy nomadic or even Islamic prototypes.20

Several of the objects found at Birka which apparently originated from
Khazaria are characterized as belonging to a post-Sassanidic style of art.
Birka grave number 838 (a chamber grave), for example, contained a silver
strap-end mounting composed under the influence of Persian style. The
mounting contains a plant motif and two birds of prey enclosed by rhom-
buses. Arbman believed that it is possibly Khazarian, since it is somewhat
distinctive from similar Hungarian and Persian mountings.21 Silver pendant
pieces portraying ornamental vine branches and palmettos were found in
Birka grave number 965 (a chamber grave), and Arbman wrote that these, too,
were probably manufactured by the Khazars.22

A miniature Khazarian stirrup from the lower Volga was attached to a neck-
lace of rock crystals and carnelian beads that was found in another grave at
Birka.

THE JEWISH RADHANITES

The Jewish Radhanite merchants were among the traders who crossed Khaz-
aria when venturing to and returning from China, India, and other parts of
Asia. The Radhanites also traveled to Spain.

Radhanite trading activity especially prospered from the 750s to the 830s.
The Radhanites exported many items from eastern Asia, including the spices
cinnamon, musk, aloe, and camphor. “For more than 100 years,” wrote
Matthew Goodman, “virtually every bit of spice that entered Christian Eu-
rope did so as a result of Radanite trade.”23 In addition, they exported
swords, silk, furs, and slaves from Europe. Ibn Khordadbeh, a Persian geog-
rapher and traveler, stated in his mid-ninth-century work Kitab al-Masalik
wa’l-Mamalik (“Book of Routes and Kingdoms”) that the Radhanites spoke
the Persian, Slavic, Spanish, Frankish (ifraniya), Greek, and Arabic lan-
guages.24 Being Jewish, they also undoubtedly knew at least some Hebrew.
Their remarkable multilingual abilities were useful assets, since they en-
countered trading partners from many diverse cultures. They often traveled
between Persia and Europe via the Caucasus Mountains and went as far east
as China. One of their routes traversed the Slavic lands to Khamlikh, from
which traders entered the Caspian Sea toward Balkh and Mawara’an-Nahr,
which then led to the Wurut Toghuzghuz and passages into China. Evidence
of Radhanite trading activity in China includes a letter from an early eighth-
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century Persian Jewish merchant that was found at Khotan in western China
(Xinjiang province).25

Historians have generally assumed that the Radhanites originated in
Provence (southern France), but Moshe Gil argued that they actually came
from the eastern shore of the Tigris River in Iraq, known in medieval times as
the district of Radhan.26 Multiple accounts indicated that Radhan was a region
in the vicinity of Persia and Baghdad. A fertile land with many date palms and
wheat fields, Radhan was inhabited by numerous Christians and Jews. There
was also a village called Radhan in the vicinity of Baghdad, according to Ibn
al-Athir, al-Bakri, and al-Suyuti.27 On the other hand, Gil’s theory does not
account for the origins of all of the Radhanite traders. All four Radhanite
routes described by Ibn Khordadbeh started in Provence at one end, and many
of the traders on the routes were French Jews. While the traders collectively
knew six gentile languages, there was not necessarily a particular gentile lan-
guage that all traders individually understood. There is no evidence that they
all knew Persian, which they probably would have had they all owned homes
in Persia. The foregoing does not rule out the possibility that Persian Jews
were the trailblazers on these routes.

The traveling Radhanites established social and cultural relations between
Central Europe and Kievan Rus’ and Khazaria. Beginning in the middle of the
ninth century, trading became extensive between Regensburg (a major south-
ern German city) and the Khazar capital, Atil; the cities of Vienna and Kiev
served as major trading centers along the route.28 Over the years, the Khazars
came increasingly into contact with the western Jews, in large part because of
the Regensburg-Kiev-Atil route.

After the Rus’ conquered Atil in the 960s and the Khazar Empire subse-
quently fell apart (see chapter 8), the northwestern shore of the Caspian no
longer served as a central station for Jewish traders. Although Atil was cut
off from the route by the eleventh century, Kiev remained an integral part of
it. In the late eleventh century, Jewish traders following this route also
stopped in the Hungarian city of Esztergom.29 On one particular occasion,
two Jews from Regensburg who had traded in “Rus’” (Galicia) reached Esz-
tergom on the Sabbath, and the local Jews punished them for violating the
Sabbath.

In addition to the traditional Regensburg-Kiev route, a new Radhanite trad-
ing route was developed that led from Prague across Poland into Kiev. The
1031 Hebrew account of Rabbi Yehudah ben Meir ha-Kohen of Mainz, titled
Sefer ha-Dinim, named Przemyśl (a Polish city) and Kiev as major trading
sites along the Jewish route in his time. A French Jewish trader from Dore-
ville named Yitzhak Dorbelo wrote in the twelfth century that he arrived in
Poland accompanied by the Radhanites.30
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According to the 1150 account of Rabbi Eliezer ben Nathan of Mainz (also
known as “RaBaN”), Jewish merchants who traversed the Kiev-Regensburg
route faithfully observed their religion. Most of the traders never drove their
caravans on the Sabbath. Instead, all carriages were gathered in a circle, and
their merchandise was placed in the middle of the circle; then the traders
prayed and celebrated their day of rest.

Further insights into the Jewish traders’ lifestyle were recorded by another
twelfth-century author, Yitzhak ben Asher ha-Levi of Speyer. He and Eliezer
ben Nathan both indicated that these traders created trade unions and pooled
their money into a common account from which money was withdrawn when
purchases were made in Kievan Rus’. When merchandise was brought back
from the land of the Rus’, it was shared among the traders’ families by a lot-
tery system.31

Customs documents from 1191 (issued under the rule of Ottakar I of Bo-
hemia) and 1192 (issued under Count Leopold of Austria) stated that Jewish
merchants from Regensburg traded weapons, saddles, spices, wood products,
slaves, silk, wool, and linen fabrics in Kiev.32

A thirteenth-century document by Rabbi Zedekiah ben Abraham ha-Rofe
‘Anav of Rome discussed two German Jewish merchants from Regensburg,
Abraham and Yaakov, who traveled through Hungary along the Danube River
when going to and from Kievan Rus’ during the mid-eleventh century.33

The Jewish Khazars of Kievan Rus’ probably kept in touch with western
Jewish educational centers in the eleventh and twelfth centuries in large part
by way of the Radhanite caravans. It is often suggested that the Khazars
adopted religious customs from the Radhanites.

RUS’ TRADERS IN KHAZARIA

The Rus’ were originally Viking traders from Scandinavia. According to Ibn
al-Faqih’s Kitab al-Buldan, the Rus’ traded in the Byzantine Empire and the
city of Samkarsh (Tamatarkha). Their ships traveled from the Northern
Donets River to the Don and then along the Volga until they reached the
Caspian Sea, where they traded with Iranian coastal ports.34 The Rus’ also
traveled on land by caravans from central Asia through Iran to Iraq, including
Baghdad.

The Rus’ merchants transported beaver-skin furs, black fox skins, sword
blades, and other items past Khazaran-Atil. They had extensive trading rela-
tions with the Khazars that included active coinage exchange. Ibn Khordad-
beh wrote that the Rus’ traders often arrived at the Khazar city of Khamlikh,
where the Khazar king collected tribute from them.35
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ARAB TRADERS IN KHAZARIA

Some Arab merchants traversed the country of the Khazars. No doubt many
of them journeyed to the predominantly Muslim city of Khazaran.

According to Derbend-Nameh (“The History of Derbent”), Arab traders
from Derbent were required (during the 730s) to pay Arab authorities a 10
percent tax on their goods if they decided to go north to trade in Khazaria.36

The Arabs were especially interested in Khazarian fur clothing. In Arabic
countries, several types of furs were named after the Khazars, including some
called “khazari.”37

CHINESE TRADERS IN KHAZARIA

Trade between Khazaria and China was widespread. Items transported from
China to the Khazars included Chinese silk dresses38 and Chinese mirrors.39

A large Chinese mirror was found in an eighth- or ninth-century Saltovo
cemetery at Yutanovka in the Volonkonovka raion of the Belgorod oblast. An-
other Chinese mirror, from the T’ang dynastic era, was found in a Khazar-era
cemetery in Armiev in the Shemysheika raion of the Penza oblast. A tenth-
century Chinese copper coin was excavated from a kurgan in a cemetery at
Tsarev, in the Leninsk raion of the Volgograd oblast.40

Some evidence indicates that Chinese merchants set foot in the Khazar ter-
ritory. For example, a rose-colored paper in Chinese writing, listing income
and expenses, was found at Moshchevaya Balka in the north Caucasus.41

Some fragments of Chinese manuscripts were also found.

COINAGE

It is now beyond doubt that the Khazars minted their own coins.42 Rus’ traders
would sell goods to the Khazars only in exchange for silver dirhams, which
were prized for their high purity. Thus, when the demand exceeded the sup-
ply for these coins, due to a decline in the availability of coins from North
African and Iraqi mints, the Khazars started to mint their own coins, begin-
ning around the early 820s.43 The Khazar dirhams imitated the designs and in-
scriptions on Islamic dirhams. These imitations often contained chronologi-
cal errors, since the engraved ruling dates of the caliphs do not correspond to
the years when those caliphs actually ruled. There were also spelling mistakes
on the engravings of caliph and place-names (e.g., “Sarkand” for
Samarkand).44 For trading purposes in Europe, only the weight of the silver
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mattered, not what the inscriptions on the coins read, so the fact that these
were imperfect imitations was irrelevant, since they always weighted simi-
larly to real Arab ones.45 The existence of so many errors supports the con-
tention that these were not official releases from Arab mints but rather were
engraved by Jewish Khazars who were not entirely fluent in the Arabic lan-
guage.46

In 837, or more likely 838, the Khazar government issued four new series
of dirhams. Though their inscriptions and designs differed, they were all
struck in the same workshop using the same dies around the same time, as
analysis by the numismatist Gert Rispling showed.47 All words on the
dirhams were in Arabic. The only series that bore an authentic date—the Is-
lamic date AH 223 (equivalent to the period from December 3, 837, to No-
vember 22, 838)—was that which contained the phrase Ard al-Khazar (“Land
of the Khazars”).48 A total of eighty-one Ard al-Khazar coins have been
found. Another highly significant series was one that contained the inscrip-
tion “Moses is the messenger of God,” a clear reference to the prophet Moses
who was so important to Judaism, instead of the usual Islamic saying
“Muhammad is the messenger of God” that forms part of the Muslim Sha-
hada (Declaration of Faith). It is evident that the Moses coins were minted by
a Jew. Five Moses coins have been found so far, and they all bear false dates
and mint names. One specimen of the Moses series was found in the Spillings
hoard, a huge collection of 14,295 silver coins plus other silver and bronze
objects that was discovered at a farm on the island of Gotland in Sweden in
July 1999.49 The Spillings coins had been deposited at Gotland by Vikings
during the Middle Ages. The Moses coin from Spillings bears a fictitious
mintmark claiming it was minted at “Madinat as-Salaam” (Baghdad) in
766–767. The four other known Moses coins—found in Russia in the Kislaya
hoard, in Estonia in the Kochtel hoard, and in Finland in the Svedjelandet
hoard—carry the fake mintmark “Madinat as-Salaam 779–780.” Experts
have also identified seventy-eight Khazar coins that contain a particular
tamga (tribal sign) on the bottom. These, too, have fake dates and mint loca-
tions, including “Madinat as-Salaam 803–804.” The fourth Khazar series
from circa 838 featured an Arabic name, either “Jalil” or “Khalil,” in Kufic
script on the obverse margin. Eighteen of these have been located, and they
also have fake dates and mint locations. “Jalil” or “Khalil” was probably the
name of the engraver.

The Khazars minted additional varieties of imitation dirhams after the
year 838, but these were not unique and did not bear any special slogans or
symbols.

The source of the silver the Khazars used for minting may have been
within Khazaria itself, specifically the mines near the Terek River of the
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northern Caucasus; alternatively, the silver may have come from imported Is-
lamic silver ingots.50 It remains uncertain whether the Khazar coins were
struck in Atil, Sarkel, or still another location. The numismatists Aleksei
Bykov and Glen Shake were of the opinion that the tamga was a Sarkel mint-
mark.51 Roman Kovalev, on the other hand, wrote that the tamga was proba-
bly the Khazarian royal family’s symbol, noting that it resembles the runic tri-
dents of many other medieval Turkic states and that it was positioned where
the names and titles of Abbasid rulers typically were located.52

Through the process of trade, coins from many parts of the medieval
world—especially the Byzantine Empire and the Islamic Caliphate—reached
Khazaria. Byzantine coins minted during the reigns of emperors Justinian II
(restoration 705–711), Leo III (717–741), Constantine V (741–775), Michael
III (842–867), Basil I (867–886), Leo VI (886–912), Romanus I Lecapenus
(920–944), Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (913–959), Romanus II
(959–963), Nicephorus II Phocas (963–969), and John Tsimisces (969–976)
were excavated at sites in the Khazar Empire.53 The Khazars of Samkarsh
used coins that were produced at the Byzantine mint in Cherson on the
Crimea during the ninth century. Arabic silver dirhams were found in Khazar
graves in the Atil region, Upper Saltov, Zhitkov, and the Rostov oblast. Ad-
ditionally, fragments of dirhams issued by Caliph Harun al-Rashid (reigned
786–809) and Caliph Amin (reigned 809–819) were discovered in the lower
Don valley, as were half of an Umayyad dirham from the 720s and half of a
dirham from the city of Zerenj in southern Iran.54 A pre-Islamic Persian coin,
issued by the ruler Hormizd IV (reigned 579–590), was found in the lower
Don valley.55 Pre-Islamic Persian drachms minted during the reign of Khus-
rau (Chosroes) II Parviz (590–628) were found in Khazar-era cemeteries in
the present-day Chechen-Ingushetia region.56
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One of the most remarkable and unique events in Khazar history was the large-
scale adoption of Judaism in the kingdom. The Khazars chose to adopt the stan-
dard rabbinical form of Judaism rather than the beliefs of the Karaite sect.

This chapter explores the circumstances that led to the conversion of the
Khazars as well as the documents and artifacts which verify the existence of
widespread Khazar Judaism. Primary sources of information concerning the
conversion episode include (1) Khazar documents, such as the Reply of King
Joseph, the Schechter Letter, and the Kievan Letter; (2) reports from Arab
and Persian historians, travelers, and commentators, such as ibn Fadlan, al-
Istakhri, ibn Rustah, and ‘Abd al-Jabbar ibn Muhammad al-Hamdani; (3) the
Persian treatise Denkart; (4) the Frankish commentary Expositio in
Matthaeum Evangelistam by Christian of Stavelot; (5) Jewish books, such as
Sefer ha-Qabbalah by Abraham ibn Daud and Sefer ha-Kuzari by Yehudah
ha-Levi; and (6) several Karaite texts.

The conversion episode has sparked the imagination of countless people,
both Jewish and non-Jewish, throughout the ages. In the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries, it became a popular topic for novels, the most famous
being Dictionary of the Khazars by the Serbian writer Milorad Pavic (1988)
and The Wind of the Khazars by the French writer Marek Halter (2003).

THE FIRST JEWS OF EASTERN EUROPE

Archaeological evidence indicates that Jews have lived in the Balkans, in the
Caucasus (including Georgia), along the northern shores of the Black Sea,
and in other areas of eastern Europe since Roman times.

Chapter Six
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Jewish settlements and synagogues existed in Roman-governed Pannonia
(modern-day Hungary) as early as the third century CE. Archaeological dis-
coveries have included stone markers upon which Jewish names and meno-
rah (seven-branched candelabra) images were engraved.1 The markers often
bore inscriptions written in the Latin language. One of the early third-century
tablets from ancient Pannonia includes a reference to Cosmius, the head of
the synagogue at Spondilla. In some cases, the Jewish identity of the in-
scribed names is known because the ethnic terms judeus and Judaea were ap-
pended. Engravings of the seven-branched menorah were also found on Pan-
nonia-era rings and amulets as well as on a clay oil lamp.2

Jews also lived in Moesia and Thrace during Roman times. A third-century
tombstone from near Gigen village, Nikopol district, in northern Bulgaria
(near the Romanian border) refers to a man named Iosses by the title archisy-
nagogus, which means “synagogue chief.”3 Additional evidence for Jewish
settlement in early Bulgaria also exists.

Perhaps the most significant of ancient Jewish settlements in eastern Eu-
rope were those on the Crimean and Taman peninsulas. In the premedieval
period, thousands of Jews from Egypt, Judea, Syria, and Asia Minor migrated
to the Hellenistic kingdom of Bosporus. They settled in such Crimean towns
as Pantikapeum (later called Kerch) and Theodosia (later called Feodosia), in
Phanagoria (later called Tmutorokan) on the Taman peninsula, and in Gorgip-
pia (later called Anapa) along the northeastern Black Sea coast in the present-
day Krasnodar region. Some also settled in the town of Olbia, located north-
west of the Crimea, at the Bug River’s estuary, along the Black Sea coast near
present-day Odessa. The Jews of this region were actively engaged in jewelry
making, pottery making, and trading in grain, fish, and slaves.4 These Jews
spoke Greek, as demonstrated by Greek marble plaques created by Jews in
Pantikapeum, Olbia, Gorgippia, and other towns in the Crimean region from
the first through the third centuries.5 The Greek inscriptions often contain typ-
ical Jewish names such as “Yehudah” and “Enokh,” but also less common
names like “Chreste,” “Sogos,” “Anos,” and “Phodakos” that some of these
Jews possessed.

Some of the inscriptions reveal that synagogues in the Greek colonies wel-
comed slaves to become attendees of their congregations. For example, a
marble inscription in Greek found in Phanagoria, dating from 51 CE, men-
tions the liberation of a slave that was “to be guaranteed by the guardianship
of the Jewish community.”6 Another inscription from the kingdom of
Bosporus, dating from 80 CE, declares that the slave Heraclas was freed by a
woman named Chreste in a proseuche (Jewish house of prayer).7 It says that
Heraclas, the former slave, could travel freely on the condition that he at-
tended the synagogue’s services devoutly. (This was a typical requirement for
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slaves freed in synagogues in these Greek colonies.) However, these slaves
did not become official Jews but rather gained the status of “God fearers” (see
also appendix D).

Archaeological findings at Chersonesus (later called Cherson) were partic-
ularly interesting. There, in the fifth or sixth century, the Byzantines built a
Christian basilica above an earlier structure that seems to have been an an-
cient synagogue. A stone found in the basilica contains carvings of the lulav
(palm branch), shofar (ram’s horn), and menorah, and Hebrew writing was
found on a plaster fragment from a wall in the basilica.8 These artifacts date
from the second, third, or fourth century. The plaster fragment, written in He-
brew and Greek, refers to a certain “Hananiah from Bosporus,” and it also
mentions Jerusalem.

Many stones found at Pantikapeum, dating back to the second to fourth
centuries, are also inscribed with menorahs. The Jews flourished in Pan-
tikapeum because it was the capital of the Bosporan Kingdom and the most
prosperous of all the settlements in the Crimean region.

The Eastern Crimean Archaeological Expedition of the Institute of Ar-
chaeology of the Russian Academy of Sciences made two very important dis-
coveries on the Azov Sea coast of the Kerch peninsula that provide evidence
for ongoing Jewish settlement on far-eastern Crimea at least until the sixth
century.9 First, in 1990, the expedition found a menorah symbol on a frag-
ment of an amphora dating to approximately the 570s. This amphora was
found at the medieval settlement of Zolotiye Vostochnoye v Bukhte, five kilo-
meters east of the village of Zolotiye. In 1999, the expedition uncovered a
large amphora fragment depicting a menorah with nine candles. This one was
found at the Zelenyy Mys site, eight kilometers west of the village of Kurort-
noye, and it is from approximately the second half of the sixth century.

A variety of interesting legendary tales supplement factual records about
the early history of Jews in eastern Europe (see also chapter 1). For example,
an early sixth-century Jew named Yehudah Magig supposedly wrote folktales
about ancient Jewish dispersions throughout Asia and Crimea, including sto-
ries about Judeans settling in Matarkha (Tamatarkha).10 There also exists a
host of semimythical stories about Jews being forcefully deported to the
Caspian region.

As we have seen, large Jewish communities existed in eastern Europe be-
fore the Khazar Empire was established. The Romans and Byzantines later
took control over the ancient Greek colonies, and the Crimean Jews began to
trade frequently with the Byzantine capital, Constantinople. Several cen-
turies later, most of the Crimea was incorporated into the Khazar Empire. It
is uncertain to what degree the Jewish communities of ancient Crimea sur-
vived through the centuries into the Khazar era. Many scholars believe that
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descendants of the early Jewish populations of the Crimea and Caucasus in-
fluenced the decision of the Khazars to convert to Judaism. According to this
point of view, the Crimean Jews came into direct contact with the Khazars.

KHAZARIA AS A REFUGE FOR PERSECUTED JEWS

Khazaria became a safe haven for significant numbers of persecuted Jews
from Europe and Asia.

The anti-Jewish policies of the Byzantine Empire forced many Jews to flee
to less dangerous lands such as Khazaria. Several emperors initiated policies
of forced baptism. Around 630–632, the Byzantine emperor Heraclius
(reigned 610–641) decreed that all Jews in his empire must convert to Chris-
tianity.11 Jews also escaped from the Byzantine Empire around the years
722–723, during the reign of Emperor Leo III (reigned 717–741), since Leo
III’s policy was to force Jews to adopt Christianity.12

Persecutions in Byzantium remained a threat for Jews in the following cen-
tury. In the 860s, Emperor Basil I (reigned 867–886) tried to convert Byzan-
tine Jews by decree.13 However, Basil I’s conversion schemes were not suc-
cessful, and persecution intensified. By the end of the ninth century,
Byzantine laws decreed that Jews could not hold public office, intermarry
with Christians, or own Christian slaves.14 Jews were told to read the biblical
scriptures in Greek rather than in Hebrew. Furthermore, if any Jew tried to
convert a Christian, he would be killed, and his property would be confis-
cated. Jews were not allowed to testify on behalf of Christians during legal
proceedings and could not construct new synagogues. These laws clearly
were meant to codify the “inferior” status of Byzantine Jews in comparison
to Orthodox Christians.

Statements by Byzantium’s religious figures make it clear that the goal of
converting Jews to Christianity was not only imperial policy but church pol-
icy as well, and also applied to Jews living in the Crimea. Photius, a patriarch
of Constantinople during the mid- to late ninth century, wrote the following
in a letter to the bishop of Bosporus (Kerch): “Were you also to capture the
Judeans there, securing their obedience to Christ, I should welcome with my
whole soul the fruits of such beautiful hopes.”15

Byzantine emperor Romanus I Lecapenus (reigned 920–944) received a
letter from the patriarch of Jerusalem by the year 931 that urged him to con-
vert all Byzantine Jews to Christianity.16 Hence, the emperor began to perse-
cute Jews around 932 and, like his predecessors, attempted to convert them to
his own faith. Romanus’s actions led to the murder of hundreds of Jews and
the destruction of numerous synagogues.17 Jews continued to migrate to
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Khazaria from the Muslim and Byzantine lands circa 943 because they were
still being forcefully converted to Christianity by Romanus, according to al-
Masudi.18 With the continuing flight of Jews from Byzantium, Joseph, the
king of the Khazars, welcomed them to settle in his country. Obviously, the
Khazar Jews despised Romanus for his persecutions, calling him “the evil
one.”19 Circa 943, according to the anonymous tenth-century Schechter Let-
ter, King Joseph reacted to Romanus’s persecutions by ordering revengeful
attacks upon the Taman peninsula as well as bringing many Christians to ruin
(which does not necessarily mean that they were killed—probably some other
form of punishment is meant).

The Schechter Letter indicated that some Jews came to Khazaria to escape
“the yoke of the idol-worshippers.”20 It further stated that the Jews who came
through Armenia to Khazaria intermarried with the Khazars and propagated
the ritual of circumcision, but it also mentioned that Sabbath observance was
not universally adopted among all Khazars prior to their official conversion.
The Jewish immigrants learned the customs of the Khazars and fought side
by side with them in wars against enemy nations.

Jews from Mesopotamia (modern-day Iraq) also moved to Khazaria.
Around 929, Saadiah Gaon wrote that a Jew named Yitzhak ben Abraham mi-
grated from Mesopotamia to Khazaria.21 The Schechter Letter confirmed that
Jews came to Khazaria from Baghdad as well as from the Byzantine Empire
and Khorasan (eastern Persia).22

The multiple waves of Jewish settlers coming to the Khazarian lands ap-
pear to have played a major role in encouraging the Khazars to convert to Ju-
daism. This is indicated by the following brief statement by the Arab histo-
rian Dimashqi (written circa 1327):

Ibn-al-Athir [or al-Masudi?] tells how in the days of Harun the Emperor [of
Byzantium] forced the Jews to emigrate. They came to the Khazar country,
where they found an intelligent but untutored race and offered them their reli-
gion. The inhabitants found it better than their own and accepted it.23

Other historians suggest that the Khazars adopted Judaism as a conscious
political decision designed to help preserve the political independence of
Khazaria from the Christian and Muslim empires surrounding them.24 Thus,
Khazaria held the balance of power between the Christian Byzantine Empire
and the Muslim Caliphate.

Omeljan Pritsak and Shelomo Dov Goitein, on the other hand, attributed
the conversion of the Khazars solely to the influence of traveling Jewish mer-
chants like the Radhanites.25 This inference cannot be drawn from any of the
surviving historical sources but should not be entirely dismissed.
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TENGRI SHAMANISM, THE INDIGENOUS 
RELIGION OF THE KHAZARS

Before their conversion to Judaism, most of the Khazars were shamanists and
worshipped spirits and the sky. Their particular belief system is known as
Tengri shamanism.

The early Khazars routinely sought the advice of a shaman or medicine man,
called qam in Turkic. A shaman would enter a trancelike state in an attempt to
contact the invisible spirit world, to exorcise evil spirits under the earth’s sur-
face, and to win the protection of benevolent spirits. Shamans were considered
to be both healers and predictors of future events. Al-Tabari wrote that the early
Khazars learned rainmaking rituals and prayers.26 Only shamans were believed
to have this power. Gardizi wrote about a rainmaking stone that the Khazars,
Karluks, and Oghuz supposedly fought over for possession.27 It was said that
the stone could be used by a Turkic magician to create rain or snow at will.

The Khazars had an elaborate assemblage of gods, similar to that of the
Bulgars and other Turkic tribes. They believed that divinity was present
throughout nature, and so their belief system may be described as a form of
pantheism. The leading god of the Turkic shamanists was Tengri, the sky god,
an immortal being who created the world.28 Umay (meaning “placenta”) was
the mother goddess, and the divine twins Yir and Sub were the primary earth
and water deities respectively.29 Tengri was said to have ruled the “upper
world,” while the fertility goddess Umay and the earth-water deities ruled the
“middle world,” and Erlik-khan, the god of death, ruled the “lower world”
(hell).30 The deity Ärklig was involved in military affairs.31 The Turks also
worshipped a thunder god, called “Ku‘ar” by the North Caucasian Huns of
Varach‘an, who would strike down evil people and spirits by lightning. There
were also deities for the sun, moon, stars, air, clouds, wind, tornadoes, rain,
rainbows, and fire.32 The moon deity was perceived as female, while the sun
was regarded as male. The sun was the son of Tengri, and the fire god in turn
was the son of the sun.

According to the late sixteenth-century Persian author Amin Ahmad Razi
in Haft Iqlim (“The Seven Climates”), the Khazars’ original religion consisted
of worship of “the day and the night, the wind and the rain, the earth and the
heavens. . . . But the god of the heavens is greater than the others.”33

Under an entry for the year 730–731, the Syriac chronicle of Pseudo-
Dionysus of Tell-Mahrê claimed that the Khazars have no single God and are
Magians, and it repeated the claim that the Khazars “do not agree that there
is a God in Heaven” under a separate entry dated 731–732.34 While the term
“Magians” usually meant “Zoroastrians,” it is likely that this author actually
meant “heathens.”35
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The shamanistic Khazars turned to the east when they prayed.36 Also, the
opening of a shamanist Turk’s tent was directed toward the east. In the Chou-
shu, a Chinese dynastic annal completed around 629, it is said that the ka-
gan’s tent faced “towards the East because one honors the direction from
which the sun rises.”37

Animals were also worshipped, and each tribe had its own totem. The old
Turkic calendar, derived from the lunar calendar of the Chinese, was based on
an animal cycle. The Turks generally used twelve years, and accordingly the
calendar is known as the “Calendar of the Twelve Animals.” The Turks along
the Volga first adopted the calendar in the beginning of the seventh century.
The Bulgars used a calendar containing the years of the mouse, cow, wolf/
tiger, hare, snake, horse, sheep, hen, dog, and pig.38 Many other variants of
the calendar also existed. For example, some Turkic tribes borrowed the
dragon from the Chinese for their calendar, while other Turks replaced it with
the crocodile or the fish.39 It is documented that the North Caucasian Huns
sacrificed numerous animals as offerings to various gods.40 Among Turks in
general, the horse was the primary animal sacrificed to Tengri, and this ap-
pears to have been the case among the Khazars as well.

Trees were considered sacred among all Turkic peoples. The shamanist
Turks of the Tepsen (Phullai) region of Khazaria made sacrifices to an oak
tree.41 According to Turkic mythology, a large “cosmic tree” held up the sky
and served as the gateway to a higher level of the universe.42 Other sacred
parts of the earth were mountains, rivers, and springs.

Every year, the Turks celebrated the beginning of spring by holding events
on March 22, which they called “Ulugh-kun” (“the Great Day”).43 The Great
Day ushered in the month of Oshlaq-ay. Three months later, the kagan
presided over an annual ceremony to welcome the arrival of summer, at
which the Turks made offerings (including animal sacrifices) to Tengri.44

The Turks manufactured various sacred objects, including sun amulets (see
chapter 4) and idols from silver and bronze.

There was also a deep reverence for one’s ancestors among the Turkic
tribes. The Bulgars would call out the prayer “Let my forefathers help me!”
to urge their ancestors to lead them to victory on the battlefield. The Cumans
(Kipchaks) erected large stone statues facing the East to memorialize their an-
cestors. The Persian poet Nizami (circa 1141–1203) described in one of his
poems how the Cumans worshipped their ancestors and predecessors by
kneeling down before stone statues and leaving sacrificial animals (such as
sheep and horses) beside the statues.45 The traveler William de Rubruck ver-
ified this practice when in 1253 he wrote that the Cumans built stone statues
over the graves of the dead, each of which had a large engraved image of the
dead person holding a drinking cup over the stomach.46
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KING BULAN’S CONVERSION TO JUDAISM

Under the reign of King Bulan,47 evidently during the first half of the ninth
century, the Khazars officially converted to Judaism. Bulan therefore became
the first Jewish ruler of the Khazars, following almost two centuries of
shamanist and Muslim rulers. The Khazars adopted the rabbinical form of Ju-
daism rather than the Karaite variation.48

Several sources referred to Bulan as king (i.e., bek, malik, melekh) rather
than emperor (i.e., Great Kagan).49 The Schechter Letter said that the first
Jewish bek had become the chief officer after winning victories in battles
against Khazaria’s enemies. Bulan and his successors to the throne all
wielded considerable power as heads of the military forces of the kaganate—
a role that became associated with beks and that no longer applied to the ka-
ganship. Thus, despite the suggestions of a few scholars, including Dunlop,
Bulan cannot be identified as the kagan.

According to several medieval sources, a religious disputation among rep-
resentatives of competing faiths took place at Bulan’s palace. However,
scholars have divided opinions over whether the debate actually took place.
At the debate, Bulan allegedly listened to the arguments of an Arab mullah, a
Christian priest, and a Jewish rabbi. Each of the three theological leaders tried
to explain the benefits of his own system of belief to King Bulan. According
to King Joseph’s Reply, there were significant disagreements between the de-
baters, so Bulan went a step farther by asking the Christian and Muslim rep-
resentatives which of the other two religions they believed to be superior. The
Christian priest preferred Judaism over Islam, and likewise the Muslim mul-
lah preferred Judaism over Christianity. Bulan therefore saw that Judaism was
the root of the other two major monotheistic religions and adopted it for him-
self and his people.

The short version of King Joseph’s Reply described the events that oc-
curred after Bulan chose Judaism:

From that time on the Almighty God helped him and strengthened him. He and
his slaves circumcised themselves and he sent for and brought wise men of Is-
rael who interpreted the Torah for him and arranged the precepts in order.

King Joseph did not reveal the identity of these “wise men of Israel.”
According to Kitab Tathbit Dala’il Nubuwwat Sayyadina Muhammad

(“The Book of the Establishment of Proofs for the Prophethood of Our Mas-
ter Muhammad”), written by ‘Abd al-Jabbar ibn Muhammad al-Hamdani
circa 1009–1010, one Jewish missionary in particular was primarily respon-
sible for persuading the king and the tribes in the Khazar Empire to convert
to Judaism:
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One of the Jews undertook the conversion of the Khazars, [who] are [composed
of] many peoples, and they were converted by him and joined his religion. [This
happened] recently in the days of the Abbasids. . . . For this was a man who
came single-handedly to a king of great rank and to a very spirited people, and
they were converted by him without [any recourse to] violence and the sword.
And they took upon themselves the difficult obligations enjoined by the law of
the Torah, such as circumcision, the ritual ablutions, washing after a discharge
of the semen, the prohibition of work on the Sabbath and during the feasts, the
prohibition of [eating the flesh of] animals [that are forbidden] according to this
religion, and so on.50

Medieval Jewish scholars, including Rabbi Moses ben Nahman (Nah-
manides) in Torat Adonai Temimah in the thirteenth century and Rabbi Yehu-
dah Aryeh ben Joseph Moscato in Kol Yehudah51 in the sixteenth century, sug-
gested that Yitzhak ha-Sangari (Isaac Sangari)52 was the name of the Jewish
rabbi who was involved in the religious disputation at Bulan’s court and who
converted the king and taught him the principles of Judaism.

The story of Bulan’s conversion to Judaism was embellished by the
Sephardic Jewish philosopher and poet Yehudah ben Shmuel ha-Levi (circa
1080–1141), a native of Toledo, Spain, in his famous masterwork Kitab al-
Hujjah wa‘l-Dahl fi Nasr al-Din al-Dhalil (“The Book of Argument and
Proof in Defense of the Despised Faith”), which was composed in 1120–1140
and translated from Arabic to Hebrew in the mid-twelfth century. It is popu-
larly known under the title The Book of the Khazars (Sefer ha-Kuzari in He-
brew, Kitab al-Khozari in Arabic). The book consists of five chapters and
presents the merits of Judaism.

Sefer ha-Kuzari stated that an angel spoke to Bulan one night while he was
dreaming, explaining that while his “intentions are desirable to the Creator,”
his continued observance of Khazarian shamanistic rites and sacrifices was
objectionable. Ha-Levi explained that the angel’s repeated warnings that Bu-
lan’s religious activities were not correct

prompted the king to explore other belief systems and religions. Ultimately, the
king and all the subjects of his kingdom converted to Judaism. The arguments
of the rabbi were the catalyst for this event, for, through them, the king found
spiritual peace and intellectual harmony.53

Ha-Levi proceeded to explain Bulan’s increasing devotion to Judaism after an
expedition to the Warsan Mountains.54 He continued,

The king and his chief officer went to these [Warsan] mountains, which were
in the desert by the sea. The books say how, in the middle of the night, they
reached a cave where Jews used to observe the Sabbath every week, and how
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they revealed themselves to the Jews, and converted to Judaism—which in-
cluded being circumcised in that very cave. They returned to their country with
their hearts committed to Judaism, but they initially hid their faith. Using wise
discretion, they slowly began to divulge their secret, little by little, to a select
group of their inner circle. Their numbers grew, until finally they revealed their
secret to the public and prevailed upon the rest of the masses to convert to Ju-
daism. They brought in Jewish sages and books from different countries and
learned the Torah from them. The Khazar books detail all their successes in
vanquishing their enemies, conquering various lands, discovering hidden treas-
ures [or “securing great treasures”], and amassing armies numbering in the
hundreds of thousands. They also detail how the Khazars loved the Torah and
yearned for the Temple—to the point where they erected a facsimile of the
Tabernacle that Moses built.55

The adoption of Judaism by the Khazars was one of the most interesting
events in medieval European history, and Bulan’s conversion was the begin-
ning of an unparalleled period of greatness and splendor for the Jews of east-
ern Europe. It was once thought that Yehudah ha-Levi created the conversion
episode as an imaginary tale, but it has become clear that the story of the con-
version of the Khazars in Kuzari reflected actual events. Around 864–870, the
Khazars were described for the first time as observers of Judaism, in the work
Expositio in Matthaeum Evangelistam by Christian of Stavelot, which was
composed in the monastery of Stavelot in Lorraine from lectures he had pre-
sented to monks there:

And of the king Alexander we read that he turned to God and begged that the
peoples of Gog and Magog—those who are now called the Khazars, who were
once Hunnic peoples—be shut in, since he was unable to crush them through
warfare. God heard him and shut them in their mountain, so that they came to
stay behind with their people; and he placed copper gates in front of this moun-
tain. . . . We know of no nation under the heavens where Christians do not live.
For [Christians are even found] in the lands of Gog and Magog, who are a Hun-
nic people and are called Khazars, [and are] now a people that is stronger than
those whom Alexander confined, circumcized and observing all [the laws of] Ju-
daism. The Bulgars, however, who are from the same seven tribes [as the Khaz-
ars], are now becoming baptized [into Christianity].56

THE SCHECHTER LETTER

Around the summer of 948, Yitzhak bar Nathan, a messenger of Hasdai ibn
Shaprut, met a knowledgeable Khazar Jew in Constantinople who was schol-
arly and a “favorite” of the kagan. At Yitzhak’s request, this Jew, whose name
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is unknown, wrote an essay about Khazar history.57 The original letter was
written around 949, according to Constantine Zuckerman.58 Zuckerman also
wrote,

There is actually every reason to believe that the Letter was produced no more
than five years after the events described [concerning Pesakh’s war against
Oleg] and was delivered to the messengers of Hasdai ibn Shaprut in Constan-
tinople, where every detail in it could be easily verified.59

Today, the text is known as the Schechter Letter or the Cambridge Docu-
ment. In 1896, Solomon Schechter discovered this and other important Ge-
nizah documents in an old synagogue in Cairo, Egypt.60 The Cairo Genizah
materials had been stored in a dark room where they were left untouched for
hundreds of years. The documents were brought to Cambridge, England, in
1897, and the Taylor-Schechter Collection at Cambridge University now pre-
serves these valuable medieval works.

The Schechter Letter described how the Khazars and the Jews who had mi-
grated there from Armenia intermarried and “became one people.”61 A partic-
ular Jewish warrior was a noble fighter for Khazaria’s cause and won a great
victory over enemies, so the Khazars appointed him as the army’s chief offi-
cer (i.e., bek). He thus is to be regarded as the founder of the dynasty of Jew-
ish kings, according to the author.

Next, the Schechter Letter presented another version of the events leading
to the religious disputation and the formal adoption of Judaism by the royal
house and the common people. God influenced the bek to restore his faith in
Judaism. His wife Serakh and her father also encouraged him to return to Ju-
daism. The Byzantine and Arab rulers were incensed that the king chose to
adopt all elements of Judaism.62 They argued that it was unwise to choose the
religion of such a subjugated people, and they tried to discourage him from
continuing to align with Judaism. Some Khazar officers were affected by
their words. After hearing complaints from his officers, the king sent for Jew-
ish, Christian, and Muslim sages to come to his court to describe their re-
spective religions. Each debated the merits of the three faiths, but when the
Jewish sages described the Torah’s account of the creation of the world in six
days, God’s rescue of the Israelites from slavery, and the settlement of ancient
Israel, the Greek and Arab sages confirmed that what they said was right.
However, some issues still were not resolved, so the Khazar officials asked
for the Torah scrolls that were kept in a cave in the plain of Tizul. After the
Jewish sages explained these books, the Khazars and the Israelites fully em-
braced Judaism. It is at this point that the immigration of Jews to Khazaria
from Greece, Baghdad, and Khorasan is mentioned, and they are said to have
strengthened the Khazars and helped them to keep the Covenant of Abraham.
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A Jewish sage was appointed as shofet, or ruler (kagan). Meanwhile, the bek’s
name became Sabriel.63

The document continued with a description of the military affairs of tenth-
century Khazaria, especially relating to Alan-Khazar and Rus’-Khazar inter-
actions (see chapters 7 and 8).

The events recorded in the Schechter Letter have been proved historically
accurate. The document itself is known to be authentic since it was mentioned
by Rabbi Yehudah ben Barzillai of Barcelona in Sefer ha-‘Ittim (circa 1100),
a treatise on the laws of the Sabbath and the Jewish festivals.64

The Schechter Letter was evidently addressed to Hasdai bar Yitzhak ibn
Shaprut, a prominent Sephardic Jewish diplomat. Many scholars suggest that
Hasdai read the Schechter Letter prior to writing to King Joseph, and that
therefore the document further inspired him to try to correspond directly with
the Khazar ruler.

THE KHAZAR CORRESPONDENCE

Hasdai ibn Shaprut’s famous “Khazar Correspondence” with tenth-century
Khazar king Joseph came about because of Hasdai’s interest in finding fur-
ther confirmation that an independent Jewish kingdom still existed.

Hasdai resided in Cordoba, Spain. He was a physician as well as the vizier
to the Umayyad caliphs Abd-al-Rahman III (reigned 911–961) and Hakam II
(reigned 961–976). Hasdai wrote to Joseph that he initially learned about the
existence of the Jewish kingdom called Khazaria from traveling merchants of
Khorasan. At first, he was skeptical, but then Byzantine ambassadors to the
caliph confirmed that Khazaria really existed. The ambassadors told Hasdai
that the kingdom Al-Khazar was ruled by King Joseph and that traders came
from Khazaria to Byzantium with fish, skins, and many other goods.65

With increased hope, Hasdai tried to make arrangements for the transport
of a letter to the Khazar king. Yitzhak bar Nathan met Hasdai and offered to
take his letter to the Khazars. Byzantine emperor Constantine VII blocked
Yitzhak from traveling from Constantinople to Khazaria. Yitzhak returned to
Spain with a letter from the emperor which claimed that the reasons Yitzhak
was held for six months in Constantinople were that the route to Khazaria was
supposedly riddled with intertribal warfare and that there was turbulence in
the Black Sea that prevented safe navigation. Jonathan Shepard considered
that the real reasons for detaining Yitzhak were probably that the emperor
may have feared a military alliance between Spain and Khazaria and that he
did not wish Hasdai to learn of the persecution of Byzantine Jews under Ro-
manus, which had caused many refugees to flee to Khazaria.66 However, as
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mentioned previously, Yitzhak did successfully obtain the Schechter Letter
account.

Hasdai continued to look for ways to transport his letter, which he revised
to include more details, including his disappointment that Yitzhak was unable
to reach Khazaria. Around the year 953, two Central European Jews, Saul and
Joseph (ambassadors of the “King of the Givlim”), agreed to send the letter
from the Saqlab Givlim (Slavic Croatians) to Jews in Hungary, where it
would be transmitted to the Rus’ians and then Bulgars before finally reach-
ing Khazaria. Saul and Joseph told Hasdai that around the year 947, they had
met a blind Jewish scholar from Khazaria named ‘Amram, a wise man who
lived in the Khazar king’s palace and ate at the king’s table.67

Circa 954,68 Menahem ben Jacob ibn Saruq,69 Hasdai’s literary secretary,
composed the final draft of the query letter according to Hasdai’s instructions.
In the letter, Hasdai asked the Khazar king many questions, such as what their
land, army, government, and observance of Judaism were like, and which
tribes lived under his jurisdiction. Hasdai overflowed with joy when recount-
ing his discovery of Khazaria:

We live in the Diaspora and there is no power in our hands. They say to us every
day, “Every nation has a kingdom, but you have no memory of such in all the
land.” But when we heard about my master the King, the might of his monar-
chy, and his mighty army, we were amazed. We lifted our heads, our spirits re-
turned, our hands were strengthened, and my master’s kingdom was our re-
sponse in defense. Were it that this news would gain added strength, for through
it we will be elevated further.70

The letter was transmitted eastward to the Khazar king by Yitzhak ben
Eliezer, a German Jew.71

King Joseph’s Reply reached Hasdai around the year 955. It stated that
Joseph’s ancestor, King Bulan, was circumcised, officially converted to Ju-
daism, and drove out sorcerers and idolaters from the kingdom and trusted in
God alone. The Reply indicated that after a Khazar-led attack on the town of
Ardabil,72 located south of the Caucasus Mountains, a tabernacle was estab-
lished along the biblical model, with an ark, candlestick, table, sacred vessels,
and altar. Bulan set up the tabernacle because the angel in his dream told him
to do so. He was promised God’s assistance if he observed the command-
ments and had a synagogue constructed. Bulan, already leaning toward Ju-
daism and practicing it in a basic form, continued his religious explorations,
partly because of representatives of other faiths who wished to convert him,
and soon he felt it necessary to call for a disputation between the faiths.

Also noteworthy in the Reply is Joseph’s statement that King Obadiah,
a successor of Bulan, invited Jewish sages from many lands to come to
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Khazaria in order to explain the meaning of the Torah, Talmud, Mishnah,
and prayers:

After those days, there arose from the sons of his [Bulan’s] sons a king named
Obadiah. He was an upright and just man. He reorganized the kingdom and es-
tablished the [Jewish] religion properly and correctly. He built synagogues and
schools, brought in many Israelite sages, and honored them with silver and gold,
and they explained to him the twenty-four books [the Torah], Mishnah, Talmud,
and the order of prayers [established by] the Khazzans. He was a man who
feared God and loved the law and the commandments.

According to many scholars, Obadiah’s religious zeal led the Khazar popu-
lace to become familiar with the holy Jewish works, and thus many more
Khazar shamanists converted to Judaism than otherwise would have been the
case. The fact that the Khazars studied the Mishnah and Talmud—rabbinical
documents rejected by the Karaite sect—indicates their affinity to rabbinical
Judaism.

Obadiah was succeeded to the throne by his son Hezekiah and then by
Hezekiah’s son Menasheh. Then, perhaps because Menasheh left no living
heirs, Obadiah’s brother, Hanukkah, became king. All the Khazar kings who
followed also had Hebrew names. According to Yehudah ben Barzillai, the
names of the Jewish kings, in order of succession, were as follows: Bulan,
Hezekiah, Menasheh I, Yitzhak (Isaac), Menasheh II, Benjamin, Aaron, and
Joseph.73 King Joseph’s Reply gave a more complete enumeration: Bulan, fol-
lowed by one or several other kings, then Obadiah, Hezekiah, Menasheh I,
Hanukkah, Yitzhak, Zebulun, Menasheh II, Nisi, Aaron I, Menahem, Ben-
jamin, Aaron II, and Joseph. As may readily be seen, Obadiah was not given
in Yehudah ben Barzillai’s enumeration, but that does not necessarily mean
that he did not exist, as Zuckerman claimed. In any case, both lists confirm
that the two Khazar kings who preceded Joseph were Benjamin and Aaron.

Both copies of King Joseph’s Reply are now widely known to be based
upon an authentic document, not forgeries.74 Rabbis Yehudah ben Barzillai
and Abraham ibn Daud both referred to the Reply in their twelfth-century
books.

SAINT CYRIL’S MISSION TO THE KHAZARS

Jews were continuing to actively seek converts in Khazaria in the middle of
the ninth century. The Life of Constantine said that around the year 860,
Khazar envoys came to Constantinople to request the assistance of Christian
preachers. Significantly, the Khazar envoys said,
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From time immemorial, we have known of only one god [Tengri], who rules
over everything, and we bow to him, turning toward the East. . . . Now the Jews
are urging us to accept their religion and customs, while, on the other hand, the
Arabs draw us to their [Islamic] faith, promising us peace and many gifts.75

Are these the same Jewish proselytizers who were referenced by Dimashqi?
Perhaps Yitzhak ha-Sangari or his disciples continued working with the
Khazar people after the successful conversion of Bulan? Unfortunately, we
possess no further evidence of Jewish proselytism in postconversion Khazaria
beyond the Life.

In the year 860, Saints Cyril and Methodius were sent as missionaries to
the Khazars by the Byzantine emperor Michael III (reigned 842–867), since
the Khazars had requested that a Christian scholar come to Khazaria to debate
with the Jews and Muslims. The main events of Cyril’s mission were
recorded in the Life of Constantine, which was written around the 870s, prob-
ably by Saint Methodius.76

According to the Life of Constantine, when Cyril initially arrived in the
Khazar Empire, he met a Khazar man who criticized the Byzantine manner
of appointing rulers and the Christian dependence on books for religious de-
bates. As a representative of an oral culture, the man advocated the reten-
tion of knowledge internally, saying, “We . . . bring forth all wisdom from
our breasts, as if we had swallowed it, not taking pride in writing, as you
do.”77 However, the man was unable to answer a very specific biblical ques-
tion that Cyril threw at him—how many generations lived before Moses,
and for how many years did each generation last—due to his lack of knowl-
edge of the Torah. Constantine Zuckerman suggested that this man was
“one of the Khazar Jews who held to a rudimentary bookless form of Ju-
daism before the ‘return’ to the proper Jewish observance.”78 On the other
hand, Francis Butler proposed that the man may have been a fictional char-
acter introduced into the text to illustrate Cyril’s role as a carrier of literacy
and learning to pagans.79

Saint Cyril studied Hebrew in Cherson during the winter of 860–861. Af-
ter learning and translating Hebrew, Cyril traveled to the residence of Kagan
Zacharias.80 Methodius accompanied him. Cyril was now prepared to engage
in debate with the Jewish rabbis.

Cyril’s disputation began in the summer of 861 at the kagan’s court.81 The
kagan (at that time the highest authority in Khazaria) and the bek (second in
command) received the Byzantine delegation, which consisted of an envoy
and judges. A number of Khazars were in the audience watching the debates.
During the debates, the kagan remarked to Cyril that his people believed in
one God, rather than in the Christian Trinity.82 Cyril urged the Khazars to
choose Christianity in order to avoid a terrible fate.
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During the disputation, the Khazar leaders called themselves a “bookless
crowd,” but they were aware of the existence of holy books that they could
consult. The reference to holy books paralleled the Schechter Letter’s men-
tion of the Torah books stored in the cave of Tizul Valley. The kagan told
Cyril that his words about the scriptures were proper and as sweet as honey,
yet it was God’s will that the Khazars were illiterate.83 The mention of the
holy books reveals that the Khazars had previously been consulting with Jews
about religious matters, prior to the debate, since the Khazars themselves sup-
posedly could not read the books.

The following day, Cyril returned to debate further with the other mission-
aries, and the Khazars are presented in the Life of Constantine as being aware
of several facts described in the Torah.84 The Life claimed that the Khazars
were impressed by the saint’s debating skills.

In the words of Alexander Schenker, “The deliberations covered such doc-
trinal matters as the dogma of the Holy Trinity, the Immaculate Conception,
circumcision, Jesus as the Messiah, the worship of images, and the dietary
laws.”85 The rabbis and other Jews in the kagan’s court were unconvinced by
the saint’s religious arguments on these and other points. Their dedication to
Judaism remained as strong as ever, setting the stage for proselytism on a
large-scale basis in the empire. Saint Cyril was only successful in converting
two hundred Khazar noblemen to Christianity.86 However, he did succeed in
persuading a Khazar governor to stop warring against a Crimean city near
Cherson, for he cared for the safety of the Christians who resided there.87 Ad-
ditionally, two hundred Greek captives were freed when the kagan granted
Cyril’s wish, and they were allowed to leave Khazaria with Cyril. Cyril also
converted many common folks in the Khazar town of Tepsen (Phullai) (see
also chapter 2).88

The Life of Constantine is not the only Christian account describing de-
bates between the Byzantine saints and the Khazars. A separate account said
that Saint Methodius, during his stay in Moravia around 879–880, held a re-
ligious debate before an audience of pagans and Jews with a Khazar named
“Zambrii.”89 According to the prologue to the Life of Methodius, Zambrii was
a “heretic” who attacked Christianity. The story boasted about how Method-
ius “out-argued” the Jews and “heretics” since he was “armed with the words
of the prophets and apostles.” Allegedly, all of Methodius’s opponents were
defeated, and the assembled audience fled from a raging fire.

In 1995, Constantine Zuckerman proposed that the disputation in the Life
of Constantine and the disputation described in the Schechter Letter and King
Joseph’s Reply were one and the same event, and that the conversion there-
fore took place in approximately 861, shortly after Cyril’s stay in the kagan’s
palace.90 This possibility seemed plausible at the time, because the earliest
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written reference to the Khazar conversion is Christian of Stavelot’s Exposi-
tio in Matthaeum Evangelistam (864), but it was ruled out by the discovery
that more than two decades earlier, in 837–838, the Khazars had minted coins
commemorating their conversion to Judaism (see chapter 5 and below). The
Khazar kings and some in their entourage were already Jews by the time Cyril
arrived and were cultivating a deep friendship with Israelite Jews that contin-
ued to grow in the coming decades.

THE KIEVAN LETTER

The Kievan Letter was discovered in 1962 when Norman Golb examined a
collection of previously unidentified documents from the Cairo Genizah. The
letter does not contain a date, which makes precise dating difficult, but it is
generally assumed to be from the tenth century. According to Omeljan Prit-
sak, it dates back to around the year 930, during the time when Kiev was un-
der Khazarian rule.91 On the other hand, Leonid Chekin argued that it might
have been composed between 870 and 930, earlier than Pritsak and Golb sug-
gested.92 The Kievan Letter was written on parchment and is the oldest Khaz-
arian document ever found.

The subject of the letter is the unfortunate circumstance facing Jacob ben
Hanukkah. The Jews of Kiev wrote this letter of recommendation on Jacob’s
behalf. Jacob’s brother had borrowed a sum of money (as a loan), but after-
ward he was attacked and killed, and his money was stolen. When the mon-
eylenders learned about this incident, they imprisoned Jacob, who was his
brother’s guarantor. Jacob remained in captivity for one year, until the Jews
of Kiev freed him and paid sixty gold coins to the moneylenders. The purpose
of the letter was to help raise the forty coins that remained to be paid from
among other Jewish communities. The authors urged their fellow Jews to
contribute money to Jacob as an act of kindness:

So now, O our masters, raise up your eyes to heaven and do as is your goodly
custom, for you know how great is the virtue of charity. For charity saves men
from death.93

The document was written in square Hebrew letters and in the Hebrew lan-
guage, but a Turkic runiform word was added with a brush pen in the lower
left-hand corner of the page. The six-letter runic word reads [h]oqurüm,
which in the Khazarian language means “I have read [it].”94 The fact that this
word appears on a Hebrew document shows that the Khazar officials who
processed the letter understood both Hebrew and the Khazarian language.
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Particularly fascinating are the signatures of the eleven Jews who wrote
this letter for Jacob, since their names are of mixed Hebrew and non-Jewish
origins. The following are the names of members of Kiev’s Jewish commu-
nity in the early tenth century:

Abraham ha-Parnas (“the Benefactor”) Qufin bar Joseph
Yitzhak ha-Parnas (“the Benefactor”) Reuben bar Simson
Yehudah bar Yitzhak Levi . . . el bar Manäs
Gostata bar Kiabar Kohen Hanukkah bar Moses
Manär bar Samuel Kohen Yehudah called Sawarta
Sinai bar Samuel

Abraham and Yitzhak served as the leaders of the community. The majority of
these Jews were probably descended from proselytes, although two of the sig-
natories were Kohens, and one was a Levite. Although the titles “Kohen” (“Aa-
ronide priest”) and “Levi” (designating a member of the Israelite tribe of Levi)
are usually inherited, Golb suggested that Tengri shamanist priests (qams) in
Khazaria adopted these titles after converting to Judaism.95 A number of schol-
ars disagree with Golb’s hypothesis, arguing that non-Israelites are not allowed
to adopt the titles “Kohen” and “Levi” because of the rabbinical law of descent
through the male line. A possible explanation, then, is that the Kohenim and
Levites in Khazaria descended in part from Middle Eastern Jewish men who
had intermarried with Turkic women. In the case of Kohen Khazars (if any ex-
isted), this would have meant that they had married daughters, granddaughters,
or great-granddaughters of Khazar converts who had been raised as Jews from
birth, since Kohenim are traditionally prohibited from marrying converts.
(Levites are not subject to the same restriction.) Alternatively, these Kohenim
and Levites may have had no recent convert ancestry at all.

The question of the origins and meanings of the names in the Kievan Let-
ter has aroused much discussion among scholars. Gostata’s father’s name, Ki-
abar, seems to indicate that he was a Kabar, according to Pritsak.96 Kiabar
may very well have been connected with the Kopyrev konets district of Kiev,
which was populated by Jews, according to Kievan chroniclers (see chapter
2). Pritsak claimed that Gostata was named after the Turkic Bulgar clan mem-
ber Gostan.97 Other Oghuric Turkic names among the signatories include
Manär (“great man”) and Manäs (“great great”).98 Pritsak associated the name
“Qufin” with the Kuban River in the north Caucasus and the Kup‘i Bulgar
tribe which lived in that region. He also noted that Yehudah’s appellation
“Sawarta” may indicate his membership in the Turkic Sabir tribe.99

Moshe Gil, on the other hand, argued against Golb’s idea that the Kievan
Letter signatories were Turks or proselytes of any other kind, noting that “the
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acceptance of foreign names by Jews was a common practice in all peri-
ods.”100 The Russian historian Avraham Torpusman later made an identical
argument and suggested that many of the names held by the Jews of Kiev
were adopted from their neighbors.101 Torpusman suggested that “Gostata,”
“Qufin,” and “Sawarta” are actually East Slavic names—“Gostyata,”
“Kupin,” and “Severyata,” respectively. Torpusman explained that the name
“Gostyata” or “Gostata” was frequently used by Slavs residing in the land of
the Rus’, such as in Novgorod in the form “Gost’ata,” as known from birch-
bark documents from the eleventh and twelfth centuries. He proposed that
“Qufin” came from “Kupin,” a Slavic name meaning “merchant,” and for
comparison he noted the existence of the sixteenth-century Slavic name
“Kupina.” As for Yehudah called Sawarta, Torpusman interpreted the He-
brew letters “SWRTH” as either “Sur’ata” or “Sever’ata,” the latter deriving
from the name of the East Slavic tribe Severyane of the Chernigov region.
Torpusman’s analysis cast doubt on the contention that the letter’s signato-
ries were of Khazar origin, even if we allow for the possibility that a few of
the other names (“Manär,” “Manäs,” and “Kyber”/“Kiabar”) might be Khaz-
arian names. Alexander Beider was next to weigh in on the controversy, writ-
ing that Pritsak’s linguistic claims that the non-Hebrew names are of Turkic
origins are “far from being convincing.”102 Beider thought that the phonetic
similarities Pritsak found with other known names could be either coinci-
dences or misreadings; if the latter, it may be because the exact pronuncia-
tion of the names could be disputable since vowels are lacking in the Hebrew
text. Beider’s expertise is onomastics, the study of names, and he was unable
to find the presence of the names “Manär,” “Manäs,” or “SWRTH” among
other Jewish communities. As for the name “Gostata,” in addition to the me-
dieval Rus’ parallels Torpusman had found, Beider found a reference to a
Gostata in a thirteenth-century document from Czechia.103 Beider was un-
sure whether the “Gostata” of the Kievan Letter was merely a name a Judean
had borrowed from Slavic or whether it was that of a Slav who had con-
verted to Judaism. He also did not dispute the possibility that some of the
other Kievan Jews may have been ethnic Khazars, regardless of whether
their names were Khazarian.104

The linguist Vladimir Orel disagreed with Torpusman’s explanation that
“SWRTH” reflects a nickname like “Severyata,” “Suryata,” or “Soryata”; ac-
cording to Orel, no such nicknames are known to have existed among the East
Slavs, and they are only Torpusman’s attempts at reconstructing the name.105

The special format of the name “Yehudah called Sawarta” draws our atten-
tion. Most of the other names on the letter indicate the ethnic and paternal
heritage of the bearers and were in the usual “name son of father” format.
Orel thought “SWRTH” stands for the Slavic word sirota (orphan) and that
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he was a convert to Judaism.106 Orel explained his linguistic argument as fol-
lows: “In identifying Swrth = Slavic *sirota one encounters a formal com-
plexity in the transmission of the lead vowel *-i- of the first syllable through
-w-. . . . [W]e can assume that a mater lectionis [a consonant serving as a
weak vowel] was inserted . . . upon translation of the Slavic word [into He-
brew]. In other words, we suggest the conjunction *Srwth.”107 Orel noted that
the nickname “Sirota” is found on various old Russian monuments and that it
references a person who lost at least one of his parents. If, however, the term
“orphan” has a Jewish meaning here, as Orel believed it does, it would mean
that Yehudah was a convert to Judaism—a person who adopts a new Hebrew
name and discards his former identity.

Constantine Porphyrogenitus wrote about a southeastern Magyar ethnic
group called Savarti Asfali, where Asfali is from the Greek word asphales
(strong, reliable), and Savarti means “black” in the class sense of “com-
moner.”108 András Róna-Tas wondered whether the mysterious signatory
Yehudah was a Savarti Asfali who converted to Judaism, or at least someone
who had some form of connection to the Savarti Asfali people.109

At present, it is not possible to accept without reservation any of the pro-
posed interpretations of “SWRTH.”

What else do we learn from the Kievan Letter? Many of the phrases in the
letter—such as “nor are we as warners but rather those who remind” and “you
shall eat the fruits in this world”—are rabbinical idioms typical of those used
in other Jewish letters of recommendation during the medieval era.110 Thus,
the obvious conclusion we must draw, according to Golb, is that the Khazars
living in Kiev practiced standard rabbinical Judaism. Golb also explained that
the letter demonstrates that many nonroyal Khazars had in fact adopted Ju-
daism as their faith:

The new Kievan Letter may thus be said to support, and indeed to demonstrate,
the authenticity of other Hebrew texts pertaining to the Khazar Jews, and to-
gether with them shows that Khazarian Judaism was not limited to the rulers but,
rather, was well rooted in the territories of Khazaria, reaching even to its border
city of Kiev.111

THE DATE AND DEPTH OF THE 
KHAZAR CONVERSION TO JUDAISM

A variety of medieval documents that illuminate the Khazars’ Judaism have
survived to the present day. The contemporary quotes from Arabic, Karaite,
and other sources indicate that Jews exerted an enormous amount of influence
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over Khazarian affairs, and many of these sources state that a great many of
the Khazar people became Jewish. However, there are several sources that
have been interpreted by some scholars as presenting a different view of the
extent of Judaism among the Khazars. Meanwhile, the precise date of the
conversion of the Khazars to Judaism is also contentious.

Many of those who studied and wrote about the Khazars accepted as valid
Yehudah ha-Levi’s statement within the beginning of Sefer ha-Kuzari that the
Khazar king converted about four hundred years before112 the time of its writ-
ing (circa 1140), that is, in approximately the year 740. Indeed, this date of
740 is frequently encountered in books and articles about the Khazars. Doug-
las Dunlop’s endorsement of this date113 was very influential in the past.
Some scholars who accepted this date as valid proposed that Bulan, the con-
vert to Judaism, could have been the kagan who was forced to convert to Is-
lam in 737, and that therefore the kagan’s adoption of Islam was a short-term
commitment (see also chapter 7). Yet, as previously mentioned, it appears that
Bulan was actually a bek rather than a kagan.

Other scholars accepted the chronology of al-Masudi,114 which was written
circa 943 and corroborated by Dimashqi several centuries later. According to
both writers, the Khazar king became a Jew during the period when Harun al-
Rashid served as caliph of the Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad, that is, between
786 and 809.

As noted earlier, Constantine Zuckerman had argued that Cyril’s disputa-
tion in 861 may be identified as the famous religious debate mentioned in
King Joseph’s Reply to Hasdai ibn Shaprut. Zuckerman argued against the
accuracy of both ha-Levi’s date of circa 740 and al-Masudi’s date of circa
786–809.115 The discrepancy in these two dates has often been interpreted to
mean that standard rabbinical Judaism was adopted many decades after Bu-
lan’s reign and that Bulan professed a syncretic belief (such as Judaism mixed
with shamanism) or a sectarian variant of Judaism (such as Karaism). Zuck-
erman asserted that King Bulan ruled around 861 rather than 740 and that the
conversion process in the Khazar royalty took only one stage rather than two
or three.116

More recently, Roman Kovalev explained that the new coin evidence
points to 838 as the most likely date of the official conversion of the Khazar
king to Judaism.117 Whether any nonroyal Khazars had adopted Judaism prior
to 838 is an open question. The issuance of Jewish-themed coins in Khazaria
signaled the first known royal endorsement of the religion. They were sym-
bolic declarations both of Khazaria’s political independence and its distinc-
tive religious orientation.118 Interestingly, most Khazars and Arabs never got
the chance to see these special-issue coins. According to available evidence
on the distribution of the coins, the Rus’ quickly obtained most of them and
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traded them soon afterward in northern Europe.119 The Rus’ could not read
Arabic and hence would not have understood their messages.

As noted in chapter 3, the bek took over many responsibilities from the ka-
gan during the 830s, and by 843 only the bek was mentioned in official cor-
respondence sent by other world leaders to the Khazars. In King Joseph’s Re-
ply, Joseph described the bek as the officeholder with the actual power over
the people, while the kagan’s spiritual and advisory authority was still hon-
ored by the bek. Kovalev observed that the removal of the secular power of
the kagan was in line with the transformation of the kaganship into the office
of the shofet (leader with less power than a king), a position that existed
among the ancient Israelites and is described by the Schechter Letter as hav-
ing been revived by the Khazars at the time of the conversion.120

The Schechter Letter does not provide dates for when Bulan, the victorious
chief warrior possibly of mixed Khazarian-Israelite origins, became the first
Jewish bek and adopted the Hebrew name “Sabriel,” or for when a Jewish
sage was appointed as the first Jewish kagan. However, the sequence of these
two events was established in that document: A Jewish bek was installed on
the throne before a Jew became kagan. In other words, the bek was the first
monarch to convert to Judaism, and this happened prior to 838. If al-Masudi’s
date is accurate, the bek converted between 786 and 809, and Kovalev thinks
that the first decade of the ninth century is most likely.121 However, this first
Jewish bek did not convert anyone other than himself; it was initially a per-
sonal conversion alone. The kagan, meanwhile, remained a dedicated
shamanist, and the subordinate bek still remained under the kagan’s religious
influence, which would explain his continued worship at the pagan shrines (as
described in Sefer ha-Kuzari), despite his nominal Jewishness. The decisive
switch of the kingdom to Judaism came about in 837 or 838, when the kagan
joined the bek in the Jewish religion. If Bulan indeed had some Jewish an-
cestors, his own conversion to Judaism—which may have been formally rec-
ognized by a rabbi in 838—may indeed have been a form of “return” for him.

A conversion for Bulan dated between 800 and 809 is also consistent with
other factors. There is no evidence that any of the Khazar kagans or beks were
Jewish in the eighth century. The Life of Saint Abo explicitly described the
Khazar kagan as a pagan in the year 782.122 The kagans of that period—such
as Kagan Baghatur—had Turkic names, and no trace of Judaic influence can
be detected. Indeed, many Jewish communities existed in Khazaria at this
time—such as the immigrants from Armenia and the colonies on the Crimean
and Taman peninsulas—but they had not yet persuaded even the kagans and
beks to adopt their religion, much less the population at large.

Concerning the issue of Judaism’s level of popularity in Khazaria, Vladimir
Minorsky expressed the viewpoint that
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The propagation of Judaism among the Khazars had but a restricted scope and
concerned only the top of the social pyramid, while the majority of the people
must have stuck to the old nomad practices.123

Similarly, Dunlop commented,

The character of the Khazars as Judaized Turks has constantly to be kept in
mind. This probably means that their Judaism—limited no doubt in any case to
a comparatively small group—was always superficial.124

There are also many other historians who have claimed that Judaism was re-
stricted to the royalty and nobility and that most of the Khazars continued to
worship Tengri. Other historians believe that many of the common people
converted soon after the aristocratic classes did so. As previously mentioned,
Golb favored the notion that Judaism was widespread in Khazaria, based on
his interpretation of the Kievan Letter. Jonathan Shepard likewise adopted
the view that the conversion was widespread, based on sources like Chris-
tian of Stavelot and ibn al-Faqih which seem to favor this view.125 Widely di-
verging views on this question have been expressed by participants at past
Khazar studies conferences around the world. At present, it seems that Ju-
daism started to spread widely in Khazaria during the second half of the
ninth century, partly because of the enthusiastic pro-Judaism policies of
King Obadiah and his successors.126 There are many indications that Judaism
was the predominant religion among the Khazar people themselves by the
tenth century.

Ibn Khordadbeh, writing between 846 and 885, only mentioned the Jew-
ishness of the Khazar lower king (bek), and not also that of the kagan or the
Khazar people.127 Ibn Khordadbeh’s account, apparently derived from infor-
mation from before the 840s, described the very earliest stages of Judaism in
the Khazar Empire. By the end of the 830s, the kagan’s throne was, for the
first time, occupied by a Jew. This latter situation was discussed by the Per-
sian historian ibn Rustah, who wrote circa 903 that the Khazar rulers (the ka-
gan, bek, generals, and chiefs) and nobles professed Judaism, but that the rest
of the Khazars still practiced shamanism.128 According to Zuckerman, ibn
Rustah’s account most likely comes from an unnamed archaic report of the
late ninth century.129 If so, it does not reflect the situation in the tenth century.

The Jewish kagans and beks certainly remained committed to their new re-
ligion. As an example of the dedication of the kagans to Judaism, the Arab
traveler ibn Fadlan mentioned that when the kagan of the Khazars learned that
Muslims had destroyed a synagogue in Dar al-Babunaj, he retaliated by de-
stroying a minaret at a mosque in Atil and killing the muezzins.130 The com-
mitment of the rulers to Judaism obviously impacted the populace at large.
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The final stage in the Judaization of the Khazars—the propagation of Ju-
daism among the common people—took place sometime between the reign of
King Obadiah and the 930s. Ibn Fadlan wrote circa 921–922, “The Khazars
and their king are all Jews.”131 Ibn al-Faqih wrote circa 902 (or 930), “All of
the Khazars are Jews. But they have been Judaized recently.”132 Al-Masudi re-
ported in 943 that the Jewish religion was professed by the kagan, his “en-
tourage,” and members of the Khazar tribe.133 Circa 985, al-Muqaddasi com-
piled a work entitled Descriptio Imperii Moslemici in which he said, “Sheep,
honey, and Jews exist in large quantities in that land [Khazaria].”134 It is of ma-
jor significance that ‘Abd al-Jabbar—whom I cited earlier in this chapter—
wrote that the Khazars, as a collective, agreed to meet all the obligations set
forth in the Torah, including not working on the Sabbath day or on holidays,
adhering to kosher eating practices, practicing circumcision, and following
prescribed washing rituals. Christian of Stavelot also appears to refer to the
Khazars as a collective, but his use of the word all applies to the degree to
which Judaism was followed by faithful Khazars who had converted, not to
the percentage of practitioners among the Khazars. These sources demonstrate
that large numbers of nonaristocratic Khazars adopted Judaism.

There also exist some other Arabic accounts—from the tenth through the
thirteenth centuries—that on the surface appear to contradict the above state-
ments. For example, al-Istakhri’s account (written circa 932 or 951) stated
that the Jews were numerically the smallest group in Khazaria compared to
the Muslims and Christians, but that Judaism was practiced by the king and
his officers.135 Similarly, al-Bakri wrote (around 1094) that most people in the
Khazar Empire were Muslims and Christians, “but there are idolaters among
them, and the people of a section among them, and their king, are of the Jew-
ish faith.”136 An anonymous twelfth-century source, Risalat fi’l Aqalim, said
that the people in Khazaria were mostly Muslims, but that their king was a
Jew. In a summary of earlier Arabic accounts, Yaqut wrote (around 1229) that
there were more Muslims and Christians in Khazaria compared to the num-
ber of Jews.137 I believe that these four Arab accounts should be interpreted
as follows: whereas the Khazar Empire encompassed many non-Jewish peo-
ples (e.g., Muslim Bulgars, pagan Slavs, Christian Goths), the ethnically
Khazar people—who were outnumbered by other groups—were Jewish to a
large extent, as further evidence suggests. In other words, these accounts ap-
pear to describe the extent of Judaism among all inhabitants of the Khazar
Empire rather than among the Khazar tribe alone. Alternatively, these four
sources may have failed to mention a large Jewish presence in Khazaria due
to reliance on outdated sources such as ibn Rustah or for some other reason.

Further evidence that Judaism was the primary religion among the Khaz-
ars comes from Karaite, Persian, and Jewish sources. Around the first half of
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the tenth century, the Karaite historian and biblical commentator Jacob al-
Kirkisani wrote in Kitab al-Riyadh wa‘l-Khada’iq (“Book of Gardens and
Parks”) that the Khazars adopted Judaism.138 Other Karaite writers scorned
the Khazar Jews and called them mamzerim rather than “true Jews.” For ex-
ample, Jacob ben Reuben of Byzantium wrote,

Now, [the prophet] Zachariah has already said (Zachariah 9:6), “And a bastard
shall dwell in Ashdod,” alluding to the Khazars who shall enter the Jewish fold
in the Diaspora.139

An additional Arabic Karaite commentary, written either by Japheth ben Ali
of Bassa or Jeshuan ben Yehudah, also used Zachariah’s verse to explain that
the Khazars were “illegitimate” bastards:

And we explain that this was the condition of the nations before the rise of Neb-
uchadnezzar and he made them disappear from their land, and they intermixed
and perhaps the unknown laws were similar to those of the Moabites and the
Ammonites. [This continued] until the arrival of the man [Eliyahu the Prophet]
who separated between non-Jews (al-Goyim). And they became acquainted with
each other as Mishpakhot ha-Goyim and their condition returned to what it was
[before]. And it was said “And a bastard shall dwell in Ashdod” (Zachariah 9:6)
and that was an indication that the Israelites gave Ashdod and its surroundings
to them as a place to live. And it has been suggested that they were the Khazars
who adopted the religion of Israel in the time of Exile. As for those who adopted
Judaism before the Exile, the Almighty God had made them already dwell be-
tween the Israelites, in accordance with the verse in Ezekiel 47:23: “And in what
tribe the stranger sojourneth, there shall ye give him his inheritance.”140

Another medieval source, the Persian Denkart, also criticized the Khazars’
Judaism, but for a different reason:

As for religion, it is evident that when it was propagated among them, the
strength, the splendor, and the regal majesty of the Zoroastrian religion elimi-
nated the strife from their lives, and established joy and profit; but that [when]
false doctrines descended upon them and wove their way among them, they
were changed. Thus, it is clear that the false doctrine of Jesus in Rome, that of
Moses among the Khazars, [and] that of Mani in [Uyghur-ruled] Turkistan re-
moved the strength and bravery that they formerly possessed, and [as a result]
these people returned to a state of weakness and decadence when among their
rivals; and Manichaeism was ruined just like the philosophy in Rome.141

As noted in chapter 4, an-Nadim mentioned the use of the Hebrew alpha-
bet among the Khazar people—another significant indication of their Jewish-
ness.
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Several erudite Sephardic scholars wrote about the Khazars’ conversion to
Judaism. Abraham ibn Daud (circa 1110–1180), a Spanish Jewish writer, in-
cluded the following in his 1161 work Sefer ha-Qabbalah (“The Book of Tra-
dition”):

You will find the communities of Israel spread abroad from the town of Sala at
the extremity of the Maghrib, as far as Tahart at its commencement, the ex-
tremity of Africa [Ifraqiyah, Tunis], in all Africa, Egypt, the country of the
Sabaeans, Arabia, Babylonia, Elam, Persia, Dedan, the country of the Gir-
gashites which is called Jurjan, Tabaristan, as far as Daylam and the river Itil
where live the Khazar peoples who became proselytes. Their king Joseph sent a
letter to R. Hisdai, the Prince bar Isaac ben-Shaprut and informed him that he
and all his people followed the Rabbanite faith.142

Also very significant are several descriptions of Jewish Khazars who were
living abroad after Khazaria’s downfall. It is true that ibn Miskawayh wrote
that in 965, “all” of the Khazars adopted Islam,143 except for the Khazar king,
but he was only referring to those Khazars who were conquered by the
Khwarizmians (see chapter 8). This particular group of Khazars was forced
largely to abandon Judaism for political reasons rather than out of voluntary
choice. Meanwhile, a large number of Khazars remained Jewish. This is con-
firmed by such sources as the Russian Chronicle, Rabbi Abraham ibn Daud’s
Sefer ha-Qabbalah, and Constantine Akropolites’s commentary on the Life of
Saint Zotikos.

The majority of sources quoted in this section are consistent with the evi-
dence for Khazar Judaism in the Schechter Letter, King Joseph’s Reply, Kol
Yehudah, Sefer ha-Kuzari, the Kievan Letter, and Dimashqi’s report, all of
which were discussed earlier in this chapter.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

The aforementioned Moses coins from 837–838 represent the best archaeo-
logical proof of Khazar Judaism, since their Jewish message is unmistakable.
According to Kovalev, these coins must have been issued at the order of the
Jewish bek Bulan after his assumption of the secular powers of the ka-
ganate.144

Tombstones were found on the Crimean peninsula that bear Jewish sym-
bols (such as seven-branched menorahs, shofars, the staff of Aaron,145 and
lulavs) on one side and Turkic tribe symbols (tamgas) on the other side.146

Khazar Jewish graves were also found in Kerch’s straits.147 The tombstones
with tamgas appear to reveal the Khazar ancestry of these Jews. Such stones
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were also reportedly found on the nearby Taman peninsula. However, most of
the other Jewish tombstones throughout the Crimean and Taman peninsu-
las—those without tamgas—have no demonstrable connection to the Khaz-
ars, and many of them predate the Khazar era.

Scholars at a museum in Rostov-on-Don have attempted to reconstruct
what seems to be a Khazarian tabernacle from parts of a folding altar that
were unearthed at the Bulgar-Khazar fortress of Khumar in Circassia.

Engravings that resemble the six-pointed Star of David were found on cir-
cular Khazar relics and bronze mirrors from Sarkel and Khazarian grave
fields in Upper Saltov.148 However, rather than having been made by Jews,
these appear to be shamanistic sun discs. There are similar discs from Khaz-
aria with five or seven rays rather than six rays. As noted in chapter 4, the sun
discs disappeared from Khazar graves after the conversion to Judaism. Addi-
tionally, ethnic Khazar horse riders’ burials (distinguishable from other buri-
als in the empire) prior to the tenth century often took the form of barrows
over graves, surrounded by trenches filled with animal sacrifices, and the
graves included weapons, horse-riding equipment, horses that had been
slaughtered, and many riches. Such graves could not be found with items dat-
able from the tenth century, according to Russian archaeological studies.
Jonathan Shepard saw the conversion to Judaism as the probable reason for
the transition in Khazarian burial patterns:

It seems reasonable to conclude that the Khazars as a collective changed to some
other form of burial-ritual. Various explanations for a change might be offered,
but one obvious cause would be the mass-adoption of a religion which disap-
proved of horse-sacrifices and burnt offerings.149

In 1999, several mainstream newspapers and magazines reported on the al-
leged discovery of one or more Khazarian vessels from the Don region sup-
posedly bearing the Hebrew inscription “Israel.”150 Unfortunately, the story
was a hoax.

CONCLUSIONS

The Jewish religion was voluntarily accepted by the Khazars in the middle of
the ninth century, probably in 838. Available evidence indicates that the
Khazars practiced standard rabbinical Judaism, consisting in part of the fol-
lowing elements:

1. Circumcision;
2. Observance of Hanukkah;
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3. Observance of Passover (Pesakh);
4. Observance of the Sabbath (Shabbat);
5. Study of Torah, Talmud, and Mishnah;
6. Prayer according to the proper order established by the Khazzans;
7. Observance of the laws of kosher by refraining from foods banned by the

Torah;
8. Washing rituals and ritual ablutions;
9. Simple burials;

10. Refraining from idol worship;
11. Adherence to all the other guidelines of Jewish law (halacha) in addition

to those listed;
12. Giving newborn children Hebrew names;
13. Constructing synagogues;
14. Using the Hebrew character set for writing;
15. Using the Hebrew language (for both literary and religious purposes);

and
16. Building a tabernacle in the shape of that built by Moses.

Moreover, the kings of Khazaria invited Jews from the rest of the world to
settle in the Khazar country, and many did so. Among the population of Khaz-
aria, Judaism’s spread was largely confined to the Khazar tribe, though some
Alans also practiced Judaism. Not all Khazar tribal members adopted Ju-
daism, but on the other hand, the conversion was not limited to the kings and
nobles but rather proliferated among the commoner Khazars as well.
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As a powerful kingdom on the periphery of the Byzantine and Persian em-
pires, the Khazar Empire engaged in many of the important military and po-
litical affairs of the early medieval era. The Khazars did not always maintain
consistent relations with their neighbors. As we shall see, the Khazars some-
times befriended the Byzantines, Alans, and Oghuz, while at other times they
were their fiercest enemies.

THE ARAB-KHAZAR WARS AND RELATIONS WITH 
LEADERS OF THE SOUTH CAUCASUS

Khazaria occupied a strategic position as a link between Europe, Asia, and the
Middle East. The Khazars aggressively supported the expansion of their ter-
ritory. In particular, the kagans challenged the caliphs and amirs for control
of the border fortress of Derbent and territories in the south Caucasus (Azer-
baijan, Georgia, and Armenia) and the northern Middle East. It was therefore
inevitable that the Khazars would meet organized resistance from the Arabs.
The Arabs and the Khazars warred against each other in the seventh and
eighth centuries. These conflicts are known collectively as the Arab-Khazar
Wars.

Over a century before the beginning of the Arab-Khazar Wars, the Khazars
were already ambitiously expanding their domains and were involved in af-
fairs immediately to the north of Persia and Mesopotamia. According to the
ninth-century Arab historian Ya‘qubi, a representative (khalifa) of the
Khazar-Turkic kagan ruled over Georgia (Jurzan) and ancient Albania (Ar-
ran) in the south Caucasus sometime between the years 488 and 531.1 The
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Sassanids later took control of these lands. The famous fortress of Derbent,
whose Persian name “Dar-band” meant “Knot of the Gates” and whose Arab
name “Bab al-Abwab” meant “Door of Doors” or “Gate of Gates,”2 was built
under the direction of the Sassanid Persian emperor Khusrau (Chosroes) I
Anushirvan (reigned 531–578) and served as a gateway separating the
Hunno-Turkic north from the Arabo-Persian south. Derbent, highly prized for
its strategic location, was to become the site of numerous struggles during the
Arab-Khazar Wars. However, in this early period, the Islamic religion had not
yet been developed, and therefore the relentless Muslim expansionist pro-
grams were not yet a factor for the Turkic tribes to contend with.

Early in the seventh century, Muhammad, a member of the Quraysh tribe
of Arabia, began to preach that only one god (Allah) exists and that the idol
worship among the Arabs of his native city of Mecca was sinful. His beliefs,
or “revelations,” were codified in the Qur’an, the Islamic holy book. The
Meccans initially rejected this new monotheistic faith. Muhammad arrived
in the oasis city of Medina in September 622 and encountered resistance
from its Jewish and Christian residents. At that time, the two tribes in Med-
ina were engaged in intense disputes. Muhammad managed to mediate in
the tribal conflicts and became the leader of Medina. Over the next few
years, he gained support for Islam among an increasing number of Arabs.
In 630, Muhammad coerced the Meccan populace to adopt Islam. In 633,
Muslim Arab soldiers began to penetrate Persia; by 641, the old Sassanid
dynasty had fallen, and the Muslims had seized full control. During the re-
mainder of the seventh century, the Muslims conquered North Africa,
Spain, and all of the Middle East and established strong ruling dynasties. It
was not long before the Muslims turned their attention to the pagans of the
steppes.

The First Arab-Khazar War lasted from 642 to 652. It began in 642 when
the Arab general ‘Abd ar-Rahman ibn Rabiyya al-Bahili attacked Khazaria.
From 651 to 652, Arab soldiers attempted to invade Khazaria, and they suc-
ceeded in passing north of Derbent but were then defeated by the Khazars at
Balanjar, the original Khazarian capital city, which they had attempted to cap-
ture. As a result of the fighting in 652, four thousand Arabs lost their lives, in-
cluding a prominent commander named Salman ibn Rabiyya (the brother of
‘Abd ar-Rahman ibn Rabiyya). Yet hostilities between the two sides did not
cease completely even after the first series of conflicts. An army of Khazars
from Samandar, supported by a number of Abkhazians and Alans, was as-
sembled in around 655 to go against an Arab army that was led by Habib ibn
Maslama.3 This confrontation was further provoked by the fact that Habib
had been ordered to take revenge against the Khazars for Commander
Salman’s death three years earlier. In 661–662, the Khazars raided Albania in
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the south Caucasus, but the prince of Caucasian Albania defeated them and
prevented further Khazar looting in his territory.

Between 683 and 685, the Khazar army invaded Caucasian Albania, Ar-
menia, and Georgia, destroying many areas and taking booty and prisoners.
The Arab soldiers in Armenia suffered heavy losses. The rulers of both Ar-
menia and Georgia fell in battle against the Khazar invaders.

In 713 or 714, Maslama ibn ‘Abd-al-Malik, an experienced military gen-
eral, captured Derbent and unsuccessfully tried to capture the lands of the
North Caucasian Huns.4 Around the same time, a Khazar army of eighty thou-
sand men temporarily captured Caucasian Albania. The Khazar general Alp‘,
circa 716, commanded reinforcement forces to protect against Maslama’s in-
vasion of the North Caucasian Hunnic territory.5 When the Khazars followed
up with another southward expedition to Azerbaijan in 717, Caliph ‘Umar ibn
‘Abd-al-‘Aziz (reigned 717–720) sent soldiers to confront the Khazars and
force them to leave the area. The caliph’s commander, Hatin ibn al-Nu‘man,
took fifty Khazars as prisoners.

The Second Arab-Khazar War lasted from 722 to 737 and had a profound
impact upon the future of the Caucasus. Thirty thousand Khazar soldiers in-
vaded Armenia in 722 or 723 and soundly defeated the Arab army (led by
Thubayt al-Nahrani) at Marj al-Hijara in Armenia.6 The Arabs fled to Syria.
In retaliation, a Muslim army led by Jarrah ibn Abdullah al-Hakami pro-
ceeded north, penetrating the Khazar lands around 723 or 724. The Khazars
attempted to defend Balanjar with wooden wagons linked by ropes surround-
ing the city’s fortress, but Jarrah’s men cut the ropes and threw the wagons
downhill to clear the way for an assault on the fortress.7 Jarrah’s soldiers took
Balanjar from the Khazars (circa 723), killed many Khazars in battle, and en-
slaved numerous Khazars. Some of Balanjar’s people were drowned.8 The
Khazar governor of Balanjar escaped to Samandar. Balanjar’s remaining res-
idents left the city and resettled farther north.9 The Arab army reached as far
as Samandar but then retreated south. Maslama ibn ‘Abd-al-Malik was pro-
nounced Jarrah’s successor as the Umayyad Caliphate’s new governor of Ar-
menia and Azerbaijan. Apparently, Maslama’s deputy attacked Khazaria in
725 or 726 and captured some villages there. The son of the Khazar kagan,
named Barjik, then led an expedition southward into Azerbaijan circa
726–727, but the Khazars were defeated by the Arabs at the Araxes River.

Maslama led another invasion of Khazaria in 727 and 728. In 728, Maslama
fought the kagan’s army for almost a month, but then heavy rain made the ka-
gan flee. Khazars who raided Azerbaijan in 729–730 were defeated, and the
Arabs reached al-Bayda, the Khazar capital on the lower Volga. However, in a
major victory at the Battle of Ardabil in Persia in 730, the Khazars led by Bar-
jik (having again invaded Armenia and Azerbaijan) defeated almost an entire
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Arab army after three days of war.10 One of the major Arab casualties of this
battle was General Jarrah.11 Commander Barjik, however, survived. The Khaz-
ars successfully captured the town of Ardabil and killed its men. Azerbaijan,
Tabriz, and Armenia were all despoiled. The Khazars raided as far south as 
Diyar-Bakr and a location near al-Mawsil (Mosul) in northern Iraq. However,
Arab soldiers stopped their advance and killed much of the army. The remain-
der of the Khazars fled north back to their homeland.

Thomas Noonan commented on the significance of the first half of the Sec-
ond Arab-Khazar War:

Though the Khazars had been defeated eventually, one conclusion emerged
very clearly from these events. The Khazars were a most formidable foe who
could undertake large expeditions into the South Caucasus, destroy Arab
armies led by seasoned commanders such as Jarrah, penetrate to the very bor-
ders of Iran and Iraq, and threaten the very fabric of Arab rule in Arminiyah and
Adharbayjan.12

The forces led by Maslama ibn ‘Abd-al-Malik surged past Derbent and
again invaded Khazaria toward the end of 730, but they retreated due to the
cold wintry weather. The Khazars retook Derbent from the Arabs in 731 and
installed a large garrison there. Maslama reacted by invading the interior of
the Khazar kingdom (in 731) and again reaching Balanjar and Samandar.
Maslama killed Barjik, the Khazar kagan’s son,13 and the kagan was injured.
Although the Arabs could claim victory in the latest battle, they were forced
to retreat southward when some Khazars pursued them from the north. The
Khazar garrison at Derbent dispersed after the Arabs poisoned the water sup-
ply. Thus, Derbent again came into solid Arab control in 732.14

The Arabs, under the leadership of General Marwan ibn Muhammad, the
caliphate’s governor of Armenia, defeated the Khazar soldiers in a major bat-
tle in 737. Marwan and his soldiers passed through the Dar-i Alan (“Gate of
the Alans” in Persian), located in the center of the Caucasus mountain range,
and marched into Balanjar, Samandar, and al-Bayda.15 The Khazars were un-
prepared for Marwan’s forces since they were deceived into thinking that the
Arabs wanted to sign a peace treaty with them. When Marwan invaded Dagh-
estan, the Khazars fled and were forced to transfer their capital from Saman-
dar to Atil. While Marwan’s army advanced along the right bank of the Volga
and attacked the Burtas, the Khazar army remained on the Volga’s left bank.
When the Arabs crossed the Volga and assaulted the Khazars, the Khazar
tarkhan was killed, and Marwan captured the Khazar kagan. Marwan forced
the kagan to pledge support for the Muslim Caliphate and to adopt Islam, with
the only alternative being death by the sword. Two Muslim faqihs—Nukh ibn
al-Sa’ib al-Asadi and ‘Abd-al-Rahman al-Khawlani—were sent to the ka-
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gan’s palace to converse with him about the laws of Islam. When the faqihs
told the kagan about Islam’s prohibition of consuming wine and certain
meats, he asked them whether he could be exempted from the prohibition.
They instructed him that no deviation from the law of Islam would be per-
mitted. He finally gave in to their pressure and adopted their faith.16 Mar-
wan’s army then returned south of the Caucasus. It is suspected that the ka-
gan rejected Islam soon afterward.

The Khazars’ attempt to control the south Caucasus had failed. The Cau-
casus Mountains and the northern border of the fortress city of Derbent be-
came the southern boundary of the Khazar Empire, and the Arabs preserved
control over the lands south of Derbent’s gate. Yet, despite being forced in
737 to pledge their allegiance to the caliphate, and although for a while they
paid annual tribute to the caliphate in the form of grains and slave children,
the Khazars maintained their kingdom’s independence. Military power was
essential to the preservation of Khazaria as an independent state. With a large
supply of horses and a professional army, the Khazars were able to maintain
control of their heartland. On the other hand, it must be mentioned that the
second round of Arab-Khazar battles took a drastic toll upon the Khazar set-
tlements in the Terek and Sulak river valleys, many of which were abandoned
or destroyed.17

The most important outcome of the Arab-Khazar Wars was that the Khaz-
ars were able to prevent the Arabs from advancing into eastern Europe. As a
consequence, the Arabs did not have the opportunity to spread the Islamic re-
ligion among large numbers of the peoples north of the Caucasus Moun-
tains.18 Peter Golden observed,

Every schoolchild in the West has been told that if not for Charles Martel and
the battle of Poitiers there might be a mosque where Notre Dame now stands.
What few schoolchildren are aware of is that if not for the Khazars, as Dunlop
pointed out in his work, Eastern Europe might well have become a province of
Islam. The Khazars blunted the Arab advance through the Caucasus and fought
them there to a standstill.19

The second round of conflict in the 720s and 730s did not end the tensions
between the Khazars and other tribes.

Circa 758–760, the Abbasid caliph Abu Ja’far al-Mansur ordered the Arab
governor of Armenia, Yazid ibn Usaid al-Sulami, to attempt to marry one of
the Khazar kagan’s daughters.20 The goal was to establish long-lasting peace
with the kagan and the Khazar soldiers and thus help Armenia survive in the
face of Khazaria’s strength. Yet while the marriage did in fact bring about har-
mony between the two sides for a few years, a disastrous event caused yet an-
other outbreak of violence between the Khazars and the Muslims.
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The Khazar kagan around this time was named Baghatur, according to the
account of ibn A‘tham. He gladly accepted Yazid’s offer to marry his daughter.
The Armenian historian Levond called Baghatur the Xak‘an (i.e., kagan) and
“the king of the North,” and described his daughter by the title Xat‘un (i.e.,
khatun), meaning “princess.” The marriage between Yazid and Baghatur’s
daughter took place in 759 or 760. Baghatur paid 100,000 dirhams as dowry.

There was an elaborate procession following the marriage. The bride was
escorted south to the Muslim town of Bardha‘a (Partaw) by ten thousand elite
Khazars, who took with them thousands of horses, camels, mules, and sheep,
not to mention servants.21 They also brought along covered wagons with sil-
ver- and gold-plated doors, as well as a variety of utensils and vessels made
from precious metals.

The khatun told her new husband of her desire to learn the Islamic faith and
how to read the Qur’an, so he hired some Muslims to assist her. For a while,
things went well, and peace between the Khazars and Arabs finally became a
reality. Yet after only two years and four months of marriage, the khatun died
in Bardha‘a, and her two young children also died. Yazid was devastated by
the loss of his wife and children. The Khazars interpreted her death as the re-
sult of a deliberate plot hatched by the Muslims, since the khatun’s courtiers
suggested to the kagan that she was poisoned.

With the assumption of foul play, the Khazars took revenge. Al-Tabari
wrote that in 762, the Khazars and other Turks passed Derbent and headed
south, killing Muslims in Armenia.22 As (Ras) Tarkhan, a Khwarizmian mer-
cenary, was the commander of the Khazar army.23 Thousands of Georgians
were captured around this time. During 763 and 764, the Khazars tried to cap-
ture Yazid, but he fled; even so, many Muslims were killed. In 764, Khazar
soldiers occupied Albanian territories in Azerbaijan and then took principali-
ties in eastern Georgia (Grusia) and the city of Tiflis (Tbilisi). The Khazars
also destroyed parts of Armenia in that year. In the end, As Tarkhan’s horde
retired northward with numerous captives and a substantial booty.24

Another story seems to resemble the account of Baghatur’s daughter’s mar-
riage to Yazid. According to Georgian chroniclers, circa 796–797 a Khazar ka-
gan learned that one of the four daughters of Georgian king Archil, the princess
Shushan, had immense beauty, and he asked to marry her, promising to free
K’artl’i (eastern Georgia) from the K’aghrt’ people.25 Shushan’s mother and
brothers opposed such a marriage arrangement, but the kagan continued to in-
sist on it. Three years later, the kagan sent the Khazar general Buljan (Bulch‘an)
with a large army to capture Shushan. Buljan’s soldiers entered Kaxet’ and en-
circled the fortress where Princess Shushan and her brother, Prince Juansher,
lived. Soon afterward, his soldiers occupied Tiflis and all of Georgia. Mean-
while, Shushan happened to be wearing a ring that had poison beneath its gem-
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stone. She removed the gem and deliberately ate the poison, preferring death to
marrying the kagan. Prince Juansher buried her. The Khazar kagan was angry
at Buljan for Shushan’s death and for the fact that her corpse was not brought
to his court, so he ordered his subordinates to tie a rope around Buljan’s neck
and sever his head. Juansher was allowed to return to Georgia after the kagan
set him free seven years later.26 Due to the similarities between this story and
the aforementioned Yazid story, some scholars have suggested that the engage-
ment of Shushan to the kagan may be a fictional epic tale.27

There is a third story based on the same theme. The governor of the south
Caucasus territories, Fadhl ibn Yakhya al-Barmaki, attacked a Khazar fortress
near Derbent in the 790s. Originally, he planned to marry a daughter of the
Khazar kagan circa 798–799, but she died on the journey to Bardha‘a.28

Khazar nobles told the kagan that she died as a result of foul play. This infu-
riated the kagan greatly, and the kagan sent a large army into the south Cau-
casus with the express purpose of generating destruction. This story closely
resembles the stories of Yazid and Shushan, and it is not clear whether the
episodes are completely historical or are merely a recurrent motif. Thomas
Noonan maintained that these related episodes were historical in nature and
that they were, in fact, separate events,29 despite their similarities.

Nerses, the eristavi (prince) of K’artl’i, and Abo of Tiflis, a Muslim Arab
who later became a Christian saint, both visited Khazaria around 780. The
Life of Saint Abo (also known as the Passion of Saint Abo) describes their stay
in the kingdom.30 Nerses fled to Khazaria after attracting enmity from Mus-
lim rulers in the southern Caucasus, and Abo and about three hundred other
men escaped along with him. The Khazar kagan warmly received Nerses and
provided him and his companions with generous nourishment. Nerses told the
kagan that his kingdom was engaged in combat with the Arabs, but the kagan
refused to pledge the support of his army for Nerses’s cause. Sometime after
his visit to the Khazarian royal court, Saint Abo was baptized in Khazaria by
a Christian priest. After some more time passed, Nerses asked the kagan if he
could depart for Abkhazia, which was now free from the Muslim threat. The
kagan gave his consent and provided Nerses with many gifts.

Abkhazia (Ap‘xazet‘i), a Byzantine dependency in the southwestern Cau-
casus bordering the Black Sea, was ruled during this time by the Christian
eristavi Leon II, a grandson of the then-reigning Khazar kagan. Leaving
Khazaria, Abo followed Nerses into Abkhazia and befriended Leon II, shar-
ing his spiritual knowledge with him, but then Nerses and his entourage, in-
cluding Abo, returned to Tiflis, where Abo was slaughtered by the Persians on
January 6, 786. Leon II proclaimed the independence of Abkhazia from the
Byzantine Empire, seized nearby Egrisi (western Georgia), and declared him-
self king, and in 786 the Khazar kagan lent his support behind the quest for
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Abkhazia’s freedom.31 As a result of these circumstances, Abkhazia became
a dependency of Khazaria toward the end of the eighth century, as ibn Rus-
tah recorded,32 but at the same time it retained some measure of sovereignty.
Leon II remained the king of Abkhazia until his death in 810 or 811. Leon II’s
son T’eodos became the next king,33 and he served until 837.

Several further conflicts destroyed the fragile Arab-Khazar peace. Sa‘id
ibn Salm, the governor of Armenia around the year 796, executed Najm ibn
Hashim, the Arab commander of al-Bab (Derbent). As a result, Najm’s son
obtained the support of a large Khazar army, which ravaged the south Cauca-
sus. In 799, the Khazar kagan and his army traveled with the rebel Hayyun
(son of Najm ibn Hashim) toward the south Caucasus, where they harmed
many Muslims and inflicted much damage.34 This Khazar army continued
their invasion as far as the Araxes River in Azerbaijan. This was the last ma-
jor Khazar raid against Arabs in Transcaucasia.

The ninth century was a relatively peaceful time for Khazaria, known as the
era of the Pax Khazarica (Khazarian Peace). The Khazars were able to hold back
warlike tribes such as the Pechenegs during this period. This peace facilitated
safe and productive trade for merchants coming into and through Khazaria.35 It
also enabled the East Slavs to expand their settlement activity in the region.

The Khazars gained many new affiliates just north of the Caucasus range
in the beginning of the tenth century. Shandan, a nation northwest of Derbent,
allied with Khazaria in 912.36 When, in 909 or 912, the Muslim rulers of Shir-
van (a region in Azerbaijan) and al-Bab attacked Shandan, the Khazars and
the Sarir sent them away.37 The king of Shirvan circa 912–913, ‘Ali ibn
Haytham, died in battle against the Khazars.

Around 916 or 917, a Khazar army assisted the salifan (prince) of Qaytaq
(Khaydaq) in the rescue of the amir of al-Bab, ‘Abd-al-Malik ibn Hashim, af-
ter ‘Abd-al-Malik solicited for help from the Khazars.38 ‘Abd-al-Malik had
taken power on January 4, 916, but his nephew Abul-Najm vigorously op-
posed his rule. The combined Khazar-Qaytaq forces succeeded in capturing
Abul-Najm and his associates,39 and ‘Abd-al-Malik retained his rightful po-
sition as amir.

These events make it clear that the Khazars were involved in the affairs of
the Caucasus on an ongoing basis, at times playing a historically significant
role.

RELATIONS WITH THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE

The Byzantines and the Khazars had a long period of relations, starting in the
seventh century.
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During the 620s, the Byzantine Empire and the Persian Empire were at
war. When the Byzantine emperor, Heraclius, lost Abkhazians and Lazians
from his army, he needed new allies with whom he could continue his strug-
gle.40 The Western Turkish army, among whose ranks were Khazars, came to
serve this role, a perfect match, since the Turks were apparently already war-
ring against the Persians, who were in firm control of the south Caucasus.

In 626, the Khazars imprisoned Persians and set many settlements in the
south Caucasus ablaze. With the approach of winter and a resurgence of the
Persian army, the Khazars retreated to the north Caucasus late in 626.

The Khazars invaded Derbent in early 627. Khazarian archers came upon
Derbent with a rainstorm of arrows and then pursued its people across streets
and squares.41

The late tenth-century Armenian historian Movses Dasxuranci (also known
as Moses Kalankatvats‘i) reported in his History of the Caucasian Albanians
that Heraclius had his ambassador Andreas arrange a meeting between him-
self and Ziebil—Tong Yabghu, the yabghu kagan of the Western Turkish Em-
pire.42 This meeting took place in Tiflis, evidently during the first half of 627.
Ziebil and his nobles dismounted their horses and bowed before the emperor.
Ziebil kissed the emperor’s throat and swore his loyalty to him. Heraclius re-
turned the warm sentiment by taking his diadem off his head and placing it
on Ziebil’s head. There followed a rich banquet. Heraclius presented the
Turks with jewels and earrings and gave Ziebil gems, gold, ornaments, and
silk clothing that had been in his palace in Constantinople. Heraclius later met
privately with Ziebil to offer him future marriage to his then sixteen-year-old
daughter, whose name was Epiphania or Eudocia.43 He showed him a beauti-
ful portrait of the princess. In response, Ziebil offered forty thousand men to
serve in the Byzantine army as an auxiliary force.

Under the terms of the alliance, the Byzantines and the Turks jointly fought
against the forces of Persian emperor Khusrau (Chosroes) II Parviz. In 627, the
Turks and Khazars attacked and conquered the then-Persian-ruled city of Ti-
flis. Stephen I the Guaramid, the anti-Byzantine ruler of Georgia, died during
the Khazar-Turkish conquest of Tiflis, and afterward the Turks installed as the
new Georgian ruler Adarnase I Patrikos the Chosroid, who was friendly to-
ward the Byzantines.44 The Persians retook Tiflis later in 627, and the Turks
withdrew. Heraclius decided to spare the Turks from fighting along with his
army in Mesopotamia during the summer of 627, suggesting that the oppres-
sive heat would be too much for the Turks to endure, but he looked forward to
more moderate weather when they could again cooperate.45 Afterward, Hera-
clius and Ziebil and their armies traveled to Persia. On December 12, 627, at
the Battle of Nineveh, the Byzantine and Turkish soldiers killed the Persian
army commander Rhahzadh and defeated the Persians. Near the end of the
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month, when winter had arrived, the residents of Tiflis openly ridiculed both
Heraclius and Ziebil. On a pumpkin, they drew a distorted picture of Ziebil,
depicting him as if he were blind, since the Turks had narrow and small eyes.46

They then shot arrows at the pumpkin. Ziebil noticed this and got angry but
was unable to take revenge against them until warmer weather arrived, so the
Turks retreated north once more. In February 628, Khusrau II’s son Kavadh
was freed from prison and was declared the new emperor, Kavadh II Sheroe.
Four days later, Khusrau II was killed, and the Persians were happy to have rid
themselves of a leader they considered despotic and lazy.

In 628, Yabghu Kagan Ziebil’s forty thousand horsemen, led by their sad
or shad (military commander), Ziebil’s nephew, entered Tiflis armed with
spears and shields.47 They killed many of its inhabitants (both male and fe-
male), blinded and killed Persian commanders, and engaged in widespread
looting. The Turks and Khazars took many prisoners and treasures during this
conquest.

Kavadh II signed a peace treaty with the Byzantine Empire in April 628.
The treaty benefited the Byzantines greatly, particularly as all former Byzan-
tine territories were returned to the Byzantines. Afterward, the Persians were
very weak, and the next several emperors ruled for only short spans of time,
which partly explains the success the Muslim Arabs had at conquering the
Sassanid Persian state in 641, as noted earlier in this chapter.

The Khazars also occupied the Qabala region, east of Shakki, in Albania
(present-day northern Azerbaijan) in 628.48 The Khazar-Turkish invasion
caused a serious famine for the local residents. The Khazars gave the Cau-
casian Albanians an ultimatum: either surrender and become vassals to the
Khazar state, or males over fifteen years of age would be slaughtered and
women and children would become enslaved.49 The Caucasian Albanians
were able to prevent their demise by handing over a large fortune to the Khaz-
ars’ army commander. All of the Caucasian Albanian prisoners were subse-
quently released by the Khazars.

Viro, a Christian church leader (catholicos) of the Albanians, encountered
the Khazar-Turkish army at its victory camp along the Kura River (near
Bardha‘a, the capital of Albania). He observed that they were in possession
of stolen silver goblets and dishes engraved with gold that had come from Ti-
flis. At their celebratory feast, they consumed wine, camel’s milk, and mare’s
milk in their wooden drinking horns, as well as cold meat dipped in salty wa-
ter. Viro and the other Albanian representatives surrendered to the Turks that
day at the camp. However, the Armenian historian Kirakos of Gandzak noted
in his History of the Armenians that at some later date, Viro traveled to Ar-
menia and freed Armenian, Georgian, and Abkhazian prisoners from the
Khazar shad.50
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Thus, in the late 620s, territories in Caucasian Albania, as well as Derbent
and Lp‘ink‘, became incorporated into the Western Turkish realm. Around
629–630, the Turks conducted a census of all Albanian and Georgian metal-
workers and fishermen who lived along the Kura and Araxes rivers, includ-
ing the residents of Tiflis, and then imposed taxes on them.51 The Turks also
demanded tribute payments from the local leaders of the region.

In 630, a Khazar army led by the Khazar general Chorpan Tarkhan invaded
Armenia and afterward successfully defeated the Persian counterattack com-
manded by Honah.52 The Khazars then sacrificed the horses of their Persian
enemies in a shamanistic ritual. After their win against the Persians, the Khaz-
ars ruled Georgia, Caucasian Albania, and part of Armenia, but the Byzan-
tines held on to most of Armenia.

Ziebil was deposed and killed circa 630 in an internal dispute (see chapter
1) before he could marry his fiancee.53 As a consequence of his death, the
Khazars’ dominance over the southern Caucasus came to an end. The Per-
sians regained control over Armenia and Azerbaijan by 632, except perhaps
for Qabala and the Qabala region, which apparently were held by the Khaz-
ars until 737. Furthermore, Emperor Heraclius lost his alliance with Khazaria.
Thus, this initial Byzantine-Khazar alliance lasted only about three or four
years. Two other Byzantine-Khazar royal marital engagements would follow
in successive years, as noted below.

In 695, after a revolt, Byzantine emperor Justinian II was deposed and ex-
iled to the Crimean city of Cherson. Sometime between 700 and 704, Justin-
ian II left Cherson and fled to Doros. It was around this time that he entered
into relations with a royal Khazarian woman. He asked the Khazar kagan
Busir54 for asylum. The kagan fulfilled this request and also allowed him to
marry his sister. The marriage between Justinian II and the Khazarian woman
took place in around the year 703 or 704. After her marriage to the emperor,
she became a Christian and adopted the baptismal name of Theodora.55

Theodora and Justinian II settled in Samkarsh and had a son named Tiberius,
who was born in Khazaria in 705 while Justinian II was abroad.

Soon after the marriage, friendly ties ceased to exist between Justinian II
and the Khazars. For example, the chronicler Theophanes wrote that the
Khazar kagan instructed Papatzys (the Khazar representative in Samkarsh)
and Balghitzi (the baliqchi of Kerch) to kill Justinian II. The kagan gave this
instruction because he was tempted by the new Byzantine emperor Apsimar-
Tiberius, who promised him many gifts upon the capture of Justinian, dead or
alive.56 After a slave of the kagan told Theodora about her husband’s “death
sentence,” she proceeded to warn him. The kagan tried to prevent Justinian II
from escaping from Samkarsh by placing him under a guard’s watch, but he
escaped.
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Having returned to Constantinople in 705, Justinian II was again restored
to his former position as Byzantine emperor with the help of the Bulgars. He
next sought war as a mechanism of revenge against the Khazars, who had re-
cently seized control of Cherson. The Khazar tudun who presided over Cher-
son at this time was named Zoilos. In 711, Justinian II sent forces to Cherson
to reclaim it for his empire; as a result, a great many of the people of Cher-
son (including Crimean nobles) were tortured and executed, and Tudun Zoi-
los and other officials and nobles were imprisoned and shipped to Constan-
tinople,57 with only some of them surviving the journey, since there was a
storm while they were sailing that killed many. Following Zoilos’s capture,
the Byzantines installed Elias as the new governor of Cherson. After Justin-
ian II indicated that he would deploy a second Byzantine army to Cherson to
totally destroy it, the people of Cherson found out about the plan and joined
with Elias against the crazed emperor. Elias called upon the Khazar kagan to
help them, thus forcing Justinian II to agree to return Zoilos to Cherson. Three
hundred Byzantine soldiers escorted Zoilos, but he died before reaching the
city. According to Theophanes, the Khazars convened a funeral meal (known
as “dogh” in the Khazarian language) in remembrance of the tudun. During
the event, they killed the Byzantine army regiment’s commander and all three
hundred of his soldiers as human sacrifices.58

The people of Cherson rejected the authority of Justinian II and pledged
their support to an Armenian general named Bardanes. Justinian II sent an-
other expedition to Cherson to fight with Khazar soldiers. Bardanes fled the
scene and sought sanctuary with the kagan. A curious thing happened next:
the members of the Byzantine army, who were being directed by Justinian II,
eventually supported Bardanes instead.

The Khazars allied with Cherson’s rebels in 711 and thus directly helped to
overthrow Justinian II. Governor Elias, with the support of soldiers loyal to
Bardanes, killed Justinian II and his six-year-old son Tiberius. Following Jus-
tinian II’s assassination, Bardanes became the new Byzantine emperor, ac-
quiring the imperial name Philippikos, and the Khazars restored friendly re-
lations with the Byzantine Empire; yet a military conspiracy in 713 dethroned
Philippikos.

The third engagement between the royal houses of the Khazars and the
Byzantines was between Emperor Constantine V, the son of Emperor Leo III,
and the Khazar princess Chichek (Chichäk).59 In 730 or 732, Leo III sent en-
voys to Kagan Bihor60 to request that his son be married to her. The kagan
agreed to this, and the marriage took place in either 732 or 733. It was, ac-
cording to Peter Golden, “an extraordinary event,” since Byzantine royals
rarely married foreigners at that time.61 Chichek was known as “Tzitzakion”
by the Byzantines, and her name means “flower” in Turkic.62 After her mar-
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riage to Constantine, Chichek converted to Orthodox Christianity, adopted
the Christian name “Irene,” and studied the Christian scriptures.63 Constan-
tine was installed as Emperor Constantine V in 741 after the death of his fa-
ther, and he became known as “the Iconoclast.” The son of Chichek and Con-
stantine was Leo IV (born January 25, 750), known as “the Khazar,” who
reigned as Byzantine emperor from 775 to September 8, 780. Chichek died in
752.64 The genealogy of Leo IV’s family is given in table 7.1.

Some Byzantines other than royalty also claimed Khazar roots. Photius
(circa 820–circa 891), a Byzantine philosopher and Patriarch of Constan-
tinople (from 858 to 867 and again from 877 to 886), was partly Khazarian
in origin.65

Some Khazar warriors served the Byzantine Empire in the late ninth cen-
tury. Khazars served as imperial bodyguards for the Byzantine emperor Leo
VI “the Wise” (reigned 886–912). When Leo VI’s soldiers attacked the forces
of Bulgarian emperor Simeon I during the Bulgar-Byzantine War of 894–897,
the Bulgars struck back, soundly defeating the Byzantine army and capturing
the Khazar bodyguards. Ibn Rustah wrote circa 903 about Khazar guards at
the gates of the palace in Constantinople.66 Khazar guards were also stationed
at the gates of the palace circa 950, during the reign of Constantine VII Por-
phyrogenitus (913–959), and they were often in attendance at Byzantine feasts
and ceremonies.67 During the 950s, Constantine VII successfully recruited
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some Khazars to join forces with the Byzantine army to war against the North-
ern Syrian ruler Saif ad-Daula.68 A Khazar commander named Tuzniq appar-
ently served the Byzantines circa 958.69

Byzantine-Khazar relations deteriorated by the middle of the tenth century
(see chapter 6 on King Joseph’s retaliation against Romanus I, and see chap-
ter 8 on the Byzantine-assisted destruction of Georgius Tzul’s kaganate in
1016). The last mutually cooperative venture between the two empires was
the construction of Sarkel’s fortress in the 830s (see chapter 2). The Byzan-
tines joined four other groups in a coalition against Khazar king Benjamin,
which is discussed below. One explanation for the hostility that Byzantium
directed toward Khazaria in the tenth century is Khazaria’s conversion to Ju-
daism circa 838. The Jewish kingdom was seen as a threat to Orthodox
Christianity. The persecution of Jews by Byzantine emperors (see chapter 6)
was matched by an equal amount of animosity toward the Jewish king of
Khazaria.

RELATIONS WITH THE ALANS

The Alans, a people of the Caucasus who spoke an Iranian language, did not
have a consistent diplomatic relationship with Khazaria. They were allied
with the Khazars on certain occasions yet fought them bitterly at other times.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the Khazars cooperated militarily with
the Alans around the year 655. This association did not last into the eighth
century. For instance, it is known from the chronicles of al-Tabari and
Ya‘qubi that the Khazars attacked the Alans in 721–722. The Schechter Let-
ter reported that King Sabriel—who can probably be identified as Bulan—
made peace with the Alan king,70 whose name is not given. The Schechter
Letter did not describe the earlier Alan-Khazar relations, but it can be as-
sumed that they were less than cordial. This peace treaty gave the Khazars a
new valuable and mighty ally. The other nations developed a fear of the
Khazars, but the possibility that another war might stir up between Khazaria
and other nations always existed.

Benjamin was the king of the Khazars around the year 920, according to
Zuckerman.71 The Byzantines, Pechenegs, Kuban Bulgars (Black Bulgars),
Oghuz, and Burtas (steppe Alans/As) assembled a coalition force that went to
war against the Khazars. During this war, the Alans maintained their alle-
giance to Khazaria, since some of them observed Jewish religious laws.72 The
Alan king successfully fought back against the enemies of Khazaria. Noonan
thought that this war took place in the 890s.73 Pritsak convincingly suggested
that the coalition was organized by the Byzantines.74
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Benjamin’s successor was King Aaron, who ruled in the early 930s.75 Ac-
cording to the Schechter Letter, the Byzantine emperor persuaded the Alan
king to fight against the Khazars, and thus the Alan king became one of
Aaron’s most formidable enemies. King Aaron quickly took measures to
counteract this dangerous situation. After requesting help from the Oghuz
king, Aaron hired Oghuz soldiers to go to battle against the Alan king, who
was captured and sent to Aaron.76 However, in an amazing turn of events, the
Alan and Khazar kings soon became allies. This new alliance had two im-
portant consequences. First of all, Aaron’s son Joseph married the Alan king’s
daughter. Second, the Alans rejected Christianity,77 and more of them fully
embraced the Judaism of the Khazars (see appendix D).

Unfortunately, Khazaria’s latest alliance with Alania may have been a short-
lived one. The Alan-Khazar friendship, which had been forged on both politi-
cal and religious dimensions, apparently reverted to hostility sometime after
Aaron’s reign ended and Joseph took power, even though at first Joseph and
the Alan ruler had cordial ties. The Byzantine emperor Constantine VII Por-
phyrogenitus considered allying with the Alans against the Khazars, and he
recorded in De administrando imperio (written between the years 948 and
952) that the Oghuz or Alans had the ability to wage war against their Khazar
neighbors. In the section “On the Fortress Cherson and the Fortress Bosporus,”
he outlined one possible strategy as follows:

Know you that if the ruler of Alania is not at peace with the Khazars but rather
regards the friendship of the Emperor of the Romans [Byzantines] as more valu-
able, then, if the Khazars do not wish to observe friendship and peace with the
Emperor, he [the ruler of the Alans] can do them great harm by ambushing them
on the roads and falling upon them when they are unawares as they journey to
Sarkel and the climes and Cherson. And if this ruler takes pains to keep them in
check, Cherson and the climes can enjoy great and profound peace, for the
Khazars fear the attacks of the Alans and not being able to attack Cherson and
the climes with an army nor being able to simultaneously wage war with the
two, they are forced to keep the peace.78

RELATIONS WITH OTHER TURKIC TRIBES

The Turkic Oghuz people (also known as Torks, Uz, and Ghuzz) allied with
the Khazars in wars against the Pechenegs at the end of the ninth century.79

Circa 889–890, the Khazars and Oghuz forced the Pechenegs to vacate the
area between the Volga and Ural rivers and move westward.80

The Khazar-Oghuz alliance lasted until the ascendancy of Benjamin to the
Khazar throne. In addition to the Burtas, King Benjamin counted among his
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enemies the Byzantines, the Oghuz, and the Pechenegs, as reported by the
Schechter Letter. Gardizi wrote about the Khazar wars with the Pechenegs,
Oghuz, and Burtas, and Gardizi and ibn Rustah both mentioned that the
Khazars raided the Pechenegs on an annual basis.81 In his famous travelogue,
ibn Fadlan recorded that the Khazar king held Oghuz hostages in 922.82 Yet
while the Khazars warred against the Oghuz in around 921, the Schechter Let-
ter reported that King Aaron allied with them in a war that took place in 932.83

Several years later, during the reign of King Joseph, the Khazars entered into
an alliance with the Oghuz, Circassians, Burtas, Bab al-Abwab, and the
“Northmen.”

The Bulgars and the Khazars, while apparently blood relatives, started to go
their separate ways by the tenth century. Politically and religiously, the Bul-
gars became quite distinct from Khazaria and its Judaism. In 922, the Volga
Bulgars adopted Islam as their state religion and built mosques and schools.84

The Bulgars also adopted the Arabic script in place of the Turkic runic script.
Almush, son of Prince Shilki, was the Volga Bulgar el-teber (ruler) in
921–922. Ibn Fadlan visited Volga Bulgharia in 922 and reported that the
Khazar king wanted to marry one of Khan Almush’s daughters, but was un-
successful since one died and the other was already married to another ruler.85

The Bulgars of the Ural Mountains established Volga Bulgharia as a fully in-
dependent state after the conquest of Khazaria by the Rus’. In 1236, the Mon-
gols conquered Volga Bulgharia and destroyed its autonomous existence.

The Khazars maintained close contact with the Huns of the north Caucasus.
Alp, the el-teber of the North Caucasian Huns around the late seventh century,
was a Khazar vassal who often lent assistance to the Khazar kagan’s forces
during battle.86 After Alp invaded Caucasian Albania and took much booty, he
married the kagan’s daughter. Chat-Khazr (“Chat the Khazar”) served as an
ambassador and chamberlain of the Hunnic prince Awch’i T’arkhan in the
Huns’ capital city, Varach‘an, according to Movses Dasxuranci.87

RELATIONS WITH THE HUNGARIANS

The Magyars (Hungarians) came into contact with the Khazars during the
course of their multiple westward migrations. Most of the Magyars left their
old homeland and resettled in Lebedia (Levedia) in the first half of the eighth
century, continuing to live there until the middle of the following century.
Lebedia was located within the borders of the Khazar Empire and included
the lands between the Don River, the Donets River, and the Sea of Azov.

The early Magyars were connected with Turkic culture. This explains why
early Slavic and Byzantine sources called the Magyars “Ungroi” (Onogurs),
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“Ungry,” “Unnoi,” and “Turkoi.”88 Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus wrote
that the Magyars in Lebedia were allied with the Khazars.89 The Magyars and
the Khazars fought many wars against common enemies.

Most Magyar tribal names were Turkic in origin.90 In addition, hundreds of
words of Turkic origin exist in the modern Hungarian language. In many
cases, these are words of Chuvashic character. The following are some ex-
amples of Turkic words in Hungarian:91

Magyar Khazar/Turkic
alma (“apple”) T: alma (“apple”)
atya (“father,” “patriarch”) T: ata (“father”)
bátor (“brave”) K: baghatur, T: bahadir (“brave 

warrior”)
betü (“letter”) T: bitik (“letter,” “book”)
bika (“bull”) K, T: bugha (“bull”)
búza (“wheat”) T: bughdai (“wheat”)
csicsóka (“Jerusalem artichoke,” K, T: chichek (“flower”)

a weed plant with large,
yellow flowers)

disznó (“hog,” “pig”) OC: tisnagh, C: sisna (“pig”)
etel (“river,” in OH) K: atil (“large river”), C: as-til (“great

waters”)
érdem (“merit,” “worth”) T: erdäm (“merit,” “worth”)
gyümölcs (“fruit”) T: jemish (“fruit”)
ír (“to write”) C: sir (“to write”)
jobagy (ruler title, in OH) K: yabghu, T: jabghu (ruler title)
kende, künde (“sacral,” K, T: kender (“subking”)

“theocratic king”)
köldök (“navel”) T: kindik, C: kentek (“navel”)
sárga (“yellow”) T: sarigh (“yellow”)
sátor (“tent”) K: chater, T: chadir (“canvas,” “tent”)
tábor (“camp”) K: tovar, T: tabur (“camp”)
talyiga (“wagon,” “cart,” K: talyga (“wagon,” “chariot”)

“wheelbarrow”)
tükör (“mirror”) C: tükör (“mirror”)
teve (“camel”) T: deve (“camel”)
túzok (“bustard”) T: toghdaq (“bustard”)
tyúk (“hen”) T: taqyghu, C: ĉúxú (“hen,” “fowl”)

Key: C = Chuvashic, K = Khazar, OC = Old Chuvashic, OH = Old Hun-
garian, T = Turkic)
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Historians have not reached a consensus on whether the Turkic words in Hun-
garian were derived from the Khazar language or from the Bulgar or some
other language. According to István Fodor, many of the words encompassing
agriculture, horticulture, animals, and dairy products came into the Hungar-
ian language from the Bulgar tongue.92 Even if it is true that the Magyars bor-
rowed these words from the Bulgars, the Bulgar words could have been sim-
ilar to the Khazar equivalents, since the Bulgar language may have been
closely related to the Khazar language (see chapter 4).

Around the year 833, the Magyars were still living between the Don and
the Dnieper. Then, around 840–850, the Magyars were forced to migrate from
Lebedia to the region known as Etelköz (Etelküzü).93 They were driven west-
ward from Khazaria by the Pechenegs of the Pontic steppes.94 Etelköz in-
cluded territories between the Dnieper and Dniester rivers (including the
plain between the Pruth and the Dniester), as well as some lands to the west
and east of these two rivers. The Magyars remained residents of Etelköz un-
til 894–896.

After the Pechenegs forced the Magyars to leave Lebedia for Etelköz, the
Khazar kagan advised the seven Magyar tribes to unite under one prince.
According to Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, a Khazar kagan gave a no-
ble Khazar woman in marriage to the Magyars’ top chief (voievoda)—one
of several chiefs presiding over the seven Magyar tribes—whose name was
Levéd (variants: Lebedias or Elöd), in return for his military assistance and
bravery.95 The kagan offered Levéd kingship over all Magyars under
Khazar suzerainty. He regarded Levéd as “a person of high rank, sensible
and valiant.”96 Levéd supposedly refused to become king of all the Mag-
yars, since he was childless at the time, and suggested that the kingship
should instead be given to Álmos or Álmos’s son, Árpád. Thus, the forefa-
ther of the Árpád dynasty, Álmos (son of Úgyek), was elected as Magyar
prince in Etelköz. Under Álmos, the Magyars took control of Kiev by 840.97

The presence of Magyars in the Kiev region in the late ninth century is ev-
idenced by the Ugorskoye site near Kiev.98 Álmos’s successor, Árpád, was
installed (circa 890) as the next Magyar chief by the Khazars’ customary
procedure—being lifted up on a shield. (We are reminded here of the old
Western Turkish practice of lifting a new kagan upon a felt carpet, as noted
in chapter 3). Future Magyar kings were chosen from the descendants of
Árpád, and the Árpád dynasty lasted until 1301, when King Andrew III died
childless.

Ibn Rustah described Etelköz as a fertile land abounding in trees and wa-
ter and capable of sustaining agriculture. During their domination of Etelköz,
the Magyars imprisoned some Slavs and sold them as slaves to the Byzan-
tines at Kerch.99 Yet the East Slavs of Kiev and the Magyars generally had
good relations.100
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During the period of the Magyars’ residency at Etelköz, the Khazars had
not yet integrated themselves with the Magyars. In 881, for instance, the
Kabars were fighting near Vienna separately from the warriors of the seven
Magyar tribes.101 However, in 894, Levente, Árpád’s oldest son, led a Kabar
army against Bulgaria,102 indicating the emergence of closer ties.

Most Hungarian scholars agree that the Khazars influenced the govern-
mental structure of the early Hungarians. The Magyars adopted the Khazars’
dual-kingship system, for they had a kende (a chief “sacral king,” the first in
command) and a gyula (the second in command and the actual manager of
state affairs, including the army). Árpád was the second gyula. The Magyars
also had a third in command, called the harka. Eventually, the gyula became
more important than the kende, just as in the Khazar Empire, where the bek’s
power came to overshadow that of the kagan.

In 893, a new series of westward migrations was triggered by Ismail ibn
Ahmed, the amir of the Iranian Samanid dynasty, who attacked the Oghuz
and drove away their herds.103 The Pechenegs, who formerly dwelled be-
tween the Ural and the Volga, in turn were forced by the Oghuz to go across
the Volga, and they also crossed the Don. The Pechenegs allied with the
Danube Bulgars and attacked the Magyars of Etelköz. This attack forced the
Magyars to flee westward into the Carpathian Basin (in 895–896). This mi-
gration is commemorated by the Hungarians to this day.

Even after 896, when the Hungarians settled in central Europe, the Khaz-
ars lived among them and mixed with them (see chapter 9).

RELATIONS WITH THE RUS’

The relations of the Khazar Empire with the Rus’ can be characterized as tur-
bulent and aggressive. The Khazar Empire was almost constantly at war with
the Rus’, as King Joseph related in his Reply to Hasdai ibn-Shaprut. Exten-
sive coverage of the Rus’-Khazar conflicts and their devastating conse-
quences for the Khazars may be found in chapter 8.
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Ultimately, the Khazars lost their kingdom on account of the military actions
of the Rus’, Pechenegs, and Byzantines. This chapter explores the events
which led to Khazaria’s defeat.

THE BEGINNING OF THE END

The first Rus’ kaganate was founded on the middle Volga during the 830s.1

By 885, the East Slavic tribes were united and began to grow in strength,
eclipsing Khazar power in the tenth century.2 At the same time, wandering
merchants and pirates from Scandinavia, called “Varang” by the Khazars and
“al-Pharange” by al-Masudi, began to integrate themselves into Kievan Rus’.
The Varangian chiefs were called köl-begi (kings of the sea)3 because, unlike
the Khazar chiefs, they led a large number of ships.

The Khazars became entangled in various disputes with the Rus’ and the
Daghestanis in the tenth century. For example, in August 901, Khazar soldiers
led by their “king,” Tun-Kisa ibn Buljan al-Khazari, attacked the city of Der-
bent.4 However, they were defeated by Muhammad ibn Hashim and the
ghazis (Muslim warriors and freebooters) of the al-Bab region.

The Arab historian al-Masudi recorded a dramatic sequence of events in
which the Khazars inflicted a serious blow on the ambitious Rus’ians.5

Around 913, the Khazar king allowed five hundred Rus’ ships to voyage
down the Volga, as long as they agreed to present the king with half of all
booty they would acquire. The Rus’ sailed past Atil and then traveled down
the Caspian en route to Tabaristan and other coastal territories. However, the
Rus’ began to engage in acts of pillage and violence. They killed many men,
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captured women and children, stole property, and burned villages. Afterward,
the Rus’ returned northward and arrived at islands near Baku, where they
slaughtered thousands of Muslims.

Several months after their stay in Baku, the Rus’ continued north and ar-
rived at Atil. The Muslim Orsiyya soldiers in Atil had heard that the Rus’ had
killed a multitude of their coreligionists in the Caucasus, and they notified the
Khazar king of their intention to retaliate against them. The Orsiyya who
served the Khazar king were strong and possessed much equipment, so they
felt prepared for battle. A large war broke out between the Rus’ and the Or-
siyya. Some of the Christians of Atil joined the fifteen thousand Orsiyya Mus-
lims. After a three-day battle, the Khazars emerged victorious over the Rus’.
Rus’ian casualties totaled approximately thirty thousand men. Most of the
Rus’ians were killed in the battle; only five thousand survived, and many of
those who managed to escape up the Volga were killed by the Burtas and the
Bulgars.

In 1822, Alexander Pushkin (1799–1837), a master of Russian poetry and
prose, wrote a famous poem entitled The Lay of the Wise Oleg. It declared that
the Rus’ian prince Oleg declared war on the Khazars because “The Khazars
have awakened his ire; / For rapine and raid, hamlet, city, and plain / He gives
over to falchion and fire.”6 Despite the poem’s assertion that Oleg’s plunder-
ing led him to destroy Khazar villages and farms, and thus to attain fame and
glory, the historical record shows that victory was not Oleg’s ultimate destiny.
The Russian Chronicle also gave a romanticized view of Oleg’s reign and de-
clared that he died when a serpent bit him in the foot and poisoned him.7

A more accurate account, the Schechter Letter, described Oleg’s activities
in detail. The letter related that the Byzantine emperor Romanus I Lecapenus
made overtures to the Rus’ king, Oleg, encouraging him to attack the Khazar
city of Samkarsh. Romanus I was reacting to King Joseph’s actions against
Christians in Khazaria (see chapter 6). Oleg captured Samkarsh one night
while the military commander of Samkarsh, the rab hashmonai (head of the
Hasmoneans), was away. Pesakh, a prominent Khazar baliqchi, learned of
Oleg’s actions and marched against several Crimean cities that belonged to
the Byzantines. Pesakh conquered three cities and killed many men and
women. Pesakh then came to Cherson, where he enslaved his enemies, killed
all the Rus’ he could find, and saved the Khazars who had been captured by
the Rus’. Pesakh also found the booty that Oleg had stolen from Samkarsh.
Oleg fought against the Khazar soldiers but in the end was forced to surren-
der to Pesakh.8 The Khazars had again won a decisive victory over the Rus’.
This event occurred around the late 930s, according to Zuckerman.9

Oleg confessed to Pesakh that Romanus had enticed him to attack the
Khazars. Pesakh then forced Oleg to make war against Romanus so as to
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avoid another confrontation between the Khazars and the Rus’. The Rus’
fought against Constantinople for four months at sea, from June to Septem-
ber in 941,10 but they were defeated by the Byzantine navy. A large number
of Oleg’s soldiers died. Oleg and the remnants of his servicemen fled to
“FRS” and died there.11

Prince Oleg died in the Persian Empire in 944 or 945.12 His Rus’ian soldiers
perished after raiding the south Caucasus, including the city of Bardha‘a. Ibn
Miskawayh wrote that the Rus’ian leader and seven hundred Rus’ian soldiers
under his command were slain by soldiers led by Marzuban ibn Muhammad,
ruler of Azerbaijan. Meanwhile, in the summer of 944, Igor, the new prince of
Kievan Rus’, signed a treaty with the Byzantines,13 which guaranteed free
trade and mutual assistance in times of war between the Byzantine Empire and
Kievan Rus’.

Hasdai ibn Shaprut’s letter to King Joseph was sent from Spain to Hungar-
ian Jews, to Rus’, to Bulgars, and then to Khazars instead of directly from
Kievan Rus’ to Khazaria, owing to hostilities between the Rus’ and the Khaz-
ars that continued throughout the mid-tenth century. In the mid-950s, King
Joseph alluded to this ongoing strife by informing Hasdai of his blockade
against Rus’ian raiding parties:

I live at the mouth of the [Volga] river, and with God’s help I guard its entrance
and prevent the Rus’ians who arrive in ships from entering into the Caspian Sea
for the purpose of making their way to the Ishmaelites [Muslims]. Similarly, I
prevent their [Muslims’] enemies who travel by land from approaching the gates
of Bab al-Abwab [Derbent]. I am at war with them [the Rus’ians]. Were I to let
them pass through even one time, they would destroy the whole land of the Ish-
maelites as far as Baghdad.

The last sentence appears only in the long version of Joseph’s reply.
In 962, the Khazars, led by horsemen and aggressive foot soldiers, de-

stroyed many villages and cities in Crimea to try to reassert their control over
the region.14 The Crimean Goths turned to the Rus’ for help in defending
themselves against the Khazars. Svyatoslav answered their call for help and
set forth against the Khazar “barbarians” in the 960s.

THE RUS’IAN CONQUEST OF THE KHAZARS

An interesting prophetic legend which appears in the Poviest’vremennykh lyet
(“Story of the Times”), the first section of the Russian Primary Chronicle,
“predicted” the dominance of Kievan Rus’ over the Khazars by comparing
the types of swords manufactured by each side. According to the legend,
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Khazar warriors approached the forested hills along the eastern shore of the
Dnieper and demanded tribute payments from the Polianian Slavs who made
this land their home. As a result, the Polianians gave the warriors one sword
from every hut. Triumphant in their success, the warriors returned to the
Khazar kagan and presented the Slavic swords to him. But the Khazar chief-
tains in the court warned that this tribute was a bad omen, for the Kievan
swords were sharpened on both edges and were clearly superior to the Khazar
swords, which were sharpened on only one edge.15 The Khazar chieftains
said, “Surely it will be that they will one day come to take tribute of us and
of others.”16 Based on the inferior weaponry of the Khazars, the story fore-
shadowed the ascendancy of the Rus’, who seized control of the south Rus-
sian and east Ukrainian lands and ended the Khazar era of political and mili-
tary dominance.

A crushing blow was dealt to the Khazar Empire by Svyatoslav, Grand
Duke of Kiev (ruled 962–972), the son of Prince Igor and Igor’s wife Olga.
His life was one of war and conquest. The Russian Primary Chronicle
recorded that as part of his childhood upbringing, Svyatoslav was tutored by
Asmund and instructed in military tactics by the voievoda (military com-
mander) Svenel’d. Medieval accounts described him as a “valiant” and
“strong” leader who “undertook many campaigns.” In addition to double-
edged swords, his warriors were equipped with battle-axes, short and long
knives, spears, and iron arrows, and they were protected by shields, hauberks,
and iron and copper helmets.17

According to the Russian Primary Chronicle, Svyatoslav conquered and
seized the Khazar city of Sarkel, including its prized fortress, in 965.18 A mes-
senger warned the Khazars of the impending invasion in advance, so the
Khazar warriors assembled on the battlefield and prepared to fight. The
Khazar kagan joined his warriors during their losing battle against Svy-
atoslav. The details of what transpired on that fateful day remain sketchy. The
number of casualties and hostages went unrecorded. Svyatoslav also subju-
gated the Alans and the Circassians in the same year.

In 966, Svyatoslav asserted control over the Vyatichians (a group of East
Slavs) and began receiving tribute from them. Two years earlier, Svyatoslav
had asked them to whom they paid tribute. At that time, the Vyatichians re-
sponded that they paid one silver piece per plowshare to the Khazars.19

Ibn Hauqal wrote (around 975–977) that the Rus’ sailed down the Volga af-
ter defeating the Bulgars and occupied the city of Atil.20 The seizure took
place circa 967.21 After the conquest of Atil, the Khazars escaped. According
to ibn Hauqal, around 969 some Khazars from Atil sought refuge by crossing
the Caspian Sea until they reached an island called Siyah-Kuh (Siacouye),22

which was inhabited by Oghuz Turks. Siyah-Kuh is equivalent to modern-day
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Manghishlaq, on the northeastern coast of the Caspian. Another group of
Khazars went further south to another Caspian island, off the estuary of the
Terek River. A number of other Khazars fled to Baku. Some of the Khazar
refugees were attacked by Ma’mun ibn Muhammad, the amir of Gurganj,
who forced them to adopt Islam.23 However, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Azdi,
the Muslim shah of Shirvan, assisted some of the Khazars in returning to Atil
and Khazaran, although they became subject to the authority of Shirvan.

The kagan of Khazaria converted to Islam around 965–967 in exchange for
the support of Khwarizm. Al-Muqaddasi wrote in 985 or 986 that he had
heard of Arabs from “Gurjania” attacking the Khazars and forcing the Khazar
king to accept Islam.24 He also wrote that the Rus’ “conquered the Khazars
and seized their land.”25 Grand Prince Vladimir of Kievan Rus’ (ruled
980–1015), son of Svyatoslav, gained control over part of the former Khazar
territory, including Samkarsh (renamed Tmutorokan), and the famous vine-
yards and gardens of Samandar were burned. While most of the Khazars un-
der Khwarizmian control became Muslims, there were some Khazars who re-
sisted conversion. Khwarizmian soldiers occupied the cities of those Khazars
who refused to convert to Islam.26

With the stunning defeat of the primary Khazar cities, Sarkel and Atil, con-
trol of the Don trade route passed to the East Slavs, while control of the pres-
tigious Volga-Caspian trade route effectively transferred to the Bulgars. In the
period following Svyatoslav’s conquests, the Rus’ extensively colonized the
Don and Donets valleys.

Land was not all that the Slavs inherited from the Khazars. Julius Brutzkus
proposed that ancient Rus’ was indebted to the Khazar way of life in terms of
customs, legal procedures, system of government, and military organization.27

He also suggested that Khazar words for clothing, utensils, trade, and trans-
portation made their way into the early East Slavic language of Kievan Rus’.
Other words of Turkic origin, such as bogatyr (meaning “knight”), telega
(meaning “wagon”), and verv (meaning “house community”), were also added
to the Rus’ian vocabulary. Brutzkus thought these words were borrowed di-
rectly from the Khazar language, citing the Khazarian equivalents baghatur
(brave warrior), talyga (wagon, chariot), and ver-evi (tribe town or house). Pe-
ter Golden observed that the Old Rus’ word tovar (military camp), a word of
Turkic origin, could have come either from the Hungarian word tábor or di-
rectly from Turkic, but that it is not certain which was the source.28 According
to Golden,29 the only word in the Old Rus’ language that was definitely bor-
rowed from Khazarian is kagan. No other Rus’ words can with complete cer-
tainty be said to have come from Khazarian, even if it is likely that there were
others. Several medieval documents recorded the fact that the supreme Rus’
ruler was called the kagan. In The Annals of Saint Bertin (Annales Bertiniani),
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a Frankish Latin document composed in the mid-ninth century, the sovereign
of the Swedish “Rhos” (Rus) who ruled over the East Slavs in the 830s is
called the chacanus.30 Around 1050, Metropolitan Ilarion of Kiev wrote Ser-
mon on Law and Grace (Slovo o zakone i blagodati) in which he applied the
title khagan to Grand Princes Vladimir and Yaroslav of Kievan Rus’.31 The
Lay of the Host of Igor (Slovo o polku Igoreve), an epic written in 1185 about
an unsuccessful Rus’ian campaign against the Cumans, noted a certain “Ka-
gan Oleg,” whose identity is mysterious and still debated.32 Additionally, Arab
and Persian chroniclers including Gardizi and ibn Rustah recorded the title of
the Rus’ ruler as khaqan or khagan.33 Even Hudud al-‘Alam called the Rus’
ruler Rus-khaqan.34 In the north gallery of the Saint Sophia Cathedral in Kiev,
an inscription calls on God to “save our khagan,” apparently a reference to
Rus’ Grand Prince Svyatoslav II (1073–1076).35 The Russian historian Charles
J. Halperin wrote, “That a steppe title was used in Kiev suggests considerable
cultural interaction, and the significance of this trace of Khazar influence has
long been recognized.”36

The adoption of the word kagan by the Rus’ appears to reflect an inten-
tional attempt on their part to copy the form of government of the Khazars.
Like the Khazars, the early Rus’ had two leaders: a military leader (akin to the
bek) and a semisacred dynastic leader (akin to the kagan).37 Ibn Fadlan stated
that the Rus’ deputy held the power to command soldiers, conduct wars
against enemies, and rule the country, while the Rus’ kagan, who lived in a
large fortress with hundreds of retainers, was a ceremonial ruler who “has no
other duties but to make love to his slave girls, drink, and give himself up to
pleasure.”38 But after some time, the kagans of the emerging state of Kievan
Rus’ gained actual responsibilities.

Kievan Rus’s subjects included East Slavs, Scandinavians, Baltic and
Finnic peoples, Jews, and others. According to Thomas Noonan, the Rus’
adopted the title “kagan” to help legitimize their rule over this diverse popu-
lation, since the title was understood by those in the population who had for-
merly lived under Khazar rule to mean that its bearers reigned under a divine
mandate from a higher power.39 Thus, the “omen” story in the Russian Pri-
mary Chronicle, which added that the Rus’ would someday rule over the
Khazars “by God’s commandment,” was also an expression of this Khazar
ideology that was adopted by the Rus’.40

The Khazarian trident, a possible tamga symbol of the Khazar kagans,
was adopted by the Rus’ rulers Svyatoslav and Vladimir for use on coins
and seals.41 According to Robin Milner-Gulland, the trident was an “au-
thority symbol” in medieval times.42 Pritsak wrote that the trident repre-
sented the qut (charisma) of the Khazarian kagan and how it brought forth
“victory and glory.”43 He noted that the tamga on the Khazar coins, with its
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three main branches, is a sort of trident. The trident is today a symbol of
modern Ukraine.

Residents of Kievan Rus’ adopted the steppe practice of burying their dead
men next to their horses in the grave. This custom, which may have been
copied directly from the Khazars, was followed in the Kiev, Chernigov, and
Gnezdovo regions.

THE PASSING OF THE KHAZAR EMPIRE

The Khazars maintained a degree of political independence until at least
1016. The last Khazar kagan was named Georgius Tzul, and he was appar-
ently a Christian. Not much data are available on this kagan. Scholars are not
certain whether Georgius Tzul ruled over the Crimea or the Taman peninsula.
However, the Crimea is the more likely location. Analysis of lead seals re-
vealed that around the late ninth and early tenth centuries, some Byzantine of-
ficials serving in the Crimea in towns like Cherson and Kerch belonged to the
Tsul clan.44 Several of them were named George Tsul. The Tsuls held such po-
sitions as imperial protospatharios (senior commander), imperial spatharios
(officer subordinate to the protospatharios), and strategos (general who led a
theme).

In January 1016, Byzantine emperor Basil II and the Rus’ian army sent a
combined force against “Chazaria,” as the Byzantine chronicler Skylitzes
recorded.45 This collaborative force was led by Sfengus (brother of Grand
Prince Vladimir) and Mongus. The Khazar leader Georgius Tzul (George the
Tsul) was imprisoned by the Rus’, and any territories on the Crimean and
Taman peninsulas that the Khazars may have held up to this point transferred
ownership. It has been suggested that some members of the royal family of
Khazaria—including the king—emigrated to Spain after their empire was de-
stroyed,46 but no proof has been provided. Historians who had proposed a
royal exodus to Spain predicated this hypothesis on a variant translation of
Abraham ibn Daud’s Sefer ha-Qabbalah, which supposes that ibn Daud and
his colleagues had seen in Toledo “his descendants” rather than “their de-
scendants.” Since this statement immediately follows a sentence about King
Joseph, if the former translation were true, “his descendants” would mean
King Joseph’s descendants (see also chapters 6 and 9). However, it appears
that the correct translation is “their descendants,” referring to the Khazars as
a collective.

Some historians have maintained that Khazaria actually lasted for two ad-
ditional centuries. Douglas Dunlop suggested that the Khazars may have re-
vived their old town Sarighshin as Saqsin, a market town along the lower
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Volga, by the twelfth century.47 Abraham N. Poliak, a professor at Tel Aviv
University, claimed that the Jewish Khazar kingdom continued to exist until
1224, during the time of the Mongol invasions, although it was considerably
reduced in size and strength.48 Proposing an even later date for its final de-
struction, Menashe Goldelman claimed that Khazaria persisted after the tenth
century as a “small Jewish princedom with its center at Samandar, which
managed to survive until the Mongol-Tatar invasion in 1238–39.”49 However,
it is difficult to verify these claims, because of sparse and insufficient docu-
mentation from the eleventh through the thirteenth centuries.

Some Italian documents used Gazaria as the term for the Crimea until the
sixteenth century. Marco Polo (circa 1254–1324), for instance, wrote that the
Mongols took “Gazaria” from the Cumans. Sanudo Marino also referred to
the Mongol destruction of Gothia, Sugdiana, Alania, Kievan Rus’, and
“Gasaria” in the early 1240s. The administration of Genoese seaports and
communities along the southern Crimean coast was directed by the “Officium
Gazariae” in Genoa, Italy.50 The Gothic prince Ioann (John), who emigrated
to Trebizond (Trabzon) on the southern Black Sea coast with his Byzantine-
Bulgarian wife Maria in the 1440s, was called “Lord of Khazaria.”

The memory of the Khazars as a major power in steppe-land affairs lingers
in several languages, which call the Caspian Sea the “Khazar Sea”: “Hazar
Denizi” in Turkish, “Xæzær Dænizi” in Azeri, “Bahr-ul-Khazar” in Arabic,
and “Daryaye Khazar” in Persian. Today’s Azerbaijanis still speak of the
“Khazri wind.” Harold La Fay, referring to a wind that reaches Baku, Azer-
baijan, from the north, wrote, “In other seasons, the Khazri—named for the
long-departed Khazars—blows from the north.”51 It is appropriate, then, that
the title of Marek Halter’s French historical novel about the Khazars and
Azerbaijan was Le Vent des Khazars (“The Wind of the Khazars”).

The Russians remembered Khazaria in their byliny (epic oral folklore).
They told stories about a hero from Kiev named Mikhailo Kozarin
(“Mikhailo the Khazar”) and about Zhidovin the Giant (“the Giant Jew”).52

REASONS FOR KHAZARIA’S DESTRUCTION

Dunlop believed that three major factors contributed to the downfall of Khaz-
aria: the lack of natural frontiers for defense, the alleged lack of self-suffi-
ciency for most resources, and the lack of homogeneity in the Khazarian pop-
ulation.53 In addition, Dunlop thought the Rus’ must have been displeased
when the Khazars began to prohibit the Rus’ from traveling at the lower end
of the Volga. Another important contributing factor was the fact that the
Khazars did not possess a navy (see chapter 4), while the Rus’ did. This dis-
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advantage prevented the Khazars from remaining the masters of the seas in
the same way that they were the masters of the land.

As the tenth century proceeded and Khazaria decreased in power, the
Pechenegs expanded control over parts of Crimea.54 Peter Golden attributed
the decline of Khazaria in part to the expansion of the Pechenegs.55 As men-
tioned in chapter 7, the Pechenegs forced the Magyars to migrate westward.
By the tenth century, they had become a major force to contend with in east-
ern Europe. A strong Khazaria had buffered Europe from dangerous, less
civilized steppe peoples like the Pechenegs.56 “The Khazar state,” wrote
Golden, “formed an important buffer between Byzantium and the steppe
peoples, absorbing or deflecting the movements of other nomadic group-
ings.”57 Beginning with the decline of the Khazars during the tenth century,
the other Turks flowed in and came to challenge or overwhelm the Rus’ and
Byzantines. The victory of Svyatoslav over the Khazars in the 960s exposed
the Rus’ to the Pecheneg threat, and in 968 the Pechenegs attacked Kiev.
However, Roman Kovalev pointed out that at no time did the Pechenegs
threaten the very existence of Kievan Rus’, since they were not unified un-
der a single king or government but rather were divided into eight tribal
unions.58

The end of the Khazar Empire also signified the beginning of a new and
unfortunate era for Jews. No longer did the Jews of eastern Europe have a na-
tion of their own. An independent Jewish state would not rise again until the
establishment of Israel in 1948.

Golden Horde Mongols controlled a large area of the former Khazar Em-
pire around the Caspian Sea during the late Middle Ages, with their capital at
Sarai in the Astrakhan area near the Volga.

As will be seen in chapter 9, the Khazars largely survived the traumatic
events described above and continued to prosper in new environments and
new nations.
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There are many indications of a continued presence of Khazars in eastern Eu-
rope and other parts of the world. The Khazars settled in Hungary, Transyl-
vania, Ukraine, the Byzantine Empire, Spain, southern Russia, the northern
Caucasus, Azerbaijan, Egypt, and possibly also in the Middle East, Bulgaria,
Lithuania, and other places. Some intermarried with other Jewish communi-
ties, while others merged with Muslim and Christian populations.

KHAZARS IN HUNGARY

Hungary was settled by Jews as early as Roman times, when it was known as
Pannonia. The ancient Jews of Pannonia spoke and wrote in Greek and Latin.1

It is not certain whether these Pannonian Jews have any connection with the
Hungarian Jews of later times. Raphael Patai (1910–1996) argued that it was
from the mixture of the early Pannonian Jews with the Kabars and Khazar
Jews that the medieval Hungarian Jewish population derived its origins.2

During their westward migrations, the Hungarians came into extensive
contact with Khazars, and some of the Khazars permanently settled in Hun-
gary. Khazars were among the soldiers who protected Hungary’s frontier in
the tenth century. The existence of Khazar settlements in Hungary has been
confirmed by topographic and documentary evidence.

In 896, the Magyars conquered the land of Hungary under the leadership
of Árpád. The land that they acquired had previously been inhabited and ruled
by Avars, Bulgars, Slovenians, Moravians, and Croatians. A new confedera-
tion, called On-Ogur (“Ten Arrows”), was formed from the tribes that now
resided in Hungary, including seven Magyar tribes and one or three Kabar
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tribes. According to Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, the seven Magyar
tribes were called Jenő, Kér, Keszi, Tarján, Kürtgyarmat, Megyer, and Nyék,3

although Kürtgyarmat was previously divided into two separate tribes called
Kürt and Gyarmat.

The Kabars, a dissident branch of the Khazars, formed the major part of the
Khazar population in Hungary. The word Kabar probably means either
“rebel” or “ethnic mix-up.” The Kabar horde migrated westward into Hun-
gary around the year 895 as a consequence of revolts and rebellions that had
occurred around the years 862 and 881. Some scholars suggest that the
Kabars’ uprising against the Khazars was motivated by the pro-Judaism poli-
cies of King Obadiah, but there is no conclusive evidence to support this
claim, and the actual reason for the uprising remains a mystery.

One unanswered question in scholarship concerns whether the Kabars
comprised more ethnic groups than just Khazars. Constantine VII Porphyro-
genitus stated that they were “of the Khazars’ own race,” without referring to
any other tribal components. The presence in early Hungary of many ethnic
groups is an established fact. Hungarian tribes other than the Magyars and
Khazars included the Barszil (Bercels), Eskil, Székely (possible descendants
of the Eskil), Oszlár (Varsány), Kalizes (Khwarizmians), Suvars, and still oth-
ers, including Slavic remnants. The Székely, in turn, apparently consisted of
subtribes named Berény, Örs, and Ladány. The Suvars and Eskil were Bulgar
Turkic peoples, while the Oszlár were an Alanic people, and their alternate
name “Varsány” is of Alan origin. Like the Khazars, many of the Oszlár also
served in the Hungarian army during the tenth century. “Kaliz” is the Hun-
garian name for the Khwarizmians, a people of Turkic or Iranian origin, who
were called Khalisioi by the Greeks, and their presence in Hungary around
1154 was noted by the twelfth-century Byzantine writer Ioannes Kinnamos.4

Many Hungarian researchers, among them István Fodor, István Herényi, and
Sándor Tóth, speculated that if there were multiple Kabar groups in Hungary
(as opposed to just one, the Khazars) many of the aforementioned tribes were
probably part of them.5 Additional steppe peoples, the Pechenegs and
Cumans, were settled in Hungary during the thirteenth century, adding further
to the mix.

It has been suggested that one of the Kabar clans that settled between the
Danube and the Tisza rivers professed Judaism.6 While plausible, since many
and perhaps most Khazars were already Jewish by this time, in the absence of
real evidence this remains speculation.

Many of the Kabars settled between the Tisza and Szamos rivers in eastern
Hungary.7 The chronicler Anonymus, the notary for Hungarian King Béla III
(reigned 1172–1196), wrote in his Gesta Hungarorum (circa 1200) about the
people called “Cozar” who lived in Hungary:
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The men of chief Marót might have formerly occupied the land towards Erdély,
between the river Tisza and the forest of Igfon [in Bihar County], from the river
Mures up to the river Szamos. The grandson of Marót was named by the Hun-
garians Menmarót, and he was friendly with many people called Cozar.8

Morut (spelled “Marót” in Magyar) (born circa 874) served as the leader of
the Kabars of Bihar and conquered the Tisza and Szamos valleys. Morut was
apparently himself a member of the Khazar-Kabar tribe, and his grandson
Menumorut (spelled “Menmarót” in Magyar) likewise served as a Khazar-
Kabar ruler in eastern Hungary.9 As the duke (el-teber) of Bihar, Menumorut
ruled over the Khazars who inhabited the area from the Transylvanian Alps to
Meszes Kapu (“Limestone Gate”) along the Szamos River. Árpád sent am-
bassadors to Duke Menumorut at his headquarters in western Transylvania to
demand that his lands be transferred to his authority. After a period of resist-
ance, Menumorut submitted to the authority of the Magyars and had his
daughters marry Magyar princes. For example, one of Menumorut’s daugh-
ters married Árpád’s son Zoltán.10

The Kabars were active participants in the cultural, military, and economic
life of Hungary. A significant fact attesting to continued Magyar-Kabar rela-
tions is the statement of Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus that the Magyars
and Khazars learned each other’s languages, such that the Khazar language
was spoken in Hungary until at least the middle of the tenth century.11

The importance of the Kabars to the Hungarian military system is evident
from the fact that they were for some time the most recent tribe to join the
On-Ogur confederation, so it was they (and not one of the seven Magyar
tribes) who served on the front lines of battle, in accordance with established
custom.12

The Magyars invaded Germany from the east in 954. In 955, Lél, a Mag-
yar prince who ruled over the Kabars of Nyitra, fought in this western cam-
paign.13 Lél allied with the Magyar chiefs Bulcsú and Súr. All three chiefs
were defeated by the Germans near Augsburg (in what is today southern Ger-
many) at the Lechfeld in the Battle of Augsburg, which took place on August
10, 955. Some of the Magyar warriors drowned in the Lech River. The vic-
tors over the Magyars in this battle were the German king Otto I (reigned
936–973) and his ally Duke Conrad. The Germans relentlessly pursued the
Magyars after their defeat. The Bavarian prince Henry I captured and hanged
Lél and the other two chiefs at Regensburg.

Alexander Vasiliev claimed that the Khazarian population in Hungary fur-
ther increased in size when the Hungarian Duke Taksony (reigned 955–970)
invited Khazar Jews to settle in his realm.14 I have not located a source doc-
ument that would prove this claim. As the son of Zoltán and Zoltán’s Khazar
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wife (Menumorut’s daughter), Taksony was partly a Khazar-Kabar himself.
According to Anonymus, Taksony also invited many Muslims from Volga
Bulgharia to settle in Hungary.

Several other early Magyar rulers had some Khazarian ancestry. For in-
stance, the kende Kurszán (died 904) was descended in part from Khazars,
since his ancestor Levéd had married a high-ranking Khazar woman from the
nobility15 (see chapter 7).

There are other traces of the Khazars’ residence in Hungary. Hungarian
scholars have systematically analyzed a variety of place-names in Hungary
that seem to derive from Khazar. It is believed that places named “Kazár,”
“Kozár,” “Kozárd,” “Kozárvár,” and so on were named after the Khazars.16

Kazár village, located about fifty-three miles northeast of Budapest in Nógrád
County in northern Hungary, was honored with its own postage stamp by the
Hungarian government in 1953. The stamp depicts a woman wearing the tra-
ditional village dress. There were four towns named “Kozár” in Hungary, one
of which was located near a tributary of the Zagyva River. The town of
Kozárd was located northeast of Szirák and west of Pásztó, in Nógrád
County. There was another Kozár or Kozárd in Szatmár County, south of
Nagyká (in the northeastern corner of Hungary), in the same area as Anony-
mus said Kabars lived. A “possessio Kozar” was given to the Kaplony tribe
in 1335. A “Khazar castle” (Kozárvár) was located in Szolnok-Doboka
County in east-central Hungary. Khazar settlements also existed in southern
parts of Hungary (Baranya County and Tolna County), including Rác-Kozár,
Nagy-Kozár, and Kis-Kozár. Rác-Kozár is a small village in southwestern
Hungary also known as Egyházas-Kozár, where egyház is Hungarian for
“church.”

Among documents indicating the presence of Khazar people in Hungary is
one dated 1337 that contains the Latin phrase “populi Kaza[r].” There is also
a document from 1279 that makes reference to a place called “Chazarental”
(“Valley of the Khazars”).17

There was a Hungarian family named Kozárvári that flourished from the
tenth through fourteenth centuries, and it is possible that they were Khazar in
origin.18 They could have been a noble Khazar family who named themselves
after the toponym “Kozárvár.”

A silver ring found in a cemetery in Ellend, near Pécs in southwestern Hun-
gary and not far from the villages of Nagykozár and Kiskozár, was believed by
some scholars to be of Khazar-Kabar origin.19 The ring dates back to the latter
half of the eleventh century and has thirteen Hebrew-like letters engraved on
it as ornamentation. It was found next to a woman’s skeleton. Since Kozár was
the name of a village in Baranya County in the Danube valley of southwestern
Hungary—as noted in a religious document of the fourteenth century—and
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since Nagykozár and Kiskozár are within close proximity to Ellend’s ceme-
tery, Attila Kiss postulated that Khazar women from Khazarian villages may
have moved into Ellend.20 However, Nora Berend questioned this hypothesis,
noting that the ring’s “Hebrew” letters do not spell out any real words in the
Hebrew language, they appear to have been used only for ornamentation, and
they are mixed with many non-Hebrew letters and symbols.21

Beginning in 1972, a large number of untypical graves were discovered
near the village of Chelarevo (formerly called Dunacséb), close to the city of
Novi Sad, in the Vojvodina district of present-day northern Serbia, which was
part of old Hungary. A controversy continues over whether this graveyard was
the place of rest for Jewish Khazars. The site displayed a curious mix of
shamanist and Jewish practices. Hundreds of graves included items typical of
Avar22 burials, including horse skeletons, decorated horse harnesses, armor,
jewelry, and yellow ceramics.23 The graves holding Avar materials contained
skeletons with Mongolian features.24 However, Jewish motifs were found on
at least 70 of the brick fragments excavated from other graves, out of a total
of at least 450 brick fragments. The Jewish symbols on the fragments include
menorahs, shofars, etrogs, lulavs, candlesnuffers, and ash collectors.25 One of
the fragments, which was placed over the grave of Yehudah, has a Hebrew in-
scription that reads “Yehudah, oh!”26 A small six-pointed star identical to the
Star of David was inscribed on another fragment.27 Some fragments contain
the Hebrew inscriptions “Jerusalem” and “Israel,” while still other Hebrew
inscriptions are unreadable.28 In accordance with Jewish tradition, the hun-
dreds of graves marked by brick fragments lacked any burial objects. While
the Chelarevo graveyard had some sections where distinct groupings of Jew-
ish or pagan graves could be discerned, there were some areas where the Jew-
ish and pagan graves intermingled. Near the graveyard was a large settlement
which contained a goldsmith’s workshop and a couple of brick fragments
with carved images of menorahs. These findings led the archaeologists
Radovan Bunardžić and S. Živanović to conclude that a Judaized Mongolian
people lived near the graveyard.

Bunardžić considered the Chelarevo skeletons to be those of Avars, and he
estimated that they date from the late eighth century to the early ninth cen-
tury. The linguist Paul Wexler adopted the viewpoint that the graves held the
remains of Avars.29 However, carbon-14 dating of bone samples from the
double burial 244–244A suggests that they date back to the year 969 ± 66
years.30 István Erdélyi therefore conjectured that the burials may be those of
the Khazarian Kabars who settled in the Carpathian Basin in the late 890s and
who may have retained their Jewish beliefs.31 By this time, the Avar Kaganate
was long gone, having been conquered at the end of the eighth century and
beginning of the ninth by the Franks under Emperor Charlemagne and King
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Pepin,32 after which the Avar kagans became Frankish clients with limited au-
tonomy. In the decades that followed, most of the Avar people integrated with
their Slavic neighbors.33 Avars were quarreling with the Slavs of the Danube
in the year 811, according to Annales regni Francorum. The Avar kagan and
tudun as well as the opposing Slavic leaders arrived in the Frankish court to
explain the situation, and the Franks soon sent an expedition into Pannonia to
try to end the dispute. After the 810s, the Avars began to disappear from his-
torical documentation, making remaining appearances in 82234 and 870.35 Ac-
cording to András Róna-Tas, Avar remnants, bilingual in Slavic and Turkic,
survived to meet the Magyar conquerors at the end of the ninth century.36 In-
termarriage might explain why the skulls and burial objects reportedly are
distinguishable from other Avar burials. Perhaps some of the burials at
Chelarevo are those of the children and grandchildren of pagan Kabars who
married Avars, while some of the others may be those of Jewish Kabars who
had not intermarried. However, the proposition that many Avars ended up in
Chelarevo is not in harmony with the evidence that Charlemagne resettled the
Avar people on the far eastern edge of Austria near the Rába and Danube
rivers in 805, taking them far from their existing homeland where life had be-
come too dangerous for them, due to the attacks of Slavs.37

The ultimate fate of the Khazars in Hungary has been much disputed
among scholars. Sándor Tóth asserted that the Kabars in Hungary eventually
abandoned Judaism and adopted Christianity, and furthermore that they
adopted the Magyar language in place of Khazar.38 The theory that the Jew-
ish Khazars in Hungary were absorbed by the Christian population surround-
ing them was shared by Péter Ujvári and Nathan Ausubel.39 Thus, according
to this view, the Kabars and the Magyars eventually assimilated and became
one people, while modern Hungarian Jews trace their origins solely or pri-
marily to immigrants from central Europe who came to Hungary in the 
Middle Ages and had Hebrew and German names. Certain family names in
Hungary—Örsúr, Aba, and Bors—may be Kabar in origin.40

The alternative view is that the Khazars remained Jews for many centuries.
It appears that Jews who retained their Khazar identity still lived in Hungary
as late as the fourteenth century. According to Douglas Dunlop,

Even as late as 1309 a Council of the Hungarian clergy at Pressburg forbade
Catholics to intermarry with those people described as Khazars, and their deci-
sion received papal confirmation in 1346.41

By extension, some researchers believe that modern Ashkenazic Jews from
Hungary descend significantly, perhaps even primarily, from the Khazars. For
instance, Monroe Rosenthal and Isaac Mozeson claimed that
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the most strongly Khazar of the Jews are undoubtedly the Hungarian Jews, de-
scendants of the last Khazars who fled into Hungary about 1200–1300, where
they were received by their former vassals, the Magyar kings. The Hungarian
Jews are definitely a fusion of Semitic German Jews and the Turkic Khazars
with some Sephardic immigrants who came to Hungary by way of Italy in the
1500’s escaping the Spanish Inquisition.42

However, specific proofs that modern Hungarian Jews are even partially
Khazarian are lacking.

KHAZARS IN TRANSYLVANIA (ROMANIA)

The history of Transylvania is intertwined with that of Hungary. Towns
named Kozárvár (“Khazar Castle”) and Kozárd were located between the
rivers Mures (Maros) and Szamos in western Romania, and some Hungarian
historians believe that these were founded by Khazars.43

An old Romanian legend states that Jewish warriors from southern Russia
invaded and settled in Wallachia and Moldova.44

The Jews of the Transylvanian town of Sfîntu Gheorghe (which was part
of the Kingdom of Hungary and was known as Sepsiszentgyörgy until World
War I) have a tradition that they descend from white Turkic Jews from the
east whose nation was conquered by the Rus’.45 According to this tradition,
families of Jewish Turkic merchants and soldiers settled in Sfîntu Gheorghe
and began to engage in agriculture. In 1360, King Lajos I of Hungary ordered
the expulsion of Jews from his territories, yet the Jews in this town were listed
as “Hungarians” for the census and were spared. These Turkic Jews inter-
married with a few Hungarians and Romanians but remained a cohesive com-
munity for centuries.

Some scholars have advanced the claim that the Székely people descend
from the Khazars and formed a portion of the Kabar nexus. Many of the
Székely live in the city of Cluj and small farming villages in the upper val-
leys of the Mures and Olt Rivers in eastern Transylvania. They follow Uni-
tarian Christianity and speak a Hungarian dialect.

Centuries ago, the Hungarian dialect of the Székely people was written us-
ing a Turkic runic alphabet of thirty-two characters, along with a few addi-
tional variant characters.46 The Székely script was written from right to left.
The runes remained in use until the eighteenth century. The alleged similar-
ity between the Khazar and Székely runes47 led Lajos Ligeti and Gyula
Németh to conclude that the alphabet originated in the Khazar territory.48 It
further led some scholars to assume that the Székely people themselves came
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from the Khazar Empire. Edward Rockstein, an expert on the Székely runes,
dismissed legends about the Székelys’ descent from Huns and Avars and be-
lieved that they may indeed be of Khazar origin. According to László Makkai,
“Byzantine sources, as well as local tradition, identify the Székelys as the
‘kabars’ who had revolted against the Khazars.”49 The Székely functioned as
border guards on the eastern Hungarian frontier in Transylvania.

The thirteenth-century chronicler Simon de Kéza had claimed that the
Székely people descended from Huns who lived in mountainous lands near
Pannonia prior to the conquest of the adjacent Pannonian plain by the Mag-
yars.50 But according to András Róna-Tas, there is no conclusive evidence in
favor of a non-Magyar origin for the Székely, such as a Khazar or Hunnic ori-
gin, noting that the Székely language is mainly based on old Hungarian and
has no Turkic origin.51

KHAZARS IN MOLDOVA

In the 1920s, some Jews who lived in the small town of Kurilovich, near
Kishinev, alleged that their families had lived in the area for at least five hun-
dred years, and they also asserted that they were “Jewish Tartars.”52 Aside
from this folklore, there is no evidence of a Khazarian presence in Moldova
or Bessarabia, but such a presence is likely, given the aforementioned knowl-
edge of Khazarian settlements further west in present-day Hungary and Tran-
sylvania.

KHAZARS IN LITHUANIA AND BELARUS

Allegedly, documents contained in the Russian Judaica collections of Baron
David Guenzburg (1857–1910) (7,225 volumes) and Baron Samuel Polyakov
(1836–1888) (over 10,000 volumes) indicated that the Khazars founded a
glass factory in Hrodna (Grodno) in the late ninth century or early tenth cen-
tury.53 If so, these documents would demonstrate that permanent Khazar set-
tlements existed in the territory that is now western Belarus and that the
Khazars helped to develop the glassmaking industry in the Slavic lands.54

Benjamin Richler, the head of the Institute of Microfilms of Hebrew Manu-
scripts in Jerusalem, indicated that there is no trace of any documents of this
nature, nor any such microfilms, in the Guenzburg collection as it now ex-
ists.55 In August 2004, I contacted the staff of the Oriental Collections of the
Russian State Library to inquire whether such documents are contained in the
Polyakov collection, which they possess. Two weeks later, they relayed my
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question to a specific staff member, who did not send a response. The lack of
a response may indicate that there are no such texts in the collection or that
they have not yet catalogued them.

It remains an open question whether the East Slavic–speaking Jews who
resided in the Belarusian cities of Grodno and Brest during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries are descendants, at least in part, of Jewish Khazars, but
this possibility appears likely since they had lived in those cities prior to the
arrival of Jews from central Europe (see chapter 10 for details and discus-
sion). Indeed, Peter Golden, one of the top modern experts on the Khazars,
wrote, “It is very likely that Judaized Khazar elements, especially those that
had acculturated to the cities, contributed to the subsequently Slavic-speaking
Jewish communities of Kievan Rus’. These were ultimately absorbed by 
Yiddish-speaking Jews entering the Ukraine and Belorussia from Poland and
Central Europe.”56

KHAZARS IN POLAND

Whether or not the Khazars settled in lands that now constitute Poland is a
controversial question. No medieval documents exist that explicitly state that
the Khazars settled in Poland. It may or may not be relevant that Polish chron-
icles from before the mid-thirteenth century disappeared during the Mongol
invasion period.57

While many scholars have suggested a Khazar presence in Poland, they
have never provided indisputable evidence, even in instances where the idea
is presented as if it was an outright fact. The following statements, as with
many others, are disappointingly not backed by any evidence provided by the
authors. Françoise Godding-Ganshof declared, “Driven out of their country
by the Cumans in the 12th century, part of the last Jewish Khazars settled in
Poland.”58 Meyer Levin and Toby Kurzband wrote, “Poland received many
Jews seeking to escape from the oppressions of the Crusades and the Black
Death, as well as survivors of the Jewish kingdom of Khazaria.”59 Meyer
Weinberg stated, “Poland was Christianized in 966, at a time when Jews al-
ready lived there. The first ones came from the Khazar state of Russia and
Kievan Rus.”60 However, the following statement by Nathan Ausubel is actu-
ally consistent with what is now known about Jews of the Lithuanian Grand
Duchy in the late Middle Ages in relation to East Slavic–speaking Jews min-
gling with German Jews, even though we still lack such evidence from
Poland proper: “In time, these Khazar Jews blended with the other Jewish el-
ements in Poland and ultimately lost their ethnic group identity.”61 In contrast
to these other authors, Lloyd Gartner, by using the word possible, did not
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make a declaration of certainty: “It is even possible that Jewish survivors of
the Khazar kingdom near the Caspian Sea made their way to Poland after that
kingdom’s destruction during the thirteenth century Mongol invasions.”62

In the early twentieth century, Itzhak Schipper (1884–1943), a Polish Jew-
ish scholar, proposed that town names such as Kozari and Kozarzów in
Poland were named after the Khazars, and therefore that they demarcated the
settlements of the Khazars. Others of this nature in Poland, Ukraine, and Rus-
sia included Kozarzewek, Kozarze (in the Kraków region), Kozara (in the
Lviv region), Kozaroviche (located near Kiev), and Kozarka and Kozari (both
found in Novgorod province). The town of Koganovo supposedly derived
from kagan, the title of the supreme Khazar king. Place-names such as
“Żydowska Wola,” “Żydowo,” and “Żydaticze” were said to derive from Żid,
meaning “Jew.” Most of these place-names were recorded in documents from
the late fifteenth century and thereafter. It is difficult to confirm whether these
places actually have Khazar origins, but it seems unlikely. Other researchers,
notably the onomastician Moshe Altbauer and the historian Bernard Weinryb,
have questioned the accuracy of Schipper’s etymologies. Weinryb wondered
whether toponyms with the root Żid may actually have referred to settlements
of German Jews. Many of the other place-names actually derive from the
Slavic words kozar (goat herder) and koza (goat).63 Weinryb wrote, “The ef-
forts by some historians and writers to find in certain Polish toponyms (place-
names) some indication of former Khazar or Jewish-Khazar settlements were
in vain. It has been proven that these names have nothing to do with Khazars
or Khazar tribes.”64

Another interesting, if offbeat, theory suggested that the Polish villages and
graveyards called Kawyory and Kawyary are of Khazarian Kabar origin.65

Kaviory was a village near Kraków, while Kaviary was a village near San-
domierz, and both villages had Jewish cemeteries. The word Kawyory soon
acquired the second meaning of “Jewish cemetery.” Some scholars noted its
superficial resemblance to Kavar, but their attempts to prove that these vil-
lages were named after the Kabars were unsuccessful. In reality, Kaviory has
no traceable link to the Kabars and may derive from either the Hebrew word
kevarim (cemetery)66 or the Aramaic word qabra’ (grave).67

According to Schipper, the Khazar Jews in Poland were primarily farmers
and craftsmen. Schipper’s contention that these Khazars arrived in Poland
was echoed by the Polish historians Kazimierz and Maria Piechotka:

In the same period there began an influx of Chazar Jews from the East. At first
this was essentially a trade immigration, but towards the end of the 10th century,
after the fall of the Chazar state, it assumed larger proportions. The immigrants
of this period turned mainly to agriculture and handicrafts. These colonies or
settlements occurred in the southern and eastern parts of the future Polish state.68
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Hundreds of silver coins with Hebrew characters were minted in Poland in
the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.69 Some scholars claimed that
these coins were released by Jews of Khazar origin. This intriguing theory is
impossible to verify. Alfred Posselt claimed that a rich Jewish banker of the
Lublin district named Abraham ben Joseph ha-Nasi (“prince”), who lived
circa 1300 and had his name inscribed on some Polish coins, was a Khazar.70

This, too, cannot be demonstrated.
There is a mysterious document from the Cairo Genizah, a copy of a text

owned by a certain Rabbi Nissim which had been authored by Rabbi Mena-
hem ben Elijah, that refers to a supposed messianic movement during the year
1096 originating from “al-Kazariyah” around the time of the First Crusade.71

The relevant passage pertaining to the Khazars has been translated by Adolph
Neubauer as follows:

And all the congregations were agitated and returned to the Lord with fastings
and alms. And so from the region of Khazaria there went, as they said, 17 con-
gregations to the “wilderness of the nations,” and we know not if they met with
the tribes or not.72

The translation by Joshua Starr is slightly different:

All the congregations have been stirred, and have repented before God with fast-
ing and almsgiving, . . . those from Khazaria. As they said, 17 communities went
out to the wilderness of the Gentiles, but we do not know whether they have met
with the tribes or not.73

Starr thought that “al-Kazariyah” “undoubtedly denotes the Crimea, termed
Gazaria in Genoese documents.”74 However, was its use here really a refer-
ence to ethnic Khazarian Jews, or even to Jews at all? Starr argued that the
document may actually be an account about Christians—not Jews—who trav-
eled to the Middle East to reclaim Jerusalem from the Muslims in this year,
which is known to have been the start of the First Crusade, artificially altered
to provide Jewish flavor.75

Rabbi Menahem’s account also refers to Ashkenazim who supposedly en-
countered “the mountains of darkness” where there lived “a nation with in-
numerable tents, and we did not recognize their language.”76 While the Khaz-
ars indeed had lived in tents, there is no reason to believe they are referenced
in this section of the account either. Even if Khazars were meant, these tent
dwellers are portrayed as an alien people that, according to the document,
asked the Ashkenazim to continue on their journey without them.

As for whether a group of Ashkenazic Jews really traveled from Germany
on a long journey toward the Mediterranean in 1096 at the beginning of the
Crusades, Starr, following Jacob Mann, was skeptical that they had actually
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done so, writing that “it is inconceivable that a band of Jews should have
come through Central Europe at this time, and have lived to tell the tale.”77

Unfortunately, Rabbi Menahem’s account, if relevant to a Khazarian mi-
gration (which, as we have seen, is doubtful), did not specify the exact loca-
tion of the “wilderness of the nations.” Schipper suggested that perhaps some
members of these seventeen communities of Khazar Jews settled in Poland.
However, there is no evidence to sustain this belief.

The kaftans traditionally worn by Polish Jews, perhaps resembling the “full
coat” worn by the Khazars (see chapter 4), have sometimes been presented as
evidence of their Khazar origin. However, the Ashkenazic type of kaftan was
copied from Polish Christian nobles, rather than directly from a Turkic or
other steppe tribe. Similarly, it is far fetched to assume that Ashkenazic fur
hats (streimels) were derived from a style worn by the Khazars.

Some researchers have proposed that the wooden synagogues of early me-
dieval Poland were designed according to a Turkic model from Khazaria.
Nathan Ausubel commented,

There are many theories about the origins and the architectural influences that
entered into their building. . . . A third and more plausible conjecture is that the
Middle Eastern refugees from the Jewish kingdom of Khazaria introduced them
during the Middle Ages when they settled en masse in Poland. The Asiatic char-
acteristics are obvious in the wooden synagogues. Byzantine elements are art-
fully mingled with Mongolian. The roofs, pagoda style, arranged one upon an-
other and surmounted by vaulted ceilings and cupolas, sometimes create the
illusion that one is in central Asia rather than Poland.78

However, this theory has no basis in fact, in part because of chronological
considerations, but also because of the results of architectural comparisons
within Poland. Most of the Polish synagogues of the sixteenth through nine-
teenth centuries, including the wooden ones, were actually modeled upon sur-
rounding secular and church buildings in Poland, both in structural form and
decoratively.79

KHAZARS IN KIEVAN RUS’ (UKRAINE)

The Khazars lived in Ukraine beginning with the westward expansion of the
Khazar kaganate into the Dnieper valley. By the early tenth century, a sub-
stantial community of Jews, possibly Khazarian, lived in the city of Kiev, as
indicated by the Kievan Letter (see chapter 6). It appears that Khazars con-
tinued to live in Kiev after it was taken over by the Rus’. However, the con-
tention or suggestion that Grand Prince Svyatopolk II of Kiev (reigned
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1093–1113) invited additional Jews from Khazaria to settle in Kiev80 is not
based on real facts but instead is merely a conjecture based on a misinterpre-
tation of a source text, as Alexander Pereswetoff-Morath has shown.81

During the tenth and eleventh centuries, workshops in the Kiev area were
producing glass beads, bracelets, and other jewelry, and Samuel Kurinsky
was of the opinion that Khazar Jews were probably the operators of these
workshops.82 Glass beads from the seventh or eighth century, found in the
Slavic village of Khodosovka, ten miles south of Kiev, were like those pro-
duced by the Saltovo-Mayaki culture of Khazaria.83

According to the Russian Primary Chronicle, a Khazar Jewish delegation
was invited to the court of Prince Vladimir in Kiev to discuss the tenets of Ju-
daism, since Vladimir was deciding on a new religion to replace his former
paganism. The Chronicle reported that in 986, after the prince had rejected
the Islam of the Bulgars and the Catholicism of the Germans, he met a group
of Khazar Jews (zhidove kozarsti).84 The Jews said that they were aware of
the attempts of the Bulgars and Germans to proselytize him. They explained
to Vladimir that they believed in “the one God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob”
and that they adhered to Judaism, which required circumcision, observance of
the Sabbath, and abstinence from pork and hare meat. Then the Khazar Jews
allegedly said that their native land was Jerusalem and that they were part of
the dispersion of the Judeans. According to the story, Vladimir rejected Ju-
daism because it was the faith of a stateless and exiled people, and he did not
wish to bring a similarly bad fate to his own people. After further investiga-
tion, during which Judaism was no longer considered as an option, Vladimir
chose to be baptized (circa 988) into Greek Orthodox Christianity, ushering
in an era of Byzantine-inspired culture in Kievan Rus’.

Historians have wide-ranging opinions on the historicity of the Vladimir
conversion episode as given in the Chronicle. Some historians, wrote Petro
Tolochko, have “unreserved acceptance of the veracity of the accounts,”
while others have an “absolute denial of them, explaining them as pious fic-
tion.”85 Peter Golden thought that the recorded religious discussions were
probably legendary in nature.86 One factor ruling against the total historicity
of the section on the Jewish delegation is that Jerusalem was in Vladimir’s
time under the rule of Muslims, whereas the Chronicle describes it as being
under Christian rule at that time, when in reality the Christian Crusaders took
the city only in 1099—more than a century later. But Tolochko wrote that this
one inconsistency does not necessarily invalidate the rest of the story but only
indicates that this particular portion as it survives was an anachronistic four-
teenth-century editing of the original (now lost) twelfth-century text.87 As for
his own view, Tolochko explained that economic and political relationships
with neighboring states were important factors for Vladimir to consider, and
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that it could not have been a purely religious decision.88 With Khazaria hav-
ing been nearly destroyed by his predecessor Svyatoslav, and with most Jews
around the world living under the rule of other peoples in his day, Judaism
was probably never a real option that he would have explored. On the other
hand, Tolochko did not dismiss a religious component to the decision-making
process.

That Vladimir would have sought a new religion is not only believable but
documented in independent sources. The eleventh-century Arabic scholar al-
Marwazi and the thirteenth-century Persian writer al-’Awfi wrote that
Vladimir sent envoys to the shah of Khwarizm to learn about the advantages
of Islam.89 As a result, the shah sent preachers to the land of Rus’ to teach Is-
lam to the Rus’ people according to these sources. From the start, however,
Orthodox Christianity had an advantage in that the Cathedral of Saint Elias
already existed in Kiev by the middle of the tenth century (see chapter 2), and
hence Orthodox Christianity was practiced by some of the city’s inhabitants
even then. Moreover, the Byzantine Empire, unlike the rapidly declining
Khazaria, was still in a position of strength and had enjoyed trading and mil-
itary ties with Kievan Rus’ at various times earlier in the century. Even more
interesting, Vladimir’s grandmother, Princess Olga, had converted to Ortho-
dox Christianity in the 950s.

Vladimir also had other motivations behind his choice of Orthodox Chris-
tianity. When the Byzantine emperor Basil II (reigned 976–1025) faced a mil-
itary threat from the Bulgars and a revolt in Anatolia, he requested the mili-
tary support of Kievan Rus’, and Vladimir agreed to provide it if he could
marry Basil’s sister, Anna, who was an Orthodox Christian. This marriage no
doubt carried with it the assumption that Vladimir would himself convert to
Anna’s religion.

The Russian Chronicle stated that around the year 1106, during the reign
of Grand Prince Svyatopolk II in Kievan Rus’, a Khazar army commander
from the Kievan realm named Ivan (“Ivanko Zakharyich, Kozarina”), with
the assistance of two other Rus’ generals and other men, raided against the
Cumans.90 Ivan’s name may suggest that some of the Khazars had become
Slavicized, culturally and/or linguistically.

According to Polnoye sobranie russkikh letopisei, an edition of the Hypat-
ian Chronicle, “byelovyezhitsi” fled the Cumans in 1117 or 1118 and sought
Grand Prince Vladimir Monomakh’s permission to obtain refuge in Kievan
Rus’. The researcher Hugo von Kutschera made the assumption that these
“byelovyezhitsi” were Khazars and that they built a new town near Chernigov
(Chernihiv) which they called Byelaya Vyezha (“White Tower”),91 and Julius
Brutzkus magnified this assumption by adding the claim that they were from
Sarkel.92 These two assumptions were later adopted by Douglas Dunlop93 and
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Arthur Koestler.94 But as Alexander Pereswetoff-Morath pointed out, the
source document nowhere identifies the refugees as Khazars, and they may
actually have been East Slavs from Rus’-ruled Byelaya Vyezha (which was
already a Slavic town with a non-Khazar culture by the eleventh century, ac-
cording to Mikhail Artamonov’s archaeological research).95 While theoreti-
cally possible that these “byelovyezhitsi” founded a new Byelaya Vyezha, it
is mere conjecture.

Brutzkus believed that the Crimean Jews (Krymchaks) and the Crimean
Tatars were descendants of the Khazars. However, the Crimean Tatars are ac-
tually largely the descendants of the Golden Horde Mongols. The Krym-
chaks, meanwhile, are related to other Jewish populations (see chapter 10).

It is highly likely that modern Ukrainian Jews (and other Ashkenazic Jews)
have at least some ancestry from the original Jews of Kievan Rus’, including
Khazars (see chapter 10 for a full discussion).

Oral traditions from the nineteenth century suggest that descendants of the
Khazars continued to live in Ukraine until modern times. Many “Jewish Cos-
sacks,” Jews who served in the Czarist army, insisted that they had Khazar
origins,96 as did some Ashkenazic Jewish families from Kiev, Ladyzhin (a vil-
lage along the Bug River), and Odessa (a major southern port city).97

KHAZARS IN THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE

In the tenth century, some Khazars visited and inhabited the Byzantine Em-
pire. The anonymous Khazarian author of the Schechter Letter wrote his mas-
terwork while staying in the city of Constantinople (see chapter 6), which is
today known as Istanbul and is located in the Republic of Turkey. A number
of Khazars served as palace guards in Constantinople (see chapter 7) and
were subjects of the Byzantine Empire.

Some Khazars in the Byzantine Empire preserved their Jewish faith into the
eleventh century. These Khazars became integrated into the rabbinical commu-
nity in Pera, a suburb of Constantinople, as indicated by a miracle tale in the
Life of Saint Zotikos about the Khazarian Jewish wife of a Jewish man that was
copied by Constantine Akropolites in the early fourteenth century. The tale fol-
lowed a related tale about her brother, a man “from the race of the Khazars”98

who found himself struck with leprosy and sought a cure by visiting the lep-
rosarium (leper asylum) on the Galata Hill in Pera that had been founded by
Saint Zotikos in the fourth century. The tale claims that he recovered from his
leprosy as soon as he anointed himself with the magic lamp oil from above the
tomb of Zotikos. In the second tale, his sister is described as both a follower of
Judaism and the wife of a Jew, whereas her brother is described as a Christian.
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After she contracted leprosy as well, her brother repeatedly urged her to con-
vert to Christianity, but her soul was supposedly “infected by a disease more
terrible than leprosy because she held the views of the Hebrews and clung to
the pattern of the law, and rejected the law of grace and truth.”99 Her husband
encouraged her to keep her Jewish convictions. Her brother never gave up, vis-
iting her often to speak the words of Christian holy texts and to try to convince
her of Christianity’s alleged correctness. At long last, he became so desperate
that he kidnapped her and locked her in the leprosarium. Over the course of sev-
eral days, he indoctrinated her with the teachings of Christianity and eventually
saw to it that she was baptized in holy water. Allegedly, her health was restored
immediately.

These two tales about Byzantine Khazars, previously ignored by scholars,
were uncovered by Timothy Miller, who realized that they (as well as a third,
unrelated tale about a eunuch named John) are contained only in Akropo-
lites’s version of the Life of Saint Zotikos, which he terms the Akropolites
Vita, unlike the other two versions, the Synaxarion Epitome and the Menolo-
gion Vita. According to Miller’s analysis, Akropolites probably copied these
extra tales from an eleventh-century version of the Zotikos legend that is no
longer extant.100 Miller also noted that the Jewish quarter in Pera was situated
near the Church of Saint Panteleemon, a building mentioned in the third ex-
tra miracle tale, as well as the leprosarium.101 Meanwhile, the Jews of Pera
had previously lived within Constantinople proper but were relocated to this
undesirable section of Pera during the eleventh century by the Byzantine gov-
ernment. Hence, the tales are consistent with known details about Pera, even
though some of the details are religiously inspired and fictional. They were
meant to illustrate Saint Zotikos’s alleged positive impact many centuries af-
ter his death using geographic, demographic, and religious contexts that a
Byzantine Christian reader would understand and appreciate. For our pur-
poses, the Life of Saint Zotikos provides reliable evidence that Khazarian
Jews intermarried and lived with other mainstream Jews in the Byzantine
Empire—the first such evidence from any Diaspora community. Khazars
probably already lived among other Jews in Constantinople proper by the late
tenth century.

Benjamin ben Jonah (better known as Benjamin of Tudela), a Jewish trav-
eler from Tudela in the Navarre region of the Basque country, journeyed to
parts of North Africa, Asia, and Europe between 1160 and 1173, and recorded
his experiences in Sefer Massa’oth. Benjamin had the following to say about
Constantinople’s trading relations:

All sorts of merchants come here from the land of Babylon, from the land of
Shinar, from Persia, Media, and all the sovereignty of the land of Egypt, from
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the land of Canaan, and the empire of Russia, from Hungaria, Patzinakia, Khaz-
aria, and the land of Lombardy and Sepharad.102

It is unclear whether the traders from “Khazaria” were ethnic Khazars or
merely residents of the Crimea, since “Khazaria” was retained as a term for
the Crimean peninsula long after the end of Khazar rule (see chapter 8). The
latter is probably intended.

KHAZARS IN SPAIN

It is said that many royal Khazars emigrated to Spain in the eleventh century
(see chapter 8). It is also possible that Khazar merchants arrived in Spanish
port cities, since the Moorish rulers were tolerant of Jews.

In Sefer ha-Qabbalah, composed in 1161, Abraham ibn Daud stated that
descendants of the Khazars were studying in Toledo (part of Andalucia) dur-
ing his lifetime.103 Ibn Daud added that these Khazars were rabbinical Jewish
students. Perhaps these scholars came to Spain from Kievan Rus’.

Dunlop wondered whether the Khazars in Spain may have contributed in-
formation about their people to the Spanish Jews through oral testimonies,
and he also entertained the notion that “Books of the Khazars” containing
historical details about the Khazars might actually have been brought to
Toledo.104 Such oral and written statements, supplementing information that
could be gleaned from the exchange of letters between Hasdai ibn Shaprut
and King Joseph, then theoretically could have helped Yehudah ha-Levi
compose the brief account of the Khazars that appears in two sections of his
famous book Sefer ha-Kuzari, which contains a few details not found in the
Hasdai-Joseph correspondence or in other known extant texts. Whether
“Books of the Khazars” existed or not will probably remain a tantalizing
mystery.

KHAZARS IN AZERBAIJAN

The Khazars were among the Turkic settlers of Azerbaijan during the early
medieval period.

After the Arab general Marwan ibn Muhammad defeated the Khazars in
737 (see chapter 7), he resettled some of the Khazars between the Samur
River and Shabaran (the capital of Shirvan in the lower Lakz lands of the
present-day Azerbaijani Republic).105 For instance, a village named Khazri
was established along the middle Samur, at a location south of the fortress of
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Derbent and directly north of modern Azerbaijan. These Khazar settlers prac-
ticed Islam.

In 854, three hundred Muslim Khazar families left Khazaria and received
assistance in resettling in Azerbaijan from Bugha al-Kabir (“Bugha the El-
der”), a Turkic ally of the Abbasid Caliphate who served as the governor of
Armenia and Azerbaijan.106 This resettlement was recorded by al-Baladhuri
in Kitab al-Buldan and by the Georgian Chronicle. According to the Geor-
gian Chronicle, Bugha was himself a member of the Khazar tribe, whereas in
Kitab al-Awraq by as-Suli, the more generic term “Turk” is applied to him.107

Bugha founded a town for these Khazars which was named Shamkur
(Samkur). The town was located along the Kura River.

The majority of Azeris can trace their ancestry back to Turks of Oghuz ori-
gin, rather than to Khazars. In fact, the Azeri language is closely related to the
Turkish spoken in the Republic of Turkey. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
speculate on the ultimate fate of the descendants of these Azerbaijani Khazars.

KHAZARS IN THE NORTH CAUCASUS

A considerable number of Khazars settled in Derbent, a seaport city located
in Daghestan, north of Azerbaijan. In 733 or 734, Maslama ibn ‘Abd-al-
Malik built a “mosque of the Khazar” in one of the seven districts of Derbent,
and it served the Khazar Muslims who were living in the city.108 It is likely
that some Khazar Jews fled to Derbent after the Rus’ conquered Atil. The
Georgian Chronicle discussed an invasion of “Khazars of Derbant,” and the
Persian poet Khaqani (circa 1106–1190) wrote about the defeat of an army
from Derbent that consisted of Khazars, Alans, and Rus’ and had attempted
to invade Shirvan.

A short passage in the Tárik al-Bab referred to a large migration of Khaz-
ars that occurred in 1064: “The remnants of the Khazars, consisting of 3,000
households, arrived at the town of Qahtan from the Khazar territory. They re-
built it and settled in it.”109 Qahtan is believed to have been located in the re-
gion of Qaytaq in Daghestan, north of Derbent, which is now inhabited by
Kumyks (Kumuks).110

Many of these Khazars probably assimilated with other Turkic tribes and
assumed new identities after the collapse of their kaganate and their subse-
quent immigration.

The Kumyks of the lowlands of Daghestan, between the Terek and the
Samur rivers (including the city of Makhachkala), speak a Kipchak Turkic
language. Some of them claim to be descendants of the Khazars and the
Cumans.111 They adopted Islam in the eleventh century, but they formerly be-
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lieved in Tengri shamanism. Many scholars believe that the Kumyk town of
Tarqu is located on the site of the Khazar city of Samandar (see chapter 2).
The Kumyk language may contain Turkic Khazarian elements. Kumyk even
has some words of Hebrew origin. For example, qaghal (meaning “matzoh,”
“Passover,” and “noise”) comes from the Hebrew word qahal (Jewish com-
munity or gathering).112 One wonders whether the word gained much cur-
rency among the Khazars.

Other possible candidates for Khazar ancestry are the Karachays and the
Balkars. Both groups are Muslims who speak closely related Kipchak lan-
guages and live north of the Caucasus Mountains. According to Peter Golden,
the Karachays and Balkars descend from Khazars, Bulgars, and Cumans.113

KHAZARS IN RUSSIA

There may be evidence that the Khazars still lived in Tmutorokan during the
eleventh century, though this evidence is not indisputable. The Russian
Chronicle reported that Prince Mstislav of Tmutorokan was able to take con-
trol of Chernihiv in 1023 with the support of a so-called “Khazar” army that
supposedly had the participation of both Khazars and Kasogs. The army at-
tacked Yaroslav, the prince of Kiev (reigned 1019–1054). Mstislav was able
to maintain his possession of the Chernihiv region until his death in 1036. The
Russian Chronicle also told of a group of “Khazars” in Tmutorokan who im-
prisoned a certain Prince Oleg in 1079 and shipped him to Constantinople.
However, Oleg returned in 1083 to kill these “Khazars.” Minorsky suggested
that these “Khazars” might have actually been Cumans (Polovtsi).114

There were a few Jewish influences upon the Cumans. The sons of the
Cuman prince Kobiak were given the Jewish names Isaac and Daniel.115 Fur-
thermore, the Cuman words shabat and shabat kün (meaning “Saturday”) are
related to the Hebrew word Shabbat (meaning “Sabbath”).116 These Jewish
influences may have resulted from intermarriage between Khazars and
Cumans in the mid-eleventh century, as Peter Golden has suggested.117

Peter Golden mentioned a cryptic reference to a possible Khazar living in
or near Russia in the company of the Pechenegs: “Hungarian Latin sources
mention a ‘princeps Bissenorum [= Hung. Besenyő = Pečeneg p.g.] nomine
Khazar’. This may very well be a Khazar chieftain who remained in the
steppe and took service with the Pečenegs.”118

Some researchers have unconvincingly contended that many Cossacks
have Khazar origins. The controversial Russian historian Lev Gumilev pro-
posed that the Brodniks, a distinctive people who lived in communities along
the River Don and Azov Sea during the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries,
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were descended from both Slavs and Khazars.119 (The term “Brodnik” may
mean “fisherman” or “rambler.”) The Brodniks were mentioned in four en-
tries in Russian chronicles, under the years 1147, 1216, 1223, and 1353. Ac-
cording to Gumilev, they spoke East Slavic, practiced Orthodox Christianity,
and supposedly had once been the neighbors of the “byelovyezhitsi” people
(who, as noted earlier, evidently fled Byelaya Vyezha in about 1117 to escape
from the Cumans). After the departure of the “byelovyezhitsi,” the Brodniks
remained the sole power in their region and successfully defended their land
against the Cumans. Gumilev often entertained the possibility that some mod-
ern Cossacks, in particular the Grebensk Cossacks (also known as Terek Cos-
sacks, since some of them lived near the Terek River), may descend from the
Brodniks. The concept of an ultimately Khazar origin for the Grebensk Cos-
sacks was later endorsed by Cossack historian George Gubaroff.120 On the
other hand, an alternative theory articulated by Oleh Bubenok suggests that
the Brodniks descended from the Alans rather than the Khazars. There is no
evidence that many Cossacks practiced Judaism at any time. However, it is
interesting to note that some practicing Jews, and also some former Jews who
converted to Orthodox Christianity, became Cossacks during the early to mid-
seventeenth century.121

One of the most famous medieval travelers’ accounts is History of the Mon-
gols by Friar Joannes de Plano Carpini, which was compiled between 1245
and 1247. Two versions of the text exist. During the course of his journeys in
Kievan Rus’ and central Asia during the 1240s, Friar Joannes encountered
Khazars who observed Christianity. For example, he noted that in the city of
Ornas, there lived many Christians, including Gazari and Alans.122 The city
of Ornas was governed by Muslims (“Saracens”) and was astride “a river
which flows through Iankint and the land of the Bisermins [the kingdom of
Khwarizm] and runs into the sea.” It seems that Ornas was located in central
Asia. Macartney suggested that Ornas was an alternative name for the city of
Gurganj. The prosperous city of Ornas was flooded when the Mongols
dammed its river.

In another passage, Friar Joannes wrote that the Gazari were conquered by
the Mongols.123 Some of the Gazari lived south of Cumania, as did the Alans,
Armenians, and Circassians, and according to Joannes, all of these peoples
were Christians. These Gazari were probably descendants of Jewish Khazars
who were forcibly baptized. Yet, at least one tribe in southern Russia re-
mained Jewish; the “Brutakhi who are Jews” were also mentioned by Joannes
as victims of the Mongol conquests. Friar Joannes noted that the Brutakhi
shaved their heads and lived south of Cumania. Paul Wexler considered the
Brutakhi to be Jewish missionaries who were active in the “Cuman lands” of
the Black Sea and Caspian Sea regions during the thirteenth century.124 Nev-
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ertheless, the Brutakhi remain a people of mysterious origin since very little
is known about them.

KHAZARS IN KAZAKHSTAN

After the fall of their kingdom, some of the Khazars went east. As mentioned
in chapter 8, a portion escaped to Siyah-Kuh on the Manghishlaq Peninsula.
What happened to these Khazar refugees? Some Kazakh historians believe
that a number of Khazars settled along the Syr Darya and that some of the
tribes in the Younger Horde (Kerderi, Berish, and Sherkesh) of western Kaza-
khstan were of Khazarian origin.125 According to this view, the Khazars of
Syr Darya were called “Kidarites” and, later, “Kerderites.” Khazar origins
have also been proposed for the Shekti tribe, which also was part of the
Younger Horde.

What seems to have happened is that in the thirteenth century, the Turkic
Khazars in Kazakhstan assimilated with other Turkic groups as well as with
the Mongols and consequently lost their ethnic identity. However, there still
remain distinctive groups of Kazakhs who may be their progeny. For exam-
ple, there are some modern-day Kazakhs who are called “Sary-Kazak” (“Yel-
low Kazakh”) or “Kok-koz” (“Blue-eyes”) because they have red hair, blue
eyes, and white skin. For instance, some members of the Tobikti tribe are blue
eyed, and thousands of red-haired Kazakhs inhabit the western parts of Kaza-
khstan near the Caspian Sea. Thus, the Sary-Kazaks are possibly descendants
of the Khazars or the Cumans.

KHAZARS IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD

Numerous Khazars immigrated or were transported as slaves to the Arabic re-
gions of the Middle East, including Iraq and Egypt. Those who arrived there
involuntarily were purchased in slave markets and were trained to become
slave soldiers (ghulams) in the Abbasid Caliphate. Khazar soldiers served in
an Abbasid army which fought the Byzantines circa 768.126 Some of the Khaz-
arian recruits were eventually promoted to become officers in the caliphate.

In 815, al-Mutasim (who became the Abbasid caliph in 833) purchased a
young Khazar named Itakh al-Khazari to include in his private army and,
later, serve as his cook.127 Other Khazar slave soldiers purchased by Caliph
al-Mutasim came to be stationed at the Iraqi city of Samarra, north of Bagh-
dad, starting in 835.128 Under al-Mutasim’s rule, Itakh had an illustrious ca-
reer as a soldier, commander, and administrator.129 In 838, Itakh led a group
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of soldiers that helped the Arab military to take the Byzantine town of Amor-
ion. He was made the governor of Yemen in 839 or 840 and served in that ca-
pacity until 844. He led soldiers to victory against a Kurdish rebel in 841.
Itakh was appointed as the security police chief in Samarra, a post he re-
mained in for a while after Caliph al-Mutasim’s death in 842. He was given
new responsibilities when Mutasim’s successor, Caliph al-Wathiq (reigned
842–847), appointed him to become governor of Khorasan, Sind, and the dis-
tricts near the Tigris River. Itakh briefly served, from 847 to 849, as the cham-
berlain of Caliph al-Mutawakkil (reigned 847–861), but in 849 he was jailed
by the caliph and killed by being deprived of nourishment.

Bugha al-Kabir (died August 862), the founder of the town of Shamkur in
Azerbaijan, appears to have been an ethnic Khazar. He and his sons, Musa,
Muhammad, and Kayqalagh, were purchased by al-Mutasim. Bugha took or-
ders from Caliph al-Mutawakkil and allied with Muhammad ibn Khalid, ruler
of Derbent. In the early 850s, Bugha broke the established order in the south
Caucasus by attacking the Georgians, Abkhazians, Alans, Sanars, and Khaz-
ars; by killing Armenian patricians as well as Ishaq ibn Ismail, the amir of Ti-
flis; and by exiling many other rulers from Transcaucasia to Iraq.130 But, af-
ter his conquest over the Khazars in 851, he became friendly with his
Khazarian brethren, which included his assistance for their resettlement, as
noted earlier.131 This troubled the Abbasid leadership, which instructed him to
leave the Caucasus region and removed him from his post as governor of Ar-
menia and Azerbaijan. Several Khazars participated in the assassination of
Caliph al-Mutawakkil and his adviser Fath ibn Khaqan in December 861;
these included Bugha’s son Musa ibn Bugha (died 877) and Ötemish ibn
Quterkin (died June 6, 863), a son of Bugha’s sister.132 Ötemish served as the
vizier of Caliph al-Musta’in (reigned 862–866) during 862 and 863.133 From
877 onward, Kayqalagh was a powerful figure among those in service to the
Abbasid caliph.134

Ishaq ibn Kundajiq al-Khazari (died 891) served as a general in the
caliphate during the wars between Caliph Mu‘tamid (reigned 870–892) and
the Tulunid governor of Egypt, Khumarawayh (ruled 884–896).135 Muham-
mad, a son of Ishaq ibn Kundajiq al-Khazari, ruled Egypt and Syria from 868
to 905.136

Another Khazar, Sima al-Khazari, served as a soldier in the Abbasid
Caliphate during the early tenth century.137

A Muslim Khazar, Abdullah ibn Bashtu al-Khazari, served as Volga Bulgar
khan Almush’s envoy to the Caliph Ja’far al-Muktadir and traveled from
Baghdad to Bukhara with the diplomat Ahmad ibn Fadlan in the 920s.
Muhammad ibn Ra’iq, a Muslim Khazar, served as amir al-umara (supreme
commander) in the Abbasid Caliphate circa 936–942.138
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A man named Takin ibn Abdullah, allegedly called “al-Khazari,” served as
governor of Egypt in the early tenth century.139 His supposed Khazar ances-
try was disputed by Peter Golden, who suspected that Zeki Validi Togan and
Douglas Dunlop had relied upon faulty evidence.140

Benjamin of Tudela, when describing Egypt during the second half of the
twelfth century, wrote, “Alexandria is a commercial market for all nations.
Merchants come thither from all the Christian kingdoms.” Among the places
from which these merchants arrived were Croatia, England, France, India,
Italy, Russia, Yemen, and “Khazaria.”141 Benjamin did not give further indi-
cations of the identity of these “Khazarian” merchants. It is possible that the
traders from “Khazaria” were Crimeans, and it is not clear whether or not
they were Jews.

Habib Levy claimed that “Khazar Jews migrated to northern Iran to escape
domestic unrest. The settling of Khazar Jews in the northern provinces of Iran
made contact possible with the Jews of Isfahan—whose numbers at that time
were estimated by Nasir Khusrow at fifteen thousand—and other Iranian
cities with Jewish communities. A number of Khazars took up residence
among the Jews of Isfahan.”142 I am unaware of a source document that
would demonstrate Levy’s claim.

Jewish Khazars may have been encountered by a prominent rabbi,
Petakhiah ben Jacob, toward the end of his famous journey. Petakhiah was a
German Jew, born in Regensburg (Ratisbon) and living in Prague, whose ex-
periences were detailed in the travelogue Sibbuv ha-Olam (“Journey around
the World”) by Rabbi Judah the Pious bar Samuel in the late twelfth century.
He began his travels in Bohemia in 1170 and returned to central Europe in
1187. During his seventeen-year journey, he passed through Poland, the city
of Kiev and the Dnieper River, Crimea, Tartary (south Russia and the Cauca-
sus), Armenia, and the Middle East and eastern Mediterranean.

Rabbi Petakhiah visited “the land of Kedar” around 1175 or 1180. Kedar
apparently was the land east of the Dnieper River. Petakhiah observed that the
inhabitants of Kedar had no ships but were skilled in archery and lived in
steppe territories devoid of mountains. In his account, “Bnai Kedar” is the
name employed for the Cumans (Kipchak Turks).143 Petakhiah found only
“heretics” (apparently Karaites) in the land of Kedar, because no Jews lived
there.144 These “heretics” did not have knowledge of the Talmud, and their
prayers consisted exclusively of psalms. In fact, they were altogether un-
versed in rabbinical practices. On Sabbath day, they ate bread in the dark and
stood still. After visiting Kedar, Rabbi Petakhiah traveled “at the extremity of
the land of Khozaria” where seventeen Dnieper River tributaries existed. He
passed between the Sea of Azov and the Caspian Sea and then proceeded to
enter Armenia before encountering Muslims.
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Koestler claimed that the “heretics” interviewed by Petakhiah were Khaz-
ars living north of the Crimea.145 Koestler’s view is improbable, because there
is no evidence that they were ethnic Khazars, and the rabbinical nature of
Khazar Judaism weighs against it. It seems more likely that they were
Karaites whose ancestors lived in the Byzantine Empire. Furthermore,
“Kedar” does not necessarily refer to Khazaria, because it was probably a
general term for nomads. In fact, the land of Kedar is considered to be sepa-
rate from Khazaria in Sibbuv ha-Olam: “And a day’s journey behind the land
of Kedar extends a gulf [the Black Sea], intervening between the land of
Kedar and the land of Khozaria.”146 This distinction is also apparent by an-
other statement in the travelogue: “Khozaria has a language of its own; Tog-
arma has a language of its own (they pay tribute to the King of Greece); and
Kedar has a language of its own.”147

In 1185, while in Baghdad, Rabbi Petakhiah met ambassadors from people
inhabiting a northern land that he called “Meshech,” which extended up to
“the Mountains of Darkness” and was located about ten days’ traveling dis-
tance from the equally vague “Magog.” The original text does not equate
Meshech with Khazaria, despite editor Elkan Adler’s improper insertion of
the word Khozaria in parentheses, without a question mark, following the
word Meshech in this section of the translation of the text.148 Dunlop cau-
tioned, “It is by no means clear that the Khazars are meant, though both
Meshech and Magog have Khazar associations.”149 Here is the description of
this unknown people’s religious conversion that is provided in Sibbuv ha-
Olam:

To the seven kings of Meshech an angel appeared in a dream, bidding them to
give up their laws and statutes, and to embrace the law of Moses, son of Am-
ram. If not, he threatened to lay waste their country. However, they delayed un-
til the angel commenced to lay waste their country, when the kings of Meshech
and all the inhabitants of their countries became proselytes, and they sent to the
head of the academy a request that he would dispatch to them some disciples of
the wise. Every disciple of the wise that is poor goes there to teach them the law
and the Babylonian Talmud. From the land of Egypt the disciples go there to
study.150

The reference to “Meshech” becoming converts to Judaism after their rulers
were visited by an angel in the middle of the night is strikingly reminiscent
of the story of King Bulan’s angel in Yehudah ha-Levi’s Sefer ha-Kuzari (see
chapter 6). Indeed, it is hard to imagine a tribe other than the Khazars, or their
neighbors the Alans, that could be meant by the passage. Moreover, we have
already seen how many Khazars remained Jewish into the eleventh and
twelfth centuries in various parts of Europe. However, in the absence of fur-
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ther substantiation, the association of “Meshech” with Khazaria will remain
only a hypothesis.
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This chapter gives an overall demographic survey of the development of Jewish
communities in the lands that became part of the Russian, Polish-Lithuanian,
and Austrian-Hungarian empires. Surviving historical and onomastic evidence,
in conjunction with genetic and other evidence, indicates that the East Euro-
pean Jews are primarily the descendants of Central European Jews (the Ashke-
nazic Jews of Germany and the Czech Jews of Bohemia and Moravia), who in
turn trace their ancestry to Rome and, before that, to Israel and other parts of
the Middle East. Eastern European Jews are also the descendants of Jews from
Khazaria and other locations.

Ashkenazic Jews arrived in Poland in large numbers starting in the mid-
thirteenth century, and then migrated further east. They continued to estab-
lish new lives in eastern Europe as late as the early seventeenth century. Af-
ter the Cossack uprising of 1648, however, the general direction of migrations
shifted westward, with many Polish Jews moving to central and western Eu-
rope. The culmination of this westward trend was in the 1880s–1920s, when
millions of East European Jews came to the United States and Canada.

The existence of Yiddish as the unifying language of East European Jews in
recent centuries has led to the common assumption that these Jews had no an-
cestors who lived in eastern Europe prior to the migrations from central Eu-
rope. But many informed historians have recognized since the late nineteenth
century that the culture of the Ashkenazic Jews was not the first to take root in
East European Jewish communities. Benjamin Harshav, for example, wrote:

The label “Ashkenazi” does not necessarily mean that all Ashkenazi Jews came
from Germany but that they adopted the cluster of Ashkenazic culture which in-
cluded the specific Ashkenazi religious rite and the German-based Yiddish lan-
guage. Thus, it is plausible that Slavic-speaking Jewish communities in Eastern
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Europe (which existed there from early times) became dominated in the sixteenth
century by Ashkenazi culture and adopted the Yiddish language.1

A similar view was held by Nathan Ausubel:

The hitherto Slavonic character of Polish-Jewish culture was rapidly trans-
formed into a Yiddish-speaking one. Polish Jews adopted the Ashkenazic rites,
liturgy, and religious customs of the German Jews as well as their method of
Torah and Talmud study and the use of Yiddish as the language of oral transla-
tion and discussion. By the 16th century, except for inevitable regional varia-
tions, a homogeneous Jewish culture had crystalized.2

THE EAST SLAVIC–SPEAKING JEWS OF EASTERN EUROPE:
REMNANTS OF THE KHAZARS?

The ethnic or geographic backgrounds of the Jews who lived in Kievan Rus’
during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries are not specified in any medieval
document. However, it is reasonable to assume that many of them were de-
scendants of the Khazars, particularly if Norman Golb’s theory that the
Kievan Letter was written by Jewish Khazars stands, but also because there
is no evidence that the Jews of medieval Kievan Rus’ came from central Eu-
rope. Sadly, historians have only a few documents to study that deal with the
Jews of Kievan Rus’ from the tenth through thirteenth centuries, and most of
these documents relate to the community in Kiev rather than those in
Chernigov and Volodymyr Volynskyi (Vladimir-in-Volhynia).3 Perhaps we
can take at face value the assertion of the Russian Chronicle that Khazars re-
mained under Rus’ rule well after the fall of Khazaria (see chapter 8).

As noted in chapter 6, Torpusman argued that the earliest Jews of Kiev, rep-
resented by the signatories on the Kievan Letter, had at least some members
who had no obvious connection to the Khazars and who may have been eth-
nic Judeans. It is possible that the original Jews of Kiev previously lived in
the Byzantine Empire, as some of them had family ties and other associations
with Jews there. During the eleventh century, some Jews from Kievan Rus’,
described as merchants and elders, participated in an assembly of anti-Karaite
Jews that was held in either Thessalonica or Constantinople, most likely the
former location.4 There was also a Slavic-speaking Jew from Kievan Rus’,
who reportedly could not speak Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, or any other lan-
guage, who traveled from his homeland to Thessalonica to meet a relative of
his, a rabbi who had recently completed a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, apparently
in the eleventh century.5 This is the most reliable evidence that at that time the
mother tongue of the Rus’ Jews was East Slavic.
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Documents from the fifteenth through seventeenth centuries likewise sug-
gest that the native language of Jews in many parts of eastern Europe contin-
ued to be a form of East Slavic for a long period of time afterward. Many
Jews who lived in the Lithuanian Grand Duchy (including those of Lithuania,
Belarus, and the Kiev region) used East Slavic naming suffixes, patterns, and
names during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, suggesting a deep famil-
iarity with the Slavic grammatical system. There are also a few documents
that explicitly indicate that particular Jews in certain communities spoke
“Russian.” Eckhard Eggers argued that the East Slavic–speaking Jews of the
Lithuanian Grand Duchy were of Khazarian origin.6

“Rizhko” (East Slavic for “red-haired”) and “Samodelka” (a Slavic name
with a known Czech parallel) were Slavic first names held by Jewish tax col-
lectors who lived in Kiev during the 1480s.7

The most abundant documentary evidence for Jews having East Slavic
names comes from records from Brest and Grodno from the late fifteenth and
early to mid-sixteenth centuries.8 The Jewish men of Brest had such first
names as “Bogdan,” “Golash,” “Hovash” (also spelled “Ovosh” in Brest),
“Il’yash,” “Levon,” “Ogron,” “Pcholka” (also spelled “Bcholka” in Brest),
“Shakhno,” and “Yatsko.” Those of Grodno had names like “Bogdan,” “Go-
lash” (also spelled “Golosh” and “Galash” in Grodno), “Hovash,” “Il’ya,”
“Kaspar” (also spelled “Kasper”), “Khatsko,” “Krivon,” “Ogron,” “Pcholka,”
and “Yatsko.” Some in Pinsk were named “Vol’chko.” None of these particu-
lar names were Ashkenazic. “Bogdan” is a name of definite East Slavic origin.
“Vol’chko” was a Slavic version of the Germanic name “Wolf.” “Kaspar” and
“Kasper” were Belarusian Slavic forms of the Christian name “Casper” that
was also popular in Poland and Germany. “Ogron” was a form of the Hebrew
name “Aharon” that was in use by Slavs. Similarly, the Slavic form “Yanush”
ultimately came from the Hebrew name “Yokhanan,” “Yatsko” came from
“Ya’akov,” and “Il’ya” and “Il’yash” came from “Eliyah.” These forms of the
biblical names were invented by Christian Slavs and were then borrowed by
Slavic-speaking Jews from their Belarusian neighbors. “Khatsko” came from
the ancient Hebrew name “Ezekiel” but seems to incorporate the East Slavic
suffix -tsko tacked on to the clipped Hebrew root. “Shakhno” is an abbreviated
name that borrowed the suffix -khno from Ukrainians and Belarusians and was
the secular form of the Hebrew name “Shalom.” “Pcholka,” meaning “little
bee” in East Slavic, was adopted by Jews to serve as the secular equivalent for
the Hebrew name “Betsalel.” “Levon” was the Belarusian Slavic form of the
name meaning “lion.” “Hovash” is of unknown origin, perhaps ultimately
from a Hebrew name like “Jehoash,” according to researcher Alexander Bei-
der, but again not found among Jews in western or central Europe. “Golash”
is another name of unknown origin, possibly Slavic, and again only attested in
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records from eastern Europe. “Kishlovyi” was a rare non-Ashkenazic name
held by a Jew in Grodno near the end of the fifteenth century. “Krivon” is an
unusual name probably created by Belarusian Jews under the influence of East
Slavic.9 Jewish women in these cities had such East Slavic names as “Bog-
dana” (pronounced “Bahdana” in Belarusian; the feminine form of “Bogdan”)
and “Drobna” (meaning “small”). One Jewish family in sixteenth-century
Grodno had the “Russian” family name “Khoroshen’kiy.”10

However, some of the Jews of Grodno during this period possessed He-
brew first names, as well as Slavicized forms of Hebrew names like
“Moshko” (for “Moshe”) and “Goshko” (for “Joshua”). These particular
Slavicized Hebrew names were not simultaneously in use by Christians.

Some of the East Slavic names that were popular in Belarus were also
found among the Jews of Ukraine of the same period. “Ogron,” for instance,
was to be found among Jews in the Kiev area. “Pcholka” was also found in
Lutsk. Some Jews in Volhynia were named “Levon.” In the first decade of the
fifteenth century, Jews residing in Lviv had such East Slavic names as
“Dyetko” and “Wolczko” (the Polish spelling of “Vol’chko”). Polish docu-
ments from the end of the fifteenth century recorded Jews of Lviv named
“Pszczolka” and “Bczolka” (the Polish spellings of “Pcholka” and
“Bcholka,” respectively).

Slavic names were already in declining use by the latter half of the six-
teenth century. Nevertheless, some documents from the early seventeenth
century clearly state that many Jews in northeastern Europe were still East
Slavic speakers even at this late date. One noted the existence of a Jew resid-
ing in Medzhibozh, Podolia, in 1605 who spoke “Russian.”11 Rabbi Meir
Katz, who served in Mogilev in Belarus, observed in the early seventeenth
century how many of the Jews in Mogilev spoke “Russian” and stated that he
hoped they would adopt Yiddish and start referring to the city of Brest by its
Yiddish form, “Brisk.”12 His wishes may have been granted, for in later
decades of the seventeenth century, most of the Jews of Mogilev were Ashke-
nazic, as name data suggest,13 and presumably they were speaking Yiddish. In
the late seventeenth century, the East Slavic names “Mokhno,” “Yatsko,” and
“Mirukhna” were still found among Jews, but they disappeared soon there-
after.

THE MIGRATION OF CZECH JEWS INTO EASTERN EUROPE

Jews are known to have lived in the Czech lands of Bohemia and Moravia
since the early tenth century. The chronicler Cosmas of Prague described in
his Cosmae Pragensis Chronica Boemorum how in 1098, in the midst of the
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First Crusade, some Jews from Bohemia fled, while others secretly relocated
their possessions into either Poland or Hungary.14 This reference has often
been interpreted to mean that many Jews migrated from Bohemia, especially
Prague, into Poland at the end of the eleventh century, and this is a reasonable
assumption. Bernard Weinryb, however, cautioned, “And the mere fact re-
lated in the Bohemian chronicle that Jews fled from Bohemia toward Poland
does not constitute evidence that they actually settled there.”15

Regardless of whether Cosmas actually recorded a migration of Bohemian
Jews into Poland, it is certain that Jews from the Czech lands did eventually
settle in eastern Europe, as has been revealed by the onomastic analysis of the
records of early Jews of Poland, Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine. Many of the
first Jewish settlers in western Poland possessed West Slavic first names that
were popular among the Czechs of Bohemia and Moravia, demonstrating their
roots in the Jewish communities of the Czech lands. These names included
“Czirna,” “Dobruchna,” “Kaczka,” “Radochna,” and “Slawa.”16 Branches of
the large Bohemian Jewish families Eiger, Horowitz, and Jaffe took root in
eastern Europe. At the end of the fifteenth century, some Bohemian Jewish
families settled in Kraków, Poland, and its suburb Kazimierz.17 Abram
Vaysvasar, a Jew who lived in Tykocin during the 1560s, had ancestors from
Weisswasser, Bohemia.18 A Jew living in Brest in 1565 and another living in
Volhynia in 1575 were both identified by the sobriquet “Chekh,” signifying
their Czech roots.19 Many Czech Jews also came to Ruthenia, including Lviv,
during the late sixteenth century, and some of them were explicitly called
“Czech” in documents.20

In his book Sprachwandel und Sprachmischung im Jiddischen, Eckhard
Eggers argued that the Slavic words in early Yiddish probably came from
Czech.

THE MIGRATION OF GERMAN JEWS 
INTO EASTERN EUROPE

The Yiddish-speaking Ashkenazic Jews from Germany and Austria came to
have the most profound effect upon the demographics, language, and culture
of East European Jewry, even though they were not the first Jewish group to
arrive in eastern Europe.

The presence of German Jews in Poland was already significant by the mid-
dle of the thirteenth century. In 1264, Prince Boleslaw V “the Pious” secured
rights for Polish Jews in a written charter, the Statute of Kalisz. Among the
rights enumerated in Boleslaw’s charter were the right for Jews to be able to
practice Judaism, the right to travel freely, the right to worship in a synagogue,
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trading rights, and the right to own property. Important provisions prohibited
the kidnapping of Jewish children, established the equality of the amount of
customs duties charged to both Jews and Christians for transporting goods, and
instituted the requirement for a fine to be paid by anyone who threw stones at
a synagogue. The charter also instructed Christians to help their Jewish neigh-
bors when they were in need.21 According to Jacob Litman, the charter

was nominally granted at the initiative of Jews who apparently brought with
them this German form of Jewish legislation. This document, together with the
Austrian charter of 1244 after which it was patterned, echoes the oldest German
lawbook, the Sachsenspiegel, and the Jewish charters of Speyer (1090) and
Worms (1157).22

Likewise, the privilege issued by Polish king Kazimierz III “the Great” in
1334, which reaffirmed Boleslaw’s charter and added further protections for
Jews, was also based on a central European model from the German lands. It
is therefore reasonable to assume that most of the Jews of Poland in this pe-
riod came from the German lands and had demanded the same protections
they were accustomed to in the old country. Weinryb also noted that the title
episcopus iudaeorum (meaning “Jewish bishop”) appears in Polish docu-
ments as a reference to a community leader or rabbi, and this is similar to a
usage that was also employed among German Jewish communities in
Cologne and other towns of the time.23

Writing during the fifteenth century, Rabbi Israel Isserlein of Austria and
Rabbi Moses ben Isaac ha-Levi Mintz of Germany observed that the Polish
state of Kraków had for many years been a safe haven for Jews who had been
expelled from Germany.24 Among the new settlers in Poland were German
rabbis, who established themselves in cities like Kraków, Poznań, and Brest-
Litovsk.25 Many of the émigré Jews in fourteenth-century Wroclaw (Breslau)
were identified by their land of origin in documents, making it easy to estab-
lish that most of them came from Germany and Bohemia, while at least three
of the others came from “Russia.” The Old Synagogue (Alte Shul) that was
built in Kazimierz, Poland, in the early 1400s was built in the Gothic archi-
tectural style and resembled synagogues of Worms (in Germany) and
Prague,26 demonstrating the western origin of Kazimierz’s Jews. After Jews
were expelled from German-populated towns like Mainz, Speyer, Köln
(Cologne), and Vienna in the fifteenth century, additional waves of these Jews
arrived in Poland and Lithuania.27

Many descendants of German Jews retained their old Ashkenazic first
names and developed surnames that designated their family’s place of origin.
For instance, the common surname “Shapiro” indicates ancestry in Speyer,
Germany. Similar surnames include “Ettinger” (from Öttingen, Germany),
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“Mintz” (from Mainz, Germany), “Bachrach” (from Bacharach, Germany),
“Landau” (from Landau, Germany), “Frankfurter” (from Frankfurt, Ger-
many), “Frank” (from Franconia), and “Wiener” (from Vienna, Austria). It has
been demonstrated, for instance, that Rabbi Mendel’ Frank, who served the
community of Brest circa 1524, came from a Franconian Jewish family. Some
surnames had deep roots among German Jews and had existed prior to the mi-
gration into Poland. “Shapiro” (alternatively “Spiro” and “Safir”) and “Wal-
lich” (alternatively “Wallach”) had existed since the fourteenth century.
Prominent German Jewish families that arrived in eastern Europe included
Fischel (originally from Nürnburg, Germany, and resettled in Kraków in the
mid-fifteenth century) and Katzenellenbogen. Some German Jews were
known as “the German” in records. For instance, a document from 1540 from
Brest refers to “Lazar’ Nemets” (“Lazar the German”).28 Jewish first names
that carried over from Ashkenazic communities in central Europe to those in
eastern Europe included “Golda,” “Kopelman,” “Leyzar,” “Liber,” “Lipman,”
“Mendel,” “Perelo,” “Tolba,” “Yenta,” and “Zelman.”29

The inscriptions on Jewish tombstones in Polish-ruled Silesia dating from
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries contain textual formulas that were also
used by contemporary German Jews.30

HOW YIDDISH BECAME THE MOTHER TONGUE 
OF EASTERN EUROPEAN JEWS

Yiddish, the language developed by the German Jews, is primarily based on
medieval High German, and this is especially observable in its vocabulary.

Linguists traditionally thought of Yiddish as being related to the type of
German that had been spoken in the Rhine Valley of northwestern Germany
in medieval times. This theory has been challenged by a new school of lin-
guistics researchers. Eckhard Eggers showed that Yiddish (particularly the
northeastern dialect that was spoken by Jews in Lithuania and Belarus)
shares phonetic and grammatical features with the Bavarian dialect of Ger-
man.31 Eggers therefore argued that Yiddish was created by Jews in Bavaria
and Bohemia who subsequently resettled in Poland during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, and furthermore he claimed that Jews who arrived in
Poland from central Germany during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
provided several central German features that became part of the mideastern
and southern dialects of Yiddish.32 Similarly, the linguist Robert King argued
against a Rhineland origin for Yiddish, seeing Yiddish as similar only to the
east-central and Bavarian dialects of German. King identified three major
structural features in common between central German and Yiddish, and
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nine major features in common between Bavarian and Yiddish.33 Both Dovid
Katz and Robert King independently proposed that the Jews of the city of
Regensburg, with their high level of culture and scholarship, may be the
group that developed Yiddish.34

Alexander Beider cautioned against associating Yiddish with only one di-
alect of German:

Yiddish had more than one geographic source. . . . Any connection of Yiddish
in its totality to one particular German dialect has to be artificial. It would be
much more reasonable to consider (as did Max Weinreich and Solomon Birn-
baum) that it was created after the merging of elements that originated in sev-
eral regions.35

Yiddish also contains a significant number of Slavic words and traits. It is
possible that some of these are a legacy from the East Slavic–speaking Jews.
Maurice Samuel, an enthusiast of Yiddish, thought that it was “possible, even
probable, that some of the Slavic words today found in Yiddish also occurred
in loshn knaan [the language of Canaan],”36 where his phrase “the language
of Canaan” refers to the type of East Slavic spoken by Jews in what was then
called in Jewish circles the eastern part of the land of Canaan.37 The linguist
Paul Wexler claimed that Yiddish possesses four linguistic similarities with
the Belarusian and Ukrainian languages, which are the descendants of the
Kiev-Polessian dialect of the Middle Ages, and that these distinctly East
Slavic features came into Yiddish during the intermingling of East
Slavic–speaking Jews descended from the Khazars and Yiddish-speaking
Ashkenazic Jews.38 Alternatively, these Slavic features may have come from
Jewish-Christian interactions. Unfortunately, we do not possess any old Jew-
ish documents or inscriptions written in East Slavic that could help to resolve
the controversy.

The diffusion of Yiddish into the Lithuanian Grand Duchy can be observed
indirectly through the study of onomastics. This analysis shows that the Yid-
dish language ascended into dominance in the duchy during the fifteenth
through seventeenth centuries, and by the end of this period, it had com-
pletely replaced the Czech and East Slavic tongues formerly spoken by East
European Jews. The remarkable rise of Yiddish was made possible by inter-
marriage between German Jews and Slavic-speaking Jews and by the sheer
weight in numbers of the German Jews. Sometimes a particular Jewish fam-
ily residing in the duchy would have some members with Slavic names and
other members with Germanic names.39 Some Lithuanian Grand Duchy Jews
may have been bilingual in Slavic and Yiddish. In 1635, a Yiddish-speaking
Jew from Vilnius mixed some East Slavic words into his speech while testi-
fying in front of Jewish judges.40 Eventually, Slavic women’s names like
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“Bogdana,” “Drobna,” “Vikhna,” and “Yakhna” transformed into their re-
spective Yiddish forms “Badane,” “Drobne,” “Vikhne,” and “Yakhne.”41

Clearly, the indigenous East Slavic Jews made a wholesale switch from
Slavic to Yiddish when a growing number of their neighbors and marriage
partners spoke Yiddish. Onomastic trends and the eventual dominance of
Ashkenazic culture show that the German Jewish migrations eastward from
and through Poland were massive in scale and likely dwarfed the evidently
comparatively smaller East Slavic Jewish population element. The new ar-
rivals were well educated and well versed in Judaism and may have become
role models for the native Jews. The “Yiddishization” of East European Jewry
occurred at different times in different cities. For instance, the Yiddishization
process was completed in Brest before it was completed in Grodno. If we
look at the proportions of Yiddish/Germanic names versus Slavic names
among the rosters of the Jews of the Lithuanian Grand Duchy of that era, we
see that the turning point of Yiddishization in most towns came during the
sixteenth century and the early seventeenth century. Thereafter, during the
seventeenth through twentieth centuries, all Jewish communities in Belarus,
Ukraine, and Lithuania were dominated by Ashkenazic names, and the sepa-
rate dialect and culture of the East Slavic Jews was lost forever.

ARE THERE KHAZARIAN WORDS IN YIDDISH?

The argument is often made that the Yiddish language somehow reflects the
entirety of the Jewish experience in northern Europe, as if the absence of
Khazarian words in Yiddish mirrors an absence of Khazarian ancestry among
East European Jews. This argument has been shown to be fundamentally false
by the aforementioned evidence for the intermarriage between Yiddish-
speaking Jews and other Jewish groups. Yiddish acquired some Slavic words
and traits, perhaps partly from the Slavic-speaking Jews, but did not funda-
mentally become Slavic. Nor is there any reason to expect the East
Slavic–speaking Jews to have retained much, or even anything, from the
Khazarian language (or any other language they may have spoken previously)
after centuries of speaking Slavic. There was never the opportunity for the
transmission of pure Khazarian into pure Yiddish. However, it remains of in-
terest whether Yiddish has any Turkic words that may have been carried over
from the unrecorded language of the East Slavic–speaking Jews.

Robert King and Alice Faber argued that there are no Turkic words in Yid-
dish.42 On the other hand, Max Vasmer, Paul Wexler, Peter Golden, and Her-
bert Zeiden identified a small number of Yiddish words that may in fact stem
from Turkic, even if not specifically the Khazarian variety.
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The Yiddish word kaftan (kaftn), meaning “long male overgarment,” de-
rives from a Turkic language.43

The Eastern Yiddish word yarmulka (yarmulke), meaning “skullcap,” also
derives from Turkic. Wexler, following Vasmer, suggested that it derives from
the Anatolian Turkish word yağmurluk, meaning “raincoat,” through an in-
termediary Slavic language such as Polish, Ukrainian, or Russian, which con-
tain words similar to yarmulka.44 Zeiden rejected this hypothesis as “unten-
able on semantic grounds,” but he still thought a Turkic origin for the word
was possible.45 Zeiden’s suggestion was that the first part of the word came
from the Turkic adjective yarim, meaning “half,” which can often form the
first part of a compound word or phrase, and that the second part of the word
may have derived from the Turkic word kap, qap, qapaq, or qapas, meaning
“cap” or “cover.” Zeiden reconstructed the combination “half cap” in me-
dieval Turkic as yarimqapas.

Zeiden suggested that the Eastern Yiddish word davenen, meaning “to
pray,” comes from Turkic.46 In doing so, Zeiden rejected various popular hy-
potheses suggesting that davenen derives from a word in Arabic, Hebrew,
Greek, French, or another language, especially as these words do not carry the
exact meaning of “pray.” He noted that the verbal root tabun- means “pray”
in the Kipchak form of the Turkic language. In Kipchak, the initial letter t of-
ten was transformed into d, which in this case theoretically yielded dabun-
dum (I prayed).

The Yiddish word loksh (noodle) derives from the Turkic word laqsha,
possibly through a Slavic intermediary.47 However, in contradistinction to the
original Turkic form laqsha, these intermediaries (Ukrainian and Belarusian)
include the letter n, which is also contained in the Yiddish plural lokshn (noo-
dles). The Ukrainian word for “egg noodles” is lokshyna. I believe Zeiden
was right to ask, “Who borrowed the term from whom?”48 In other words,
was the Yiddish word really taken from the Slavs, or in fact did the East Slavs
adopt the word for noodle from Yiddish?

Zeiden proposed that the Yiddish verb khapn (meaning “to catch, seize as
prey”) derives from the Turkic verbal root qap- (meaning “seize”), rather than
from a German or Slavic word as other linguists have proposed.49

The Eastern Yiddish word tatele (meaning “dear/sweet/wonderful boy”)
may derive from the Turkic word tatighli (shortened to tatli in Kipchak and
modern Anatolian Turkish, and also possessing the meaning “dear/sweet/
wonderful/pleasant person or thing”).50

Zeiden proposed that the Eastern Yiddish word keshene (meaning
“pocket”)—which is also found in the vocabulary of the Karaim dialect of
Troki, Lithuania, and is similar to equivalent words in Lithuanian, Polish, Be-
larusian, and Ukrainian that also mean “pocket”—has its origin in the Turkic
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word kesh-, which means “quiver” (i.e., an arrow-holding case), and more
specifically in the Kipchak term kesh-in-e (to one’s quiver).51

Zeiden wondered whether the Eastern Yiddish word tshutshik (meaning
“baby, small child”) has a Turkic origin, as parallels may be found in the
Karaim and Anatolian Turkish languages.52

Due to the fact that few traces of the Khazarian language have survived, it
is not possible to determine whether any of these words also existed in Khaz-
arian.

THE MIGRATION OF SEPHARDIC JEWS 
INTO EASTERN EUROPE

All Jews were expelled from Spain in 1492 and from Portugal in 1497. While
many of these Sephardim established new lives in the Ottoman Empire, some
of them resettled in Poland, Lithuania, Hungary, and Romania, some at the
end of the fifteenth century and some in later centuries.

Two Jewish immigrants from Spain constructed a synagogue in the Polish
city of Przemyśl in the sixteenth century.53 During the same century,
Sephardic Jews who settled in the town of Linsk (now Lesko) in southeastern
Poland built a synagogue with Spanish architectural influences.

Jan Zamojski, the founder of the city of Zamość in Poland, invited
Sephardic Jews to settle in his town in 1588, eight years after its creation. A
number of Sephardic Jews from Spain soon arrived in Zamość and estab-
lished a Jewish quarter.54 The Sephardic community of Zamość was rather
short lived, however, and it was replaced by an Ashkenazic community dur-
ing the seventeenth century.

The Sephardic Kalahora family came to Kremenets in Volhynia by the six-
teenth century.55

Some modern Ashkenazic Jews have Sephardic surnames, and some
Ashkenazic families also have oral traditions of Sephardic descent.

THE MIGRATION OF MIZRAKHI (“EASTERN”) AND
ROMANIOTE (“GREEK”) JEWS INTO EASTERN EUROPE

As noted in chapter 6, Jews had migrated to the Khazar Empire from the
Byzantine Empire (i.e., the Balkans and Asia Minor) over a long period of
time. The degrees of their size and influence remain to be determined. Daniel
Gershenson theorized that Byzantine religious rites found among the world-
wide Ashkenazic community may be explained by the northward migrations
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of Greek-speaking Byzantine Jews (called “Romaniotes”) into Khazaria, the
alleged subsequent mixing of the Byzantine Jews and Khazarian Jews, and
the alleged diffusion of these mixed Jews throughout eastern Europe follow-
ing the collapse of Khazaria. He noted that Ashkenazim and Romaniotes both
include the liturgical hymns of the Byzantine poet Eleazar ha-Qalir in their
rituals during the Ninth of Ab, Yom Kippur, and Rosh Hashanah.56 According
to Gershenson, these hymns are not in general use among any other Jewish
group. Moreover, as Norman Golb showed, the Kievan Letter used the style
of rhyme that ha-Qalir had developed,57 and Gershenson thought this fact
demonstrates a direct link between the apparently Khazarian Jews of Kiev
and the immigrants to Khazaria from Byzantium. Additionally, Gershenson
noted that Ashkenazic Jews uniquely share with Greek-speaking Jews certain
phrases recited during prayer, such as the verse “Living and Existent God,
may He reign over us forever and ever!”58

In her book There Once Was a World, the author Yaffa Eliach, who declared
her descent from the first five Jewish families to settle in Eishyshok, Lithua-
nia, claimed that those earliest Jews from her town had originated in Babylo-
nia and had moved to the town during the eleventh century.59 However, she
was unsure whether these pioneering Jews were karaitic or rabbinical. Eli-
ach’s claims are considered controversial, however, including the assertion
that medieval Jews in Eishyshok had partial roots in Babylonia, the notion
that modern Lithuanian Jews of Eishyshok descended from the same families,
and also the concept that Jews came to Eishyshok so early in the first place.
At the present time, these claims cannot be proved beyond all reasonable
doubt.

Some names that were common among Byzantine Jews, Arab Jews, and
Egyptian Jews, such as “Sar Shalom,” “Chanina,” “Jerocham,” and “Usiel,”
were also found among Jews in medieval Silesia, but only rarely among Jews
in Germany, and never among Czech Jews. According to Beider, this evi-
dence indicates that some Silesian Jews may have come from Byzantium
and/or the Middle East.60

JEWS IN MEDIEVAL UKRAINE

The early Jews of Ukraine lived mainly under the rule of Orthodox Christian
leaders. Orthodox Christianity was the official religion of Kievan Rus’ since
988 and carried the endorsement of the Kievan princes and, later, the Mus-
covite czars. While the Rus’ people were wholesale converted to Christianity
in 988 by order of Prince Vladimir of Kiev, there is no evidence of Jews in
Vladimir’s realm having been likewise forcibly converted. Until 1495, the
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Ukrainian Jews were relatively free from discrimination and could live al-
most anywhere. Reports of alleged pogroms in Kievan Rus’ are unfounded.

Several Jews who were residents of Kiev and nearby Chernigov (Cherni-
hiv) maintained ties with Babylonian, German, and English Jews. Rabbi
Moses of Kiev, active during the mid- to late twelfth century, sent questions
concerning marital law to the Gaon of Baghdad, Rabbi Samuel ben Ali, and
received two responsa in return.61 Rabbi Moses also met Rabbi Jacob Tam of
the French town of Ramerupt.62 During the thirteenth century, Rabbi Yitsh’
(Yitzhak?) of Chernigov met the scholar Moses ben Isaac of England some-
where in western Europe, perhaps England itself.63 His discussion with
Moses revealed that he knew both the Hebrew and East Slavic languages, for
he proposed a Slavic etymology for a Hebrew word. The contention that
Rabbi Yitsh’ studied in a London academy has no basis in the source docu-
ment, though it is certainly possible that he visited London at some point, es-
pecially as Moses ben Isaac’s teacher, Moses ben Yomtob, was a London res-
ident, and perhaps Moses ben Isaac lived there as well. Eliezer ben Yehudah
of Worms (circa 1165–circa 1230) received some interpretations of the Torah
from a certain Rabbi Yitzhak of “Russia.”64

The Hypatian edition of the Russian Primary Chronicle was composed
around 1425. Its entry for the year 1113, which concerns the aftermath of the
death of Grand Prince Sviatopolk II of Kiev, has provoked much attention due
to the assumed implication that Jews were attacked as a community.65 Alexan-
der Pereswetoff-Morath’s research has put this contention to rest.66 The Hy-
patian Chronicle describes an uprising led by a mob of residents in Kiev that
included their looting the palace of the chiliarch Putyata and their plundering
of “Zhidove.” The Kievans then issued an ultimatum to Prince Vladimir
Monomakh of Pereyaslav that if he failed to arrive in Kiev, they would plun-
der the homes of boyars, the palaces of the centurions, and the monasteries.
(Vladimir did arrive and was installed as the new Kievan ruler that same year.)
Pereswetoff-Morath pointed out that Zhidove was a geographical district
within Kiev (see chapter 2) rather than a reference to Jews as people, and he
explained that this event, with its widespread looting against many targets,
does not carry the hallmarks of a pogrom directed against Jews.67 Likewise,
the fire of 1124 that destroyed much of Zhidove along with other parts of
Kiev, including several hilltop monasteries, does not appear to be the result of
anti-Jewish sentiments. Pereswetoff-Morath observed that the fire may have
been the result of that year’s drought.68 The supposed expulsion of Kievan
Jews in 1126, meanwhile, was an invention of the eighteenth-century historian
Vasilii Tatishchev, who seems to have invented many facts about medieval
Jews and Rus’ and cannot be relied upon since his alleged sources are un-
available for study.69
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There was also supposedly a pogrom against Jews that had taken place in
Kiev in 1018. Upon the death of Prince Vladimir of Kiev in 1015, power
struggles erupted between Prince Svyatopolk and other rivals, and the Polish
king Boleslaw I “the Brave” occupied Kiev in support of Svyatopolk. These
events allegedly had disastrous consequences for Jews. Scholars have often
repeated the claim that the fifteenth-century Polish chronicle Annales seu
cronice inclyti Regni Poloniae by Jan Długosz contains an entry for the year
1018 referring to Rus’ soldiers attacking and robbing Jewish homes in Kiev.70

Pereswetoff-Morath noted that there is no entry dated 1018 in Długosz’s
chronicle, but that Długosz does have the text of this entry elsewhere: erro-
neously placed by him under the year 1112 but actually recounting the events
of 1113, which as we have seen were not anti-Jewish in inspiration.71

The Kievan Chronicle mentioned the existence of a “Jewish Gate” and a
“Golden Gate” in Kiev under the years 1146 and sub anno 1151.72 However,
by this time, they may have been only geographical terms, like “Zhidove”
may have also become. While Jews certainly lived near the “Jewish Gate” at
one time, by the middle of the twelfth century it is not clear whether or not
contemporary Jews lived there.73

A glimpse at the life of the Jews of Kievan Rus’ is provided by a letter com-
posed around the end of the twelfth century or the beginning of the thirteenth
century by Rabbi Eliezer ben Yitzhak of Bohemia. It was addressed to Rabbi
Yehudah ha-Khassid of Regensburg in response to his complaint that East Eu-
ropean Jews had a custom of giving their cantors gifts such as food during
weddings and holidays, rather than paying them a salary. Rabbi Eliezer wrote,
“In most localities in Poland, Russia, and Hungary, where, because of their
need [evidently poverty], there are no people who can study the Torah, the
communities hire any man they can find who has some knowledge, and he
will serve as their cantor, teach them religion, and be a teacher for their chil-
dren.”74 Incidentally, Yehudah ha-Khassid had a student named Yitzhak who
came from Russia.75 Some scholars have used this letter to suggest that the
level of Jewish learning in Kievan Rus’ at the time was not as great as in west-
ern and central Europe and that there was a shortage of religious teachers and
cantors in eastern Europe until around the sixteenth century. Maurice Samuel,
for instance, referred to their supposed “cultural backwardness” and claimed
that early Rus’ Jewry “sent its young men to the west, to France and Germany,
to obtain a Jewish education, just as pious American Jews used to send their
sons to European yeshivas.”76 Itzhak Schipper suggested that Rus’ students
from Kiev and Chernigov studied in the yeshivas in western Germany, Lon-
don, and Toledo.77 Pereswetoff-Morath thought that this was plausible, but he
noted that this hypothesis cannot be established for sure, since there are no
documents specifically indicating that Rus’ rabbis or students attended west-
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ern yeshivas.78 Nora Berend, however, contended that Rabbi Eliezer’s claim
that there were no Jewish scholars or rabbis in most of eastern Europe was an
exaggeration—an attempt to convince his reader of the need to keep the cus-
tom of donations to religious learned men.79 In other words, if the East Euro-
pean Jews were portrayed as poor, then how could they be expected to pay a
fixed salary?

The western sections of Ukraine were also settled by Jews during this time.
A document from circa 1171 reported that the merchant Rabbi Benjamin ha-
Nadib, a Jew from Volodymyr Volynskyi (a town in the Volhynia province
near the present-day Polish border), traded in Cologne (Köln) but was im-
prisoned on charges of counterfeiting.80

A certain “Isaac of Russia” visited Hampshire, England, in the 1180s.81 He
is not identical to the aforementioned Rabbi Yitsh’ of Chernigov.

The Mongol invasion of Kievan Rus’ had major consequences for both
Jews and non-Jews. The Jewish communities of Kiev and Volodymyr Volyn-
skyi were both destroyed during the 1240s. The level of destruction in Kiev
was especially considerable. When Friar Joannes de Plano Carpini visited
Kiev only a few years after its destruction, he found that only about two hun-
dred homes remained in the once grand city.82 The Mongols also conquered
and destroyed Chernigov in 1239, and many of its inhabitants were killed.
The contention is sometimes raised that the Rus’ Jews may have been entirely
wiped out by the Mongols. Yet it is not necessarily the case that the Mongol
invasion eliminated the Jewish populations in Kievan Rus’ entirely. Henrik
Birnbaum postulated that in the mid-thirteenth century, many Kievan Jews
left Kiev and moved to Galicia and Volhynia, where they met and mixed with
German Jews, while others moved to the Crimea.83 It might be that many
Jewish settlements in eastern Europe survived the Mongol conquests.
Pereswetoff-Morath is of the opinion that communities of Rus’ Jews were not
totally extinguished during the Mongol invasion, though undoubtedly these
Jews were severely impacted by these events.84 According to Pereswetoff-
Morath, there must have been more than just a few scattered individuals who
survived.85 Indeed, a continuing population of Jews in that region is the best
explanation for the continued existence in later centuries of a distinctive
Slavic-speaking Jewry.

The Galician-Volhynian Chronicle recorded in a rather ornate fashion that
many peoples mourned the death of Prince Vladimir Vasil’kovich of Volhy-
nia in 1288, and among the mourners was at least one Jew from Volodymyr
Volynskyi, who may have been a merchant.86

During the following centuries, the Ukrainian Jewish population rose con-
siderably in numbers, partly because of a natural increase and partly because of
migrations from Poland and Lithuania.87 In 1349, the Galicia region transferred
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to Polish overlordship.88 Centuries later, upon the first partition of Poland in
1772, Galicia became a province of the Austrian Empire, after which Gal-
itzianers (Jews from Galicia) became a distinctive Ashkenazic subgroup.

We know of many personalities from the late medieval period of Ukrain-
ian Jewish history. Rabbi Asher bar Sinai “of Russia” studied in Spain during
the first quarter of the fourteenth century with Tosafist Rabbi Asher ben Je-
hiel.89 Jews named “Smogil,” “Abraham,” “Effraym,” and “Schabdei” lived
in Lvov principality during the 1350s and 1360s.90 Shanya, a Jew who had
converted to Christianity, served as a tax collector in Volodymyr Volynskyi
during the 1420s and 1430s.91 A certain Rabbi Moses who served the Jews of
Kiev during the mid- to late fifteenth century was called “Ashkenazi” and
“Allemano,” so his ancestry clearly came, at least in part, from the German
lands.92

From 1569 to 1654, much of Ukraine was under Polish rule. Many Jewish
communities living in Galicia, including in towns like Brody, Trembowla,
Budzanów, and Ternopil, built synagogue fortresses protected by cannons sta-
tioned in turrets.93 Meanwhile, some Jewish men in Lviv served as guards de-
fending the city circa 1626. Unfortunately, Jewish-Christian relations in
Ukraine began to deteriorate substantially. After 1648, the rapid expansion of
the size of Ukrainian Jewry was halted.

In 1648, tens of thousands of Jews living in Ukraine and Galicia were slain
by the Cossacks, who were led by the hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky. Some
Jewish communities, such as those in Ostrog and Lublin, were entirely wiped
out. After the Cossacks captured the city of Nemirov in the late spring of
1648, they slaughtered numerous Jews. Some of Nemirov’s Jews escaped and
sought refuge in the walled city of Tulchin. However, the Cossacks eventu-
ally reached Tulchin and killed its Jews. Thousands of Jews were also killed
in Kiev, Pereyaslav, Vinnitsa, Lubny, Piryatin, Lokhnitz, Polonnoye, and
other towns. Some Jews survived by converting to Orthodox Christianity.
Others were held captive by Tatars, were brought to the Crimea, and were
sold into slavery. The Cossacks’ slaughter of Jews was the impetus behind a
shift in the pattern of Jewish settlement in northern Europe. Prior to 1648, it
was very common for Jews to migrate from western and central Europe to
eastern Europe. After 1648, it was more common for Jews to migrate in the
opposite direction, from the East to the West. Not surprisingly, the events of
1648 caused the name “Bogdan” to fall out of favor among Jews, who no
longer named their children “Bogdan” afterward.

By this time, religious persecutions and anti-Jewish laws prevented the ma-
jority of Jews from residing within “Russia proper.” We know that Jews were
not allowed to enter Muscovy by the middle of the sixteenth century.94 Rus-
sian czar Ivan IV “the Terrible” (reigned 1533–1584) opposed Jewish settle-
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ment in the Russian Empire and required Russian Jews to convert to Chris-
tianity or else face death.95 In 1563, around three hundred Jews of Polotsk
were drowned in the Dvina River for refusing to convert to Christianity.96

Czar Fyodor III (reigned 1676–1682) excluded Jewish traders from Mus-
covite Russia. Czar Peter “the Great” (reigned 1682–1725) also hated Jews
intensely. With the exception of the Galitzianers, most Polish-Lithuanian
Jews became subjects of the Russian Empire in the second half of the eigh-
teenth century. When Ukraine was acquired by the Russian Empire, Jews
were able to remain there, but their ability to visit and trade in Moscow was
severely limited. Empress Catherine (reigned 1762–1796) issued a decree in
1792 that prevented Jews from settling in “Russia proper.” Henceforth Rus-
sian Jews were mostly confined to the Pale of Settlement (Cherta osedlosti)
in the western territories. Only beginning in 1917 could most Jews reside in
the Russian heartland. Jews living in the Austrian Empire, meanwhile, gener-
ally received better official treatment than Jews in the Russian Empire in the
years prior to World War I, and they were allowed to engage freely in politi-
cal and economic affairs and had a wider choice of professions.97 In large
part, this was due to their acquisition of equal rights in 1867, after which they
were allowed to live anywhere in Austria-Hungary.

OTHER EARLY TRACES OF JEWS IN POLAND

Small numbers of Jews lived in Poland toward the close of the Khazar epoch.
Around 965, Ibrahim ibn Yaqub, a Jewish traveler from Catalonia, indicated
the existence of a Jewish community in the western Slavic lands.98 Similarly,
the tenth-century scholar Kalonimus ben Shabtai wrote that Jews lived in the
western Slavic territories and Hungary.99

Jewish life in Poland existed on a virtually continuous basis since the
eleventh century. However, some of the early documents that may relate to
Jews in Poland are controversial. In particular, scholars disagree over whether
the eleventh-century Hebrew account Sefer ha-Dinim by Rabbi Yehudah ben
Meir ha-Kohen of Mainz discusses Jews in Poland or those in another coun-
try. According to this book, in an unspecified year, the town of “Prymwt” in
the country “Plwny” was pillaged, at which time two young Jewish brothers
were seized and taken away to the land of the “Greeks.”100 Many scholars, in-
cluding Salo Baron,101 basing themselves on an interpretation by Julius
Brutzkus, assumed that “Plwny” meant Poland and that “Prymwt” (possibly
to be amended into “Primis”) was the Polish town of Przemyśl. They also
copied Brutzkus to repeat his claim that the pillaging described in Sefer ha-
Dinim took place in 1031, his assumption that the Rus’ were the ones who had
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captured the Jews, and his assertion that the number of Jews involved was
more substantial than just the two brothers. Pereswetoff-Morath effectively
demolished the three latter claims of Brutzkus, showing that Brutzkus had in
fact mixed the words of Sefer ha-Dinim with an apparently unrelated account,
Polnoye sobranie russkikh lyetopisey, which had spoken of Yaroslav the
Wise’s plundering of the “Cherveni towns” in 1031, at which time prisoners
of war were taken.102 Weinryb was also critical of the view that “Prymwt”
represents Przemyśl.103 By contrast, Aleksander Gieysztor defended this as-
sociation.104 In any event, caution must be exercised when using Sefer ha-
Dinim as a possible source for Jews in Poland.

The tolerant rulers of Poland explicitly invited Jews to settle in their land
as early as 1133. A large number of Jews settled in Kraków in the twelfth cen-
tury, working as merchants and tax farmers, and some of them became mint
masters to Polish princes. Around 1150, Jews owned the town of Mały
Tyniec, but it was later purchased by Piotr Wlast.105 In 1200, the village of
Sokolników (near Wroclaw) was owned by two Jews, Joseph and Khaskel.
The tombstone of a Jew named David ben Shalom, who died in 1203, was
discovered in Wroclaw.106 Jewish peasants who tilled the soil on the lands of
Count Henryk I around Bytom circa 1227 were required to hand over 10 per-
cent of their harvest to the bishop of Wroclaw.107 It is also known that Jews
lived in the Warsaw Duchy town of Płock by 1237.108

The Mongol conquest of eastern Europe affected Polish Jewry just as it af-
fected Rus’ Jewry. Many regions of Poland were ravaged, and many people
were slaughtered. The city of Kraków was destroyed in 1241 but was rebuilt
in 1257. Starting in 1241, Polish Jews fled to Silesia, Moravia, Bohemia, and
Austria and mixed with German Jews who had typical Germanic names.109

After the Mongol conquest, renewed invitations for Jewish settlement were
made in depopulated Poland, and European Jews were attracted to the provi-
sions of the aforementioned Statute of Kalisz enacted by Prince Boleslaw V.
But almost immediately, in response to Boleslaw’s charter, three Polish
Catholic Church synods adopted anti-Jewish resolutions: in Kalisz in 1264, in
Wroclaw in 1267, and in Łęczyca in 1285.110 Among the goals of these reso-
lutions were to restrict where Jews could live, to limit what jobs Jews could
hold, and to force Jews to wear a unique hat to separate them from Chris-
tians.111 Despite these first seeds of intolerance in their country, many Polish
rulers remained friendly to Polish Jews. The Privilege of King Kazimierz III,
referenced earlier in this chapter, encouraged more European Jews to immi-
grate to Poland. The Polish Jew Jordan and his son Lewko, both from
Kraków, minted Hebrew coins for Kazimierz III, either directly or through
their leasing of the royal mint.
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New Jewish communities continued to emerge in Poland during the thir-
teenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries. For instance, Jews resided in the
city of Warsaw by 1414.112 According to Jacob Litman, many of the Jews who
settled in Poland during this period came from southern Germany (including
Nuremberg), Austria (including Vienna), Moravia, and Silesia.113 The Jewish
populations in Poznań, Kalisz, Kraków, and Wroclaw were probably in the
main descended from German, Moravian, and Bohemian Jews. Even though
many of the immigrants did not arrive directly from the Rhineland (western
Germany), some of the German Jews who arrived from eastern and southern
parts of Germany appear to have had roots in the Rhineland.114

In evaluating the probable origins of most Jewish immigrants to Poland, it
may also be significant that the majority of early Jewish settlements in Poland
were clustered in western areas which bordered Austria, Germany, and Sile-
sia and were distant from Kiev and Chernigov.

In 1475, Kazimierz IV (the Polish king and Lithuanian grand duke) issued
a grant permitting various Jewish families from Spain, Italy (including
Venice), the Crimea (Kaffa), and Constantinople to settle in Poland.115

During the early fifteenth century, anti-Jewish documents, outbreaks, and
accusations prevailed among the Christians of Kraków and other parts of
Poland, indicating a shift in attitudes from the earlier tolerance of Jews. The
rulers of Poland soon adopted anti-Jewish attitudes as well. For instance, the
Polish king Sigismund III (reigned 1587–1632), overlord of Ukraine as well
as Poland, issued an edict in February 1619 that prevented Jews from owning
real estate in the city of Kiev.116

In 1519, the Jews of Poland created an autonomous legislative authority
known as the Council of the Four Lands. The council passed many ordinances
to govern the financial affairs of Polish Jews. The council also collected taxes
from Jews for handing over to the Polish government.117 It was disbanded in
1764.

The Polish Jews were engaged in a wide range of professions. Some of
them were blacksmiths, silversmiths, tailors, bakers, tax collectors, candle-
stick makers, fur traders, and scribes.

JEWS IN LITHUANIA AND BELARUS

As noted earlier, Jewish settlements in the Lithuanian and Belarusian lands of
medieval times evidently included vestiges of Jewish Khazars who spoke
East Slavic. Incidentally, medieval Lithuania as a political entity at one point
also included much of Ukraine, including the Kiev district.
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Some of the Jewish settlements in Belarus were founded by the early
twelfth century; those in Lithuania were founded by the thirteenth century.
According to the account of the Jewish trader Ibrahim ben Jacob, Jews lived
in Grodno (“Hrodna” in Belarusian, “Gardinas” in Lithuanian) by 1128 and
in Kaunas (Kovno) by 1280.118 Gediminas, the king of Lithuania from 1316
to 1341, encouraged Middle Eastern, Bukharan, and German Jews to settle in
Lithuania.119

The Grand Duchy of Lithuania expanded in size starting in the mid-thir-
teenth century and was at its maximum extent by the fifteenth century, reach-
ing from the Black Sea to the Baltic Sea. Lithuanian Grand Duke Algirdas
(reigned 1345–1377) acquired much territory, including Volhynia, Kiev,
Chernigov, and part of Smolensk. Thus the Jews of Ukraine came under
Lithuanian control.

In 1386, Grand Duke Jagiello (reigned 1377–1392 in Lithuania, 1386–1434
in Poland), son of Algirdas, married Jadwiga, the queen of Poland, thus form-
ing a personal union between Lithuania and Poland. Jagiello was baptized into
Christianity. In his decree of 1432, Jagiello mentioned the existence of Jews in
Volhynia, Kraków, and Lviv (“Lwów” in Polish).120

Grand Duke Vytautas “the Great” (reigned 1392–1430) extended Lithua-
nia’s borders as far south as the Black Sea and incorporated the remainder of
Ukraine and Belarus. In 1388 and 1389, Vytautas granted legal and religious
rights to the Jews living in Hrodna, Brest, and Troki. In one of his decrees,
The Privilege of Grodno, he allowed Lithuanian Jews to engage in commerce
and enabled them “to acquire fields and grassland.”121 Vytautas furthermore
invited Crimean Jews and Karaites to settle in Lithuania. The new Jewish set-
tlers contributed substantially to Lithuania’s economy, and Vytautas’s reign is
remembered as a time when Lithuanian Jewry prospered greatly. Only a small
number of documents attest to the immigration from the Crimea to the
Lithuanian Grand Duchy. For instance, we know that a Jew named Kalef mi-
grated from Kaffa to Lviv in 1440.122 It is not possible to prove that there was
any mass migration of Crimean Jews to Lithuania.

Polish-Lithuanian Grand Duke Kazimierz IV (reigned 1440–1492 in
Lithuania, 1446–1492 in Poland), son of Jagiello, further helped Lithuanian
Jewry to flourish, despite the objections of Catholics.

By the fifteenth century, many new Jewish communities had taken root in
Lithuanian cities and towns, including Keidan, Palanga, and Slobodka.123

Salo Baron estimated that about thirty thousand Jews lived in the Polish-
Lithuanian realm by the late fifteenth century.124

Grand Duke Alexander (reigned 1492–1506 in Lithuania, 1501–1506 in
Poland), son of Kazimierz IV, did not share his father’s tolerant attitude toward
Jews. In 1495, Alexander issued an edict expelling all Jews from Lithuania.
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Fortunately, he revoked this edict in 1503, since Lithuania needed Jews for
their financial and trading expertise. It is documented that many Jews who had
lived in Lithuania until 1495 returned there after 1503.125 A number of Jews
from Portugal and Spain arrived in Lithuania by the sixteenth century.

As for the Belarusian territories, Jews settled in Pinsk by 1506 and in
Kletsk by 1539.

By the 1530s, the Lithuanian Jews founded the Council of the Land of
Lithuania as a counterpart to the related institution in Poland, the Council of
the Four Lands.126

Jews lived in Vilnius (which later became the most important Jewish cen-
ter in Lithuania) under the protection of the law beginning in 1593.127

The Lithuanian Jewish communities were spared from the Khmelnytsky
massacres, and many Ukrainian Jews fled northward to Lithuania to escape
the Cossacks.

JEWS IN HUNGARY: A SPECIAL CASE?

Unfortunately, the early Hungarian Jewish communities did not leave behind
documents of their own, so most of the available information about their ex-
istence comes from governmental documents. We recall how Hasdai ibn
Shaprut had mentioned the existence of a Jewish community in Hungary dur-
ing the 950s in his letter to King Joseph (see chapter 6). It is known that Jews
lived in the city of Esztergom by around 1050 and in Buda by 1217.128 The
ethnic background of these Jews is unspecified in the records. The suggestion
often arises that the early Hungarian Jews were of Khazarian origin, since the
migration of Khazars into Hungary as early as 896 is well established (see
chapter 9). However, Nora Berend argued that the Jewish population of me-
dieval Hungary was not descended from the Khazars, and she noted that there
is no evidence that the Khazars in Hungary were Jewish.129 The Hungarian
Jews from the tenth century onward were immigrants from German and west-
ern Slavic regions, according to Berend.

By the thirteenth century, Jews lived in western Hungarian cities (including
Buda, Esztergom, Fehérvár, Vasvár, Nyitra, Trencsén, Körmend, and Pos-
zony—the last being today’s Bratislava in Slovakia) and the village of Üreg.130

One notes the proximity of these settlements to the German lands. Jews also
settled in Sopron (Ödenburg), in northwestern Hungary, around the same time,
living on the same street as Christian families. The Jewish synagogue in So-
pron, which still survives, was built in the beginning of the fourteenth century
in the Gothic architectural style, with south German influences.131 The roots of
the first Jews in Sopron thus should be sought in Bavaria and Austria, and may
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reflect the origins of most of the rest of the Hungarian Jews—essentially
Ashkenazic, arriving from the bordering regions to the West. There is no basis
for the argument that Hungarian Jews have different origins than other Central
and East European Jews.

A rich Jewish merchant named Count Teka, a resident of Buda (one-half of
modern Budapest), became the financial custodian and vice prince of the
kingdom of Hungary in 1211. The coins that he supposedly minted, but which
were probably actually only released under his lease at the mint, were marked
with the Hebrew initial letter of his name. He was forced to flee to Austria in
1233 but later returned and restored himself to his office, serving until his
death in 1245. Teka was identified as a Khazar in the works of Alfred Posselt
and Arthur Koestler,132 but in reality his ancestors came from Austria and
Germany.133

Many scholars have presented the claim that some Hungarian Jews served
as actual minters of coins. For instance, Kupfer and Lewicki claimed that
Yehudah ben Meir ha-Kohen of Mainz had written that the early eleventh-
century Hungarian Queen Gisela authorized two Jews to mint silver coins.134

But according to Nora Berend, we know of Hungarian Jewish mint lessees
but not of any Hungarian Jewish minters: “Texts contain explicit references
only to mint lessees. . . . There is no evidence of the existence of Jewish
minters. The coins were minted in the royal mints, and bear Latin legends and
the name of the king. Their design includes typical patterns such as royal
busts and various animals. Apart from the Hebrew letter, they do not differ
from other royal coinage in style.”135

As early as the eleventh century, anti-Jewish sentiments began to take hold
among the Christian leaders of Hungary. Hungarian nobles and religious lead-
ers who took part in the Council of Szabolcs wrote anti-Jewish laws in 1092.
The council said that the Jews’ working implements were to be taken away
from them if they worked on a Sunday, and furthermore that Christian women
and slaves were to be taken away from all Jews who owned them.136 Several
years later, King Kálmán (reigned 1095–1116) issued his own series of anti-
Jewish laws. Kálmán’s anti-Jewish restrictions included provisions on money
lending and purchases of merchandise, and also prevented Jews from buying
or selling any Christian slaves.137 Since Jews were no longer allowed to use
these slaves for agricultural work, they were forced to abandon agriculture
and involve themselves more heavily in other professions, most notably
money lending. Despite continued restrictions on the types of professions
Jews could be involved in, Hungarian Jews remained tax collectors and mint
lessees throughout the thirteenth century.138

The situation changed for the better under King Béla IV (reigned
1235–1270). Béla IV wanted Jews from Germany and elsewhere to settle in
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Hungary. Thus, he decreed in December 1251 a series of thirty-one rights for
Jews, concentrating on judicial procedures. Under these protections, a Jew
was to pay the same level of customs duties as any other person would pay,
Christians who wounded or killed a Jew were punished and were required to
pay money in compensation, anyone who disturbed a synagogue was required
to pay a fine to the Jews, kidnapping of Jewish children was not permissible,
and no one was allowed to force Jews to violate their religious prohibition of
work during Jewish holidays.139 Endre III (reigned 1290–1301), the last king
of the Árpád dynasty, stated in writing that the Jews living in the city of Press-
burg (Bratislava) “should enjoy the same freedoms as the other citizens.”140

In the following centuries, the Hungarian rulers once again adopted harsh
anti-Jewish attitudes. King Lajos I (reigned 1343–1382) tried to convert the
Jews to Catholicism, but when this did not work, all Hungarian Jews were ex-
pelled from his kingdom. The expelled Jews went to Austria and Bohemia,
according to the chronicler János Túróczi. Some of the expelled Jews from
northern and northeastern Hungary went to Poland.141 Although Jews were
readmitted to Hungary around 1364 and many returned, some of them chose
to stay in Austria. Jews once again formed communities in Pressburg, Buda,
Sopron, and elsewhere throughout the kingdom of Hungary. They were
joined by a small number of French-speaking Jewish refugees who had been
expelled from France by decree of King Charles VI in 1394, as was recorded
by the traveler Bertrandon de la Broquinière.142

JEWS IN HISTORIC ROMANIA

The lands historically belonging to Romania are now divided into three sep-
arate political divisions: most of Bessarabia is part of the modern nation of
Moldova; North Bukovina and South Bessarabia are part of Ukraine; and
South Bukovina, Wallachia, and western Moldavia are part of Romania.

The early history of Jews in this region is somewhat obscure, due to sparse
documentation. It seems that some of the Hungarian Jews expelled by Lajos
I arrived in Wallachia during the 1360s. Jewish refugees from Spain arrived
in Wallachia after 1492. The Romanian Jews are thus essentially Ashkenazic
and Sephardic.

Jewish communities were established in Iasi by the fifteenth century, in
Suceava by the early sixteenth century, and in Ploesti by the second half of
the seventeenth century.

Some Polish and Ukrainian Jews fled to Moldova in 1648–1649 to escape
the Khmelnytsky massacres. Jewish settlers continued to arrive from Poland
and Ukraine in the following centuries.
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WHAT GENETIC DATA DEMONSTRATES 
ABOUT ASHKENAZIC ORIGINS

Genetic studies have demonstrated that a close relationship exists between
eastern European Ashkenazic Jews and many of the peoples who inhabit the
Middle East. To conduct many of these studies, scientists examined Y chro-
mosome (Y-DNA) haplotypes, which are inherited from father to son and are
only found in males, and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) haplotypes, which
are inherited from mother to child and are found both in males and females.
The results of the studies are consistent with the concept that the majority of
the ancestors of Ashkenazic Jews were Judeans/Israelites, but they also reveal
a significant degree of European ancestry among Ashkenazim, as well as
some apparent central Asian and east Asian elements.

A major study published in 2000 showed that Ashkenazic Jews, Italian
(Roman) Jews, North African Jews, Iraqi Jews, Iranian Jews, Kurdish Jews,
and Yemenite Jews often share common Y-DNA haplotypes that are also
found among many Arabs, particularly Palestinian Arabs, Lebanese, and Syr-
ians.143 They found only a small percentage of Jews who had Y-DNA types
that originated from outside of the Middle East. The researchers used these
data to conclude that Jews had not intermarried very often with non-Judeans,
including converts to Judaism, in the Diaspora. Some of them, notably Harry
Ostrer and Michael Hammer, emphasized the close relationship between
Ashkenazic Jews and Italian Jews, suggesting that the primary ancestors of
Ashkenazic Jews were the ancient Jews of Rome.144 The study observed,
“Several lines of evidence support the hypothesis that Diaspora Jews from
Europe, Northwest Africa, and the Near East resemble each other more
closely than they resemble their non-Jewish neighbors.” While the study
came up with scientifically valid and reproducible results, it nevertheless had
focused on Y-DNA and had largely left the mtDNA half of the genetics pic-
ture unexplored, except for a brief note that African mtDNA haplotypes were
found in low frequencies among modern Jewish populations and mention of
the fact that at the time of the study’s writing, there had not yet been an ade-
quately comprehensive study of Jewish mtDNA origins. The 2000 study was
also somewhat limited in usefulness by the lack of certain key comparative
populations. For instance, the only Slavic population that was tested were the
Russians, and the only Turkic population tested were Anatolian Turks. Turkic
tribes from the north Caucasus and central Asia, including those likely to be
descended from or related to the medieval Khazars, were not tested.

In 2001, additional pieces of the puzzle were revealed with the release of
another comprehensive Y-DNA study.145 This time, Kurds were included in
the analysis in addition to Arabs, and comparisons were also made with data
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from Slavic Poles, Belarusians, and Ukrainians. The scientists wrote, “The in-
vestigation of the genetic relationship among three Jewish communities re-
vealed that Kurdish and Sephardic Jews were indistinguishable from one an-
other, whereas both differed slightly, yet significantly, from Ashkenazi Jews.
The differences among Ashkenazim may be a result of low-level gene flow
from European populations and/or genetic drift during isolation. . . . In com-
parison with data available from other relevant populations in the region,
Jews were found to be more closely related to groups in the north of the Fer-
tile Crescent (Kurds, [Anatolian] Turks, and Armenians) than to their Arab
neighbors.”146 Two points made here were noteworthy departures from earlier
studies. First, the researchers identified haplogroup R1a1 (Eu 19) as a prima-
rily European marker, found in substantial frequencies among Hungarians,
Sorbs, Poles, Belarusians, and Ukrainians, and somewhat less often among
Macedonians, Udmurts (a Finno-Ugric tribe in Russia), and Turkic Chu-
vashes, along with a small minority of Kurds and Bedouins. The report found
R1a1 in the Y-DNA of 12.7 percent of the Ashkenazic men studied and noted
that its presence among Ashkenazim may be due to intermarriage with Khaz-
ars or eastern Europeans. (A follow-up 2005 study by many of the same re-
searchers had an expanded sample size of 495 Ashkenazic Jewish men, com-
pared to 79 in the 2001 study, and R1a1 was present in 11.5 percent of the
new, larger total.)147 Second, the researchers suggested that the data showed
that the Kurds are among the closest paternal relatives of Jews, as both
Ashkenazic and Mizrakhi Jews and Muslim Kurds share several haplotypes
and chromosomes, even more than Jews and Palestinian Arabs share.148 Did,
then, Jews have roots stemming from ancient Kurdistan or Iraq in addition to
Israel? This suggestion is still controversial, and certain media reports inad-
vertently focused on the possibility of a Kurdish-Jewish relationship while
neglecting to mention that this relationship is not necessarily closer than be-
tween Jews and Armenians or Anatolian Turks.

During 2002, a comprehensive mtDNA study149 finally began to shed light
on the maternal side of Jewish ancestry. It showed that most Jewish popula-
tions around the world have disparate maternal origins and may often be ma-
ternally related to their non-Jewish neighbors. This was most evident in the
case of the Bene Israel of India, who were found to be very close to two
mtDNA haplotypes of Indian people, and Ethiopian Jews, whose mtDNA
matches Ethiopians and Somalians. In some other cases, such as with the
Georgian Jews and Ashkenazic Jews, the situation is more ambiguous but
still leans in the direction of the potential that a significant portion of the
mtDNA of those communities comes from non-Jewish peoples among whom
they resided. A coauthor of the 2002 mtDNA study, David B. Goldstein, re-
ported to the press his opinion that since Jewish mtDNA is apparently often
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of non-Judean origin, while their Y-DNA is usually Judean, most Jewish
communities were founded by marriages between Judean men and local non-
Judean women.150 (These women would have converted to Judaism.) Shaye
Cohen said that if Goldstein’s speculation is true, it may explain why Jews
in particular countries and regions often physically resemble their neighbors
despite also sharing strands of common ancestry with other Jews.151 The
finding that some Ashkenazic mtDNA haplogroups originate in the Near
East while others come from Europe was reaffirmed in a separate study re-
leased in 2004.152 The 2004 study found that the most prevalent mtDNA hap-
logroups among Ashkenazim are K (found at a frequency of 32 percent), H
(21 percent), N1b (10 percent), and J1 (7 percent). Haplogroup K is found in
relatively small numbers in both Europe and the Middle East, and its ulti-
mate origin is undetermined at this time. Haplotype N1b is evidently of Mid-
dle Eastern origin. The obvious question, then, is whether Khazars are
among the maternal (and paternal) ancestors of Ashkenazic Jews. To date, no
answer to this question is available, though it remains a strong possibility.

A study conducted by Doron Behar that was released in January 2006
added to our knowledge of Jewish mtDNA, showing that about 40 percent of
Ashkenazic Jews descend in the direct maternal line from one of four women.
The genetic pattern of one of the four women is also found among some non-
Jews in the Middle East, but there is a debate in the genetics community about
whether this and the other three patterns really originated in the Middle East
or whether they came from Europe.153

Focused Y-DNA studies of Jewish hereditary subgroups—Kohens and
Levites—were also undertaken by various scientific teams. Scientists identi-
fied a particular Y-DNA haplotype that is much more prevalent among Ko-
hens, the Jewish priestly class believed to descend from the priests who
served at the ancient Temple in Jerusalem, than among Jews at large. Termed
the Cohen Modal Haplotype (abbreviated CMH), this haplotype is found
among about 45 percent of Ashkenazic Kohens and 56 percent of Sephardic
Kohens.154 This contrasts with its presence in only 3 to 5 percent of non-
Kohen Jewish men from the Ashkenazic and Sephardic branches. It was also
found among some of the Bene Israel Jews of India.155 Jewish tradition con-
tends that all Kohens are descendants of the Israelite high priest Aaron, in
which case the founding man in the Kohen lineage could conceivably have
carried the Cohen Modal Haplotype in his genes.156 It should be noted that the
Cohen Modal Haplotype is not exclusively found among Jewish men. Some
Lembas in South Africa,157 Italians in central and southern Italy,158 Kurds in
Iraq,159 Armenians,160 Palestinian Arabs,161 and Hungarians in the Budapest
region162 also possess this haplotype. Four out of five Y-DNA haplotypes
found among Samaritan men (from Israel and Palestine) are very closely re-
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lated to the Cohen Modal Haplotype, prompting researchers to conclude that
most Samaritans probably descend paternally from the original Israelites, in-
cluding a subgroup of the original Kohen priesthood.163 It is clear from these
results that the Cohen Modal Haplotype is indigenous to the northeastern
Mediterranean region, where the Israelites are originally from, and that it was
an important genetic component of the male population of ancient Israel.

All Levites are traditionally considered to be members of the Israelite tribe
of Levi, and thus descendants of Jacob’s son Levi, through paternal inheri-
tance. Members of Levi had served as assistant priests in the ancient temple.
Scientists were curious about whether the Levites, like the Kohens, also
shared any common haplotypes among themselves, and were surprised by the
results. It turned out that approximately 52 percent of Ashkenazic Levites
who were tested carried haplotypes within the aforementioned haplogroup
R1a1,164 regarded as a sign of eastern European or central Asian origins, with
38 percent of those possessing a particular haplotype that is also found among
about 11 percent of Sorbs and about 8.5 percent of Belarusians. Since this is
a substantially higher prevalence of R1a1 than among non-Levite Ashkenazic
men, and since it is virtually nonexistent among Sephardic Levites, it may
point to distinctive origins for the Ashkenazic Levites. Perhaps the founding
member(s) of the Ashkenazic Levites included one or more Khazars and/or
Slavs. Scientists noted that the founder(s) who introduced R1a1 into the Jew-
ish community probably lived around the year 1000 (no later than the year
1014, but certainly after the separation of the Sephardim and Ashkenazim had
taken place) and again pointed out the possibility of Khazarian input into the
Ashkenazic gene pool. Both the timing and the geographic location of the in-
put of R1a1 are in line with Norman Golb’s theory that some Jewish Khazars
had artificially adopted the Levite and Kohen titles (see chapter 6). To gener-
ate such a high percentage of Khazar ancestry among Ashkenazic Levites,
perhaps a large and prolific Khazarian family whose male members were for-
merly shamanist priests had reinvented themselves as Levites. If not priests,
perhaps they were nobles or royals. But the scientists believe it is most likely
that the 38 percent of Ashkenazic Levites with the same haplotype share just
one common ancestor who joined the Jewish community.

A small number of Ashkenazic Jewish men possess the haplogroup R1a,
which is not identical to R1a1. R1a is also distributed among various popu-
lations in eastern Europe and Asia. A small percentage of eastern European
Jewish men carry the P-M45 Y-DNA haplogroup. This group is mostly found
among peoples of central Siberia and central Asia, such as the Uzbeks.
About 5.2 percent of Ashkenazic men possess Y chromosome lineages
within the Q-P36 haplogroup,165 which is found in central and northern Asia
as well as among American Indians, but much more rarely among Europeans
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and Middle Easterners. It is theoretically possible that Q-P36 is an inheri-
tance from the Khazars, but other ideas could also be advanced to explain its
presence.

In addition to traces of Khazarian or Slavic ancestry among Ashkenazim,
there are also unexpected inputs from other parts of the world. Ashkenazic
Jews from the Netherlands have more non-Judean ancestry in their Y-DNA
than all other Ashkenazic communities,166 and hence they may ethnically be
part Dutch. A much smaller percentage of Ashkenazic Jews carry haplogroup
N, also from Asia, or haplogroup E*(xE3b), which is a sub-Saharan African
lineage—about 0.2 percent and 0.6 percent, respectively, in a sample of 442
Ashkenazic men. One Ashkenazi Levite was found to carry N*(xN3), an
Asian haplogroup. A very small number of Ashkenazic men from the Baltic
region of eastern Europe have haplogroup O-M175, which is found in east
Asia as far north as the Lake Baikal region of southern Siberia.

On the maternal side, about 1.8 percent of Ashkenazic mtDNA comes from
sub-Saharan Africans, as represented by haplogroup L2a.167 (For comparison,
the rate of L2a is about 4 percent among Sephardim.) About 0.7 percent of
Ashkenazic Jews carry the Asian mtDNA haplogroup M*, while about 0.2
percent carry another Asian haplogroup, A.168 An additional 1.1 percent of
Ashkenazim were found to carry M1, from Asia or east Africa.169 A Moldovan
Jewish woman from California discovered that her mtDNA matches Uzbek-
istani Jews who live near Bukhara, as well as Han Chinese inhabitants of east-
ern China and some Mongolians.170 Geneticists at Trace Genetics Inc. in
Davis, California, determined that her mtDNA marker is ultimately eastern
Asian in origin.

As we have seen, landmark studies of Y-DNA and mtDNA that explored
the relationships between Jews and other religious and ethnic groups have
proved useful in determining the complete ethnic history of Ashkenazic Jews.
There are additional studies that examine the diffusion of genetic diseases
among various populations that have also helped to answer the question of
Jewish origins. Not surprisingly, most of the studies of diseases connect
Ashkenazim to the Middle East region. For instance, geneticists learned that
DFNB1, a genetic mutation that causes deafness, affects some Jews as well
as some Palestinian Arabs and other Mediterranean peoples.171 Iranian Mus-
lims and Ashkenazic Jews share identical haplotypes for the disease called
pemphigus vulgaris.172 Familiar Mediterranean fever, a disorder that causes
fever and abdominal and joint pain, is found in three genetic forms among
Ashkenazic Jews, Sephardic Jews, Iraqi Jews, and North African Jews (espe-
cially Moroccan Jews), as well as among Armenians, Anatolian Turks, and
Druzes.173 Since the two variants of the gene probably come from the same
founder, all of the groups among which familiar Mediterranean fever is found
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must share a common ancestor. The study’s examination of one of the two
variants seems to confirm that Iraqi Jews and Ashkenazic Jews have a partic-
ularly close ancestral relationship. A connection between Iraqi Jews and
Ashkenazic Jews was also revealed by studies of the type II mutation for the
bleeding disorder called blood coagulation factor XI deficiency, or hemo-
philia C, which is found at a high frequency among both Jewish populations
and dates back either 120 or 185 generations before the start of the twenty-
first century to a common ancestor who presumably lived in ancient Israel or
Judea.174 An allele that makes an individual more susceptible to colorectal
cancer is found in 6 percent of Ashkenazim and 1–2 percent of Sephardim, as
well as among some Arabs, and came from an ancestor who lived between
2,200 and 2,950 years ago.175 In a study of 120 Ashkenazic Jews with Parkin-
son’s disease, about 18 percent of participants were found to carry the
G2019S mutation on the LRRK2 gene, and this mutation is much more com-
mon among Jews and North African Arabs than among European sufferers of
the disease, suggesting a probable Middle Eastern origin for this mutation.176

Some other diseases show that admixtures occurred in historic times be-
tween Jews and Europeans. For example, Gaucher disease, a lipid-storage
disorder, is found among some Ashkenazic Jews as well as Portuguese, Ger-
mans, and certain other European Christian groups.177

A theory contends that Tay-Sachs disease is found among Ashkenazic Jews
because of the Khazars.178 A 1983 study contended that Hungarian Jews are
probably descended from the Khazars since Hungarian Jews (as well as Aus-
trian Jews and Czech Jews) have a higher frequency of Tay-Sachs carriers
than Russian, Polish, or German Jews.179 In reality, there does not appear to
be sufficient evidence to support this theory, and it cannot be shown correct
while we remain in the absence of proof that some Khazars also carried Tay-
Sachs. A 2004 study concluded that the mutation 1278insTATC, the most
common HEXA mutation that causes Tay-Sachs disease, was present in a
common ancestor who lived around the eighth to ninth centuries in central
Europe, since this mutation is more common to Jews in central Europe than
to those in eastern Europe.180 If so, this would be inconsistent with the idea of
a Khazarian founder for Tay-Sachs.

A separate theory suggests that Ashkenazic Jews received the protective
CCR5-Delta32 allele through intermarriage with Khazars.181 This allele pro-
tects not only against HIV infection but also rheumatoid arthritis and small-
pox, and possibly other diseases as well. The 2003 study noted that about 27
percent of Ashkenazic Jews (especially among East European Jews, com-
pared to West European Jews), about 11 percent of Sephardic Jews, and some
non-Jewish Australians carry the allele. Many Europeans, including signifi-
cant percentages of Icelanders, Swedes, and Mordvinians (a Finno-Ugric
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tribe in Russia), are also carriers, but very few Middle Easterners are. The
mutation that created CCR5-Delta32 in the CCR5 gene occurred during the
medieval period between the years 800 and 1000—back about fifty genera-
tions before the beginning of the twenty-first century. The suggestion is that
the Khazars contributed the allele both to the Vikings and to the East Euro-
pean Jews, and that it spread from there to other populations.

Due to the current lack of DNA data taken directly from medieval Khazar
skeletons, theories connecting particular haplotypes or diseases to the Khaz-
ars will remain unprovable—even those that are reasonable solutions. All that
can be said with certainty is that Ashkenazic Jews are descended both from
the Israelites and from various other peoples of Eurasia, of whom the most
likely candidates remain the Khazars, East Slavs, and West Slavs.

DO ASHKENAZIC JEWS DESCEND FROM KHAZARS?

Historians have debated the question of a Khazar component in modern
Ashkenazic Jewry for two centuries. Rabbi Isaac Baer Levinsohn, a nine-
teenth-century Jewish scholar from Kremenets, Ukraine, who was active in
the Haskalah (“Enlightenment”) movement, was an early proponent of the
hypothesis that Russian Jews came from Khazaria.182 In the twentieth century,
Abraham Poliak and Arthur Koestler were among the writers who proposed
a huge Khazar contribution to Russian Jewry.183

Based on the foregoing analysis of the history and genetics of East Euro-
pean Jews, we may say that it is very probable that there is a small Turkic
Khazarian element among them. We have already seen how Jewish Khazars
survived well past the destruction of their kingdom (see chapter 9). There was
neither a geographic nor a chronological gap of any significance separating
the Khazarian Jews from the later Jewish settlements in eastern Europe. It
does appear that descendants of Khazars could be found among the East
Slavic–speaking Jews of Kievan Rus’ and the Lithuanian Grand Duchy. The
notion that the large numbers of Khazars in Europe simply vanished, or that
all of them adopted Christianity or Islam, is not in accord with the facts. Many
of the Khazars remained believers in Judaism, even though they gradually
lost their ethnic and linguistic identity. When Yiddish became the dominant
language of East European Jews in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the
assimilation of the formerly Slavic-speaking Khazars into the overall Jewish
community was completed.

Individual communities of Jews in eastern Europe saw times of disruption
and trauma. For instance, Jews were expelled from Grodno in 1495, though
they returned in 1503 and were spared from the Khmelnytsky massacres in
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1648, and the Jewish community of Kiev was disrupted by the Mongol inva-
sion of the 1240s, though many of them escaped to other regions and, per-
haps, may have eventually returned to their home city. But even with troubles
like these, a large portion of the descendants of Khazarian Jews would have
continued to live in eastern Europe. There is no basis for the claim that all
Khazarian Jews were wiped out during the 1240s or by any other single event.

A chain of Jewish migrations leading from Khazaria to the Lithuanian
Grand Duchy may explain eastern European Jews’ initial use of the first name
“Pesakh” (the Hebrew word for Passover) instead of the western (Ashke-
nazic) form “Peysakh.” During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, some
Jews in places like Brest, Grodno, and Pinsk had the name “Pesakh.”184 The
same form, “Pesakh,” was used by Khazarian Jews in the tenth century, as il-
lustrated by the example of Pesakh the Khazarian baliqchi in the Schechter
Letter (see chapter 8). The name “Pesach” or “Pesakh” was generally only
used by Jews in eastern Germany (east of the Elbe River) and eastern Europe,
as well as among Karaites and Iranian Jews, but not by Sephardic Jews.185

The “Pesach” form, and the surname “Pesachowitz,” were retained among
some Polish Jews into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The Yiddish
name “Peysakh,” meanwhile, was used by Jews in Silesia in the mid-four-
teenth century and also in medieval Germany; from the late fifteenth century
onward, “Peysakh” was found among Jews in Ukraine and Belarus.186

“Peysakh” led to the Ashkenazic surname “Peysakhowitz.”

DO KRYMCHAKS DESCEND FROM KHAZARS?

Although the Ashkenazim formed the dominant population of Jews in eastern
Europe, distinctive communities of Jews developed.

By the late thirteenth century, Jews lived in the Crimean Tatar capital of
Solkhat (later called Eski-Krim, but today known as Staryi Krim). A large
number of Jews continued to live in the coastal Crimean city of Kaffa (Feo-
dosia) until the late fifteenth century.

By the sixteenth century, the Krymchak sect emerged as the major Jewish
population in Crimea. The Krymchaks were rabbinical Jews who adopted the
Tatar language between the late fourteenth century and the early sixteenth
century. Their dialect was based primarily on Crimean Tatar, although they
also used some Hebrew words. However, the Krymchaks read Hebrew in the
Sephardic pronunciation rather than the Ashkenazic pronunciation.187 The
Krymchaks used the Hebrew alphabet until 1936 and Cyrillic thereafter.

It has been suggested that the Krymchaks might be a remnant of the
Khazars, but this does not seem to be the case. The early Krymchaks called
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themselves srel balalary (sons of Israel). According to Anatoly Khazanov,
the Krymchaks may have descended in part from the early Greek-speaking
Jews of the Crimea.188 It is known that the Krymchaks also descended from
many other Jewish emigrants from Europe (especially Spain and Italy) and
the Middle East (especially Persia and Turkey).189 Some Ashkenazic family
names found among the Krymchaks were “Berman,” “Vejnberg,” “Fisher,”
“Achkinazi,” and “Lurje,” and other Krymchaks held surnames deriving
from Italy, Spain, Turkey, and the Caucasus.190 In other words, the Krym-
chaks were a mix of Ashkenazim, Bavli (Babylonian), and Romaniote Jews.

Krymchaks lived in many Crimean towns—in particular, Bakhchisarai,
Karasu Bazar (modern Belogorsk), Eski-Krim, Kaffa, Kerch, Mangup, Sev-
astopol, Simferopol, Yalta, and Yevpatoria. Small groups of Krymchaks later
settled outside of the Crimea: in Odessa (Ukraine), Temryuk (southern Rus-
sia), and Taman (southern Russia). Most of the Krymchaks worked as crafts-
men and merchants, although some were gardeners and vineyard keepers.

Krymchak culture was similar to the Crimean Tatar culture. The Krym-
chaks’ dances, recipes, clothing, and homes resembled those of their Tatar
neighbors.

Linguistically, the Krymchak language was most closely related to
Crimean Tatar, the extinct Belarusian-Lithuanian Tatar language, the nearly
extinct Karaim language spoken by the Jewish Karaite sect, and the Kumyk
and Karachay-Balkar languages of the north Caucasus.191 All of these lan-
guages are members of the Kipchak (Cumanic/Pontic) branch of the Turkic
languages (see table 4.1). The type of Turkic spoken by the Khazars is still
under debate (see chapter 4); if it was an Oghuric form of Turkic, as some
scholars believe, it certainly could not have resembled Krymchak, but even if
it was a type of Common Turkic, there may have still been significant differ-
ences. In any event, there appears to be no evidence that Krymchak (or the re-
lated Karaim) was the language of the Jewish Khazars.

In the early twentieth century, many Krymchaks adopted the Russian lan-
guage. About 70 percent of Krymchaks were murdered by the Nazis and their
collaborators during the German occupation of the Crimea in 1941 and 1942.
Remnants of the Krymchaks survive in the Crimea, Russia, Israel, and the
United States. The Krymchak language, however, is now essentially extinct.

DO CRIMEAN AND LITHUANIAN KARAITES 
DESCEND FROM KHAZARS?

The Karaites are a distinctive sect separate from mainstream Judaism. In early
medieval times Karaism gained followers in Egypt, Palestine, Mesopotamia,
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and Asia Minor, some of whom later migrated northward into eastern Europe.
The Karaites adhered strictly to the written word of the Torah and rejected the
Mishnah, Talmud, and all aspects of Oral Law. Unlike rabbinical Jews, the
early Karaites did not kindle lights on the evening of the Sabbath and gener-
ally spent it in the dark and without the warmth of a fire. However, the Karaite
leader Menahem ben Joseph Bashyazi permitted the kindling of Sabbath can-
dles around 1440, and his example was followed by Karaites who lived in
Lithuania, Poland, Crimea, and Turkey. Additionally, the Karaites did not use
the standard Jewish calendar and did not observe the Hanukkah festival.

The first definite evidence of Karaism in eastern Europe dates from the
1180s, when Rabbi Petakhiah met “heretics” in the “land of Kedar” (see
chapter 9). The earliest known Karaite settlements on the Crimean peninsula
date from 1278.192 Zvi Ankori, an expert on Karaite history, was of the opin-
ion that Karaites probably did not settle in eastern Europe before the twelfth
century.193 It is clear that the Karaites arrived in the Crimea only after rab-
binical Jews had already built up major settlements there. It is known that
many Karaites came to the Crimea from Istanbul during the thirteenth
through eighteenth centuries in many waves.194

The early Crimean Karaites generally worked as farmers, though in later
years many of them became shopkeepers, traders, tanners, and crafters.

At the end of the fourteenth century, the Lithuanian Grand Duke Vytautas
allowed three hundred Crimean Karaite families to settle in Troki. The
Karaite manuscript collector Abraham Firkovitch invented the myth that
these Karaites guarded the Troki castle.195 Crimean Karaites also settled in
Panevezys, a city north of Troki, during this time, as well as in the cities of
Lutsk, Halicz, and Kiev. Some descendants of the Lithuanian Karaites moved
to the Crimea in the nineteenth century.196 The Karaim-speaking communities
of Lithuania and nearby Poland are today not very numerous, due in part to
assimilation and immigration, and there is still the risk of their extinction.

Many scholars used to suggest that the Crimean and Lithuanian Karaites
were the direct descendants of the Khazars. One of the advocates of this view
was Ananiasz Zajaczkowski, a Turkologist of Karaite origin, who wrote,
“The Karaims fully deserve to be called the rightful successors of Khazarian
culture.”197 Zajaczkowski alleged that Karaite missionaries converted many
Turkic tribes (such as Khazars and Cumans) in the steppes surrounding the
Black and Caspian seas. To bolster his argument, he cited the Great Soviet
Encyclopedia of 1957, which claimed that the Khazar rulers embraced
Karaism.

Zajaczkowski also explained that numerous Persian and Arabic words ex-
ist in the Karaim language. He assumed that these words were acquired in
multicultural Khazaria.198 Actually, it is much more probable that such words
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were adopted by the Karaites during their former residence in the Middle
East. Zajaczkowski expanded his linguistic argument by mentioning that the
Karaites speak a Kipchak dialect but use Hebrew as a liturgical language. He
tried to explain this by the Khazars’ adoption of the Hebrew script but reten-
tion of a Turkic language.

Other scholars have asserted that Khazarian legends and cuisine were
passed on to the Crimean Karaites. Two Karaite desserts that are said to be
Khazarian recipes include khazar khalvasy (Khazar halva), a dark-colored
cake eaten on days of mourning, and a seven-layered cheesecake called kat-
lama.199 The problem here is that we do not know any medieval Khazarian
recipes and thus cannot scientifically compare Karaite cuisine with Khazarian
cuisine. The Karaites also have several songs and sayings that include folkloric
references to the Khazars. One of these songs contains these verses: “I saddled
my horse, with three arrows in my quiver. If I kill three enemies with my bow,
the Khazar king will give me a gift.”200 A popular Karaite saying states, “When
snowflakes fall, Grandfather slaughters a reindeer. The Khazar lad gallops on
a horse and our rich people celebrate.”201 The existence of songs and sayings
about the Khazars among the Karaites does not necessarily bear upon their eth-
nic origin, since awareness of the Khazars was also common among modern
Russians, Ossetians, Circassians, and other non-Khazar groups prior to the late
twentieth century. In fact, some of these songs, as well as the name of khazar
khalvasy, were invented by Sheraya Markovich Shapshal (1873–1961), the
chief rabbi (hakham) of the Lithuanian Karaites of Troki in the late 1920s and
1930s, who advocated the notion that his people were descendants of the
Khazars. This contrasted sharply with the position of most earlier Karaites,
such as the early nineteenth-century Crimean Karaite writer Mordehay Kazas,
who explained in his book Tuv Taam, “I come from Jews; I am a descendant
of Jacob, son of Isaac, who is a son of Abraham. They call my motherland Is-
rael. My language is leshon ha-kodesh [the holy tongue, i.e., Hebrew].”202

To adequately address the question of whether Karaites are Khazars, it is nec-
essary to refer back to documentary evidence. The adherence of the Khazars to
the Talmud and Mishnah was indicated by King Joseph’s Reply (see chapter 6),
and Talmud study in Khazaria was also reported by the Chronicle of Elchanan
the Merchant (see chapter 1). Abraham ibn Daud explicitly stated in Sefer ha-
Qabbalah that the Khazars he met in Spain were rabbinical (see chapter 9), and
the Khazars who lived in the Jewish district of Pera in the eleventh century
clearly were mainstream Jews and not Karaites (see chapter 9). King Joseph’s
Reply also contains the name of King Hanukkah, from the holiday that Karaites
did not practice (see chapter 6). We also recall that the wording of the Kievan
Letter indicated that the Jews, possibly Khazars, who lived in Kiev were rab-
binical (see chapter 6). Their descendants, who apparently tried to convince
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Prince Vladimir of Kiev to adopt their faith, likewise professed mainstream rab-
binical Judaism rather than the belief of a small sect (see chapter 9). These facts
reveal that the Khazars’ belief system was incompatible with Karaism, which
from the beginning rejected the Talmud and Mishnah. There is, in fact, no doc-
umentation indicating Khazar adherence to Karaism.203

It is also significant that tenth-century Karaites condescended to and criti-
cized the Khazars for being proselytes and thus, in their view, illegitimate
mamzerim (bastards) (see chapter 6). This type of scorn would not have been
directed by Karaites toward other Karaites.

There appear to be no aboriginal Khazar traditions among the Karaites. The
Byzantine Karaites adopted Tataric surnames only by the fifteenth century
when they fell under Turkish rule.204 Even the Tataric language that the
Karaites adopted was not Khazarian. As already mentioned, the Karaites of
eastern Europe, like the Krymchaks, spoke a Kipchak dialect, while most of
the Khazars may have spoken Oghuric rather than Common Turkic, or alter-
natively a form of Common Turkic unrelated to Kipchak, such as a language
closer to Oghuz. What is more, the Greek vocabulary in the Karaim language
testifies to their roots in Byzantium. The Karaites of Istanbul, from whom the
Crimean Karaites truly descend, spoke Greek as their native language and
were related to the Greek-speaking Romaniote Jews.205 After arriving in the
Crimea, these Karaites began to speak Crimean Tatar or Anatolian Turkish,
and those in Lithuania and Poland spoke their Kipchak dialect called Karaim,
which they had learned originally during their residence in the empire of the
Golden Horde.206

From March 2005 to February 2006, I conducted a study on eastern Euro-
pean Karaite men’s Y-DNA using the services of Family Tree DNA of Hous-
ton, Texas. The sample size was limited due to a small pool of qualifying per-
sons who could be reached and were interested in participating. Eight valid
samples were gathered: seven from paternal descendants of Crimean Karaites
from Ukraine and one from a paternal descendant of Polish Karaites. None of
the men was paternally related to another in the study. The Polish Karaite was
found to be a member of haplogroup G2, as was one of the Crimean Karaites.
G and G2 are also found in about 5 percent of Ashkenazic Jews, and Family
Tree DNA’s president, Bennett Greenspan, who provided assistance with the
Karaite project, is confident that these Karaites got G2 from Middle Eastern
ancestry. Four of the other Crimean Karaites placed within the Middle East-
ern haplogroup J—two within the subgroup J1 and two within the subgroup
J2. One of those in J2 matched on all twelve tested markers with a Syrian
Arab. Another Crimean Karaite was found to belong to haplogroup Q, which,
as already mentioned, has central Asian connections and is also found among
approximately 5 percent of Ashkenazim. Our Karaite Q matched on all twelve
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markers with two Ashkenazim and men from Hungary and Lithuania. One of
the Crimean Karaite samples placed in none of these; his one-step mutation
matches were with men whose families are from Egypt, Germany, and Spain,
and his haplogroup is L.

Finally, it must be stressed that the heretical Karaites who lived in the land
of Kedar toward the end of the twelfth century were probably not Khazars
(see chapter 9). Scholars have sometimes erroneously presumed that these
heretics, who sat in the dark on Sabbath, were Khazars, without considering
the distinction between Khozaria and Kedar in Rabbi Petakhiah’s travelogue.

The acclimation of the Crimean and Lithuanian Karaites into the Turkic
realm does not seem to reflect a Khazar origin. “Clearly,” remarked Philip
Miller, “the case for the Khazar origins of the Crimean Karaites is not a strong
one.”207 The origin of the Karaites is thus to be found in the Middle East (al-
though the Karaites may have intermarried with Crimean Tatars), as Karaism
was not professed in Crimea or eastern Europe until after Khazaria’s decline
and fall. The so-called Khazar cakes, songs, and sayings are actually modern
inventions inspired by the propaganda of Firkovitch and his disciples, who
during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries created the myth that the
Khazars practiced Karaism and that Karaites are the descendants of the Tur-
kic Khazars rather than the Judeans, partly to gain advantages from the czarist
government, freeing Karaites from anti-Jewish discrimination by separating
them from other Jews. Firkovitch had emphasized the Turkic connections of
eastern European Karaites, but he did not himself claim that they were Khaz-
ars, except to claim that the Khazars had adopted Karaism.208 In fact, he
claimed that the Karaites were a separate group of Israelites who had split in
biblical times from rabbinical Jews. Shapshal was the mastermind behind cre-
ating the belief that Karaites were the actual ethnic descendants of medieval
Khazars and Cumans.209 Modern Crimean Karaites fiercely defend their false
identity, even to the extent of issuing direct physical threats against archaeol-
ogists who came during 1997 and 2003 to Chufut-Kale to study tombstones
that Firkovitch had deliberately misinterpreted,210 including two that he faked
inscriptions for to make it seem like they marked the burial site of Rabbi
Yitzhak ha-Sangari and his wife. The claim that Karaite anti-Talmudists of
Middle Eastern origin have a connection with Talmudic Turkic Khazar schol-
ars of the steppe whom they criticized is untenable.

DO MOUNTAIN JEWS OF THE CAUCASUS 
DESCEND FROM KHAZARS?

Some writers, including Arthur Koestler,211 have conjectured that the Moun-
tain Jews of Daghestan and Azerbaijan have Khazarian ancestry. Others212
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have suggested that they partially descend from Alans who converted to Ju-
daism during the tenth century (see appendix D, “Other Instances of Conver-
sion to Judaism in History”). The traditional language of the Mountain Jews,
Juhuri, is part of the Iranian language family and contains many Hebrew ele-
ments. In Juhuri, they call themselves Juhuri (Derbent dialect) or Juwuri
(Kuba dialect), and in Russian they are known as Gorskie Yevrey.

In reality, the Mountain Jews primarily descend from Persian Jews who came
to the Caucasus during the fifth and sixth centuries.213 This is clear not only by
the culture and language of the Mountain Jews but also by their genetic inher-
itance from the Israelites. The genetic data connecting Mountain Jews’Y-DNA
(paternal) haplotypes to other Jewish communities and peoples of the Mediter-
ranean region were announced by geneticist Dror Rosengarten in 2002.214

However, Mountain Jews probably encountered the Khazars during the era
of the Khazar kingdom, and small elements of culture appear to have been ex-
changed between the two groups. For instance, among the Mountain Jews,
some very common names are derived from Hebrew words for Jewish holi-
days, including the men’s names “Khanuko” and “Pisakh” and the woman’s
name “Purim.” We recall that the Khazars also used the personal names
“Hanukkah” and “Pesakh.” Moreover, the historian Igor Semyonov noted
that the name “Nisu” (also spelled “Nusu”) is frequently found among Moun-
tain Jews,215 and it appears to derive from the Hebrew name “Nisi,” which
again was used by the Khazars. The researcher Zvi Abraham found that some
Mountain Jews are named “Savriil,” equal to the Hebrew form “Sabriel” or
“Savriel,” the alternate name of Bulan, the first Jewish king of Khazaria (see
chapter 6). The rare female Hebrew name “Serakh” (also the name of King
Sabriel’s wife) was also in use among the Mountain Jews.216 Some historians,
including Haiko Haumann, view the Mountain Jews as a combination of
Khazarian Jews and Persian Jews.217

DO GEORGIAN JEWS DESCEND FROM KHAZARS?

Some researchers have also proposed Khazar roots for the Jews from the Re-
public of Georgia in the southwestern Caucasus. These Jews are known in
Hebrew as the Gruzinim, and in Russian as Gruzinskie Yevrey. They call
themselves Ebraeli. Their traditional language is Judeo-Georgian, a mixture
of Georgian and Hebrew.

The historian Ken Blady explained the early history of the Georgian Jews
as follows:

According to Georgian and Armenian chronicles, the Jews arrived in Transcau-
casia possibly as early as 722 BCE, after the Assyrian invasion of Northern 
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Israel, or possibly with Nebuchadnezzar’s exiles in 586 BCE. Whenever their
exact arrival, most historians agree that there was a sizable Jewish settlement in
the region at the beginning of the Common Era. . . . From the sixth century on-
ward, waves of Jews fleeing persecution in the Byzantine Empire found refuge
in the Transcaucasus. There were also Jewish migrations from Armenia and Per-
sia to Georgia around this time. Very little is known about Georgian Jews in the
Middle Ages, or the relationship between Georgian Jewry and the Jewish king-
dom of Khazaria. What is known is that Georgian Jews were the principal mid-
dlemen in trade with the Persian, the Arab, and the Byzantine world. Georgian
Jewish merchants traversed the Silk Route and maintained contact with Jewish
centers of learning in Persia and Babylonia.218

According to Dror Rosengarten, Georgian Jews are more closely related to
European peoples than Mediterranean peoples in terms of their Y-DNA,
though they also have some Mediterranean haplotypes, and they are not
closely related to the Mountain Jews.219 Their mtDNA also appears to be dis-
tinct from other Jews. I am not aware of any sort of data that would suggest
a connection with the Khazars. The Khazars were not yet Jews at the times
they had occupied Georgia (seventh and eighth centuries). It is much more
likely that the Georgian Jews descend substantially from the ethnic Georgian
people, with a smaller Israelite component.

CONCLUSIONS

Existing evidence, taken as a whole, demonstrates that while East European
Jews are descended both from the Jews of the ancient Middle East and from var-
ious non-Jewish peoples (including Slavs and possibly Khazars), the Israelite el-
ement constitutes the majority of their ancestry. When Central European Jews
from Germany, Bohemia, Moravia, and Austria migrated eastward, they joined
with existing Jewish communities of the East, including the East Slavic–
speaking Jews, whom they outnumbered. The thirteenth through fifteenth cen-
turies were the critical period of mass migration from central Europe into
Poland, and from the fifteenth through the seventeenth centuries, many of these
western Jews moved further east into lands now part of Belarus and Lithuania.

After the Khazars converted to Judaism, their identity transformed from
Turkic to Jewish. Jewish law requires converts to become part of the overall
Jewish community and be considered children of Abraham. The convert is
said by Talmudic scholars to be like a newborn child, and any relatives
he/she had before conversion are no longer considered his/her relatives.220

Judaism’s prayers and holidays also emphasize a connection to the ancient
land of Israel—and not to Khazaria. As Jacob Agus wrote:
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When non-Jewish groups accepted the Jewish faith, they also embraced the
myth of Hebraic descent. . . . Even the Khazars who were converted to Judaism
in the light of history regarded themselves as somehow of the “seed” and the
“blood” of ancient Israel. They belonged at least in part to the tribe of “Simeon”
or the “half-tribe Menasseh.”221

In fact, the Jewish religion only recognizes three “official” tribal statuses: Is-
rael, Kohen, and Levi. Hence, although Kohens and Levites are provided with
the appellations “ha-Kohen” and “ha-Levi” to attach to their Hebrew names,
it is unlikely that descendants of the Khazars attached a special tribal desig-
nation like “ha-Kuzari” to their names.222 Thus, the apparent integration of
the Khazars into Slavic-speaking Jewish communities in eastern Europe, and
later into Yiddish-speaking ones, was facilitated by the Jewish religion.
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Sixth Century

c. 505–525—Sabirs immigrate to the north Caucasus and the Volga valley.
c. 570–630s—Western Turkish Empire rules over the Khazars.

Seventh Century

626–630—Byzantine Empire allies with the Western Turks, including the
Khazars.

628/629—Khazars conquer the Georgian city of Tiflis.
c. 630s—Western Turkish Empire falls apart.
630–642—Khan Kubrat rules Great Bulgaria in southern Russia.
642–652—First Arab-Khazar War.
642—Arab troops attack Khazaria for the first time.
c. 650–1016—Khazaria exists as a distinct, independent political entity.
650—Khazars’ territorial expansion drives some Bulgars westward.
651–652—Khazars defeat invading Arab troops and retain control over Bal-

anjar.
c. 678—Jews reside on the Taman Peninsula in large numbers.
683–685—Khazars invade Transcaucasia and inflict much damage.

Eighth Century

c. 703/704—Byzantine emperor Justinian II marries Theodora, a royal Khazar.
705–711—Justinian II fights the Khazars and attempts to destroy Cherson.
711—Khazars play a role in installing Philippicus as the new emperor of

Byzantium.
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714—Arabs seize Derbent and its fortress.
717—Khazars attempt to invade Azerbaijan.
722–737—Second Arab-Khazar War.
723/724—Arabs destroy the city of Balanjar.
723/724—Samandar becomes the new Khazar capital.
c. 723–944—Jews move to Khazaria from the Middle East because of anti-

Jewish persecutions.
730—Khazar commander Barjik leads Khazar troops through the Darial Pass

to invade Azerbaijan.
730—At the Battle of Ardabil, the Khazars defeat an entire Arab army.
731–732—Khazars briefly recapture Derbent.
731—Maslama ibn ‘Abd-al-Malik kills the Khazar kagan’s son in battle.
732—Arabs permanently acquire Derbent.
732/733—Byzantine emperor Constantine V marries Khazar princess

Chichek (Irene).
733/734—Maslama ibn ‘Abd-al-Malik builds a mosque for Khazars in Derbent.
737—Khazar capital transferred from Samandar to Atil.
737—Arabs force the Khazar kagan to convert to Islam. Muslim Khazars are

resettled in Azerbaijan.
c. 750–800—Many Saltovians on the Crimea convert to Christianity.
759/760—Khazar kagan Baghatur’s daughter marries the Arab governor of

Armenia.
762–764—Khazars, led by As Tarkhan, conquer Transcaucasia.
775–780—Leo IV “the Khazar” rules the Byzantine Empire.
c. 780s—Leo II, grandson of a Khazar kagan, rules Abkhazia.

Ninth Century

c. 800–809—Khazar king Bulan converts to Judaism.
c. 820–840—Khazars found Sambata (part of Kiev) and establish a garrison

there.
c. 830s–862—Khazarian Kabars rebel against the king of Khazaria.
c. 830s—First Rus’ Kaganate is established.
c. 833–841—Sarkel fortress is built by Khazars and Byzantines.
c. 838—Khazar kagan converts to Judaism, followed by the nobility and

some of the common people.
c. 838—Khazars issue silver dirhams emblazoned with declarations that the

coins were minted in the land of the Khazars and that Moses is the true
prophet of God.

c. 842/843—Caliph al-Wathiq sends mathematical expert Muhammad ibn
Musa al-Khwarizmi to the palace of the Khazar king.

c. 840s–860s—Khazar king Obadiah builds synagogues and schools.
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c. 852—The renegade Khazar leader Bugha “the Elder,” directed by the
caliph, attacks the Khazars and exacts poll taxes from them.

854—Muslim Khazars settle in Shamkur, Azerbaijan.
860—Khazar people report being persuaded by Muslims and Jews to aban-

don shamanism and accept monotheism.
860—Saint Cyril visits Cherson and learns Hebrew.
861—Saint Cyril argues in favor of Orthodox Christianity in the Khazar

court.
861—Saint Cyril destroys the Khazars’ sacred oak in Tepsen and converts its

inhabitants to Christianity.
c. 864–870—Expositio in Matthaeum Evangelistam is first written record of

the Khazars’ Judaism.
885—Most of the Eastern Slavs become united.
894—Magyar prince Levente leads Kabar troops against Bulgaria.
895–896—Some Khazarian Kabars settle in Transylvania and Hungary along

with the Magyars.

Tenth Century

901—Unsuccessful attack by Khazars upon Derbent.
c. 913—In a major battle with the Khazars, thousands of Rus’ian ship voy-

agers perish.
922—Khazar kagan closes down a Muslim minaret in Atil in retaliation for

the destruction of a Jewish synagogue in the Middle East.
c. 930–988—Khazars use the square Hebrew script for writing.
c. 930—Kievan Letter written by rabbinical Jews of Kiev, among whom were

Khazars.
c. early 930s—Khazar king Aaron allies with the Alans, who adopt Judaism.
c. early 930s—King Aaron’s son, Joseph, marries the Alan king’s daughter.
932—King Aaron allies with the Oghuz.
c. late 930s—Khazar baliqchi Pesakh defeats the Rus’ians.
c. 947—Croatian Jews Saul and Joseph meet Mar ‘Amram, a scholarly

Khazar Jew.
c. 948–949—Schechter Letter is written by a Khazar Jew in Constantinople.
c. 954—Hasdai ibn-Shaprut’s literary secretary writes a letter to Khazar king

Joseph.
c. 955—King Joseph’s Reply reaches Hasdai in Spain.
c. 955–970—Duke Taksony allegedly invites Khazar Jews to Hungary.
c. 964—Pechenegs seriously threaten Khazaria.
965—Prince Svyatoslav of Kiev conquers and seizes Sarkel.
c. 965–967—Khazar kagan momentarily converts to Islam for political reasons.
c. 967—Rus’ians seize Atil, the Khazar capital.
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c. 969—Khazar refugees escape to Baku and islands in the Caspian and be-
come Muslims.

986—Khazar Jews allegedly discuss Judaism with Prince Vladimir in Kiev.
988—Prince Vladimir of Kiev accepts the Orthodox Christian religion.

Eleventh Century

c. 1000–1300—Some Khazars in Kievan Rus’ are Slavicized and adopt the
East Slavic language.

1016—Khazar kagan Georgius Tzul is captured by the Rus’ians.
1023—“Khazars” ally with Prince Mstislav of Tmutorokan.
c. 1050–1100—Jewish Khazars live in Pera, a suburb of Constantinople, in

the Byzantine Empire.
1064—Khazars settle in Qahtan, north Caucasus.
1079–1083—“Khazars” still live in Tmutorokan.

Twelfth Century

c. 1100–1150—Jewish Khazars settle in central Romania.
1106—Khazar general Ivan commands a Rus’ian army regiment.
1120–1140—Yehudah ha-Levi writes Sefer ha-Kuzari.
1161—Abraham ibn Daud notes that he and his colleagues have met Khazar

Jewish students in Toledo, Spain.
1185—Rabbi Petakhiah ben Jacob meets Jews called “Meshech,” who are

possibly Khazars, in Baghdad.

Thirteenth Century

1206—Ta’rik-i Fakhr al-Din Mubarak Shah says Khazar Jews use a form of
the Cyrillic script for writing.

c. 1242—A theory suggests that an Endzher-ruled Daghestani Khazar king-
dom existed until this year.

c. 1245–1247—Christian Khazars are encountered by Friar Joannes de Plano
Carpini.

Fourteenth Century

1309—Hungarian clergy declares that Catholics cannot marry “Khazars.”

Sixteenth Century

c. 1500–1650—Descendants of Jewish Khazars in the Lithuanian Grand
Duchy adopt the Yiddish language.
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ak—Khazarian for “white.” The upper classes (i.e., royalty and nobility) in
the Khazar Empire were called “Ak-Khazar.” Alternative spelling: “aq.”

alp—Turkic for “hero.”
amir—Arabic title for “ruler, prince” in Muslim countries. Alternative

spelling: “emir.”
Ashkenazi—Term for German Jews and their descendants in central and

eastern Europe. Prior to living in Germany, Ashkenazic Jews had lived in
France and Italy.

at—Khazarian for “horse.” Alternative spelling: “alas-at.”
Atelküzü—Turkic for “between the rivers.” Alternative spellings:

“Etelküzü,” “Etelköz” (Magyar).
Atil—Khazarian term for the Volga River; also the name of the Khazars’ cap-

ital city along the Volga; apparently from as (great) + til (river). Alterna-
tive spellings: “Itil,” “Ityl,” “‘Til.”

babaghuq—Khazarian title for an elected “father of the city.”
baghatur—Khazarian for “brave warrior.” Alternative spelling: “bogatur.”

Baghatur/baqat‘ur was also a title of the Alan king in the northern Cauca-
sus, according to ibn Rustah and the Georgian Chronicle.

baliqchi—Khazarian for “fisherman”; from baliq (fish) + chi (profession).
Appointed provincial governors were given this title. Alternative spellings:
“bolushchi,” “balgitzi,” “balquitzi.”

bek—Turkic title for the king who leads the army and affairs of state. Alter-
native spellings: “beg,” “peg,” “peh,” “pekh,” “bey.”

bugha—Khazarian for “bull.” This word was used as a male personal name
in Khazaria.

bulan—Khazarian for “elk.” This word was used as a male personal name in
Khazaria. Alternative spelling: “bolan.”
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Caucasian Albanian—Term for an ethnic group that once lived in the east-
ern Caucasus in the Azerbaijan region. Not related to the Albanian people
of the Balkans.

chichek—Khazarian for “flower.” This word was used as a feminine personal
name in Khazaria. Alternative spellings: “chichak,” “chichäk.”

chorpan—Khazarian for “star.” This word was used as a male personal name
in Khazaria.

dogh—Khazarian for “funeral meal.”
Duna—Khazarian term for the Danube River.
el-teber—Hunnic and Turkic title for a local king. Alternative spellings: “el-

tebir,” “yiltavar,” “ilut’uer.”
er—Khazarian and Turkic for “man.” Alternative spellings: “ar,” “är,” “ör.”
eristavi—Georgian title for “prince.”
ev—Khazarian and Turkic for “settlement, home.”
ghulam—Arabic term for a foreign slave soldier owned by kings in countries

like the Arab Caliphate and Khazaria. The ghulams were purchased and
then trained to become part of the king’s military. Original plural form:
“ghilman.”

gorodishche—Russian for “hill fort.”
gyula—Magyar title for the king who leads the army and controls affairs of

state. Alternative spellings: “jula,” “dzsula.”
Hagar—Khazarian Hebrew name for the Hungarians, as recorded in Hebrew

documents.
iconoclast—Byzantine term for “icon breaker.” Iconoclasts like Byzantine

Emperor Leo III banned icons from churches. The Seventh Ecumenical
Council that convened in Nicaea in 787 held that veneration, but not wor-
ship, of icons was permissible.

iconodule—Byzantine term for “icon venerator.” Iconodules supported the
use of icons (religious images) on paintings in churches.

Israelite—Ethnic term for descendants of the people of ancient Israel; di-
vided into two main branches, Judeans (southern Israelites) and Samaritans
(northern Israelites).

itakh—Khazarian for “puppy.” This word was used as a male personal name
in Khazaria.

javshighar—Khazarian title for the kender’s deputy. Alternative spelling:
“jawshyghr.”

Judean—Ethnic term for descendants of the southern kingdom of Judea. This
includes most modern Jews and Karaites.

kabar—Khazarian or Magyar for “rebel” or “ethnic mixup.” The Kabars
were a dissident group of Khazars who left the empire and resettled in
Hungary in the ninth century.
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kagan—Turkic title for “great (sacral) king, supreme judge.” Alternative
spellings: “kaghan,” “khaghan,” “qaghan,” “khagan,” “khakan,” “khaqan.”

kaganate—The realm ruled by a kagan.
kara—Khazarian for “black.” The lower classes (i.e., commoners) in the

Khazar Empire were called “Kara-Khazar.” Alternative spelling: “qara.”
kel—Khazarian for “fortress.” Alternative spelling: “kil.”
kende—Magyar title for their sacral king.
kender—Khazarian title for “subking,” that is, third in command. Alternative

spelling: “kündür.”
khatun—Avar and Khazarian for “queen” or “princess.” Alternative

spellings: “katoun,” “chatoun.”
Khazarian Way—Term for the trade route connecting the Baltic Sea region

with Khazaria by way of northern Russia and the Gulf of Finland. The Rus’
often traded along this route during the ninth century.

kilich—Turkic for “sword, sabre.” Alternative spelling: “qilich.”
kizil—Turkic for “red.” Alternative spelling: “qizil.”
kniaz’—Russian title for “prince.”
kök—Turkic for “blue.” The Western Turkish Kaganate was ruled by the Kök

Türks. Alternative spelling: “gök.”
kurgan—Turkic and Russian for “burial mound.”
Magyar—The Hungarian self-designation.
Majgar—Presumed Khazarian name for the Hungarians, as used by Turkic

speakers.
Maqedon—Tenth-century Khazarian term for the Byzantine Empire.
metropolitan—A bishop in the Eastern Orthodox Church, ranked just below

the patriarch.
Mizrakhi—Term for eastern Jews, including Jews from Iran, Iraq, Uzbek-

istan, and the Caucasus.
oq—Old Turkic for “arrow.” Two tribal confederations, one among the Bul-

gars and the other among the Magyars, were called the “On-Oghur,” that
is, “ten arrows.”

ostikan—Armenian title for “governor.”
Pax Khazarica—Latin for “Khazarian peace,” historians’ term for the rela-

tively stable situation in the Khazarian region during the ninth century,
caused by the end of Khazar-Arab hostilities and the holding back by
Khazars of Pechenegs and other wild tribes.

qam—Turkic for “priest, shaman.” Alternative spelling: “kam.”
qut—Khazarian and Turkic for “heavenly good fortune, charisma.” The

Turks believed that a ruling kagan bestowed qut upon his kaganate.
Romaniote—Term for a Greek (especially Byzantine) Jew. Alternative

spelling: “Romaniot.” Also called “Yavanic.”
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sam—Khazarian for “high, top”; used in many Khazar town names.
saq, sar—Khazarian for “white” or “gray.” These two words were contrac-

tions of sarigh.
sarigh—Turkic for “yellow.” Occasionally also meant “white.”
Sephardi—Term for Spanish and Portuguese Jews.
sub—Turkic for “water”; the name of the shamanists’ water god. Alternative

spelling: “suv.”
talyga—Khazarian for “wagon, chariot.”
tamga—Turkic term for tribe or clan symbols, which were often engraved on

pottery and stones. The Khazars may have continued to use tamgas even
after their conversion to Judaism. Some Turkic Saltovo peoples of Khaz-
aria also still used tamgas even after adopting Christianity. Alternative
spelling: “tamgha.”

tarkhan—Khazarian title for “army commander, local governor, or chief.”
tengri—Turkic for “sky”; the name of the shamanists’ sky god. Alternative

spelling: “tängri.”
törü—Old Turkic for “traditional (customary) law.” Alternative spelling:

“turah.”
tudun—Avar and Khazarian title for “provincial governor.” Alternative

spellings: “titano,” “titanus,” “thodanus.”
Var—Khazarian and Hunnic term for the Dnieper River. Alternative spelling:

“Bar.”
Varshan—Khazarian term for the Sulak River and the surrounding moun-

tains. Alternative spellings: “Warsan,” “Varach’an.”
vizier—Persian term for a minister or adviser to a ruler. In some countries,

the title was transferred hereditarily. Alternative spelling: “wazir.”
voievoda—Old Russian title for “military commander.”
yaligh—Old Turkic for “bow.”
yir—Turkic for “earth, soil”; the name of the shamanists’ Earth god. Alterna-

tive spelling: “yer.”
yurt—Russian term for a sturdy, portable, dome-shaped tent often made partly

of felt and used by nomadic Eurasian peoples, including the early Khazars.
Alternative spellings: “yurta” (Central Asian Turkic), “ger” (Mongolian).
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1. Male Names

Name Meaning Source(s)

Alp hero Lewond
Baghatur brave warrior Kitab al-Futuh by Ibn Atham

al-Kufi
Balgitzi, Belgichi, Bälgichi, Theophanes

Balghichi
Barjik Tarikh-i Tabari by Balami
Bashtu, Bashtwa Risalah by Ibn Fadlan
Bihor, Biheros, Bihar, Virhor Armenian version of the Life

of Saint Stephen of 
Sugdaia

Bugha bull Georgian Chronicle
Bulan elk King Joseph’s Reply
Bulchan, Buljan, Bluchan Georgian Chronicle, Tarikh 

al-Bab
Buzer, Busir, Bazir Anonymous Byzantine

Chronicle
Chat History of the Caucasian

Albanians by Movses
Dasxuranci

Chat‘n History of the Caucasian
Albanians by Movses
Dasxuranci

Chorpan star History of the Caucasian
Albanians by Movses
Dasxuranci

Itakh puppy Tabari, Ibn al-Athir, Ibn 
Khallikan

(continued)
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1. Male Names (continued)

Name Meaning Source(s)

Kayghalagh, Kayqalagh as-Suli
Khatir, Khadir, Qadir Lewond
Khuterkin, Quterkin chief with al-Masudi

heavenly good
fortune

Kisa Tarikh al-Bab
Kundajiq, Kundaj Diwan by Buhturi
Ötemish al-Masudi
Papatzys Theophanes
Tarmach Lewond
Tuzniq Diwan by Abu Firas

al-Hamdani

Certain Khazarian titles appear to have also occasionally served as male personal
names. These include:
Tarkhan (“general, commander”)
Yilig, Ilig (a title for the king)

2. Female Names

Name Meaning Source(s)

Chichek, Chichäk flower De ceremoniis aulae
byzantinae libri by
Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus

Parsbit, Barsbek Lewond

The Khazarian title Khatun (“lady, queen, princess”) appears to have also occasionally
served as a female personal name.
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JUDAISM AMONG THE ALANS

The Alan people (also known as “As,” “Os,” and “Yasians”), ancestors of the
Ossetians, were descendants of Sarmatians. They spoke an Iranian language.
Alania, the homeland of the Alans, was located north of the Caucasus Moun-
tains. Their capital city was called Maghas.

The Alans converted to Orthodox Christianity in around 915. However,
they rejected Christianity around 932, according to al-Masudi, and expelled
the bishops and priests who had been sent to them by the Byzantine emperor.1

A number of the Alans soon adopted the Jewish faith of their Khazar neigh-
bors, as recorded by the Schechter Letter:

[But in the days of Benjamin] the king, all the nations were stirred up against
[Khazaria], and they besieged the[m with the aid of] the king of Maqedon . . .
only the king of Alania was in support of [the people of Khazaria, for] some of
them were observing the Law of the Jews.2

In the tenth century and thereafter, most of the Alans professed a mixture of
shamanistic and Christian beliefs.3 Their burials usually were pagan-style cat-
acomb burials even as late as the thirteenth century.4

Duke Svyatoslav of Kievan Rus’ conquered the Alans in 965. The Alans
were again conquered, this time by the Mongols, between 1221 and 1223.
Some of the Alans settled in Moldova5 and Hungary,6 while other Alans lived
in the Cherson and Chufut-Kale regions of the Crimea in the thirteenth and
early fourteenth centuries.7

The ultimate fate of the Alans who had converted to Judaism went un-
recorded.
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EUROPEAN CONVERTS TO JUDAISM

According to many scholars, Judaism was propagated widely as early as the
first century. In Matthew 23:15 of the New Testament, the apostle Matthew
reported that the Pharisees traveled over land and sea in pursuit of proselytes.
Furthermore, the first-century Jewish historian Josephus wrote that there
were many converts to Judaism in the Roman Empire. About 10 percent of
the population of the Roman Empire was Jewish around the start of the com-
mon era.8 This significant percentage is often attributed to the spread of Ju-
daism among non-Jews.

Martin Goodman, however, challenged the theory that many converts were
sought by Jews in the first century, suggesting that it was only in the second
and third centuries that some rabbis called for an active mission to non-Jews.9

Goodman proposed that Matthew 23:15 refers to the conversion of existing
Jews to the beliefs of the Pharisee sect, rather than the conversion of non-
Jews to Judaism.10 He also wrote that it is possible that the vast majority of
early conversions to Judaism were performed because a non-Jewish woman
planned to marry a Jewish man.11 It was common for Roman women to con-
vert after marrying Jews.

In ancient times, many gentiles had an informal association with Judaism.
These gentiles were granted the title “God fearers” by the Jews. God fearers
lived in such places as Romania, Greece, and Asia Minor. An early third-
century Jewish Greek inscription from a synagogue in Aphrodisias (south-
west Anatolia) demonstrates that some non-Jews had accepted part of the
Jewish way of life.12 Although the God fearers attended synagogue services,
they did not formally convert to Judaism. Besides believing in one God, they
usually followed such Jewish customs as keeping the Jewish Sabbath and not
eating pig meat, but they did not observe all Jewish rituals.13 Many of the
Greeks living in the Crimea who were drawn to elements of Judaism created
a “cult of the Great God.”14

After the Roman Empire officially adopted Christianity, conversion to Ju-
daism became prohibited. In 315, Emperor Constantine I issued the first Ro-
man edict forbidding Jews from seeking converts. In 339, Emperor Constan-
tine II issued a policy stating that property would be confiscated from any
Jew who assisted a Christian to convert. Yet Judaizing movements continued
to spring up in the following centuries in many lands.

Judaism became so popular in ninth-century Bulgaria that Bulgarian pros-
elytes converted others to Judaism as well, according to a query letter com-
posed in 866 by King Boris I of Bulgaria.15 Pope Nicholas I “the Great”
(reigned 858–867) wrote, in reply number ten of his Responsa Nicolai ad
consulta Bulgarorum to the king, that he was also aware of how Jewish
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preachers were active in Judaizing the Bulgarian populace. In particular, the
pope complained that Judaizers encouraged non-Jews to abstain from work
on Saturdays.16 Nikolaj Kochev suggested that Balkan slaves also became
Jews, encouraged by Jewish laws under which Jewish-owned slaves who
adopted Judaism were freed every seven years of servitude.17

Jews were active in seeking converts on the Iberian Peninsula. Evidence sug-
gests that African slaves owned by Jews in Spain and Morocco converted to Ju-
daism. Jews were proselytizing in Granada (in Andalusia, southern Spain) as
early as the fourth century.18 Because of the existence of a fairly large conver-
sion phenomenon in Spain, Jews were obliged to take appropriate steps. For this
reason, it was necessary for Rabbi Shlomo ben Adret of Barcelona (1230–1310)
to indicate the order of the blessings to be said when converts were initiated into
the Jewish community.19 Christian authorities initiated measures to try to stem
the tide of conversion, and by the eleventh or twelfth century, they had largely
succeeded in halting widespread proselytism in Spain. Yet, even as late as the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, there were still Spanish church edicts and
royal proclamations that tried to prevent Jews from owning non-Jewish slaves
and to stop Christians from converting to the Jewish faith.20

Many Christian clergy members converted to Judaism. Bodo, a Carolin-
gian cleric and court deacon, converted to Judaism in 839, adopted the He-
brew name Eleazar, married a Jewish woman, and fled to Spain. The Cairo
Genizah collection of documents revealed that a cleric named Wecelin, who
worked for Duke Conrad of Carinthia, converted to Judaism in about 1005. A
Catholic priest in Mainz, Germany, became a proselyte in 1012.21 A Norman
priest in southern Italy, Johannes, converted to Judaism in 1102 and adopted
the name Obadiah ha-Ger (“Obadiah the Proselyte”). His inspiration came
from the conversion in about 1070 of Andreas, an archbishop of Bari. In the
thirteenth century, a French monk converted and adopted the name Abraham
ben Abraham. He was captured and burned after fleeing to Germany.

In the twelfth century, Judaized Vlachs lived in the highlands of Wallachia,
north of Greece, who gave themselves Jewish names and did not observe
Christianity, according to Benjamin of Tudela’s travelogue. The Judaized
Vlachs were described as a fierce and autonomous people known to be thieves.
Benjamin wrote that some people considered the Vlachs to be Jews.22

Most of the recorded cases of individuals converting to Judaism come from
twelfth- and thirteenth-century France and Germany. Many rabbis in those
countries belonged to the Tosafist school of rabbinical theology and strongly
supported conversion to Judaism, considering it a divine commandment. The
Tosafists succeeded in bringing many Europeans into the Jewish community.
Ben Zion Wacholder estimated that hundreds of individuals converted during
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in France and Germany.23 There were 
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proselytes during the Middle Ages, in Pontoise (northern France), Lunel (south-
ern France), Hungary, and many other places, who became very dedicated to the
study of Torah and Talmud. A Tosafist named Abraham ha-Ger was a convert to
Judaism who held the belief that proselytes observe Jewish laws better than
“born Jews.”24 A convert lived and studied Talmud in the home of Rabbi Yitzhak
ben Asher ha-Levi, a Tosafist in Speyer (a German city along the Rhine).25

The many medieval anti-Jewish laws that prohibited slave conversion and
intermarriage between Jews and Christians demonstrate that, among Chris-
tians, the fear of proselytism was widespread. It was not until around the
eleventh to thirteenth centuries that widespread conversion to Judaism
ceased. The decrease in Jewish proselytism in Europe was directly connected
to the harsh laws and persecutions created by Christians. European church
and government policies against conversion to Judaism intensified starting in
around 1215.26 Yitzhak Males of Toulouse (France) was executed in 1278 for
his participation in proselytizing efforts.

In England, the Dominican deacon Robert of Reading was so inspired by
studying Hebrew that he converted to Judaism, married a Jewish woman, and
adopted the Hebrew name “Haggai,” but he was condemned by an ecclesias-
tical council at Oxford in 1222 and handed over to a sheriff, who had him
burned at the stake.27

Salomon of Üregh, a Hungarian Jew, converted his slave girl to Judaism in
the early thirteenth century.28 When the Hungarian city of Buda was under
Turkish rule (1526–1686), it was common for Jews to own Christian slaves
and subsequently to convert them to Judaism and marry them.29

Judaizing in Russia occurred even as late as the late fifteenth and early six-
teenth centuries, but it was eventually suppressed. In 1539, a Polish proselyte
from Kraków named Catherine Weigel was burned to death.30 Converts to Ju-
daism in the first half of the eighteenth century in Dubno (Ukraine), Vilnius
(Lithuania), and other parts of eastern Europe were also massacred. For exam-
ple, in the small town of Sverovoch, a retired naval captain named Alexander
Vosnitzyn converted to Judaism and was circumcised, but as a result, he was
publicly burned in Saint Petersburg in July 1738 to deter others from converting.

Some Bohemian Hussites took up Judaism in the seventeenth century.
They adopted the circumcision rite and began to observe the Jewish Sabbath.

THE SABBATARIANS

The Sabbatarians were Unitarian Christians in Transylvania who adopted el-
ements of Judaism. For instance, they adhered to kosher laws and celebrated
Jewish holidays, and their day of rest was Saturday rather than Sunday.31
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The Sabbatarian movement began in the late sixteenth century when the
Székely nobleman named Andreas Eőssi and his Transylvanian followers be-
gan to observe the Jewish Sabbath and the other commandments of the Torah.
After Simon Péchi (1575–1642) created a Sabbatarian prayer book, it became
a very attractive belief system in the region, and about twenty thousand
Székelys converted to Sabbatarianism in the late sixteenth century.

The leaders of the sect were executed in 1639 by Transylvanian govern-
mental authorities. As a result, Sabbatarianism diminished, and only some
people in certain villages remained committed to the ideology. The Székelys
living in the village of Bözödujfalu stayed faithful to Sabbatarianism over the
years and officially converted to rabbinical Judaism in 1869.32 Five years
later, they constructed a synagogue. Some Székely Jews were killed during
the Holocaust; others survived but became persecuted by Romanians. In
1989, the Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceauçescu destroyed Bözödujfalu by
damming the Küsmöd River, which flooded the houses and synagogues of its
Székely Jews, and its residents were resettled and dispersed.33

THE SUBBOTNIKI

The Subbotniki (“Sabbath keepers”) of Russia are ethnic Russians whose be-
liefs combine Orthodox Christianity with Judaism. The Subbotniki sect ap-
parently originated in the late seventeenth century. They believe that Jesus
was a prophet but not a divinity. Subbotniki worshippers pray in Russian,
rather than Hebrew, but many of their beliefs—including observing the Sab-
bath on Saturdays rather than on Sundays—reflect their Judaized status.
Many Subbotniki adopted Hebrew names.

After Czar Nicholas I (reigned 1825–1855) exiled the Russian Molokani
sect into the Caucasus, they came into contact with Subbotniki missionaries,
and many of them thus also adopted the Judaized Subbotniki teachings.

CONVERTS IN ADIABENE

Two of the kings of Adiabene, members of the royal family, and a number of
the people became Jews in the first century CE.34 The kingdom of Adiabene
was located east of the Tigris River, between the Great Zab and Little Zab
rivers, and was part of the Assyrian section of the Parthian Empire. Today, the
area encompasses part of northern Iraq. The capital of Adiabene was Arbela.

In Antiquities of the Jews, compiled circa 93 or 94 CE, Josephus wrote that
Monobazus I,35 king of Adiabene, married his sister, Helena. Monobazus I
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and Queen Helena had two sons, Izates and Monobazus (later Monobazus II),
but Monobazus I also had other sons by other wives. However, Izates was the
king’s favorite son, so he was accorded many honors. He was sent to the
palace of Abennerig, king of Charax-Spasini. Izates and Abennerig became
good friends, so Izates married Abennerig’s daughter Samacha and was given
some measure of ruling power. After his sojourn in Charax-Spasini, Izates
was given control over the land of Carrae.36 Izates remained in Carrae until
his father’s death.

During Izates’s residence in Carrae, a Jewish merchant named Ananias
(Hananya) interested the women of Izates’s harem in the Jewish religion. Not
long afterward, Ananias also converted Izates to Judaism. Meanwhile, Helena
was also converted to Judaism, although by a different Jew; she thus began to
observe the Jewish rituals. The members of the Adiabenian aristocracy re-
mained Zoroastrians.37

When Monobazus I died, it became necessary to appoint the new ruler of
Adiabene. Since Izates was abroad, his older brother Monobazus was chosen
as the new king, receiving his father’s ring and diadem, but shortly afterward,
the “favorite son” Izates returned to Adiabene and took control of the gov-
ernment. Ananias accompanied Izates and visited the royal court of Arbela in
the year 40 CE.

Since Izates, the new king of Adiabene, wanted to embrace Judaism in its
entirety, he thought that it was necessary to be circumcised. His mother He-
lena objected to this, voicing concerns that he would come into disfavor
among his subjects—who had not yet adopted Judaism—if he was circum-
cised and knowledge of his Jewish beliefs became public. His tutor Ananias
also persuaded Izates to delay circumcision for the time being. Nevertheless,
Izates still wanted to be circumcised. Eleazar, a Jew from Galilee, met the
king and urged him to be circumcised so as to meet the requirements of Jew-
ish law. With Eleazar’s encouragement, a surgeon performed the circumcision
on Izates.

Helena and Ananias remained concerned that Izates would lose his status
as king if the people of Adiabene learned that he had adopted a foreign reli-
gion. But after an initial shock from learning of his circumcision, Helena saw
how Adiabene remained at peace and how Izates remained respected by sub-
jects and foreigners alike. She thus became content with his decision and de-
sired to visit Jerusalem to worship at the Holy Temple. When Helena arrived
in Jerusalem, she learned that the people in the city were suffering from
famine, so she helped to import grains and dried figs into Judea. Izates, also
being a compassionate man, sent large amounts of money to Jerusalem’s lead-
ing men. Rabbinical sources, including the Tosefta, Mishnah, and Palestinian
Gemara, added that Helena arranged for the establishment of a tall sukkah
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(festival booth).38 She contributed a golden lamp and an inscribed golden
plate to the temple in Jerusalem.

Five of Izates’s sons were educated in Jerusalem, where they learned the
Hebrew language and Jewish scholarship. Monobazus, the brother of King
Izates, and his relatives, also wanted to embrace Jewish customs. When the
non-Jewish nobility of Adiabene learned this, they angrily plotted against
Izates, calling upon Abia, king of Arabia, to war against the royal house.
Izates’s army successfully defended Adiabene against the Arab invaders, and
when Abia found himself surrounded by the Adiabenian army, he committed
suicide. Despite Abia’s defeat, the Adiabenian nobility remained opposed to
the Izates regime’s adherence to Judaism. They urged Vologases, king of
Parthia, to kill Izates. King Vologases declared war on Izates, and a large
army was sent to Adiabene. After a competing army was deployed to destroy
Parthia, Vologases was forced to return his soldiers home to attend to the
problems there, thus saving Izates’s life.

The great king Izates, friend of Judea, died around 58 CE, and Helena died
soon afterward. Izates and Helena were buried in Jerusalem in three pyramids,
called “Tomb of the Kings.” The pyramids were commissioned by Monobazus
II, Izates’s older brother, who was installed as Adiabene’s new king.

Following a strong precedent, Monobazus II also decided to convert to Ju-
daism, as did many of his relatives and associates. The Tosefta recorded that
members of the royal house of Monobazus II affixed mezuzahs to poles and
carried these with them when they traveled, placing them in inns where they
stayed overnight.39 The Tosefta, Mishnah, and Palestinian Gemara noted that
Monobazus II contributed money to the Jewish temple to ensure that the ves-
sels used during Yom Kippur services had golden handles.

Some of the nonroyal Adiabenians may have also become Jews. Records
preserve the names of the Adiabenian Jews Jacob Hadyaba and Zuga (Zuwa)
of Hadyab.40 On the other hand, Lawrence Schiffman contended that the dis-
pleasure the Zoroastrian nobles expressed against Monobazus II’s Judaism in-
dicates that the royalty’s Judaism never extended to the noble or commoner
classes.41

During the war of Judea against the Roman Empire (66–70 CE), the Adia-
benian royal family supported the Judean side. A fire destroyed the Palace of
Queen Helena.42 In Wars of the Jews, written circa 78 or 79 CE, Josephus
wrote that the Adiabenian Jews Kenedeus and Monobazus (relatives of
Monobazus II) attempted to defend Jerusalem but perished in the war against
the Romans.43 The sons and relatives of the Adiabenian king were captured
and sent to Rome as hostages by Roman co-emperor Titus.

According to Paul Kahle, there were many Jews in the city of Arbela even
after the establishment of bishops and the spread of Christianity in Adiabene.44
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The last king of an independent Adiabene was Mebarsapes, who ruled
around 115. In around the year 116, Adiabene became part of Assyria, a
province of the Roman Empire, when Trajan of Mesopotamia invaded it.
However, in 117, Hadrian ended Roman control over Adiabene. Rosenthal
and Mozeson claimed that the residents of Adiabene were widely intermar-
ried with Jews from Babylon by this time.45

The ultimate fate of the Adiabenian Jews is not entirely certain, but Itzhak
Ben-Zvi claimed that they migrated to Georgia and Armenia.46

CONVERTS AMONG SEMITIC TRIBES 
OF GREATER ISRAEL

The Adiabenians adopted Judaism because of a sincere interest in the religion.
By contrast, the Itureans and Idumeans (Edomites), Semitic tribes of the Mid-
dle East, were forcibly converted to Judaism during the second century BCE.

Josephus recorded that the army of John Hyrcanus, the high priest of Judea
(reigned 134–104 BCE), took possession of Dora and Marissa, which were
cities in Idumea. After conquering the Idumeans, Hyrcanus let the Idumeans
stay in their land on the condition that they would be circumcised and observe
the Jewish laws.47 In this way, the Idumeans, descendants of Esau, became
Jews by force rather than by choice.

Hyrcanus’s son and successor to the priesthood, Judah Aristobulus (reigned
104–103 BCE), converted the Itureans.

The historical record appears to indicate that the Idumeans and Itureans
mingled with the Judeans and celebrated the Jewish festivals along with
them.

CONVERTS IN YEMEN

Judeans migrated to southern Arabia in large numbers both during and fol-
lowing the Second Temple period. Jews lived in Yemen as early as the first
century CE, according to surviving historical records. Originally polytheistic
worshippers of a moon god and other gods, many of the pagan Arabs of Him-
yar fell under the influence of Jewish proselytizers and were impressed by the
successful lives of Jews in Arabia.48

Several Himyarite kings embraced the Jewish religion.49 The first of these,
Yassirum Yohre’am of Himyar, the king of Dhu Raidan and Saba (“Sheba” in
Hebrew), adopted Judaism in the year 270 CE. Kings ‘Amr-Shlomo ben
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David (reigned 325–330) and Malki Kariba Juha’min (reigned 378–385)
were also Jews. Christianity was introduced to Himyar by the evangelist
Theophilus in the middle of the fourth century. However, during the same
century, a small number of former Christians in Yemen adopted Judaism.50

Jewish sages from Mecca and Yathreb converted King Abu Kariba As’ad
(ruled circa 385–420) to Judaism toward the end of his rule. The conversion
of this king was memorialized in Arab ballads.51 The Himyarite army also
adopted Judaism as its official religion. According to the early fifth-century
writer Philostorgius, both Judaism and pagan cults were practiced among the
people of Himyar. The sixth-century writer Theodorus Lector wrote that the
pagan Himyarites left paganism and were Judaized by a queen of Saba.

King Martad Ilan (reigned 495–515) was also Judaized, as was his suc-
cessor, King Yusuf Ash’ar Dhu Nuwas (reigned circa 515–525), who spread
the religion among the Arab people in Yemen. When Dhu Nuwas learned
that Jews were being persecuted in the Roman Empire, he took revenge by
killing Byzantine Christian merchants.52 His Christian subjects in Najran re-
belled, prompting him to attack that town in October 523 to suppress the up-
rising. Those who were targeted by the king were members of a pro-
Ethiopian, anti-Himyar faction that supported the Abyssinian negus
(emperor) Ella Asbeha. Dhu Nuwas also destroyed the Christian churches in
Zafar and Al-Makha. Other Christians—in particular, the Byzantines and the
Abyssinians—were outraged by the king’s actions in Najran and took mili-
tary action against him. Emperor Justinian I provided the Abyssinians with
ships. Ella Asbeha sent seventy thousand men to Himyar with Commander
Aryat at the helm. Aryat’s Abyssinian forces won a battle against the Him-
yarites toward the end of 523. The decisive Abyssinian victory against the
Himyarites came in 525 when Commander Abraha attacked Dhu Nuwas’s
army at Zabid. Dhu Nuwas killed himself by plunging his horse into the sea
and drowning.53

After the death of Dhu Nuwas (the last Himyarite king in Yemen), the
Abyssinians conquered and settled the whole of Yemen. The religious climate
changed dramatically. The Abyssinians tried to convert the Yemenites to
Christianity, and Abraha built a magnificent cathedral called al-Qadis. The fi-
nal shift in religious affiliation came in 628 when Islamic rulers took control
of Yemen and transformed the country into a Muslim society. Jews thereafter
lost their power as well as their rights.54

The Arab converts to Judaism probably intermingled with city-dwelling Is-
raelite Jews who had come to Yemen. Genetic studies appear to confirm this,
matching their Y-DNA (paternal DNA) with many other Jewish populations,
while matching their mtDNA (maternal DNA) with Yemenite Muslims.55
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CONVERTS IN ETHIOPIA

The Jews of Ethiopia (Abyssinia) are known as the “Beta Israel” (“House of
Israel”) and the “Falasha” (“Foreigners”). They are mostly descended from
Agau proselytes, as demonstrated by genetic studies, and they closely resem-
ble other Ethiopians. It remains possible, though increasingly unlikely, that a
small portion of their ancestors were Jews from the Himyarite kingdom in
Yemen.

The so-called Falashas, descended from members of the Agau tribe who (it
is said) converted to Judaism even in early medieval times, conquered and de-
stroyed the city of Aksum in the tenth century. This allegedly allowed the
Falasha queen Judith to usurp the Ethiopian throne. According to legend,
Queen Judith was a Jew. Judith supposedly ruled over the whole country un-
til 977, when she was overthrown by Tekla Haimanot. The Christian Agau dy-
nasty known as the Zagwe thus came into power and retained control until
1270. However, Harold Marcus thought that Judith’s life story was probably
based upon a composite of multiple real individuals.56 In Michael Belay-
nesh’s opinion, the historicity of Queen Judith is uncertain, as we have a lim-
ited number of written sources available for study.57

According to Marcus, it is likely that there were no Ethiopian Jews before
the fourteenth century. Early in that century, the monk Abba Ewostatewos
founded a Sabbatarian movement which modified the teachings of Christian-
ity to become more like ancient, pre-Talmudic Judaism. After the persecution
of his followers, the Sabbatarians fled to isolated parts of northwestern
Ethiopia.

Several Christian princes in the provinces of Sallamt and Semien converted
to Judaism in the fifteenth century and contributed to the military strength of
the Falashas. Zar’a Ya’eqob (reigned 1438–1468), the Christian negus of
Ethiopia, engaged in battle against these Jewish rebels.58 The Falashas killed
many of the Amhara people and enjoyed military successes against Zar’a
Ya’eqob’s army. Zar’a Ya’eqob’s successor, Emperor Ba’eda Maryam
(reigned 1468–1478), eventually was able to crush the Falashas.

The Ethiopian Jews were formally converted to normative Orthodox Ju-
daism upon their arrival in Israel during the 1980s and 1990s.

Genetic studies have consistently shown a very close relationship between
Ethiopian Jews and Ethiopian non-Jews, and little to no relationship with
other Jewish populations. For instance, a study of Y-DNA conducted by Ger-
ard Lucotte and Pierre Smets showed that Ethiopian Jews very often possess
the two most widespread haplotypes in Ethiopia while they lack two very
common Jewish haplotypes.59 A Y-DNA study by Noah Rosenberg and his
colleagues likewise concluded that Ethiopian Jews are not closely related to
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other Jewish groups, even though they share some haplotypes with Yemenite
Jews; they reason that gene flow between Ethiopian non-Jews and Yemenite
non-Jews in early times accounts for any common haplotypes between
Ethiopian Jews and Yemenite Jews, both of whom apparently have consider-
able convert ancestry derived from local populations.60 The most common
mtDNA haplotype among Ethiopian Jews is found elsewhere only among
non-Jewish Ethiopians and Somalians.61

The hypothesis that the Ethiopian Jews are the descendants of the Israelite
tribe of Dan appears to have no basis in fact. However, the legitimacy of their
Jewishness is determined by their practice of the Jewish religion and not by
their ancestry.

CONVERTS IN NORTH AFRICA

Proselytism was partly responsible for the growth of Jewish communities in
Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, and particularly Libya. However, most North
African Jews share the majority of their ancestry with other Jews around the
world, as genetic studies have shown.

In the seventh century, a large number of Spanish Jews fled their Visigoth
oppressors. Some of these Spanish Jews settled in the Sahara Desert region of
North Africa and actively proselytized Berber tribes. The close connection
between Jews and Berbers was recorded by many medieval writers, such as
the eleventh-century Spanish poet Abu Bakr ibn ‘Ammar.62 However, the first
historian to mention Judaized North Africans was al-Idrisi, a twelfth-century
Moroccan geographer who wrote about Berbers of the Jewish faith as well as
Jewish proselytizing efforts in the western Sudan.

The fourteenth-century Tunisian historian ‘Abd-ar-Rahman ibn Khaldun
wrote that it was possible that some of the Berbers adopted Judaism, such as
the Berber tribe Jarawa, which lived in the Aurès Mountains region of north-
eastern Algeria.63 The Jarawa queen during the 680s and 690s was called the
“Kahina” (meaning “Soothsayer”), and her full name was apparently Kahya
al-Kahina. She was Jewish herself, according to many accounts. Some of the
details of her life appear to be legendary rather than historical in nature. Ac-
cording to ibn Khaldun, Caliph ‘Abd-al-Malik sent the Arab governor of
Egypt, Hassan ibn Numan, to North Africa to conquer additional territory, but
after having some successes, he was soundly defeated by the Kahina, whose
soldiers inflicted thousands of casualties on the Arab invaders and forced the
survivors to retreat far to the east. For several years afterward, the Kahina
ruled over a wide expanse of land extending from Tripoli in northwestern
Libya to Tangiers in northern Morocco.64 However, Hassan returned with a
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much larger force, and this time the Berbers were outnumbered and defeated
after many battles. The written accounts differ on many of the specifics, in-
cluding whether she died on the battlefield or whether she was captured and
subsequently executed.

After their defeat, which completed the Arab conquest of North Africa, the
Jarawa tribe lost its independence and dispersed, with some of them migrat-
ing to the Melilla region in northeastern Morocco. The majority of the
Berbers were forced to convert to Islam. Among the Jewish tribes forced to
adopt Islam were the Uled Jari people of the Touggourt Oasis in Algeria, the
Daggatun tribe which lives between the Sudan and Timbuktu, and Tunisian
and Moroccan Berbers.65 The Daggatuns were tent-dwelling Berbers of the
Sahara oases who shared many customs with the Tuaregs and other Berber
tribes, but even after their nominal conversion to Islam, they retained some
Jewish traditions.

After the expulsion of Jews from Spain in 1492, many of them arrived in
North Africa. The Moroccan, Algerian, and Tunisian Jews are primarily de-
scended from Israelite Jews, both from Israelite populations that had existed
in the North African region since Roman times and from the newcomers from
Spain. Y-DNA evidence showed a very close relationship between North
African Jews and other Jewish populations of the world, including Iraqi
Jews.66

The modern Jews of Libya, by contrast, appear to be a distinctive Jewish
population, which over the centuries had less contact with other Jewish com-
munities than other North African Jews and which may have had substantial
admixture with Berbers, according to a genetic study by Noah Rosenberg and
his colleagues.67 Statistically, according to this study’s examination of genetic
distances, Libyan Jews are clearly distinguishable from Moroccan Jews (in
terms of cluster analysis), though there are some commonalities (in terms of
the lowest differentiation test statistic) between the two populations, which
may be explainable by gene flow and/or common ancestry through either
common Berber ancestors or common Israelite ancestors.

CONVERTS IN UGANDA

In February 2002, hundreds of Ugandan Africans living in the village of
Nabugoye and several other villages (near Mbale, Uganda) were officially
converted by rabbis to Conservative Judaism after many decades of observ-
ing the Jewish religion.68 They are known as the community of Abayudaya.
Abayudaya is the Luganda word for “people of Judah.” The Abayudaya com-
munity began to practice Judaism in 1919 under the leadership of Semei
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Kakungulu. Kakungulu’s religion, spread among the Abayudaya, used to mix
Jewish practices with some Christian, Muslim, and African tribal beliefs, but
its foundation was Judaism.69 Over the decades, the Abayudaya continued to
associate with Jews and had a desire to be recognized by other Jews and learn
more about standard Judaism. The 2002 conversion event, though massive in
scale, involved the conversion of individuals one by one.
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